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Introduction
Termis is a hydraulic modeling tool that simulates the behavior of flow directions, pressure, and thermal conditions in
your distribution network.

Who should read the documentation?
The documentation caters to both the operational staff and the IT Pro staff.

Operational staff
Termis uses real-time data to analyze and track the current situation enabling Operators to make better and smarter
decisions and to optimize production and enhance your economic performance.
The Operator is normally not involved in any setup or customization activities. However, this document provides guidelines and instructions for basic actions to perform using the application.
Using this application the Operator can obtain information on the following:
l

Detailed knowledge of pressures, temperature, flow condition, and flow direction.

l

Warnings in case of abnormal pressure situations in regards to historic, current, and future conditions.

l

Consequences of operational changes.

l

Presentation of administrative data combined with current hydraulic data allowing the operator to support endusers more effectively.

IT Pro staff
The IT Pro staff is in charge of the technical setup and configuration of the application.
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How To: Perform Customer Logon Using Connect
The guidelines in this topic assume that your system administrator has provided you with all pertinent logon information. Subsequently you must complete the following initial procedure.
1. From the menu bar in Termis application select Help and then License and select the Connect button.

2. Enter the connection information as provided by your License Server Manager system administrator.
Every time you open Termis application you will see the following dialog.

3. Log on to the application following these guidelines.
Input Data

Description

Address

Server connection information for the 7T License Server Manager.
For the most part the server is the IP address, but it is also possible
to enter the server name or localhost.

Port

Read-only entry field. Port 8018 is used.

Customer

The name of the license holder.
The name is case sensitive.
The user name is merely used to identify the user of the target
machine.

Type

Choose one of the following user types:
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Input Data

Password

Description
l

Master

l

Operator

l

Viewer

The protected password for the license holder. The password contributes to avoiding malicious access attempts to the server.
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System Overview
Termis performs steady state and dynamic simulations on the hydraulic conditions in your distribution networks.
The application enables you to:
l

Import network data with consumer information from external data such as Geographic Information System
(GIS).

l

Create and edit network information.

l

Perform hydraulic simulations for design studies.

l

Display simulation results as thematic views, profiles, and time series.

l

Generate reports.

l

Export data for external analysis.

The figure in the following illustrates the data flow in Termis.

For information on build number, simulation engine, etc., see the About box.
l

From the menu bar select Helpand then About.
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How To: Re-register 7Flow Server
When you run a simulation and the current 7Flow server is out of date, you will get an error message. You will then
need to re-register the 7Flow server. This is done from a command prompt.

To re-register 7Flow
1. Open a command prompt.
2. If you installed Termis to the default folder you can update 7Flow typing the following path:
C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\Termis\7FlowTermisServer.exe/regserver
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Getting Started in Termis
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to get you started working with the application.
Model Concepts

22
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30
43
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53

Upon reboot

55
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Model Concepts
The model file contains the basic objects in your network system such as nodes, pipes, and valves. All numeric values
(attributes) are related to these objects. On the user interface of Termis a node is represented by a circle and a pipe is
represented by a line connecting two nodes. The load and inlet pumping is related to nodes. In general a nominal load in
a node is calculated on the basis of several consumers, who are all connected to the relevant node.
The ensuing figure shows a simple model of a network with nodes, pipes, pump, valve and a plant.

All objects are created on a layer and for each object you can define as many attributes as needed. This is illustrated
in the ensuing figure.

Objects in Termis
Termis supports a long list of objects that you can apply to your network model. Subsequently, you create and configure
the appropriate attributes for these objects to suit your requirements for the network configuration.

Object attributes and editors
For each object you add a number of object attributes to which you add the numeric values to establish a properly running system. The following is an outline description on how to create and configure the elements in the model.
Dialog

What to use it for

For details…

Layer Data Con-

Object attributes.

About Layer Data Configuration Dialog,

figuration

page 230

By default the Layer Data
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Dialog

What to use it for

For details…

Configurationcontains a number of predefined attributes. In addition you can
l

Determine the behavior of the attribute under the General Editor.

l

Create new attributes.

Notice that external attributes are defined
by the layer.
Layers

Layers and object display.

About Layers Dialog, page 220

The Layers dialog contains all the layers in

See also About Configuration of Layers and

your project.

Objects, page 226 for guidelines on how to
work with layers(and objects).

From this dialog you can

Object Editor

l

Create new layers

l

Configure the visualization (appearance) of the objects in the model.

l

Change the sequence of layers.

Object attributes.

How To: Work with Objects Under Generic

Under the generic object editor you add the

Editor, page 584

values to the object attributes according to
your requirements.
These values come from various sources
such as databases, weather forecast, etc.
You can access the generic editor in various
ways
l

Right-click anywhere in the main
model area and select Edit All/Edit
<object>.

l

From the menu bar select Edit and
then Edit All.

l

Double-click a specific object (you
can only edit this particular object).

l

Edit all objects at once.

Create new model
About Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556 (Background information and it includes a work flow of required
steps)
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How To: Create a New Model Using Startup Project File
To make (even advanced) model creations a much simpler task, Termis comes with a set of startup project files and
direct access to key action points. Add to that a number of pre-configured attributes - default values - such as formula
on consumer objects. You can of course edit the default values such that they suit your requirements. For details see
How To: Apply Default Values to New Objects, page 576.
The key action points are built into a number of dashboards. hence all the actions explained in this topic are done using
the predefined dashboard. You can customize these dashboards as needed to suit your demands.
This topic provides you with an example of the work flow involved in setting up a model to encompass a number of
nodes, pipes and associated consumption.
You will learn how to
l

Insert objects.

l

Add consumers.

l

Configure values for objects and learn that you can set default values.

l

Validate and run simulation.

l

Observe simulation results.

Currently, the Termis comes with the following startup files
l

Blank
This startup file is empty and you must create a model from scratch. For details see How To: Create a Model From
Scratch in Termis, page 30.

l

Basic (US English and Danish language, only)
This startup file contains two layers, a Scenario layer and a Demand layer, and dashboards with access to key
actions. This setup enables you to start adding required objects, define consumption, etc., as explained in the
ensuing guidelines.

To create a model using a Basic startup file
1. Open Termis and select File and then New.
2. From the dialog select Basic <language option>.
The application opens in a blank area to the right and to the left you can see the Main dashboard with a number
of predefined dashboards.
3. Select the Design dashboard. This opens as a floating dashboard (Build) to the right in the main model area. Position the dashboard where it works best for you during the modeling phase.
At the same time the Simulation dashboard opens to the left. You can revert to the Main dashboard from all
dashboards in the model.
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4. Before ,you start the model creation, you are recommended to save the project. From the menu bar select File,
then Save and enter an appropriate name for the project.
If you want to use the new model as template for any future models, you must save to the folder where the
startup files reside.
Save to the following folder:<user\Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\StartUp

Create objects
When you start inserting objects you will be prompted to determine the model extent. The basic model comes with a
default size for the network (10000x10000). In a real-life scenario your model must reflect the geographic measurements. Merely accept the default size for this basic example.
1. From the Build dashboard (floating).
After each insertion remember to press ESC to exit the insert mode.

a. select the icon

to create as many node objects as needed.

a. select the icon

to create pipe objects to connect the nodes.

b. select the icon
node object.

to create a plant object. You can insert it as a new object or replace it with an existing
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Add consumers
Each consumer must be connected to a pipe in the network. In general, the affiliation is done to the pipe closest to the
service point, and the service point projection on the affiliated pipe is referenced as the consumer affiliation pipe point.
Notice that the consumption from the consumer is included in the consumption for the node situated closest to the pipe
point for the consumer affiliation.
A consumer is assumed to have at least the following attributes
l

Consumer type

l

Flow or power

l

Return temperature or Temperature difference

l

Heat factor

Notice that the consumer object (point) is already configured under the Layer Data Configuration dialog in regards to
the consumption and consumer type. The consumption in this example is based on the default value for Power set on
node objects.

To add consumers from the startup file
1. From the Build dashboard select the Insert Point button (a on the figure). This represents the consumer.

Notice that when you use this function, the active layer automatically changes to that of the demand layer.
2. Use the cursor to place the consumer points, where appropriate. In a real-life scenario, the placement of the
points is more or less given based on the geographic structure of your network and not set as random as in the
sample figure.
3. Now press the button for Update Consumer Affiliation (b on the figure) to establish the connection to the
default consumption configuration.
This loads the Consumption Attributes dialog. Ensure that the configuration looks as follows:
For Consumption, Type is set to Power and the Attribute is PAverage.
For Temperature, Type is set to Return Temperature and Attribute is TempReturn.
Consumer Type is Demand Type.
To view the affiliation you may need to press the button marked c that turns on the display of the connection as
shown in the following figure.
The connection is a line that starts at the consumer location, continues onto the consumer service point, and
ending at the consumer affiliation pipe point. For details see How To: Set a Service Point, page 626. By default
the line is gray, but you can customize the color it to suit your requirements under the Layer Options dialog.
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Input data (values) to object attributes
l

From the Build dashboard select the icon
to open the generic editor to allow editing of all objects from the
same dialog. Add the sample input values according to the ensuing table.
The consumers are configured by default for both consumption and consumer type.
Input Area

Parameter

Object values

Plant object

Value

Inlet temperature

0C 80

Static return pressure

3 bar

Pressure change

0.5 bar

Control node

Pick one of the node objects
using the right-click menu Map
Object ID.

Node object

Notice: Merely check to see that
the consumer affiliation has
added values to the following
attributes:

Initial Power (kW)
Initial Return Temperature

Pipe object
By default the startup file applies a LOOKUP function that automatically retrieves values from a pipe table catalog to determine
the dimension.

The LOOKUP default value is configured under the Layer Data Configurations. The table referenced in the formula is a pipe catalog. Create this from the menu Edit>Table.
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Validate and simulate
1. From the Simulation dashboard press the button
errors in the model.

to validate the model and ensure that there are no

You will receive a message for the validation status.
2. Still under the Simulation dashboard select the button
opens.

to run a simulation. The Simulation dialog

3. Accept the default settings under the Simulation dialog. See the default settings in the ensuing table. For indepth information on simulation you are referred to the topic Simulation, page 721.

Show Results
When you have completed the simulation you can observe the results of the simulation.

To view results
1. From the Build dashboard select the Edit All icon

to open the generic object editor.

2. Under each of the nodes there is a folder named Results. Access this folder and study the simulation values. The
ensuing figure shows the results for the node objects.
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How To: Create a Model From Scratch in Termis
The recommended (and standard) approach to creating a new model in Termis is to import Geographic Information System (GIS) data and create the model using the wizard-like function. For details see About Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556. Alternatively, you can also import a project using Model Manager v 1.3 or older.
However, the situation may require that you start a model from scratch.
This topic provides instructions for the setup of a very basic Termis model. Following these guidelines you will find a list
of pointers that take you to topics that explain more advanced configuration tasks for the new model.

You will learn how to
l

Define model scope (geographical extent of network) and add a model layer

l

Create objects (nodes, pipes, plant)

l

Define required units

l

Create a scenario

l

Configure objects (all in this sample)

l

Add a consumer layer and add consumers

l

Run a simulation

Sample input data
The model is created using the following basic sample input. By default the system adds names to objects. The names
can be edited later to suit individual requirements.
Naming
Project/model name:

TestBasic.7tm

Project folder:

OperationsBasic

Nodes

3 node objects
NO_1, NO_2, NO_3

Plant

1 plant object
PL_1

Pipe

4 pipe objects
PI_1, PI_2, PI_3, PI_4,

xx
Input Area

Parameter

Value

Network coor-

n/a

Accept default values for Xmax

dinates

and Ymax. However, in a reallife scenario it is paramount to
consider which coordinate system to apply.
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Input Area

Parameter

Value

Units

Power

kW

Temperature

0C

Diameter

mm

Pressure

bar
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Input Area

Parameter

Object values

Plant object

Value

Initial inlet temperature

0C 80

Static return pressure

3 bar

Initial pressure change

0.5 bar

Initial control node

N_4

Pipe object
Diameter, supply

100 mm

Diameter, return

100 mm

Node object
Initial power

10 kW

Initial temperature, return

26.9
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To build a basic model
1. Open Termis and from the menu bar select File and then New.
This allows you to start the model creation, but you are nevertheless recommended to save the model at this
point in time.
2. Under the File menu select Save As, then the project folder (here OperationsBasic) and enter the project
name TestBasic.7tm.

A. Create model layer
3. Right-click the main model area, select Layers and under the Layers dialog point to the Model folder, right-click
and select Add New Layer. Press OK to exit the dialog.
You can add new layers to any type of layer. The reason why you are recommended to create a model layer at
this point is that this layer can be used as a sort of layer template. When you subsequently proceed to simulating
the model, you must have a Scenario layer, else you cannot run a simulation. From the Model layer you can
produce as many Scenario layers as needed.

By default the first new layer is called is Layer_0. The number increments for each new layer you create just as
the layer name can be changed as required.

Select columns
For improved usability and overview, the Layers dialog only displays a limited number of columns. You can add
more columns as needed (alternatively, hide columns) if you right-click and point to Show Columns.
For detailed information on columns see Layer Columns, page 223.

B. Define scope (geographical extent) of network
4. Right-click the main model area, select Insert Object and then Node.
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5. Before you can proceed you must define the initial model extents. This is the geographical coordinates for the network. The Properties dialog shows the default coordinates (in bold). For this exercise merely accept the default
values for Xmax and Ymax of 10,000 by pressing OK. However, in a real-life scenario it is paramount to consider which coordinate system to apply.

C. Create node objects
6. You can now proceed with the creating of node objects. Create 3 node objects.
See the figure for an illustration of suggested positions.
When you are done you must press the Esc button on the keyboard to exit the insert mode.
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D. Create plant object
7. Create 1 plant object.
Right-click the main model area, select Insert Object and then Plant.
See the preceding figure for a suggested position of the plant. An alternative solution is to later replace one of the
node objects with a plant object. The advantage of this approach is that the node is then already attached to the
pipe.

E. Create pipe objects
8. Proceed to the creating of connecting pipes. Each pipe connects two nodes.
Right-click the main model area, select Insert Object and then Pipe.
You are prompted to first point to the primary node and subsequently to the secondary node. Connect the four
nodes by moving the cursor from one node to the next. This action creates four pipe objects.
For sample purposes you can draw the pipes somewhat by random; for example as illustrated in the ensuing figure. In a real-life scenario you will naturally follow the geographical projections. For details on how to create a
model based on a street map or a scanned image, see the topic How To: Create Background Layer Based on Map
or Image, page 172.
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Explanation to the figure:
l

The figure shows the position of each node and pipe object (as indicated by the labels).

l

The node and pipe objects all observe the configuration made for color and size under the Standard object
display. To change this setup you can define a theme for one of the object types and display these in separate colors and sizes. However, this type of configuration is beyond the scope of this topic. For details see
How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234. Locate the description for Graduate display.

F. Define sample units
9. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Units, and define the units according to the values in the ensuing table.
Phys Type

Unit

Power

kW

Temperature

0C

Diameter

mm

Pressure

bar
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G. Create Scenario layer
When you have created the required set of objects and related units for the phys types, you are recommended to
create a Scenario layer based on the new Model layer. This allows you to later use the Model layer as template to
create additional Scenario layers. For details on the concept of layers see the topic About Layers Dialog, page 220.
You must anyway have a Scenario layer to run a simulation.
a. Make sure that the new Model layer is the active layer. See How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or
Current, page 258.
b. From the menu bar select Model and then Create Scenario. Enter a name for the scenario and save
your changes.
The new layer is added to the list of layers.

H. To configure objects
When you apply the same value to all objects, enter the value under the column marked with an asterisk (*)
rather than entering it object by object.
10. Configure node objects. Right-click the main model area and select Edit All.
This opens the object editor with all objects in the model (currently only nodes, pipes, and a plant).
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11. Point to Control and configure Nodes according to the values in the ensuing table. Press Apply when done.
Parameter

Value

Power

10 kW

Temperature, Return

26.6 0C

12. Configure plant object. While still in the object editor expand the parameters under Plants. Press Apply
when done.
a. Point to Control and configure according to the values in the table.
Parameter

Value

Inlet temperature

80 0C

Static return pressure

3 bar

b. Point to Pressure Control Node and configure according to the values in the table.
Parameter

Value

Control node

NO_3
You can either enter the name as is or you can use the
more secure approach and use Map object ID:
l

Pressure change

Right-click the row for Control node, select
Map Object ID, and point to the relevant node
in the model. The object name is then inserted
into the row for the control node.

0.5 bar

13. Configure pipe object. In the object editor expand the parameters under Pipes and point to Data, Supply
and Data, Return respectively, and configure the pipe objects according to the values in the table.
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Parameter

Value

Diameter, supply

100 mm

Diameter, return

100 mm

14. Press OK to save the changes.

I. Run simulation
Before you can run the simulation ensure that the new scenario layer is the active layer.

15. Run a validation to ensure that there are no errors in the model. For details see How To: Perform Validation, page
709.
16. Run simulation. From the menu bar select Simulate, then Simulation and under this dialog configure the following options (for a non-cyclic simulation):
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a. Select check box for Enable.
b. Select current layer under the list Scenario.
c. Accept the default time step.
d. Enter a start time; for example 02:00:00.
e. Enter an end time; for example 18:00:00.

17. Press OK to start the simulation and follow the progress in the lower right side of the status bar.

18. Check simulation results. Open the object editor and point to Results (for any of the objects) and view the
results to the right. The ensuing figure shows the simulation results for the node objects.
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Add consumers
The steps under the preceding section (Run simulation) was to validate that you have a running model. 'This section provides guidelines and pointers to how you add consumers to your network.
Each consumer must be connected to a pipe in the network. In general, the affiliation is done to the pipe closest to the
service point, and the service point projection on the affiliated pipe is referenced as the consumer affiliation pipe point.
Notice that the consumption from the consumer is included in the consumption for the node situated closest to the pipe
point for the consumer affiliation.
A consumer is assumed to have at least the following attributes
l

Consumer type

l

Flow or power

l

Return temperature or Temperature difference

l

Heat factor

For details see About Consumer Affiliation (Update), page 289.

To add and configure consumers
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Right-click the category Consumers, select Add New Layer, and enter a name (in this example Demand).
3. Make the Consumer layer the active layer.

In the lower right corner of the status bar you can see which layer is the active.
4. To insert the consumers right-click the main model area, select Insert Object, and select Point.
5. Use the cursor to place the consumer points, where appropriate. In a real-life scenario, the placement of the
points is more or less given based on the geographic structure of your network and not set as random as in the
sample figure.
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Node objects
6. First make the Scenario layer the active layer.
Subsequently, configure the node objects according to the instructions in the ensuing table.
This step is merely to confirm the existence of the listed attributes since you added the attribute values when
you started creating this model. Check to see that these values are the same as you entered.
Action

Description

Nodes - Scenario layer

Create the following attributes for node objects:

Edit in Layer Data Configuration dialog

Nodes - Scenario layer

l

Flow using the code QNOD.

l

Power using the code ENOD.

l

Temperature difference, ΔT, using the code DTNOD.

l

Return temperature using the code TRNOD.

Apply values for the following attributes for node objects:

Edit in generic object editor

l

Flow or Power (you can only define one of the attributes).

l

Return temperature or temperature difference (you can only
define one of the attributes).

l

UpdateConsumption (by default this attribute is added and enabled.
You need only verify that it exists).

Configure consumption (point) objects
7. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
8. Select the Scenario layer from the left pane. This opens the list of attributes for this layer.
9. Scroll to the bottom of the list of attributes and create the attributes.
Remember that you can only apply one of the two attributes, Power or Flow.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Phys Type

Code

Power

Data

Local

Double

Consumption

Power

POWER

Flow

Data

Local

Double

Consumption

Mass Flow

FLOW

ConsumerType

Data

Local

String

Type no

None

DEMANDTYPE

The DEMANDTYPE is the definition of a consumer type. A consumer can be anything from a single family residential to
large factories. Each consumer type has a designated value. To view the consumer type right-click the consumer point
and select Demand. Locate the attribute name for the consumer type. This type is typically associated with a consumer
time series, such as Q_TS_Factory, etc.
The data for the DEMANDTYPE is typically stored and maintained in a database.

Apply attributes to consumer (point) objects
Each point represents a consumer, which allows you to make individual records for the consumption. The ensuing figure, however, merely states the same value for all consumers.
1. Right-click the main model view, select Edit All and then the point objects.
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2. Enter the value for the consumption.
3. Enter the consumer type.

To complete the setup of the basic model, you can run a new simulation and observe the results from this process. For
details on the simulation, see the explanation in one of the preceding steps. Alternatively, see the topic How To: Perform
Simulations, page 733.

Pointers to additional (advanced) model configuration
The topics in the ensuing table present you with entry points for further configuration of your model.
Action

Where to look for information

Insert service points

You must set a service point for the consumer to enable the
update of consumption using affiliation.
For details see How To: Set a Service Point, page 626.

Update

Learn how to update consumption in your network, see How To:
Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
The following topic provides background information About Consumer Affiliation (Update), page 289.
To update existing project with updates for Geographic Information System (GIS) or Model Manager.
How To: Update Existing Model or Scenario Using Model Manager
V1.3, page 438.

Basic input data

Ensure that you have the required set of input data (boundary conditions) to perform model simulations correctly.
About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

Model setup

Learn how to create a model template that can be used as basis
for other model creations.
How To: Create a Model Template, page 754.

Layer Data Configurations

Learn how to perform configuration under the dialog Layer Data
Configurations.
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Action

Where to look for information
About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590.

Object Data Information

Learn how to perform object data configuration.
Object About Editors in Termis, page 60.
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How To: Set Up Termis Using a Legacy (Old) Termis Model
The setup of a Termis model based on legacy data is based on the use of Model Manager V1.3. If you are running Termis
V5.0, see the topic About Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556.
This topic explains how to reuse data from a legacy (old) Termis application and how to migrate the model from legacy
Termis and port it into and set up the Termis application.
To make sure that the migration of data is successful and totally complete, you must run the latest
software versions for both legacy (old) Termis and Termis.
In this topic you will learn how to
l

Export and import a legacy model (older Termis version) as .shp files.

l

Configure / adjust attributes for objects in your network.

l

Run a simulation.

If you import a legacy (old) model file with a heater you must manually configure the heater upon
import in Termis.
For configuration details see About Heater Objects, page 845.
Where possible the model transfer encompasses standard global parameters.

Pipe catalog values
The values from the old pipe catalogs are not be ported to Termis. You must perform a manual configuration of the pipe
definitions. For details see How To: Create Pipe Catalogs, page 638.

To export a legacy (old) Termis project
l

Open the Termis application to export the project as shape files. From the menu bar select File, then Export,
select Template Files, then All Files and point to the relevant shape file folder.

To import a legacy (old) Termis project
1. Open the Termis application to import the folder with the legacy shape files.
2. Under File select Import and point to Model Manager Project.
3. Point to the top folder that you created for the export of shape files from.
The application now loads the imported project files.
l

Consumers available in legacy model
If the legacy model contains consumers, then the consumption from the model is exported as consumers, and
the dialog Consumption Attributes launches. Proceed to step 4 if the model contains consumers.
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l

No consumers available in legacy model
However, if the model does not contain consumers then the node consumption is exported as consumers. Upon
import into Termis you will see a warning that says "No consumers found."
Though Termis by default contains a consumer layer, this layer does not contain any data and you will manually
need to add the consumers to this layer.

4. (You can skip this step if the legacy model does not contain consumers.) Press OK to accept the default settings
under Consumption Attributes for Consumption and Consumer Type.
These settings are defined in the old Termis project and merely imported as is.
If you import your shape files from any other source, you must investigate which options to
apply for the Consumption and Consumer Type.
See the following figure for a sample view of the imported model displayed from the main model area.
The magnifying glass shows the newly created consumer points in Termis. The consumption from the old nodes
in Termis is distributed onto the new consumer points in Termis.

5. Create a scenario layer. From the menu bar in Termis select Topology, then Scenario, and point to New to
create a new scenario. Notice that your model must have a scenario layer to allow for a simulation.
6. Under the Create Scenario dialog, enter a name for the scenario and accept the default settings for the other
options. These settings can for example be used to reduce the model size. Click OK to accept the definitions.
7. If applicable, define the connection to the database that contains the measurements.
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From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections.
Notice that this step is only required if your old Termis model contains measurements defined through Data Manager version 2.1 or earlier. If this step does not apply proceed to the section: Configure and adjust parameters.
If you want to run offline, you can enter a fixed value.
For details on how to connect to external data see How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
In Termis you must ensure that all parameters are defined in SI units.
You can make the changes to SI units in the following places:
l

Data Manager (Recommended approach).

l

Termis For details see the description in the ensuing section.
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To change the configuration of measurements in Termis
1. From the menu bar select Edit and point to Measurements.
2. Under the Measurements dialog enter the correct values under the columns Factor and Offset.

Example
For measurements where the data type is set to Temperature define Offset to 273.15 to change from Celsius to
Kelvin.
This applies to all data types, such as pressure or temperature.
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Configure and adjust parameters
The next phase in this process is to validate that you have successfully imported the appropriate set of values from the
legacy (old) Termis application.

To validate parameters
1. Check that all simulation parameters in Termis are according to your requirements. Compare the parameter
values in the two applications.
This is an important process to execute as the parameter values are not included under the
import from the Termis application.
To view the simulation parameters in legacy Termis, from the menu bar select Simulation and press Criteria to
open the tab page with the Termis settings. Make sure to check all the tab pages under Criteria when you compare the parameters with those in Termis.
Legacy Termis - Criteria tab page:

To view the parameters in Termis from the menu bar select Configuration, point to Configuration Parameters.
l

Configure the appropriate parameters. These may be located under multiple categories, such as Modeling,
Setup; Modeling, Degree Day Data; Modeling, Advanced Setup.

Termis:
2. In Termis validate type Time Series. During import the degree day data is imported as time series and normally
as a 24-hour time series period. You will need to convert the time series into a 7-day time series period. Follow
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these guidelines and see also the description further down for transfer of Degree Day Data.
a. From the menu bar select Edit, point to Time Series, and from the list in the Time Series dialog select
the appropriate time series. Most likely you will want the time series for outdoor temperature and wind
speed. In the sample model file these time series are called TS_V_Wind and TS_T_Outdoor.
b. Under the Time Series dialog convert the 24-hour time series into a 7-day period.

3. Validate that the parameters in the two applications match your requirements.
The following table only lists the main simulation parameters, and provides guidelines for re-defining the values.
Notice that your simulation may need a more nuanced mapping of the values.

Validate parameters
Parameter in legacy Termis

Parameter in TerHow to change the setup
mis

Use external zone load forecast

Use external

If this parameter is enabled under the legacy

load forecast

Termis application, ensure that the

Find it here: Simulation>Simulation>Criteria>Real

l

Check box is selected in Termis. See
About Load Forecasting, page 456.

l

Parameter is properly configured. See
How To: Configure Load Forecast Parameters, page 458.

l

Time series are properly configured and
measurements stated in SI units. See
How To: Select Measurement on Time
Series, page 786.

Time /Slave tab page

Use Degree Day Data

Use Degree Day
Data
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Parameter in legacy Termis

Parameter in TerHow to change the setup
mis

Find it here: Sim-

mis.

ulation>Simulation>Criteria>Degree

l

Check box is selected in Termis. See
About Degree Day Data, page 494.

l

Parameters are properly configured. See
How To: Configure Degree Day Data
Parameters, page 500.

l

Time series are properly configured. See
How To: Select Measurement on Time
Series, page 786.

Day Data tab page

Enable flow adaption
Find it here: Sim-

Enable Flow

If adaption is enabled under legacy Termis, it

Adaption

must be re-enabled in Termis.

ulation>Simulation>Criteria tab page

Enable temperature adaption
Find it here: Simulation>Simulation>Criteria>Criteria

l

Select check box in Termis. See About
Adaption, page 506.

l

The parameters for plant and pipes
must be properly configured. See How
To: Configure Adaption Parameters,
page 508.

Enable Tem-

If this parameter is enabled under legacy Ter-

perature Adap-

mis, it must be re-enabled in Termis

tion.

l

Select check box in Termis. See About
Adaption, page 506.

l

The parameters for plant and pipes
must be properly configured. See How
To: Configure Adaption Parameters,
page 508.

tab page

To help locate additional parameters that may need configuration select Model from the menu bar and then
Validate Current Scenario.
The figure in the following shows a couple of parameters that need to be configured.
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Run a simulation
When you have completed the steps in the preceding you can perform a simulation of your model. For details on validation and simulation see the topics How To: Perform Validation, page 709 and How To: Perform Simulations, page
733.
You have completed the process of importing a legacy Termis project into Termis.
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How To: Perform Automatic Restart after Reboot of Application
You can configure your computer to automatically restart in a particular mode after reboot or launch a specific application when starting Termis. This topic explains how to add a shortcut to the startup folder and have Termis launch in
one of the following supported modes:
l

Restart with the most recently saved model (recover). Notice that this requires that you have run a simulation.

l

Open only one instance of Termis

l

Launch in Master or Operator mode.

l

Run a simulation for a model when you start the computer

l

Launch the model with a specific user level.

l

Automatically start Termis as a master using the EWS data service.

l

Launch the preferred data service (.cfg file)

See the list of supported shortcuts after the step by step description.

To configure your application to restart automatically in the required mode
1. Locate the Startup folder in your operating system.
Under Microsoft Vista or Windows 7:
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Startup
2. Right-click and select New and then Shortcut.
3. Locate the installation file <ApplicationName>.exe under the folder where you installed the application.
4. When you enter a name for the shortcut, you are recommended to add some text to the suffix for easy identification of the shortcut, as Termis supports several shortcut options.
5. Right-click the shortcut and select Properties.
6. Under Target add the relevant shortcut.
Make sure to add a space before the hyphen or slash else you cannot save the settings.

List of supported shortcuts
Shortcut

Description

/ RECOVER

Automatically restarts in the most recently saved Termis model

\ RECOVER
- RECOVER

after reboot of the computer.
In addition you must make the following setting:
a. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Configuration Parameters.
b. Under Modeling, Advanced Setup select the check box
Allow Auto Save.

/ ALLOWONE
\ ALLOWONE

By default, you can open multiple instances of the application.
However, if necessary you can configure Termis to open only one
instance of the application. You will be prompted when you
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Shortcut

Description

- ALLOWONE

attempt to open more than one instance.

/ MASTER

When you have defined a multi-user environment for your net-

\ MASTER
- MASTER
/ OPERATOR

work, you can configure your computer to launch in either Master
mode or Operator mode.
For details see How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page
482.

\ OPERATOR
- OPERATOR
/ SIMULATE
\ SIMULATE
- SIMULATE

When you start the computer you can configure Termis to start a
simulation process the way it was last set up to run.
For details see How To: Perform Simulations, page 733.

/ USER

You can launch Termis with a specific user level (0, 1 or 2).

\ USER

If you do not set a specific user level the application will be default

- USER

load in user level 2 (that is the highest restriction level).
For details see How To: Change User Level, page 153.

/ EWSWEBSERVICE
\ EWSWEBSERVICE

You can configure Termis to operate as a master using the EWS
data service.

- EWSWEBSERVICE
Add data service .cfg file

1. Locate the Startup folder in your operating system.
Under Microsoft Vista or Windows 7 find it here:
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start
Menu\Programs\Startup
2. Right-click and select New and then Shortcut.
3. Locate the installation file for the data service <data service name>.exe under the folder where you installed it.
4. Before you proceed to the next step in the wizard, add the
full path to the .cfg file for the data service configuration
that you want to launch.
If you want to start the service when you open the data
service you can add the shortcut Start after the suffix.
Example
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\DMDataService_SQL\DMDataService_SQL.exe""C:\DemoModels\DataServices\DS_SQL_4.cfg/Start"
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Shortcut

Description
5. Click Next to enter a name for the shortcut. You may want
to add some text for easy identification of the shortcut.

Example (Master and operator mode)
For Master mode you must add / RECOVER (alternatively - RECOVER) / MASTER after the path to the location of the
application as illustrated in the following example. The example assumes that you installed to the default folder.
"C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\Termis.exe" / RECOVER / MASTER
For Operator mode you must enter application location path and the required model file followed by the suffix (OPERATOR). This example also assumes that you installed to the default folder.
"C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\Termis.exe" “<Termismodel>.7tm” / OPERATOR
Example (Simulation)
C:\Program Files\Schneider Electric\Termis\Termis.exe" C:\TestData\Sample.7tm - SIMULATE

Upon reboot
When your computer reboots, it will automatically perform the following actions:
1. Start your application.
2. Load the latest simulated model.
3. Activate real-time mode.
4. Open the Operator dashboard.
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Navigating the User Interface
The user interface encompasses a number of menus and commands that are described in-depth in the documentation.
In addition, the application contains a number of dashboards and right-click menus for better operation and navigation.
You will also find details on the dashboards and right-click menus in the documentation.

User Interface Details

57

About Editors in Termis

60

Right-Click Menus

62

Navigating Layers Dialog

63

Right-click menus

64

Right-Click Menu in Main Model Area

67

Right-Click Menu in Dashboard Area

72
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User Interface Details
The application user interface is highly customizable. The following dialog is a sample application interface with pointers
to the key elements. You are recommended to study the various areas of the user interface and to learn how to customize it to suit your needs and requirements.

See Termis user interface

User Interface notation
#

UI Element

Description

1

Title bar

The title bar displays the product name and the name of the current model.
Press F11 to toggle between hide/show of the menu bar.
Press F12 to toggle between hide/show of menu and title
bars, while still showing the time steps.

2

Menu bar

The main menu and it sub-menus are the key access point provide
you with access to core functionality in the application.

3

Select Time

This area is where you can track the time line for the process you
want to run.
The time line indicates the time steps and the horizontal bar indicates the actual time during the simulation process.
When you hover over the time line while moving the cursor
you will notice that the time steps change accordingly.
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#

UI Element

Description
l

Use the forward / backward arrows to move the time or pick
a specific time step from the drop-down list.

l

Right-click the arrows to start a slide show that automatically shows the changes over the selected time period.

or

For details on simulation see the topic How To: Perform Simulations, page 733.
4

Search

You can perform a search for specific objects or values such as a
level of temperature or pressure.
You can use wildcards such as * (multiple characters) and ? (single
characters).
Example: N_55?
To search for specific dashboard values, such as temperature you
can use the SQL statements defined in the topic List of SQL statements, page 715.
Example: T>20
Hits, if any, display as close-ups and constitute a selection set;
that is, they are highlighted in yellow.

5

Dashboards view

This provide easy access to the functions that are relevant in the
given situation.
The dashboards are available from the right-click menu as well as
from the View menu under main menu. For details see Right-Click
Menu in Dashboard Area, page 72
By default the Dashboard pane is placed to the left of the main
view in the application. However, you can move the pane around
to suit your working habits. For details, right-click the pane area
and select your favorite position from the menu.
The application comes with a set of predefined dashboards that are
explained in this document.
See also: How To: Set Up Floating Dashboards, page 337
Also notice the link to the training tutorial. Access these video tutorials from our Web site www.7t.dk, then select Termis.

6

Main model area

The main area displays the currently open model. By default the
model will display in full size view. However, you can manually
define a zoom level using the mouse or the zoom functionality in
the application. For details see the description in the topic Zoom,
page 67.
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#

UI Element

Description
Resize the main view by dragging the vertical line between the
main view and the Dashboard area.

7

Status bar

The status bar displays the current status of the open model. The
numbers indicate the coordinates for the current position of the
cursor.
At the rightmost part of the status bar you will see the current
mode, such as Master, No action, Edit, Zoom.
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About Editors in Termis
This topic provides pointers to topics that can help and assist you when you create and configure your model and perform editing for layers and objects.
For additional help you are recommended to peruse the table of contents, in particular the topics under How To…
in Termis.
The following figure illustrates the semantic relation among the main editors (dialogs) in Termis.

Watch a training video to learn how to use each of the editors (or merely read the explanation in the following).
l

Go to our Web site www.7t.dk>Products>Termis> Training>Video tutorials. Look for
Navigate the Editors.
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Explain the illustration of the editors
Layers
All layers are handled from the Layers dialog. This is where you create layers and configure display options. See
About Layers Dialog, page 220.
You can have as many types of layers as needed, but you must always have a Scenario layer, else you will not be
able to perform a simulation.

To access Layers dialog
l

Right-click the main model area and select Layers.

A. Layer Data Configuration
When you have created a layer and created the necessary set of objects you can add any number of object attributes under the Layer Data Configuration editor. From this editor you can configure the appearance of the
object attributes in your model. See About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590.
On a related note it should be mentioned that behind the scenes of the Layer Data Configuration you have the
Attribute Editor. This is the system editor that allows basic object attribute, but not of the values. About Attribute Definition Editor, page 572.
You can access the Layer Data Configurations dialog in the following ways:
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.

l

Right-click the main model area, select Layer Tools and point to Layer Data Configurations.

B. Generic object editor
The object editor provides the display of the attribute values both up front as well as behind the scenes as raw
data. These values can be edited to suit your network needs and requirements. See How To: Work with Objects
Under Generic Editor, page 584.

Note on raw data
You can access any attribute that is set to hidden, not yet configured, or removed from the configuration. You
must use due diligence when you access the raw data.

To access the generic object editor
l

Right-click the main model area and select Edit All or a single object.

If you perform individual configuration on objects, these will not appear under the Edit All list
in the generic editor.
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Right-Click Menus
The right-click menus provide quick access to key features in the selected area. There are several right-click menus
throughout the application such as under Layers, Layer Data Configuration, the generic editor, or from the main
model area. Place the cursor in the area you want to configure/ modify and make a right-click. Select options from the
drop-down menu.
The right-click menus are described under the relevant topic areas under the heading Right-click menu.
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Navigating Layers Dialog
The Layers dialog consists of two main areas as shown in the following figure.

Area

Description

!

Left navigation pane with all available groups and layers.

2

Customizable pane
The navigation pane to the right provides access to all the layer options such as creating themes and
many others.
You can decide which columns to display. Right-click anywhere in the right pane and point to Show
Columns. This brings up a dialog with a list of all the available columns from where you can configure
the display.
For details see Layer Columns, page 223.

3

Press the Apply button to save changes without leaving the dialog.

4

The Layer Info dialog displays all layers in the project in separate columns. You can find various and
relevant layer information, such as number of objects in each layer and the color representation for the
layer.
The following table for the Layer Info dialog provides details on the options that are available from the
Layer Info right-click menu.
Option

Description

Copy/Paste

Copy selection to the clipboard/Insert the copied selection from
the clipboard.

Page Setup

Define page setup for print layout of the Layer Info.

Print Preview

View print output of the contents under Layer Info.

Print

Print the selected Layer Info.
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Right-click menus
The Layers dialog supports right-click menus at multiple levels for easier navigation and operation of your application.

Group level
In the navigation pane to the left right-click either the top-level, named All, or one of the layer groups, for example
Model, to display the following options:
Option

Description

Copy/paste

Copy selection to the clipboard/Insert the copied selection from
the clipboard.

All Visible

Show all layers in this particular group in the main model area. All
check boxes in the Visible column are selected.

All Invisible

Hide all layers in this particular group. All check boxes in the Visible
column are cleared.

All Selectable

Enable graphic editing of all layers for this particular group. All
check boxes in the Selectable and Visible columns are selected. If
the Selectable check box is selected in a layer row, the Visible
check box is automatically selected.

All Unselectable

Will only enable graphic editing of the current layer in the selected
group (Scenario or Model in the Type column). All check boxes in
the Selectable column are cleared.

Add New Layer

Select this to add a new layer in the current layer. The new layer
will place itself at the bottom of the list of layers and will carry the
default name Layer_0, Layer_1, etc.

Import Layer

You can import a new layer for example from a different model.
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Group sub-level
Right-click one of the layer icons at the group level to display the following options:
Option

Description

Copy/Paste

Copy selection to the clipboard/Insert the copied selection from
the clipboard.

Active

Activate the layer.

Visible

Show the layer in the main model area.

Selectable

Activate graphic editing of the layer in the main model area.

Delete

Delete the layer.

Export Layer Object Data in
XML

Export the layer object data in xml format. Data can be exported
and displayed in Microsoft Access. Export to Microsoft Excel is only
supported with Microsoft Excel 2007.

Export Layer

Export the model layer for use in other models. The file name
extension is .lay.

Export to Excel

Export a layer with all static data as well as simulated results for
the current time step to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Right-click the table to the right to display the following options:
Option

Description

Copy/Paste

Copy selection to the clipboard/Insert the copied selection from
the clipboard.

Layer Setup

External Data (extract attribute data from an external database
and relate this data into an existing model)
Source (only visible for layers created with imported data)
Options (configure various options for the layer in regards to the
model display as well as other layer settings)

Export Layer

Export the Scenario layer for use in other models. The file name
extension is .lay.

Export to Excell

Export a layer with all static data as well as simulated results for
the current time step to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Active

Highlighted with a check mark if the selected layer is the active
layer.

Model

Highlighted with a check mark if the selected layer displays a
model.

Scenario

Highlighted with a check mark if the selected layer displays a sce-
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Option

Description
nario.

Consumers

Highlighted with a check mark if the selected layer displays consumer data.

Show Columns

Select the columns that you want to display in the right-most
pane.

Page Setup

Define page setup for print layout of the selected layer.

Print Preview

View print output of the selected layer.

Print

Print the selected layer.

Next
About Layers Dialog, page 220
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Right-Click Menu in Main Model Area
This topic provides information on the sub-menus that are accessible when you right-click the main model area.
Menu

Description

Find

Search for one or multiple objects.

Edit [named selected object]

Edit the object you selected in the model.

Edit All

Edit all objects.

Close / Open Connection

Close or open the current connection. A connection is either a pipe, a
pump, or a valve.

Close Area

Close an area (part of the network) due to urgent repair or just for
general maintenance. For details see How To: Close Area, page 512.

Zoom

Select the zoom function according to the specification in the following.
Press Esc if you are unable to zoom or move the model in the
main view.
Extents

Zoom to display the model in full view.
Use a drag-and-drop operation to narrow

Window

your zoom area. In addition, you can define
a zoom area in the main view, or in the
Bird's Eye View.

Next

View next zoom.

Previous

View previous zoom.

In/Out

Zoom in or out in the model.

Current Object

Zoom in on the object that is currently in
focus.
Zoom in on an area to display information
from multiple objects selected from the

Selection

right-click menu Select.
For details see About Selections, page 539.

Views

List of different user defined views such as saved scenarios.
Save the customized current view. All cusAdd Current View

tomized views are listed under the View
menu.
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Menu

Description

Layers

Open the dialog box for viewing and editing layers.
For details see About Layers Dialog, page 220.

Layer Themes

Manage the theme layers that you save.
For details see How To: Work With Themes and Legends, page 451.

Layer Tools

Use the options under this menu to customize the functionality and
display of layers.
For details see Menus related to object configuration, page 227.

Object Tools

Use the options under this menu to customize the display of individual objects.
For details see Menus related to object configuration, page 227.

Insert Object

Insert a new object in addition to the existing objects imported with
the model, if any.
All objects must be inserted on the active layer. In addition you have
the option to add default values to any object type.
For details see How To: Create New Objects, page 575.

Insert Graphic Element

Insert graphics directly in the model main view.
For details on the use and how to add each of the subsequent elements, see the topic How To: Add a Graphic Element in Main Model
Area, page 528.
Insert a table view with color graded backLegend

ground maps directly in the model main
view.

Text Box

Image

Bird's Eye View

Time Series

Profile

Clock

Insert text directly in the model main view.
Insert an image directly in the model main
view.
Insert a bird's-eye view directly in the
model main view.
Insert a time series directly in the model
main view.
Insert a profile directly in the model main
view.
Add a clock to the model to measure and
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Menu

Description
record the time.

Web Page

Select

Insert a Web page on the model main view
to allow access to sites with relevant data.

Select an area with multiple objects using drag-and-drop. For details
see the topic How To: Create Selections, page 540.

Select by polygon

Select odd-angled areas using a polygon to define the area.
For details see How To: Create Selections, page 540.

Select Connected Objects

Use this function to test whether the network is properly configured
both hydraulically and in regards to topology. For details see How To:
View Connected Objects, page 272.

Selections

List of saved selections. For details see About Selections, page 539.
Use the menu Add Current Selection to include the currently
selected objects in a new selection.

Path

User defined path.

Display All Paths

Display all paths in a list. Select the option
from the drop-down list.
Define a path for creating profile plots for
node objects.
Create the path in the following ways:
l

Use the mouse to set path tracking
points. Define the start point and
continue marking the nodes as
track points towards the end of the
path.

l

Use the mouse to mark the start
and end points.

Define

For details see How To: Create User
Defined Paths, page 510.

Delete

Profiles

Delete the path that you no longer want to
be available in the list.

Create a new profile or pick an existing profile from the list.

To insert a Profile as a window
1. Right-click the main model area and select Profile and then
New.
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Menu

Description
The model displays all defined paths.
2. Point to a path and from the list select the relevant object
attribute.
The profile displays as a window.

Time Series

Create a new time series or pick an existing time series from the list.

To insert a Time Series as a window
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Time Series and click New.
3. Right-click the window and select option a or b.
a. Select Add Time Series.
l

Point to an object in the model.

l

From the list point to an attribute (such as temperature, massflow, etc.) and press OK to display the
time series.

b. Select Add Time Series From Global List (existing
time series).
l

Measure

From the list point to the required time series and then
left-click the main model view to display the time
series.

Measure a distance in the model main area. Drag the cursor from
point A to point B and right-click to release the cursor and show the
measurement.
Take measurement using drag-and-drop.
You can make aerial measurements and
detailed pipe measurements.
l

Aerial measurement: Drag the cursor from point A to point B and rightclick to release the cursor and show
the measurement.

l

Detailed pipe measurement: Place
the cursor in position A and drag the
cursor from node to node. At the
end point release the cursor to show
the measurement.

Add

Remove measurement.
Remove

To remove a measurement
l
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Menu

Description

Refresh

Refresh the model main view to display the latest changes in the
model.
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Right-Click Menu in Dashboard Area
The right-click menu in the dashboard provides options to configure and customize the dashboards according to your
needs and requirements.
For details see
How To: Edit a Dashboard, page 321.
How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303
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Conventions, Equations, Shortcut Keys
This topic provides a list of shortcuts to use when you edit a model.
If you are looking for shortcuts to apply when you launch the application see the topic How To: Perform Automatic
Restart after Reboot of Application, page 53.
For in-depth description of all the menu controls that are available when you right-click the dashboard in design model
see the topic How To: Edit a Dashboard, page 321.
For both keyboard and mouse shortcuts you can during editing press and hold the ALT key and thereby temporarily turn off the snap function, provided you have selected this option.

Keyboard shortcuts
Shortcut Key

Description
+A: Select All elements.
+C: Copy selected controls to clipboard.
+V: Paste contents of clipboard (controls).
+X: Cut selected controls to clipboard.
+F: Find elements.
+E: Open generic object editor in Edit All mode.
+L: Open Layers dialog.
+T: Activate the Select function.

+

Zoom positions
+X: Extent
+W: Window
+N: Next
+P: Previous
+I: In
+O: Out
In a selected group of objects: Delete all selected objects.

In a dialog box: Clear currently selected field.
In a table or list: Clear currently selected row.
In a selected group of objects: Cancel the selected group of
objects.
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Shortcut Key

Description
In view/ mode: Exit the view/mode.
Open properties on selected controls.

Tab to previous control in the tab order. (When tab index is the
+

same, it uses control order top to bottom and then left to right.)
Tab to next control in the tab order.

Use in grid, tree view, and Layer dialog:
Use the UP or DOWN arrows on your keyboard to move focus up or
down.
In tree view: Collapse or expand respectively the folders in the
tree view.
F1: Access online Help.
The online Help has a built-in PDF file. To open the PDF file select
top item in the Table of Contents, View Printer-Friendly version.
F2: Edit current field (Attribute Data Field).
F3: Switch to search mode (Attribute Data Field).
F9: Align the vertical centers of the selected controls to that of the
main selected control.
F11: View the application in full screen where there is no display
of menus or time steps.
F12: View the application in Operator mode where there is no display of menus, but access to selection of time steps. Press F!2 one
more time to return to Normal mode.

Keyboard shortcuts specific to dashboards
Shortcut Key

Description
Move selected controls 1 point to the left.
If you select Snap then to the nearest grid position.

When you press ALT and one of the arrow keys, you can move
the control by 1 unit, where 10 units is equal to 1 point.
+
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Shortcut Key

Description
Align edges of selected controls (to the main selected control indicated by the white selection handles).

+
Reduce width of selected controls by 1 point. (If you select Snap
then to the nearest grid position.)
+
When you press SHIFT + ALT and one of the arrow keys, you can
+

+

move the control by 1 unit, where 10 units is equal to 1 point.

Mouse shortcuts
Shortcut Key

Description
Selected controls: Double-click to open properties on selected
controls.
Dashboard background: Double-click to open properties of dashboard.
Selected controls: Right-click to show relevant context menu.

Dashboard background: Right-click to show relevant context
menu for dashboard.
Selected controls: Left-click to make current control element
the focus for commands.
Select or cancel the selection for an individual control.
+
Test run event assigned to control.
+
Selected controls: Drag mouse to move selected controls. If
Snap is selected then to nearest grid position.

Selected handles: Drag mouse to resize selected controls. If
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Shortcut Key

Description
Snap is selected then to nearest grid position.
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Density and Viscosity
Termis calculates the actual density and viscosity of the fluid using the following expressions:
Density
Dynamic viscosity

μ = exp(α + β T)

where
P

Absolute pressure in (N/m2).

P

Reference pressure = 0.1013 ∙ 10 6 (N / m2).

K

Bulk modulus = 2.1 ∙ 10 9 (N / m2).

T

Actual fluid temperature (K).

p

Reference density = 988 (kg / m3).

β

Constant = -0.0139 (k- 1).

α

Constant = -3.016.

0

0
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Functions and Expressions
In addition to the standard operators that are listed in the following, the expressions also include the functions that are
explained in the table under the section Functions.

Operators
l

Addition (+)

l

Subtraction (-)

l

Division (/)

l

Multiplication (*)

l

Constants (such as π and e)

l

And

l

Or

l

Not

l

< > (Inequality) where the value represented by the first expression is validated to see if it is equal to the value
represented by the second.

Moreover, the expressions include the functions explained in the ensuing table (see section Functions).

Arguments
The arguments in functions and expressions can encompass the following:
l

Numbers

l

Strings (in quotes)

l

Global time series IDs

l

Global table IDs

l

Attribute IDs

l

Measurement IDs

l

Configuration parameter IDs

l

@TIME (Denotes current time)

l

@CURRENTSCENARIO (Denotes current scenario layer ID)

l

@CURRENTCONSUMERS (Denotes current consumer layer ID)

l

@CURRENTMODEL (Denotes current model layer ID)

Functions
You are recommended to view the guidelines provided in the topic How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page
193.
Notice that other functions are used internally for the degree day models, but are not documented. The constant can
either be a simple number or a common constant defined using the Configuration Parameters dialog box or using
another attribute for the same object.
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
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Click the list to take you to the required function.
Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

ABS(x)

Returns the absolute value of a number.

ABS(QSupDws)

ACTIVELAYER

Returns the name of the active layer.

ACTIVELAYER(Scenario 1)

ANNUALTS(object, attribute

Returns a time series for the whole

ANNUALTS(PL_N_,E)

ID)

period of an annual simulation.

AVG(time series)

Returns the average of the time series

AVG(TS_E_1)

value.
AVGOBJECTS(attribute ID,
search criteria)

Returns the average sum of objects for

AVGOBJECTS(QBypass,HAS(node) AND

the defined attribute ID.

FlowControlZone = 'ID')

CHECKDMDS(DM Data Serv-

Check the status of a DM Data Service.

CHECKDMDS(DMDataService, 3600)

ice ID, period)

This example returns true if the data
service has been in contact with Termis
within the last hour, otherwise it returns
false.

COUNTOBJECTS(sfilter)

Returns the number of nodes on a layer.

COUNTOBJECTS (HAS(Node))

CURRENTCONSUMERS(layer)

Returns the name of the current con-

CURRENTCONSUMERS(Consumers)

sumer layer.
CURRENTSCENARIO(layer)

Returns the name of the current sce-

CURRENTSCENARIO(Scenario 1)

nario layer.
CURRENTTIME

Returns the current model time.

CURRENTTIME(DateTime)

CURRENTVALUE(attribute)

Returns the current value of a time

CURRENTVALUE(E_1)

series, calculation, or a measurement.
COUNTMEAFAILED(#)

Returns the number of failed measurements in a time series within the
defined priority.

COUNTMEAFAILED(1)
The resulting status is the number of critical measurements that have failed at

Substitute the (#) with one of the following priority values:

the given point in the time series.
The priority is set on the relevant meas-

l

1: Critical

urements under the Measurement

l

2: Major

dialog. Access this dialog from the Edit

l

3: Minor

menu and then point to Measurements.
For an example of how to apply the function, see the topic How To: View Status
Simulation, page 729.
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

DAY(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the

DAY(STARTTIME())

day as a number.
DEGREEDAY

This function autogenerates time series
based on specific input for the degree day

For details see About Degree Day Data,
page 494

model.
This input encompasses:

DEMANDPROGNOSIS

l

The reference temperature (TRef)

l

Constants a and b

l

TS_V_Wind

l

TS_T_Outdoor

In regards to processing data from the

GlobalFacQ*DEMANDPROGNOSIS( TBL_

Demand Analysis, you can make ref-

PrognosisData, TS_T_Outdoor )*(E_1)

erence exceptions to one or more objects
for subsequent use in update of consumer affiliation. Create an attribute for
the demand prognosis data, and manually set the reference under the generic
editor.
DOUBLE( x )

Returns the value as a double, if possible.
Else it returns Null.

DOUBLE("5" )
In this example the function returns the
string of 5 as a double.

DURATIONCURVE(TS)

Returns a time series.

DURATIONCURVE(ANNUALTS(PL_N_,E))
The example shows the accumulated
power consumption (E) coming from the
plant object (PL_N_) in the submodels.

FUTURE(time series, period)

Returns part of time series as of current

FUTURE(TS_E_1,3600)

time and future periods. Periods in SI
units).

GET(layer)

Returns the value of a specific layer.

GET(Basis)

The argument is
l

GET(layer, attribute)

Layer: Actual layer name.

Returns the value of a specific layer and
attribute of current object.
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

The arguments are

GET(layer, object, attribute)

l

Layer: Actual layer name.

l

Attribute: Name or alias of attribute.

Returns the value of an object attribute

GET(Basis,BHGAM2,P)

at a specific layer.
The arguments are
l

Layer: Actual layer name.

l

Object: Object ID.

l

Attribute: Name or alias of attribute.

GET(layer, object, attribute,

Returns the value of specified layer as

Phys type)

well as the attribute of the current object

GET(Basis,BHGAM2,P,Pressure)

and the defined phys type (unit setting).
The arguments are

GETALTERNATIVE

l

Layer: Actual layer name.

l

Object: Object ID.

l

Attribute: Name or alias of attribute.

l

Defined phys type.

Internal function.

For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation,
page 293

GETAT(attribute, datetime)

Returns the value from the time series at

GETAT(TRet,STARTTIME()+3600)

the specified DateTime.
GETBIT(AttributeName, Bit-

Returns the value when the specified bit

number [, ObjectID [, LayerID

number is set in the defined attribute

] ])

and where:
AttributeName: Name and attribute
Bitnumber bit number in attribute
Optional:
Define the function for specified (current) object or (active)layer.
ObjectID - if supplied then identified
object (else actual object)
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

LayerID - if supplied then identifies layer
(else current layer)
GETMEA(measurement

Notice that this function does not apply if

name, attribute name)

you run using Data Manager V2.1 or ear-

GETMEA(N3_28_PS,Preproc)

lier.
Returns the status of measurements. As
attribute name on measurements, it is
possible to use all the attributes defined
in the measurement form, such as DPP,
RAW, etc.
Use the following system names as attribute names:

GETMEADMTS

l

Raw

l

DPP

l

Preproc

l

Buffer

l

StatusDS

l

DataDS

l

DataType

l

Step

l

Manual

l

Priority

l

Comment

l

Timetag

l

RangeMin/RangeMax

l

ChangeMin/ChangeMax

l

AgeMax

l

FormulaTest

l

EmulValue

l

AveragePeriod

l

NewPeriod

l

RedFunc

l

HistoryDats

l

SkipValue

Returns a complete measurement tag
from the Data Manager database as a
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

time series.

This will fetch the time series of raw data

If true, the system fetches the raw
values. If false, then the system returns

for the measurement with the name
TAG1.

the processed values (Dpp)
GETMEAID(attribute)

Returns the measurement name for an

GETMEA(N3_28)

attribute. For example when you define a
measurement for the supply temperature, it is possible to get the name of
the measurement with this function.
GETMEAID(ID, attribute)

Returns the name of object that contains

GETMEA(N_01,Flow)

a measurement and then the attribute.
GETMEAID(layer, ID, attrib-

Returns the measurement layer, name

ute)

of object that contains a measurement,

GETMEAID(Scenario,N_02, Flow

and then the attribute.
GETSTRING(layer, object,

Looks up the value of an object attribute

GETSTRING(BASIS, N-0045, Q, MASS-

attribute, phys type,format)

at a certain layer. Performs formatting

FLOW)

according to current unit selected and
returns it as a string.
l

Layer: Actual layer name.

l

Object: Object ID.

l

Attribute: Name or alias of attribute.

l

Phys type: Physical property type

GETSTRING(layer, object,

Looks up the value of an object attribute

GETSTRING(BASIS, N-0045, Q, MASS-

attribute, phys type,format)

at a certain layer. Performs formatting

FLOW,0.060)

according to current unit and format definition selected and returns it as a string.

GETWEEKTS()

l

Layer: Actual layer name.

l

Object: Object ID.

l

Attribute: Name or alias of attribute.

l

Phys type: Physical property type

l

Format: Display format for the
unit (phys type).

Returns a week profile for a given time

GETWEEKTS(MYFLOWTS,3600,2)

series.
HAS(type)

Checks the current object for attributes
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

of the specified type. If one or more
objects are found it returns TRUE. Otherwise it returns FALSE.
Supported types: See the section Apply
object types in HAS function following this table of functions.
HISTORY(time series,dura-

Returns part of time series as of current

tion)

time and for a historic period (in sec-

HISTORY(TS_E_1,3600)

onds).

HOUR(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the

HOUR(CURRENTTIME())

hour.
IF(expression, true value,
false value)

Evaluates the expression to true or false,

IF(Xups>Yups,0,1)

and returns the true value or the false
value.

INT(x)

Returns the integer value of a number or

INT(Xups)

boolean.
INTERPOLATE (Tablename,
Argument, Colno)

Interpolates in a table.

INTERPOLATE(TempCurve,TA,1)

For details see
About INTERPOLATE Function, page 647
How To: Define INTERPOLATE Function
on Objects, page 648

ISREALTIME

Returns the value of True if it is a cyclic

ISREALTIME(True)

simulation (real time).
ISUNDEFINDED

Returns a value of true if the argument is

ISUNDEFINDED(False)

equal to undefined.
LASTSIMSUCCESS(submodel)

Returns the time for the last successful

LASTSIMSUCCESS(CityEast)

simulation when finished.
LASTSIMSTATUS(#)

Returns the latest simulation status for a
submodel.

LASTSIMSTATUS(Basis)
-1: Returns a negative result before you

Substitute the (#) with the submodel
name.

have run a simulation.
0: OK.
1: Simulation interrupted by user.
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example
2: Simulation failed.
3: Alternative solution (variable time
series)
4: Alternative solution (quickly ramp up
temperature to maximum temperature)
5: No optimal solution under pump optimization.

LOADERRFACTOR

Internal (hardcoded) function that sends

LOADERRFACTOR(layer, submodel)

the corrected factor to the 7Flow.
LOOKUP(Tablename, Argument, Colno)

Looks up a value in a table.

LOOKUP(Pipe Table,c,2)

For details see
About LOOKUP Function, page 651
How To: Define LOOKUP Function on
Objects, page 652

MAX(time series)

Returns the maximum of the time series

MAX(QSupDws)

values.
MAX(x,y)

Returns the maximum values of two

MAX(10,100)

values.
MAXOBJECTS(attributeID,

Returns the maximum sum of objects for

MAXOBJECTS(QBypass,HAS(node) AND

search criteria)

the defined attribute ID.

FlowControlZone = 'ID')

MEASUREMENTSUPDATE()

Returns the time stamp for the most

MEASUREMENTSUPDATE(2:14:40:00)

recent measurement update.

The measurement update happened at
the most recent Wednesday at twenty to
three in the afternoon.

MIN(time series)

Returns the minimum of two time series

MIN(QSupDws)

values.
MIN(x,y)

Returns the minimum of two values.

MIN(QSupDws, QSupUps)

MINOBJECTS(attribute ID,

Returns the minimum sum of objects for

MINOBJECTS(QBypass,HAS(node) AND

search criteria)

the defined attribute ID.

FlowControlZone = 'ID')

MINUTE(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the

MINUTE(STARTTIME())

minute.
MONTH(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the

MONTH(STARTTIME())

month as a number.
NCHANGE(time series)

Returns the number of sign changes in a
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

time series.
NORMALIZE(time series )

Normalizes a time series.

NORMALIZE (QsupDws)

POW(x,y)

Takes x powered y.

POW(LengthSup,2)

SET(attribute1), attribute2)

Returns the valid value from attribute2

SET(TSend,TDws)

to attribute1,

The example shows a scenario that takes

where

the value from the TDws attribute (down-

attribute1 is the Attribute name to get
the value.

stream temperature) and adds it to the
TSend attribute.

attribute2 is the Attribute name to be
set.
Typically the valid value in attribute1 is a
time series.
SUM (time series)

Provides the sum of the time series

SUM(TS_E_1)

values.
SUMOBJECTS(attribute,HAS

Returns the sum of objects and sum-

SUMOBJECTS(QBypass,HAS(node) AND

(object))

marizes the values for the defined attrib-

FlowControlZone = 'ID')

ute ID.
STARTTIME

Returns the start time for the simulation.

STDDEV(time series)

Returns the standard deviation of the

STDDEV(TS_E_1)

time series values.
STRING(arg)

Converts a number or boolean to a

STRING(24.9)

string.
SYSTEMTIME

Returns the current (computer) system
time.

TIME(long year, long month,

Returns a datetime for the values. For

long day, long hour, long min-

example to be used in the function

ute)

TSSECTION.

TRANSPORTTIME(path)

Returns the transport time for the

TIME(2011,12,21,12,34).
This is equal to 21/12-2011 12:34.
TRANSPORTTIME(South)

defined path.
TSMEALINEAR(TS, Initial

Returns a time series gradually changing

value, dPeriod)

from the initial value to the input time
series over a period (in seconds)
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l

black line (c) is the time series.

l

green line (a) is the (initial) meas-
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example
urement
l

blue line (b) is the results.

The measurement is set off by the dPeriod value, and starts to adjust according
to the time series and eventually has the
same behavior.

For temperature optimization, the function fits results to new temperature
measurements before returning the
value to Data Manager in case the temperature values have changed radically
since last simulation.
TSHISTPROG(historic time

Combines the data from the time series

series,forecast time series)

for the historic data with the values for

TSHISTPROG(MyPast,MyForecast)

the forecast time series.

TSLASTTIME(ts)

Returns the most recent time for a time

TSLASTTIME(TS_V_1)

series.
TSLASTVALUE(ts)

Returns the most recent value for a time

TSLASTVALUE(TS_V_1)

series.
TSMEAHALFLIFE(tag, time

Adjusts the measured value in a time

series, period)

series over a half-life period of time

TSNEWDT(timeseries, time)

l

MEA: A measured value.

l

Time series: Time series to adjust.

l

Period: Half-life period to adjust
MEA (in seconds) to time series.

Takes a time series and changes the current time series setup and adds more
granular values using interpolation.
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

The figure shows how the time series has
been added new 20 minute intervals (red
Xs) in addition to the original 1 hour time
interval (black Xs).
TSSECTION(TS,DateTime,

Returns a section of a time series defined

period)

by a start time and a period.

Basic example of relative time:
MONTH(STARTTIME())
Complex example of relative time:
TSSECTION(TSup,TIME(YEAR(STARTTIME()),
MONTH(STARTTIME()),DAY(STARTTIME
()),
HOUR(STARTTIME())+2,MINUTE(STARTTIME())), 10800)

and where the dotted line indicates the
attribute that has the function added.
Notice: The function must be written in
one line.
Basic example where datetime is a string
- hence the inverted commas:
TSSECTION(TSUP,'3.00:00:00',10800)
UNDEFINED

Returns a value equal to an undefined.

UNDEFINED

VAR(local_var_name, cal-

You can add a multi-line formula, if

VAR( Calc1, 2*2 )

culation)

needed.

VAR( Calc2, Calc1*5 )

For all expressions leading up to the final
expression line, you can add local variables using the function VAR.
Use Enter for line breaks.
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Function Name and Argument

Description

Example

WEEKDAY(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the

WEEKDAY(SYSTEMTIME())

weekday as a number.
YEAR(timedef)

Takes an absolute time and returns the
year.

YEAR(SYSTEMTIME())+1
(currently this is 2013)

Apply object types in HAS function
When you use the function HAS in a formula you can use any of the following types:

Object types
Accumulator
Button
Consumer
Digital object
Flow Control Zones
Heater
Heat Exchanger
Line
Measurement object
Node
Pipe
Point
Polygon
Plant
Pump
Pressure Control Zones
Shunt
Shutoff valve
Text
Validation object
Valve
Zone

Behavioral codes
These are the codes you apply under the Additional column in the Layer Data Configurations dialog.
MEA
CALC
TS
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CLR
TBL
CCTL
TABLE
logical expressionslogical expressionslogical expressionslogical expressionslogical expressions
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About Steam Module
The assumption for steam modules is the existence of super-heated steam in all supply pipes and a condensate in all
return pipes. There may be small amounts of condensate in the supply pipes.
The heat supplied for each node emanates from the cooling of the super-heated steam to condense temperature, latent
heat and cooling from condense temperature to the (user-defined) return temperature.
The pressure loss calculation in a pipe is based on an average density of the steam in the pipe.
The steam temperatures on the supply side are calculated based on enthalpy conservation. Enthalpy is a thermodynamic property of a thermodynamic system. It can be used to calculate the heat transfer during slow (quasistatic)
processes that take place in a closed thermodynamic system under constant pressure. The downstream enthalpy is
equal to the upstream enthalpy minus loss enthalpy to the environment. The actual downstream temperature is calculated by use of an ASME standard steam property table using the actual enthalpy and actual pressure.
The steam module includes the modeling of steam traps. These are devices designed to drain condensate. The trapped
condensate is drained to the return pipe and displayed as a bypass flow.
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About Temperature
In the network the temperature is calculated together with the calculations for flow and pressure.
The downstream temperature in a pipe is calculated based on the following formula:

where
T

Downstream fluid temperature (K).

T

Upstream fluid temperature (K).

L

Pipe length (m).

d

u

M

K

T

a

C

h

Ambient temperature (K).
Overall heat transfer coefficient governing the radial heat transport from the fluid to the environment (W/m/0C), including an
optional radial heat transfer to the symmetric pipe (supply to
return).

C

p

Heat capacity at constant pressure of the fluid. For liquid water
(Cp = 4190 J/kg/0C).

C

t

Heat capacity at constant temperature of the fluid. (Defined to
0.0).

A

Cross sectional area of pipe (m2)

V

Velocity (m/s).
Pressure gradient (N/m2/m).
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Temperature Optimization
This section provides in-depth descriptions of the actions you must perform for a successful temperature optimization
setup.
Temperature Optimization Checklists

95

About Temperature Optimization

103

Target audience

103

Purpose

103

Overview

103

Data Manager

104

Additional subjects to consider in regards to temperature optimization

104

About Cyclic Simulation

105

Status of cyclic simulations

106

Data flow

106

Measurements as boundary conditions

107

Required measurements

107

Use of average measurements

107

Flow adaption

108

Return temperature adaption

109

Results of operations

111

Temperature Optimization Parameters

112

Temperature optimization parameters

112

Configuration parameters

112

Node parameters

112

Pump parameters

114

Plant parameters

114

Temperature Optimization Requirements

116

Boundary conditions

116

Data requirements

116

Model requirements

117

Balance between model details, time requirements, and CPU performance

120

SCADA data retrieval

121

Temperature Optimization Time Resolution

122

Time resolution

122

Temperature Optimization Simulation Cycle

124

Simulation cycle

124
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Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution
Alternative solutions

128
128

Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing
Post processing

129
129

Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme
SCADA control scheme

130
130

Temperature Optimization Results

132

Results

132

Savings when using temperature optimization

133
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Temperature Optimization Checklists
This topic provides you with a set of checklists that you can print and use to assist you during the process of implementing temperature optimization for the first time.
Send this topic to your preferred printer to assist you during the configuration process.
The checklists cover the entire optimization process from the early steps of planning for the optimization till the phase
where you monitor the network on a regular basis for any changes in the temperature optimization operation.
The suggested procedures are meant as inspiration and assistance only. Your project may need and require different
approaches.
It is assumed that you have a running PC with all the required software installations to run Termis
and temperature optimization.
The set of checklists encompasses the following sections:
l

Planning for temperature optimization

l

Implementing temperature optimization

l

Running the system

l

Monitoring the optimization process

l

Observing errors
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Planning - ensure that you have all this data present before you proceed to the implementation
#

Step

What to do

Where to find information

1

Collect model data

Collect pipeline geometry.

Collect information on the pipeline such as pipe type, diameter, roughness, heat loss
coefficients.

Collect consumer data.

Collect information on consumers such as annual consumption, equivalent
operational hours, geocodes.

Collect elevation data.

Collect elevation data such as
survey data.

2

Collect SCADA information

Ensure that you have all the
required SCADA diagrams (process flow diagrams).
Prepare SCADA changes that
are required for the handling of
setpoints.

3

Data Manager setup
Communication setup between

Integrated Data Manager and

About Data Manager and Data

data services

Services, page 338

Termis and SCADA

and
About Inbound and Outbound
Communication, page 341
Stand-alone Data Manager
(Via OPC or OLE DB)

The documentation supplied
with the stand-alone Data Manager contains in-depth configuration information.

4

Weather forecast or load fore-

Establish a connection to the

cast

current weather forecast or
ensure that you have a dedicated load forecast.

5

Historical data

Request historical data required
as boundary conditions, provided the model is part of a system setup.

6

Remote connection

Establish a remote connection,
such as VPN (Virtual Private Network).
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#

Step

What to do

Where to find information

7

Export results

Integrated Data Manager

How To: Define Setpoints for
Data Transfer to DMOPC DB,
page 370

Stand-alone Data Manager
If you plan to export the temperature optimization results
from Termis to the stand-alone
Data Manager, you must create
the proper setup in Termis. This
means that you must create a
digital object and configure this
object appropriately.
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The documentation supplied
with Termis provides a stepby-step description of how to
export data to a Data Manager
database using the digital
object.
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Implementing temperature optimization
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Controls

Identify the various control objects (pumps, differential pressure,
etc.).

2

Create Termis model

Create a Termis offline model using an existing set of data for
example using Model Manager data. The model must be welldefined in regards to the existence of a plant, objects, boundary
conditions, etc. The model configuration likely encompasses several well-defined submodels.

3

SCADA setup via stand-alone

Establish read interface to SCADA.

Data Manager
Establish write interface to SCADA.
Describe the results to return to SCADA and describe how SCADA
must use and react on the results.
4

Data Manager data collection

Configure Data Manager and start the process of sending data
from Data Manager to Termis.

5

Simulation

Run a Termis cyclic (real-time) simulation.
For details see About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.

6

Calibration

Run a calibration of the model prior to setting up the temperature
optimization.
For details see How To: Perform Calibration, page 181.

7

Connection to load forecast

Establish connection to load or weather forecasts.

data
Import historical values for power, outdoor temperature, and wind
speed to stand-alone Data Manager.
Configure stand-alone Data Manager to receive data from the
weather forecast.
Configure the load forecast.
Conduct the initial auto-calibration for the load forecast.
Set the load forecast to real-time mode.
8

Temperature optimization configuration

Configure the Termis model for temperature optimization.
You must configure the following set of parameters
l

Configuration parameters

l

Node parameters

l

Plant parameters - can be optional

l

Pump parameters - optional
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#

Step

What to do

Done

Find the in-depth information under the topic Temperature Optimization Parameters, page 112.
9

Data Manager (stand-alone)

Configure Data Manager database to receive results from tem-

configuration

perature optimization in Termis.
For details see
How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
How To: Export Data to Data Manager Database, page 406.
How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598

10

Temperature optimization - test

Perform a test run temperature optimization on Termis.

run
11

Temperature optimization- fine

Adjust the parameters, if needed, for best possible result when

tuning.

running the temperature optimization for the Termis model.

12

Start temperature optimization

Start the temperature optimization operation in Termis.

13

Start the Utility program

Configure the 7TWatchDog application to monitor the operations

7TWatchDog

for stand-alone Data Manager and Termis and possibly send emails in situations when these applications are not subject to
frequent updates.
For details on the 7TWatchDog application:
l

Upload the application from the 7T Web site: http://7t.dk/termis/default.asp?showid=237

To download the program you need proper credentials as a system integrator. Contact Schneider
Electric for details.
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Running system
Inspect the model for correct behavior after or during an adjustment phase.
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Control load forecast

Check to see that the applied load forecast is updated and looks
correct in both stand-alone Data Manager and Termis.

2

Control main measurements at

Check to see that the main measurements at heat plants are cor-

heat plants

rectly updated.
Use main flow measurement for the supply and the return temperatures as an example. Observe the relevant measurements in
a graph in stand-alone Data Manager using all available time
steps. Double-check that the most recently used current flow in
Termis is the same as observed in stand-alone Data Manager at
that time.

3

Control heat plant supply tem-

Check the status of the suggested heat plant supply temperature

perature

in stand-alone Data Manager using the graph option for all available time steps, and subsequently zoom at the latest simulation
period. Ideally, the temperature must have slow oscillations without big amplitude changes.

4

Control time series

Check the status of a time series in Termis defined for the heat
plant supply temperatures and temperatures in all critical nodes.
At least one of the temperature readings at a critical node must be
close to the defined value, provided there is no violation of flow or
pressure constraints.

5

Control power curve at heat

Check the status of the latest calculated power curve at heat plant

plant

and compare it to the applied load forecast. The curves must be
almost identical. The sum of the generated heat at all heat plants
must be almost equal to the load forecast. There will be a deviation since the system subtracts the heat loss from the load forecast and applies the difference as a load at nodes.

6

Control flow curves

Check the latest calculated flow curves at heat plants and make
sure that the optional maximum flow is not violated.

7

Control if system is in closed

Check that the system is in a closed loop as expected.

loop
8

View system event log

Check the system event log for potential harmful warnings and
errors.
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Monitoring
Locate the causes for a violated maximum flow at a heat plant or violated pressure constraints.
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

View system event log

Inspect the system log for error messages and warnings that may
allude to the reason for the violation.

2

3

Check the setup of the load fore- Ensure that the load forecast is kept updated. An outdated load
cast

forecast will result in a constant production.

Check the production setup

Ensure that the actual measured production is equal to the actual
load defined by the load forecast.

4

Check to see that nodes are cor- The majority of all nodes must be defined using power as load and
rectly configured

return temperature rather than a cooling value. Without this form
of setup the model cannot react to flow and pressure constraints.

5

6

Check all pressure and flow lim-

Conduct a standard real-time simulation to monitor the actual

itations

pressure and flow against the limitations.

Check flow and pressure con-

The system responds to flow and pressure constraints using a lin-

straints

earization of a non-linear system. It means that relative violation
of a certain size must be expected; less than 10 %, however.
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Check for abnormal system behavior
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Check nodes

Check to see that the majority of nodes is defined using power and
return temperature.

2

Check optimization limits

Check to see that optimization limits are as expected. This means
that they must not be overwritten by measurements from
SCADA.

3

Remove constraints

Remove the pressure constraints and flow constraints one by one
and observe the ramification of each removal.

4

Change time step interval

Run the optimization with shorter time steps and evaluate the
required simulation period.

See also the checklist for the violation of the maximum flow constraint under the topic Why is There a Violation of
the Maximum Flow Constraint?, page 800.
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About Temperature Optimization
Termis supports temperature optimization.
The following is an overview of the principles and processes that enable you to perform temperature optimization for Termis. You are recommended to carefully study the setup description for temperature optimization.

Target audience
The typical target audience for setting up temperature optimization involves system integrators or advanced end users.
However, you are assumed to be a fully trained Operator of Termis.
Use the checklists supplied with the documentation to get an overview of how to implement
temperature optimization and also to keep track of the implementation process. For details
see Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
You are recommended to print the checklists so that you can add your comments during the process.

Purpose
The purpose of temperature optimization is to minimize the total production and distribution costs over a certain period
of time in a district heating system by means of reducing the average temperature level in the system. This also allows
you to meet the demand at peak periods in a more economical way while also securing defined minimum supply temperatures.

Overview
The temperature will be kept at the lowest possible level in the far end of the network to provide critical customers with
a sufficient level of heat supply.
Temperature optimization allows optimization of networks with several heating plants and several booster pumps in
addition to considering the heat storage in the network and the conditions for the dynamic temperature.
The figure illustrates the options to include several points with critical minimum temperatures and several plants
included in optimization.

Basically, temperature optimization is a black box or a PLC (programmable logic controller) that provides an optimized
supply temperature (the operative parameter) as a setpoint for each active heat plant in the system delivered to SCADA
on a sequential basis.
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The optimization problem is a non-linear dynamic optimization that is solved in the following order:
1. Run a base case.
2. Perform linearization of the effect of a temperature change.
3. Formulate and solve a linear programming problem.
4. Verify solution.

Supported constraints
Temperature optimization observes the following constraints:
l

A time dependent minimum supply temperature at any user defined critical node in the system.

l

Maximum and minimum inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum rate of change of inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum flow capacity at heat plants.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures in the network.

l

Maximum flow capacity at booster stations.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures at heat plants.

l

Minimum pressure change in any node object.

Data Manager
For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.

Additional subjects to consider in regards to temperature optimization
Subject

Description

Submodels

Submodels can be viewed as an option to simulate a group of zones one by
one rather than conducting one large simulation of the entire area in one process.
If your model includes hydraulically separated areas where each area contains
a heat plant or heat exchanger, you may want to consider simulating each
areas as a submodel. The benefit of such an approach is a substantial reduction of the simulation time.
You can use submodels in more or less any shape or form according to your
needs. The baseline for applying submodels is for you to have a well-defined
model in regards to plants, objects, boundary conditions, etc.
For details see About Submodels, page 745.

Load forecast

The load forecast is the basis for the simulation of future events, and it is an
important input factor for temperature optimization.
For details see About Load Forecasting, page 456.
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About Cyclic Simulation
This topic explains the principle behind the setup of a cyclic simulation processes for your model. Cyclic simulation is a
process for which your model is simulated in a sequential manner. The models you use for cyclic simulation are exactly
the same models you use for manual simulation (offline) and that are built and calibrated for design analysis. However,
the major boundary conditions are used to operate the model in cyclic mode.
A simulation process also involves the configuration of the following functions, and you are recommended to study
these areas as part of your setup.

Additional information
l

Data Manager
For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.

l

Submodels
For details see About Submodels, page 745.

l

Load Forecasting
For details see About Load Forecasting, page 456 and How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value, page
144.

In this topic you can find information on the following actions to perform in regards to a cyclic simulation:
l

Data flow

l

Measurements as boundary conditions

l

Required measurements

l

Use of average measurements

l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

l

Results of operations

Before
Before you can start a cyclic simulation you must attend to the following settings.
l

Boundary conditions (Mandatory)
These conditions are described in-depth in the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

l

Flow adaption (Optional)
The load in the network determines the distribution among the nodes in the model. The total estimated node
load is scaled or adapted to fit the actual metered production.

l

Return temperature adaption (Optional)
The defined cooling or return temperature at node level is adjusted to fit the actual return temperature to each
production plant. Flow adaption together with return temperature adaption actually conduct a power adaption.

l

Data Manager facilities (Optional)
Data Manager is the interface between SCADA and the Termis model. Data Manager is used to pre-process
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SCADA values with respect to data checks, emulation of failed measurements and unit conversion.
You can use the integrated Data Manager function (new as of version 5.0 of Termis). Optionally, you can still use
the stand-alone application. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.

Status of cyclic simulations
It is important to supervise the cyclic simulation to ensure a stable process for communication, simulation, and flow of
measurements. You are recommended to perform the supervision using a monitoring system such as SCADA, or similar
control or monitoring center that allow the sending of alarms to Operators should there be flaws in the process.
For details see How To: View Status Simulation, page 729.

Data flow
The cyclic simulation requires boundary conditions that typically come from a SCADA system.
In general, the SCADA system supplies Termis with the required measurement data (such as pressure, flow, power and
temperature) using the integrated Data Manager function. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page
338. (Alternatively, you can use the stand-alone Data Manager.)
A cyclic simulation is a dynamic simulation that starts at a certain point in time and looks into the future for a period of
time thus allowing the Operator to be pro-active during the operation. The prerequisite for this kind of process can be a
load forecast. The load forecast as performed by the stand-alone Load Forecaster application is based on a meteorological forecast of outdoor temperatures and wind speed. Termis typically requires a new digital weather forecast
every 4 hours or at least on a daily basis.
Termis is used to conduct different types of simulations. The typical simulation types are:
l

Simple dynamic simulations.

l

Temperature optimization.

l

Production scheduling.

In regards to optimization, the system calculates one or several setpoints, that are ported back to SCADA. See for example How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 370.
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Measurements as boundary conditions
A basic facility in simulations is the functionality to apply the current conditions in the model.
The current situation is in this context defined as the actual load to the system, the actual pressure at pressure controlling devices and the actual temperatures at plants.
The feature to reflect the current conditions is built-in and depends on the actual parameter. If the parameter is pressure then a selected pressure measurement is assigned directly to for example a node.
Examples of this are definition of static pressure in a plant and the main pumps controlling the pressure change in a
node.
Flow measurements are required on all plants and at supply pipes between the flow control zones. The flow measurements form the basis for flow adaption.
Flow measurements used as boundary conditions are normally reflected in the simulation results. However, if there is
more than one flow measurement to a plant in the zone, the sum of all flows is used directly as a boundary condition.
Any deviation between the simulated flow and the measured flow can be observed for each plant in combination with
other defined boundary conditions.
Temperature conditions are basically defined as the supply temperature from each plant. The return temperature at the
plant is calculated as a result of the temperature loss through the pipe system and the actually defined cooling or return
temperature in each node (that is the customer). This temperature may afterwards be adapted to a measurement via
return temperature adaption. For details see the section Return temperature adaption in the ensuing.
It is not possible to actually define the plant production flow or heat exchanger flow as boundary conditions at all locations. For mathematical reasons at least one device must be unknown. The unknown production (in model) is a calculated value that depends on the aggregated demand in each node and on the actual system heat loss.

Required measurements
The following measurements are mandatory for each submodel to run a cyclic simulation.
l

Flow at all plants.

l

Flow at all supply pipes between flow control zones.

l

Flow at secondary section in a heat exchanger, if the object is available in the model.

l

Static pressure in at least one plant or heat exchanger in each submodel.

l

Temperature measurements at all plants and secondary sections in heat exchangers, at return side as well as
supply side.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups. The main pumps typically require a pressure change somewhere in the
network. Pumps will typically have a downstream pressure setpoint.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups; typically a downstream pressure setpoint.

Use of average measurements
The measurements used as boundary conditions in the model must reflect the time resolution used in the modeling
environment. An example is a measurement oscillating with a smaller period than the simulation time step. The system
must in such cases be set up to use average values where the average period is comparable to the simulation time step.
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Control equipment with bad tuning or design will often cause large and fast oscillations requiring the use of average
values.
When you set up a system setup for which the average values are not available from SCADA or they are generated too
late, you must configure Data Manager to collect data with a short cycle generating representative average values via
the built-in reduction and arithmetic functions.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
A zone in this context consists of a supplied area that includes:
l

Several demand nodes with an estimated time dependent load.

l

At least one plant or heat exchanger supplying heat to the present zone.

l

Optional heat import or export to or from other zones. This option requires flow measurements on the boundary
between each zone at least on the supply or return side. If a flow meter is omitted on the return side, then Termis applies the same mass flow in both supply and return.

l

Optionally measured demands.

The adaption factor is calculated using the following formula and moreover illustrated in the figure of a zone.
Schematic illustration of a flow control zone

Formula

that constitutes the basis for flow adaption.

where
f

adap

Adaption factor.

Q

Metered production (flow).

Q

Metered demand (flow).

Q

Estimated demand (flow).

Q

Flow imported from another zone.

P
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Q

Flow exported to another zone.

Q

Estimated bypass flow.

EX
BY

Flow adaption is required for simulations where one or more node demands are estimated or not measured.

Return temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is a facility that allows the simulated return temperature at plants to fit metered values.
The following figure illustrates the typical boundary conditions related to temperature for a system. The figure shows a
simplified model including one plant and one consumer node.

The result of a standard simulation (without adaption) is a simulated return temperature at the plant, which has a certain deviation from the measured value. The calculation of the return temperature looks as follows:
Plant supply temperature minus the drop in the pipe system temperature minus the cooling in the consumer node.
The deviation is caused by:
l

An incorrectly estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

A badly calibrated heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrectly configured by-passes in the network.

The return temperature adaption assumes that the defined cooling or return temperatures at consumer nodes are incorrect and will simply adjust the defined cooling or defined return temperatures to make the best possible fit at the plant.
However, there will be no adaption if there is a measurement on the node.
For zones with only one plant it is a fairly simple process to perform return temperature adaption. In zones with more
than one plant the system will use one of the following two methods to calculate the adaption.
l

Average method.

l

Distributed method.
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A. Average method
The network is characterized by production from several plants. One of the plants does not have a supply area if this
plant is the supplying unit. In other words, the supply flow from the plant to the area is too low to conduct an adaption.
The power is typically a combination of supplies.
In this case the return temperature adaption must be calculated based on weighted average return temperatures in
plants. The best fit to all return temperatures will be made without an exact match.
If two or more plants are clustered in a local upstream area you must manually select the option Use average temperature adaption method.

To set average temp. adaption parameter
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters and point to Modeling,
Advanced Setup. Select the check box for the parameter Use Average Temperature Adaption Method.

If you do not select the average method the result can be a missing convergence.

B. Distributed method
The network is characterized by a supply of power from several plants. All plants have a sufficiently dedicated supply
area that allows the adjustment of the return temperature based on a significant dedicated flow. The power is typically
not a combination of supplies.
By default the return temperature adaption will use the distributed method.
The system will only adapt to the time series for which there exist measurements. For cyclic (real-time) simulations
that is typically only the first time step in a simulation.
The return temperature adaption conducts a seasonal adaption of the relatively unknown behavior of the heating
device used in the network.

Limitations
If you define a high return temperature in a node this action can result in a small difference between temperatures in
the supply and return side of a node. Such a situation will cause the flow to increase and lead to a potentially bad convergence.
The system is accordingly operating with a minimum acceptable differential temperature defined globally by the user.
The default value is 10 0 C.
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Results of operations
Once you have completed all the measures and actions for the setup you will notice the following results for your operation depending on whether you run cyclic or perform a non-cyclic simulation:
l

Extended system knowledge where a few measurements at plants and control devices are extended to full knowledge of hydraulic and thermal conditions all over the network. Actually selected simulated parameters can be
passed back to SCADA for presentation of virtual measurements substituting real and expensive measurements.

l

The system performs an optimization process (such as for temperature, production by calculating the optimal setpoint, which is passed back to SCADA as basis for the control system.

l

A system reflects the actual conditions and estimates future process parameters using the production schedule
and defined process control. Subsequently, the system allows the Operator to be proactive as the system will generate alarms for future events based on the operating schedule. This facility is a supplement to SCADA, which is
configured to generate events based on current or historical measurements.

l

Presentation of propagating temperature fronts allowing the display of the dynamic reaction on production
changes all over the network.

l

Availability of an updated model at any time ready for a what-if analysis.
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Temperature Optimization Parameters
This topic states the parameters for temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Temperature optimization parameters
The temperature optimization configuration requires the definition of a number of parameters compared to an ordinary
real-time model. These parameters and their effect are described in the ensuing sections.

Configuration parameters
To access the list of temperature optimization parameters
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.

Parameter

Description

Time Step for Temperature
Change

The resolution of the optimized temperature time series.
For details see the explanation under the topic Temperature Optimization Time Resolution, page 122.

Temperature Change

Temperature change used in experiments.
The temperature change is the temperature step change used in
the experiments identifying the dynamic effect in the network.
The temperature change is defined globally for the model and
must have a value between 1 and 2 degrees Celsius.

Max. transport time

The maximum transport time for all supply routes between the
heat plants and the critical nodes.

Node parameters
To access the node parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected nodes, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization.

Parameter/Code

Description

TemperatureSupMinTO/TSTOMIN

Critical low supply temperature.
The critical low supply temperature must be defined for selected
nodes in the far end of the network. This temperature must be
defined at location with a certain number of attached consumers.
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Parameter/Code

Description
The reason for this is to obtain a reasonable flow (that is no concurrency effect).

PressureSupMin TO/PSTOMIN

Node pressure limit.

PresureSupMax TO/PSTOMAX

Optional pressure constraints can be defined on any node as either

PressureRetMin TO/PRTOMIN
PressureREtMax TO/PRTOMAX

a minimum or maximum pressure limit.
If the pressure during a simulation tends to violate a maximum
downstream supply pressure in a node, then the system will try to
increase the supply temperature to adjust for the situation by
reducing the flow. This is illustrated in the following figure.
The figure in the ensuing displays a pressure constraint where the
pressure sustaining device is located at the return side, and where
Dotted line

Pressure gradient with normal supply temperature.

Solid line

Pressure gradients with increased supply temperature and reduced flow.

The optimization will not match the limits exactly as the optimization uses linearization of the system response in the adjustment of the dynamic behavior. Minor violations of the limits must
be accepted or corrected using more restrictive limits.
Violations up to ten or more percent are expected depending on
the used time steps and the dynamic conditions in the network.
PressureDiffMinTO/DPTOMIN

The minimum allowed pressure change.
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Pump parameters
To access the plant parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected pumps, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization (Return and
Supply).

Parameter/Code

Description

FlowMaxTOSup/QTOMAXS

These parameters define the maximum flow for the supply side
and the return side.

FlowMaxTORet/QTOMAXR

It is optional to define a maximum flow of boosters for temperature optimization.

Plant parameters
You only need to configure the parameters for temperature optimization on the plant if you want to
include the plant in the simulation process, else the simulation will disregard the plant for temperature optimization.

To access the plant parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected plant, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization.

Parameter/Code

Description

FlowSupMin TO/QSTOMIN

Heat plant and booster flow limits.

FlowSupMax TO/QSTOMAX

It is mandatory to define both a minimum and maximum flow con-

For the booster flow, see the
Pump parameters.

straint at all heat plants.
It is optional to define a maximum flow at boosters.
If the calculated flow situation tends to violate a maximum flow
constraint then the system will try to increase the supply temperature to adjust for the situation.
The optimization will not match the limits exactly as the optimization uses linearization of the system response in the adjustment of the dynamic behavior. Minor violations of the limits must
be accepted or corrected using more restrictive limits.
Violations up to ten or more percent are expected depending on
the used time steps and the dynamic conditions in the network.

TemperatureSupMin
TO/TSTOMIN
TempereatureSupMax
TO/TSTOMAX

Heat plant temperature limits.
The temperature limits in heat plants are mandatory. The limits
define the operating range for the supply temperature.
The minimum temperature is convenient in the adjustment
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Parameter/Code

Description
phase during which it is possible to keep the supply temperature
at a higher level than necessary until the Operators have confidence in the system.

PressureSupMax TO/PSTOMAX
PressureRetMin
TO/PRTOMIN

Heat plant pressure limit.
Optional pressure limits can be defined in a heat plant as a maximum pressure in supply and a minimum pressure respectively.
If the calculated flow situation tends to violate a pressure constraint then the system tries to increase the supply temperature
to adjust for the situation in a similar fashion as explained for the
Heat plant and booster flow limits (see parameter section above).

TemperatureMaxChange
TO/TDTOMAX

Heat plant temperature rate of change.
The maximum rate of change of temperature in heat plants is
mandatory temperature optimization information.
By default the temperature rate of change must be 1 or 2 degrees
Celsius per hour. Faster changes are typically measured due to
heat plant temperature regulation and control equipment at end
users’ heating devices. You should be aware that this value has a
significant impact on the optimized temperature time series for
the heat plant. A reduced rate of change of temperature has a
tendency to minimize the fluctuations.

Next
Temperature Optimization Requirements, page 116
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Temperature Optimization Requirements
This topic states the requirements defined for data and model. You are recommended to familiarize yourself with these
requirements before you proceed to the actual optimization implementation.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Boundary conditions
To fully benefit from the temperature optimization function, you must observe the following boundary conditions. You
must define them to meet the requirements for peak periods in your consumption.
l

The majority of the consumption must be defined as power.

l

The temperature must be defined as return temperature.

For information about boundary conditions in general see About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

Data requirements
You must familiarize yourself with the following requirements before you start the temperature optimization process.

View data requirements
Requirements

Description

Implementation requirements

Ensure that you observe the following district heating requirements before you proceed with the implementation:

Temperature optimization sup-

l

The supply system must be water/liquid based (not steam)
including both supply and return system.

l

The system must be a heating system, not a chilling system.

l

At end user level the district heating system must have
flow regulation equipment that secures the supply of the
required heat; that is a fixed flow system cannot be optimized using temperature optimization. However, a simple
real-time model can be of great value in this case.

l

Minimum supply temperature at any user defined critical
node in the system configured as a constant or a time
series.

l

Maximum and minimum inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum rate of change of inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum flow capacity at heat plants.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures in the network.

ported constraints
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Requirements

Required data

Description
l

Maximum flow capacity at booster stations.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures at heat plants.

l

Minimum allowed pressure change in nodes.

Temperature optimization requires the following data to be supplied as input on a regular basis:
l

An hourly based load forecast for each zone in the model
being optimized. Alternatively, a meteorological weather
forecast for the next 24 to 36 hours.

l

Actual flow at all heat plants or heat exchangers supplying
heat to the network.

l

Actual supply and return temperature at all heat
plants/heat exchangers in the network.

l

Actual pressure conditions at all regulation points in the network (pressure change setpoints and absolute pressure setpoints).

l

A heat supply schedule for all heat plants supplying heat to
the optimized system if the system encompasses more
than one heat plant.

Model requirements
An ideal temperature optimization model observes the following criteria:
l

The model is based on a temperature and pressure calibrated model.

l

The model is simplified to a backbone net with distribution pipes to critical nodes.

l

The model does not include thermally controlled bypasses.

l

The model is configured to have a fast and stable convergence.

l

The majority of the nodes defines the load as power, not as flow.

l

The majority of the nodes defines a fixed return temperature, not as a temperature change.

The model requirements in the preceding can only be fulfilled if you use different models for different purposes. An example could be a temperature optimization model running the optimization and a more detailed distribution model running
in real-time mode using the temperature optimization results as input to reflect the consequences of the suggested
supply temperatures, production schedule and load forecast.

Calibration
The model must be based on a calibrated model. The focus should be on the supply temperature in the far end of the network as this is the critical parameter in temperature optimization. It is important to base the calibration on both a high
load and a summer load situation to reflect seasonal changes.
In this respect the far end of the network is not an end user, but a blind end location with a representative load and
where the concurrence effect is reduced. In Scandinavia for example you will need a node with approximately ten end
users being supplied.
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It is furthermore important to check that the return temperature at the heat plants is simulated with an accuracy of
only a few degrees in the different seasons.

Simplified model
The model must be simplified to reduce the simulation time while still giving a correct calculation of the supply temperature at the defined critical nodes.
The following figure illustrates the ideal simplified temperature optimization model compared to the typical distribution
model displayed in the ensuing figure. The simplification has reduced the temperature optimization simulation time
from 3 hours to under 10 minutes.

Sample: Ideal simplified model
This simplified model includes 391 pipe and 367 nodes.

Sample: Typical distributed model
This distribution model includes 2,399 pipes and 2,364 nodes.
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The simplification scenario must observe the following requirements:
l

The simplified model must include the critical nodes selected via evaluation of the distribution model during
winter and summer loads.

l

The simplification must ensure that the demand in deleted blind end sections is moved towards the nearest
upstream node in the remaining part. The return temperature and the load in these nodes must be an aggregated value.

l

The simplified model must also include a representative bypass flow to avoid that the not cooled flow has a bad
influence on the calculated return temperature. For details see the section Thermally controlled bypasses in temperature optimization.

The simplified model will not provide the Operator with all the information that a full model can provide. However, it is
sufficient for temperature optimization. An example is the calculated heat loss. The heat loss is not based on the full
model, including service pipes, but temperature optimization will not need to calculate the full heat loss as the backbone
flow and the flow to critical points are calculated correctly and thereby the supply temperature.
The applied return temperature corrections will ensure that the defined node return temperatures are corrected to compensate for the missing heat loss. As a consequence the missing heat loss is included in the node demand.
For details see How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701.

Thermally controlled bypasses in temperature optimization
There are two principles for the control of the far end supply temperature.
l

Use temperature optimization

l

Apply thermally controlled bypasses.

The thermally controlled bypasses have a significant impact on temperature optimization simulations and should be
reduced to a minimum.
Active thermally controlled bypasses moreover have an unpredictable impact on each other leading to unstable convergence and long simulation time.
The thermally controlled bypasses must be simulated in the best possible way in a temperature optimization model.
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It is strongly recommended that the number of thermally controlled bypasses in a temperature optimization model is
reduced to a minimum corresponding to locations in the far end of the network.
This will actually constitute the optimal situation since the thermal bypasses are not chasing each other leading to a random solution. An example of a thermal bypass to be removed is one in a location where another thermally controlled
bypass is located downstream.
Temperature optimization handles the thermally controlled bypasses as described in the ensuing. The first simulation
that is created is used to calculate the bypass flow through each thermally controlled bypass. This flow is subsequently
kept at a constant level regardless of temperature changes. The flow is also kept constant in the last simulation, which
can lead to a result where the supply temperature in a node with a defined thermal bypass is below the setpoint. This
method is introduced to ensure a stable convergence and the best possible temperature optimization solution.

Fixed bypasses in temperature optimization
In the simplified model it is important to evaluate strategically located equivalent bypasses to calibrate the return temperature with the estimated local node return temperature. The equivalent bypass is basically calculated using a diameter equivalent to the added cross-sectional areas of all bypasses.
The equivalent bypass can moreover be compensated for a higher pressure change applied on the equivalent bypasses.

Pumps
The purpose of temperature optimization is to reduce the temperature level in the network. At the same time the flow
will increase and cause the pumping costs to increase. It is therefore important to include proper pump characteristics in
the model.
Temperature optimization includes a proper power estimate if no pump characteristic is defined. The power is in this
case calculated as the hydraulic power (volumetric flow x head). You can then include the average overall pump efficiency in the pump price. This model will often be better than a badly defined pump characteristic.
A defined pump characteristic must include a characteristic, which allows extrapolation for increasing flow. This means
that during extrapolation the power characteristic will always start at zero and end at zero. Consequently, you are recommended to avoid defining pump characteristics in temperature optimization models.

Balance between model details, time requirements, and CPU performance
There must be a certain balance among the model details (size), fast simulations, accuracy, and CPU performance.
The following requirements will increase the simulation time or CPU load:
l

More details in model.

l

Advanced controls.

l

Thermally controlled bypasses (should be avoided).

l

Longer simulation periods.

l

Less simulation time step (maintain the same total simulation length).

l

Several models running in parallel.

l

More frequent temperature optimization experiments.

For faster simulations the preceding items must be reviewed and reverse actions taken to get the right balance.
The performance must be evaluated to give the best result with respect to the purpose of the model. The purpose of a
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temperature optimization model is to:
l

Perform best possible calculation of the temperature conditions in the transport route to all critical points. All
other branches or pipe sections are of no interest.

l

Perform best possible calculation of the return temperature to reflect bypasses.

l

Calculated pressures are of secondary interest, except if the temperature optimization model includes pressure
constraints, or the bypass flow is highly dependent on it.

You can configure a more detailed model including all equipment to reflect the results of a temperature optimization simulation for the Operators running in parallel of the optimizing model.

SCADA data retrieval
The implementation of temperature optimization requires the following update processes for the SCADA system.
A. SCADA must be able to present the actual supply temperature setpoint along with the actual temperature.
B. Options to present the optimal setpoint 1, 2, or 3 hours ahead could be of interest for an Operator, who is not
allowed to monitor temperature optimization.
C. A fall-back setpoint temperature must be available to manually update and invoke in case of failure in temperature optimization or communication.
D. An indicator displaying the actual status of temperature optimization must be available. The status indicator
must allow automatic fall-back to manual control of setpoint as well as change between closed loop and manual
control.
E. An indicator displaying the status of temperature optimization as set to OK or too old must be available.
F. An indicator displaying the status of communication between SCADA and temperature optimization must be
available.
For an example of a SCADA setup see the topic Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme, page 130.

Next
Temperature Optimization Time Resolution, page 122
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Temperature Optimization Time Resolution
This topic explains the time periods applied to temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Time resolution
The following four time periods are important for cyclic simulations in regards to the overall performance and accuracy.
The table provides an overview of the use of terminology in Termis and where to access the parameter. Each time period
is described in-depth in the ensuing sections.
Termis Terminology

Where to apply a value in Termis

Time step

From menu bar select Simulate and then the Simulation

Period

menu.

Cycle
Time step for temperature

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Con-

change

figuration Parameters.

Time step
This is the step length that defines the interval between simulated time steps in a dynamic simulation. It is the smallest
time resolution of loads in the nodes. The time set for Time step moreover impacts the calculated propagation of temperature changes in the model.
Less time steps mean better simulation of a steep time step change downstream in the network. However, the simulation time will increase for smaller time steps given a certain simulation length.
To clarify the dynamic behavior of the model it is important to perform an analysis of the specific model. This analysis
must basically include a steep temperature change at all heat plants using varying loads, time steps, and duration of simulations. The propagation of the temperature change must be evaluated at selected nodes as time series, and a relevant
time step selected as a compromise between accuracy and simulation time.
As default you should use a time step between 15 minutes and 60 minutes.

Period
The Period is the total duration of a simulation and it is defined as the difference between simulation stop time and simulation start time. The simulation period must be defined using the following criteria:
l

Time wise the end user must feel that the expected load is reflected and peak levels simulated in a satisfying
manner in the forecasted period.

l

The period must cover at least two or three cycles (intervals between simulations) allowing communication to fail
and thereby a new simulation to fail due to missing data one or two times (cycles). If the next simulation fails
then an earlier result will cover the same period.
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Cycle
The Cycle is the interval between the simulations for temperature optimization. This interval must be as short as possible, but no less than the simulation time of a simulation. The simulation interval moreover depends on other loads on
the computer as several models can run simultaneously causing the interval to be extended to avoid violating the computing capacity.
The weather conditions can change unexpectedly leading to an incorrect load forecast without an updated load forecast.
This situation can lead to too low supply temperatures during a peak load, which could be critical. A new simulation will
always start at the measured load and thereby improve this situation.

Time step for temperature change
The period Time step for temperature change is the time interval between simulated experiments of step changes
at heat plants. This parameter is only relevant for temperature optimization and is set as a value under the Configuration Parameters dialog.
The value has a significant influence on temperature optimization simulation time as it determines the number of conducted simulations. The lower the value the more simulations.
The value has also a significant influence on the temperature profile at the heat plant. If there is a zigzag curve the
curve can be smoother using a shorter time step.
As default value you are recommended to start with one hour and then change the value in the adjusting phase depending on the optimization result.
In the experiment loop, the internal simulation length is extended with the actual longest traveling time for a water particle from the relevant heat plant to the critical nodes.
The Time step definition for a temperature change must correlate with the definition for the Time
step under the Run menu. The Time step must be divisible by the value stated for the Time step for
temperature change.

Next
Temperature Optimization Simulation Cycle, page 124
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Temperature Optimization Simulation Cycle
This topic explains the tasks that influence the end result of temperature optimization. For in-depth information on the
simulation process that applies to Termis in general you are referred to the topic About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Simulation cycle
The temperature optimization cycle includes different tasks. This section describes the process that focuses on explaining the parts that influence the result and how you can improve the process.
The following flow chart displays the schematic process for the temperature optimization. The subtasks are explained in
details in the ensuing sections.
l

Reference simulation.

l

Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures.

l

Linear programming problem.

l

Alternative solution.

l

Simulation time.
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Reference simulation
The reference simulation is a dynamic simulation based on the actual conditions with respect to production, pressure,
and temperature conditions in addition to the load for the defined period.
The reference simulation encompasses a rough time estimate that depends on the supply temperature at all heat
plants and calculated as described under the ensuing section Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures.
In addition, the reference simulation calculates the maximum transport time for all supply routes between the heat
plants and the critical nodes. The maximum transportation time is automatically added to the simulation period to generate a correct system response for the full simulation period. To elaborate on this statement you can say that the temperature optimization must cover at least the full transportation plus the defined simulation period in order to include
valid results for the effects of the far end critical node. The system will only present results for the requested period. The
added period is not presented.

Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures
Temperature optimization is a dynamic optimization problem, which is handled via linearization techniques. The
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linearization is based on the temperatures available via the reference simulation.
The better the linearization basis, the more accurate results you will get for the temperature optimization solution when
you focus on flow and pressure constraints. It is therefore important to start the process with an estimate of the supply
temperatures from each heat plant.
The linearization basis or the rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures are estimated using the following
principles:
A. A steady-state simulation is calculated providing the supply temperatures all over the network and the transportation time from heat plants to critical nodes.
B. The difference between calculated supply temperature and the defined critical temperature in critical nodes are
used together with transportation time to adjust the supply temperature from all heat plants to a minimum
level. This procedure generates an aggregated time dependent time series of the supply temperature taking all
critical nodes into account as well as all supply routes if more than one heat plant is involved.
C. The aggregated curves described under step B are corrected for possible maximum flow violations and violations
of pressure constraints. The correction is conducted using partial derivatives.
The estimated time dependent supply temperatures are used in the optimization experiments as basis for linearization.

Linear programming problem
Input to the linear programming problem is the effect of temperature changes at all heat plants at all times in the given
period. This input is generated via a series of experiments.
One experiment is defined as a fully dynamic simulation of the full network having a step change in supply temperature
at a certain time defined. The result at this experiment is the actual influence on all critical nodes together with the total
costs.
Through the experiment results and actual constraints the linear programming algorithm will find a solution to the problem.
A solution will include an optimal supply temperature time series for each heat plant, which is used for a final dynamic
hydraulic and thermal simulation. Within a certain tolerance range this solution will fulfill all flow and pressure constraints and reduce the supply temperature in at least one critical node to the defined value as fast as possible.
The lack of a solution is only caused by a formulated problem where one or several of the following constraints are violated:
l

At some point in time during the simulation period the supply temperature in a critical node is below the defined
critical level.

l

One or several of the defined flow constraints.

l

One or several of the defined pressure constraints.

Alternative solution
See the topic Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution, page 128.

Simulation time
The simulation time for temperature optimization is huge compared to a standard dynamic simulation.
For details you are referred to the preceding section on Linear programming problem, just as you can see a visualization
in the process chart in the preceding. The section explains that it is important to conduct many experiments to prepare
input for the linear programming problem. Each experiment corresponds to a full dynamic simulation.
The number of experiments depends on the following two parameters:
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l

The number of heat plants in the model being active in the optimization. Each plant requires a series of experiments.

l

The time step for temperature changes. A small time step will give many experiment compared to a large time
step giving relatively fewer experiments.

The number of simulations is calculated by multiplying:
l

The number of active heat plants.

l

Period divided by the time period named Time step for temperature change.

l

The number of simulations.

The following sample temperature optimization model illustrates the number of simulations:
l

Two heat plants are active in the optimization.

l

The time period Time step for temperature change is defined to 1 hour.

l

The simulation period is equal to 24 hours.

l

The number of simulations in the simulation period is equal to 72 (period/time step).

The number of simulations is 2 * 24 * 72 = 3456 compared to a standard dynamic simulation with 72 simulations.

Next
Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution, page 128
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Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution
This topic provides information on alternative solutions when called for during the temperature optimization process.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Alternative solutions
Some operating conditions can cause temperature optimization to issue an alternative solution for the supply temperature at heat plants. An alternative solution is used at times where the linear programming problem does not have a
solution. This means that the actual boundary conditions will not allow the system to find a solution that satisfies all system constraints.
This situation can occur if
l

The starting condition does not allow the temperature in all critical nodes to be at or above the defined temperature.

l

Two simultaneous constraints (such as maximum flow at a heat plant and minimum pressure constraint) can be
too restrictive to allow a physical solution to the problem.

There are two alternative solutions
A. (Default) A solution that is used as basis for linearization. It is generated using the rule of thumb to fit all flow,
pressure, and temperature constraints. It is equivalent to the previously described rough time dependent supply
temperature, which limits the temperature increase to an estimated sufficient level.
B. A safe solution is to increase the temperature as fast as possible to the maximum defined limit for each heat
plant (defined gradient).
You must choose the alternative method that best suits your network requirements.

Next
Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing, page 129
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Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing
This topic explains some of the results of temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Post processing
Depending on the actual system it may be necessary to perform post processing of optimized temperature setpoints.
Examples of post processing
l

A SCADA system will typically not be able to receive future setpoints, only the actual value. The consequence is
that either the temperature optimization system or another feature will have to send an updated setpoint to
SCADA at regular intervals.

l

A scenario where the flow or pressure constraints have been included correctly in the optimization, but the load
forecast has not been updated to reflect the real situation with a heavy load.

In such cases it is possible to see maximum constraints that are violated due to a too slow update frequency of load forecast or temperature optimization simulations. It may be necessary to post process the setpoints in these few cases; for
example using VBScript or similar language facilities. For details see the topic How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction, page 147 or Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?, page 800
VBScript is Visual Basic code written in a text file using any text editor and subsequently saved with extension vbs.
VBScript files can be executed on any Windows platform and data can be transferred from one database to another.

Next
Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme, page 130
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Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme
This topic provides a sample layout for a SCADA dialog/diagram that displays all required information to control the optimized supply temperature from Termis.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

SCADA control scheme
It is assumed that
l

Optimized supply temperatures are made available in SCADA for each plant in each zone.

l

Proper configuration for the data transfer of temperature optimization values between Data Manager (integrated
or stand-alone) and SCADA.

The supply temperature for each plant in each zone can then be controlled from a diagram containing the information
provided in the following figure. Notice that the figure is only a suggested SCADA control for the supply temperatures.

where
TERMIS TO is used as the term for the temperature optimization in legacy Termis.
Only green fields (Mode and Default) can be changed by the Operator.
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Optimized supply temperatures from Termis are considered of good quality if each of the heartbeat tags is below a certain limit. If nothing else is given, you are recommended to use the following values for limits for new systems:
Heartbeat Limit

Description

Alive counter

1 to 2 hours.
If the value does not change within this period it will trigger a
heartbeat alarm.

Simulation age

4 hours.
If Termis has not delivered new results for 4 hours it will trigger a
heartbeat alarm.

Load prognosis age

6 – 24 hours.
If no new prognosis data is received within this period it will trigger
a heartbeat alarm.

SCADA will then control the supply temperatures out of each heat plant by implementing the following scheme:
l

If a zone is set to Manual mode then the default supply temperature must always be used as setpoint for each
plant in the zone.

l

If a zone is set to Auto mode then the optimized Termis supply temperature must be used if there are no heartbeat alarms, and the default temperature must be used if there is a heartbeat alarm.

This control scheme is intended as a guideline. Other principles can be used as well, just as other or additional heartbeat
tags can be implemented.
Finally, you also have the option to define the default value as a time series with hourly values.

Next
Temperature Optimization Results, page 132
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Temperature Optimization Results
This topic explains some of the results of temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 95.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Results
The result of a temperature optimization cycle, relevant for transfer as setpoints to SCADA, is a time dependent supply
temperature curve for each heat plant that describes the setpoint for a future period, typically 12, 24, or 48 hours.
The following figure shows optimized temperature curves for a heat plant and downstream critical points.

Figure legend
1

The solid zigzagged blue curve (1) illustrates an optimized supply temperature at a heat plant. This
optimized curve starts at a high level and is then reduced to a lower average level. The high starting
level is because the system is not running in a closed loop. The zigzagged curve is the result of a combination of the ideal mathematical solution and the defined time resolution. The curve would be
smoother with a reduced value stated for the time period Time step for temperature change.
The other curves illustrate the optimized supply temperature in downstream critical points.

2

Observe how the solid green continuous temperature curve (2) for one of the critical points
decreases to the defined critical temperature 60 0C after a couple of hours and stays at this level.
The other curves are for natural reasons at a slightly higher level as they are either located such that
they are supplied from the same heat plant, but at a relatively nearer location with less temperature
losses, or they are located in places with relatively higher loads.
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Savings when using temperature optimization
When you perform a typical temperature optimization you will experience the following results.
l

Reduce the average supply temperature in the network.

l

Maintain or slightly increase the return temperature in the network.

l

Increase the flow in the system.

The results in the preceding will reduce the heat loss in the system and slightly increase the pumping costs. The following formula provides an estimate for the effect of a running temperature optimization, assuming that 10% of the
saving is lost on increased pumping costs.

where
Saving

Is Saving (mu)

Hl

Is Heat Loss (MWh)

E

Is Energy price mu/MWh)

p

T

Is average Supply side temperature, today (C)

T

Is average Return side temperature, today (C)

T

Is average outside temperature (C)

T

Is average Supply side temperature, optimized (C)

T

Is average Return side temperature, optimized (C)

st
rt
out
so
ro
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Pressure Optimization
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact your point of purchase.
This topic explains the use and objectives of pressure control zones in the network.

Definition of pressure control zones
When you apply pressure control zones you can for example define a minimum, maximum pressure, etc. for a given geographical area. When properly configured, the system runs a pressure check for all node objects to ensure that the criteria for the pressure limits is observed.
The zone name must have a unique ID.
When you apply pressure control zones to your network, you achieve the following
l

Better control over the water pressure level.

l

A more reliable water supply system.

l

Reduction of leakages in your network.

The pressure control zone can be defined and updated using one of the following measures. These measures are
explained in-depth both in the ensuing table and in the topic How To: Create, Update, and Configure Pressure Optimization, page 136.
l

By pressure

l

By attribute

Where to create and edit pressure control zones
In Termis you can in general edit and monitor the pressure control zone features as explained in the ensuing table.
Activity from Menu Bar

Description

Topology > Create or
Update Pressure Control
Zones

Create or update the pressure control zones using one of the following methods.

By pressure
The most common measure to apply when you define pressure
control zones.
The zones are created automatically based on the existing configuration of the pressure regulating objects (devices).
The physical borderline between two pressure control zones is
defined through the configuration of a regulatory device
(pump/valve). This device is controlled by the control pressure in
the dedicated control node.
This is illustrated in the ensuing figure.
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Activity from Menu Bar

Description

By attributes
When you create a control zone by attribute it means that you can
decide which objects to include in a particular zone. Select the
nodes and apply the unique zone name to all the selected nodes.
By default any new model comes with an attribute for the objects
to configure the pressure control zone. The name of the attribute
is PressureControlZone. If you are running an older model you
will need to add the attribute manually. For details see How To:
Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.
View>Show>Pressure Con-

Show or hide the display of pressure control zones.

trol Zones
Edit>Pressure Control

Edit the data of the entire set of pressure control zones.

Zones

Next
For instructions on how to apply the two methods, that is create and configure pressure control zones, see the topic
How To: Create, Update, and Configure Pressure Optimization, page 136.
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How To: Create, Update, and Configure Pressure Optimization
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact your point of purchase.
This topic explains how to create, configure, and update pressure control zones in your model. For background information you are referred to the topic Definition of pressure control zones, page 134.
You can define pressure control zones based on the configuration of pressure set for pumps and valves. Pumps and
valves that are configured with a pressure change setting are ignored as factor that can define the borderlines for pressure control zones.

Before
You must have a well-configured model with regulating devices (pumps and/or valves) before you can create any pressure control zones.
Follow the sequence in this topic to perform a proper setup of pressure control zones.
To ensure the presence of a pressure control zone in the simulation process, you must add the relevant pressure control zone to the submodel condition.
A. Configure regulating devices (pumps/valves).
B. Create and update pressure control zones.
C. Configure pressure control zones.
D. Monitor results for pressure control zones.

A. Pump or valve configuration
To configure the object attributes for the regulating device
l

Right-click the main model view and select Edit All. Under the object editor you can configure the pumps or
valves as explained in the following section.

The ensuing figures illustrate how to configure the parameters for the regulatory device depending on whether it is a
supply or a return device. Select either Pressure Control Node Supply or Pressure Control Node Return:
l

For a device of type Supply define a value for either Supply Pressure or Pressure Change.

l

For a device of type Return define a value for either Return Pressure or Pressure Change.
The value defined for a regulatory device is an expression for the pressure set for the dedicated control node.
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Though the example illustrates the setup of a pump object (supply and return), the configuration applies to valve
objects as well.
If you later make changes to the setup in relation to the controlling devices, such as adding more nodes to the zone, or
you decide to merge two or more zones, you are recommended to run an update of the control zones.
For details see
About Valve Objects, page 670
About Pump Objects, page 667

B. Create/update pressure control zone
Method
By pressure

Description
l

From the menu bar select Topology, then Create Pressure Control
Zone /Update Pressure Control Zones and then select By Pressure.
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Method

Description
When you confirm the creating/updating of the zones, and provided you have
a well-configured model, you can see the distinct borderlines of the control
zones. In addition, the zone names are automatically added to the configuration.
If you do not see the pressure control zones you may need to select the
zones under the View menu and then Pressure Control Zones.
In the following figure you can see pointers to pressure control zones (4 in
total), and the yellow circles indicate the regulating devices that mark the
start of a pressure zone.

By attribute

By default any new model comes with an attribute for the objects to configure
the pressure control zone. The name of the attribute is PressureControlZone. If you are running an older model you will need to add the
attribute manually. For details see How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes,
page 578.
For new models, you need only add a zone name for the selected nodes as
explained in the ensuing steps.
1. Right-click the main model area and point to Select and mark the area
with the required node objects that you want to create as a zone.
2. Right-click and point to Edit Selection.
3. Under the Edit Data dialog enter the zone name for the selected node
objects.
Use the column with the asterisk ( *) to add the name to all the objects
in one action.
4. From the menu bar select Topology, then Create Pressure Control
Zone /Update Pressure Control Zones and select By Attribute.
All the selected node objects are now encompassed in one and same
zone.
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Satellite zone
The satellite zone is part of the main zone and the two zones share the same attribute name, but the zones are geographically separated. This is illustrated in the ensuing figure.

C. Edit pressure control zone
When you have created the framework for the zones you must configure the values for the pressure in the regulatory
devices as explained in the ensuing section.
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Pressure Control Zones.
2. Under the group Pressure Optimization for each zone define a value as follows:
Min. Pressure Change
Device
(plant/valve)

Min. Pressure, Supply

Min. Pressure, Return

(dP)

Max. Pressure, Supply

Max. Pressure, Return

Max. Pressure Change
(dP)

Supply device

X

Not applicable

OR

X

Plant device

X

Not applicable

OR

x

Return device

Not applicable

X

OR

x

Plant device

Not applicable

X

OR

X

equipped with static
pressure device,
Supply

equipped with static
pressure device,
Return
You can define a value for the entire row from the column with the asterisk (*))
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3. Under the group Data select the Active check box for the zones that you want to be active during the production.
The rest of the options under this group are read-only.

The settings under Available indicate which zones to include in the definition of pressure control zones. Incorrect configurations of the regulating devices may lead to a clash in the zone definition and thus make a particular
zone unavailable. This is illustrated in the ensuing figure.

Pressure Control Zone setup

Pump curve
Minimum pressure limits for zone red and zone blue:
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The blue vertical line indicates the position of the valve and the graph shows how the pump raises the pressure over
the limit in the pressure control zone to fulfill pressure in the next zone.

D. Monitor results for pressure control zones
For new models you can reference new attributes to monitor the results in the pressure control zones.
Add the new attributes following the guidelines in the topic How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.
The attributes cover minimum, maximum, and mean pressure for the zone, even down to the object it is set for.
The mean pressure is a weighted average and it is calculated based on the sum of (Pups+PDws)2*total pipelength.
The following are sample results that you can monitor under the categories Totals and Pressure Results.
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Additional Temperature Optimization Settings
This section contains additional topics on temperature optimization.
How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value

144

How To: Manage Critical Nodes for Temperature Optimization

146

How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction

147

Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?

151
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How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value
At the start of a simulation it may happen that the load forecast does not match the actual load. This situation will not
happen as often if the load forecast is updated every hour and is based on the actual production. However, experience
shows that there are significant deviations from time to time.
In case of a deviation you have the following options:
A. Trust the actual measurement and fit to the load forecast within a certain time. (Default)
B. Trust the actual measurement and scale the load forecast to the actual level.
The deviation between actual measurement and load forecast is reduced according to the following formula:
Load(t) = LF(t) * [ 1 + (ratio -1) * dFac ]
dFac = exp[ -log( 2 ) / T½ * ( t - t0 )]
ratio = PowerM / PowerLF (t0)
where
Load(t)

Is applied load at time t.

LF(t)

Is base load forecast value at time t.

T

Is half time constant. By default set to 1200 seconds.

t

Is actual time.

t0

Is start time of simulation.

½

Power

Is measured load at simulation start.

Power

Is base load forecast.

M
LF

The ensuing figure illustrates how an actual load in a network is adapted to a defined load forecast using different halflife parameters. The figure shows a load forecast starting at time 0 with a value 100 MW and where the light blue signals
the continuous curve. The measured power at this time is 80 MW.
The other curves illustrate how the load forecast can be adapted to the measured value using different half-life parameter. The small-dashed curve is an example of full adaption of the load forecast to the first metered value using the halflife parameter of 24 hours. The other curves are examples of fast and not so fast adaptions from the metered value to
the base load forecast.
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To set the half-life parameter
1. From the menu bar in Termis select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters, and then point to Modeling, Advanced Setup.
2. Locate the parameter Half-Life and set the required value to allow for a proper deviation; for example 1200 seconds.
Notice that it is possible to define the half-life parameter as a time series or a calculation field under the configuration
parameters.

To add time series or calculation field
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameter Setup.
2. Locate the half-life parameter and under the column Additional enter the codes TS;CALC.
Use auto-completion to ensure that you enter the codes correctly. Press the Ctrl key to list all the supported
codes. Separate the codes with a semi-colon.
3. Save your changes and access the sub-menu Configuration Parameters.
4. Go to the folder Modeling, Advanced Setup to add either a time series or a calculation field.
5. Locate and right-click the half-life parameter and select Add Time Series or Add Formula.
6. Save your changes.
Other simple scaling options are:
A. Scale the load forecast in Termis using a simple factor.
B. Generate a new load forecast entry in Data Manager as the calculated object, where the scaling factor is an average value of the ratio actual load divided by the actual load forecast value.
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How To: Manage Critical Nodes for Temperature Optimization
The limitations for a low temperature determine the lowest possible supply temperature for temperature optimization.
You must identify the critical nodes in the network and specify the lowest possible supply temperature. The critical temperature in a node must be defined at a location with a reasonable flow to ensure that concurrence effects do not cause
disturbance.
For in-depth description of how to define a critical node see the example in this topic To define critical nodes , page 240.
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How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction
When temperature optimization is enabled and controls the supply temperature, the actual state of the network is used
as initial condition at the start of each simulation cycle. You can perform a simulation for the entire network using the
hydraulic model and real-time measurements from your SCADA system.
The simulated state of the network is then combined with a load forecast, which predicts the heat production from the
plant one period into the future. The result of this simulation is a prognosis for the supply temperature for the plant for
the next 24 hours. This ensures that there is no violation of the critical temperatures in the network. The simulation
also accounts for possible flow limits at the plant (pump maximum).
The optimized 24-hour prognosis for the supply temperature at the plant is then used as setpoints in SCADA, and the
prognosis is used until a new simulation is carried out and a new prognosis is supplied.
During cold periods, when pumps may operate close to the maximum limit and the supply temperature is controlled by
the forecast from temperature optimization, then a significant deviation in the load forecast used by temperature optimization can lead to a violation of the pump maximum. If the actual load is higher than predicted by the load forecast
and the supply temperature is set by the temperature optimization then the plant will compensate for the higher load
by increasing the flow, and the pump maximum may be violated.

To compensate for a pump maximum violation you are recommended to increase the supply temperature setpoint specified by the temperature optimization prognosis in Termis when the measured flow exceeds a specific level close to
pump maximum.
The following chart illustrates and explains the steps involved in the procedure that leads to satisfactory corrections.
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The procedure has been coded into a script reading input data from a Microsoft Access file. The script is configured adding
a line in the database for each heat plant using Microsoft Access. The relevant fields in the database are described in the
following table.

View relevant fields
Field

Description

PlantName

Name of plant. Only used for trace log file name.

debugOn

Display error messages in dialogs (0 = NO 1 = YES).

maxTS

Maximum allowed supply temperature [°C].

maxQ

Maximum allowed flow [kg/s].

maxTSRateChange

Maximum allowed rate of change for supply temperature [°C/h].

proActiveStart

Start pro-active correction when
scadaQ >(1-proActiveStart)*maxQ
A proposed value is 0.1 activating the correction when the flow
reaches 90% of maximum flow.
This parameter is named a.

proActiveFlowDiff

Perform pro-active correction when
scadaQ >(1+proActiveFlowDiff)*termisQ
A proposed value is 0.05 activating the correction when the measures flow is 5 % higher than estimated.
This parameter is named b.

termisTS

Data Manager tag name of supply temperature from Termis.

termisTR

Data Manager tag name of return temperature from Termis.

termisQ

Data Manager tag name of massflow from Termis.

scadaQ

Data Manager tag name of massflow from SCADA.

scadaTS

Data Manager tag name of actual supply temperature or setpoint
from SCADA.

dmCorrectedTS

Data Manager tag name of corrected supply temperature.

The system requires that a new tag is created in Data Manager to store the corrected temperature setpoint. In the table
the tag name is dmCorrectedTS.
The script must be activated as the last Data Source in Data Manager. The Data Sources are executed in alphabetical
order. See the ensuing figure for a sample configuration.
You should be aware that the changes of maximum flow and maximum rate of change of temperature must be configured as redundant in the script database.
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The sample file names listed in the ensuing table are used in regards to temperature optimization.
If you are a Schneider Electric partner you can access these files with the proper credentials from the Partners
Area on our corporate Web site
File

Description

TOCorrections_Ini.mdb

Input database.

TOCorrections.bat

Batch file starting script. To be updated with relevant logical drive
and directory of location of script files.

TOCorrections.vbs

VB script conducting the correction.
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Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?
There can be several reasons why the defined maximum flow constraints are violated. The following is just one example. You are recommended to peruse the checklist to keep track of possible actions to locate the cause.
Violation example
The situation is such that the load forecast is above the present metered value and the metered flow is near the maximum flow.
In this case the cyclic simulation applies the metered production, and within the next hour the system will increase the
production to the load forecast value that is assumed to be valid for the future.
Depending on the actual conditions in the network the temperature optimization will not be able to compensate for the
too high flow with an increased supply temperature.
For the present example the situation should be handled with a more realistic load forecast. Optional events could be
defined, which could start at the metered value.

Checklist: Reasons for violated flow and pressure constraints
The ensuing checklist can be used to detect some of the causes for a violated maximum flow at a heat plant or violated
pressure constraints.
Check points

Comment

Inspect the system log for error messages and warn-

Error messages and warnings may indicate the reason

ings.

for the violation.

Is the load forecast being updated?

An old load forecast will result in a constant production.

Is the actual measured production equal to the actual
load defined by the load forecast?
The majority of all nodes must be defined using power

This is a prerequisite for the flow and pressure con-

as load and return temperature in stead of cooling.

straint to react.

Check all pressure and flow limitations. Conduct a
standard cyclic simulation to check the actual pressure
and flow against the limitations.
The system responds to flow and pressure constraints
using a linearization of a non-linear system. It means
that relative violation of a certain size must be
expected. The violation is, however, less than 10 %.
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User Management
Users with administrative rights can create new users at the local Operator station. A user definition consists of an ID
and a user level.
The user level is used on the local PC to define the available number of functions (menu items) for each user. The levels
are defined as described in the following table.
User Level

Definition

0

Users with full rights to operate the entire system and to configure the operational panels and model data.

1

Users with rights to change status for objects such as close or open valves,
start and stop pumps, and close or open connections.
Limited availability of menu bar items and layer configuration options.

2

User with read rights, and no option to transfer object status from the Operator station to the Master.
Only few menu bar items available and also only few layer configuration
options.

For in-depth information on the display of menus depending on the user level see the topic User Level Defined Menu
Items, page 894.

To create new users
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then User Handling.
2. Under the User Handling dialog add users as appropriate and according to the level specifications described in
the preceding.
The following figure shows three defined users with each their user level.

It is the administrator's responsibility to communicate the appropriate IDs to the users.
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How To: Change User Level
As an end user you will be prompted to log on when you open Termis. End-users must log on to the application with a
dedicated user name specified by the administrator. The user name is associated with the user level that indicates the
user rights to the application. For details on user level rights, see the topic User Management, page 152.
The user name is entered as illustrated in the following screen. A green background indicates a correct user name and a
red background indicates an incorrect user name.

Change user on the application
To change user log on for the application
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Set User
or right-click any of the dashboards and select Tools and then User Level.
This will open the logon window illustrated in the preceding.
2. Enter the appropriate user name and press OK.
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How To: Remove Users
You can remove users from the application at any time according to your requirements.

To remove users
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then User Handling.
2. Under the User Handling dialog highlight the users as appropriate and press Delete on the keyboard.
The following figure shows three users each with a specified user level and where User2 is highlighted for subsequent deletion.

It is the administrator's responsibility to communicate the appropriate status to users.
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How To… in Termis
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to perform within the application. The section is organized alphabetically for the various application elements. Each functional area moreover provides pointers to
background information.
You can find particular areas of interest using Ctrl F.
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About Undo or Redo
You can apply a form of standard Windows functionality when you configure and operate your model. Termis supports
an undo / redo functionality, but in a limited version.
Your actions are logged in a list. From this list you can monitor the latest actions and you can even decide to undo large
sections of actions from within the list. Else you can undo actions one at a time as explained in the topic How To: Perform Undo and Redo Actions, page 157.

Scope for undo/redo actions
There is a limit to the actions you can perform for undo and redo. Currently, there is only support for the following
actions
l

Modifying attributes.

l

Closing network areas.
When you close an area the log displays the status of the affected objects. You can expand the list to view all
entries.

l

Adding objects (excluding graphical elements such as a text box, legend, profile, etc.)

The ensuing figure displays the log over the supported actions. Press the column header to change the sort order and display the list of actions in any way you want.
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How To: Perform Undo and Redo Actions
This topic provides guidelines for handling the undo/redo activity in Termis. For further information see the topic About
Undo or Redo, page 156. This topic also explains which actions are supported with the undo function.

Use shortcut keys
l

From the menu bar select Edit and depending on your action choose one of the menus or view the shortcut keys
for Undo (Ctrl+Z) and Redo (Ctrl+Y).

View Undo list
All the supported actions are logged in this list.
l

From the Tools menu select Undo List.

You can select a block of actions and undo these from a particular row in the list. Right-click the row and select Undo
Until Here. All actions performed prior to this point will not be valid any longer. They will remain in the list, however,
and the red square in the leftmost column indicates that all actions below this point are invalid.
You can retrieve these actions using the Redo menu under the Edit menu or use Ctrl+Y.

Clear Undo list
l

Under the Tools menu, select Clear Undo List to remove all the actions from the model. You are prompted to
confirm that you want to empty the list.
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Adaption
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with adaption.
About Adaption

159

How To: Configure Adaption Parameters

161

How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption

163
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About Adaption
You can make adjustments to the performance of certain data types in your network. Adaption is the function that
allows you to adjust static model data to align this data with measurement data.
This topic provides an introduction to adaption and explains how to enable adaption in Termis.
Termis supports adaption for
l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

You have the option to exclude node objects from adaption. For details see How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption, page 163.

Before
Ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
To activate (or deactivate) you must select (or clear) the check box for Enable Flow Adaption and/or Enable Temperature Adaption. Locate the parameter under the Configuration menu>Configuration Parameters>Modeling, Setup.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
You can adjust the flow adaption if you only have measurements available at the start of the cycle.If you set the flow
adaption factor to 2 you can set this parameter to for example 3600 seconds, and observe how the adaption factor will
be 1.5 after 1 hour and gradually adjusts to the initial flow.

Temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is the facility that allows the simulated return temperature at heat plants to fit metered
values.
The following figure shows the typical boundary conditions for temperature in a simplified model. For details on boundary conditions, see the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 199.
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where
l

Plant represents the production with a defined the supply temperature.

l

Consumer represents a load with a defined cooling or return temperature.

l

DT represents the consumer's temperature change (cooling).

If you run a standard simulation without adaption, the result is a simulated return temperature at the plant. There are,
however, certain deviations from the measured values.
The values can be caused by
l

Incorrect estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

Incorrect calibration of the heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrect configuration of the by-passes in the network.

When you run a simulation with the adaption enabled, the system assumes that the defined cooling or return temperature at consumer node are tentative and will initiate the appropriate adjustments. The defined return temperature
will be changed to reflect this factor and adjusts the defined value to fit the plant's return temperature.
The result of the temperature adaption will typically lie within +/- 1 0C.
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How To: Configure Adaption Parameters
When you import models you need to ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of the adaption parameters. For background information and instructions on
how to enable adaption see the topic About Adaption, page 506.

Plant parameters
To configure the parameters for the plant
1. Right-click the plant and select Edit<plant ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate and select the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.

3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow

Provide the efficiency values for the flow you want to adapt to.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the return temperature.

Pipe parameters
To configure the parameters for the pipe
1. Right-click the pipe and select Edit <pipe ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate the parameters for adaption. View under the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.
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3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow, supply

Provide the efficiency value for the supply flow.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the upstream return tem-

Ups

perature.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the downstream return

Dws

temperature.
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How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption
In situations where you have a defined flow or power on a node object you have the option to keep this value and
exclude particular nodes from the adaption process. You may want to do that when you have a fixed value or a time
series set for the flow or power on certain node objects.
You can exclude specific node objects from adaption in the following ways
l

By measurement

l

By attribute (check box)

Flow adaption
To exclude by measurement
For nodes with a defined flow or power, you can substitute this setting with a measurement. The node will then be
excluded form adaption.

To exclude by attribute
1. From the Configuration menu select Layer Data Configurations.
2. Access the relevant layer and then point to the Node object and go all the way to the bottom and create a new
attribute and as a minimum configure the following entries.
Entry

Description

Name

The attribute name must be ExcludeLoadAdaption.

Group

Add it under the Adaption group. If not already, you may have to
create the group.

Type

Local

Object type

Boolean

Alias

Rather than displaying the attribute name you can enter a more
reader friendly name.

Phys type

None

Additional

CHK
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Annual Cost Simulation
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with annual cost simulation.
About Annual Cost Simulation

165

How To: Define Annual Cost Simulation

166
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About Annual Cost Simulation
Termis provides a function that enables you to set up and perform annual cost simulations for your district heating or
cooling network. You can see the details on the set up of the annual simulation under the topic How To: Define Annual
Cost Simulation, page 166.
Basically, the purpose of an annual cost simulation is to obtain information on the accumulated operating cost for a specific period, typically one year. This is done by creating one submodel for a certain seasonal period, such as winter,
summer, etc. When you then run a simulation including all the submodels, you get the duration curve that shows the
accumulated result (via a time series) for that particular period.

Next
How To: Define Annual Cost Simulation, page 166
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How To: Define Annual Cost Simulation
This topic explains how to set up Termis to run annual cost simulations. For background information see the topic About
Annual Cost Simulation, page 165.

Before
To run an annual cost simulation you must
a. Have a hydraulically well-defined model.
b. Have a number of well-defined submodels that each covers a specific seasonal period.
c. Run a simulation for all submodels for one timestep.

Setup
The main task when you want to run annual cost simulations is to define the duration for each well-defined submodel.

To define annual cost simulation
1. From the menu bar select Simulate and then Simulation.
2. Define the submodels as required and select the check boxes under Enable for the submodels you want to
include in the annual simulation.
The sample figure shows how the seasons are defined quarterly. Each period is associated a submodel that represents the seasonal values.

3. From the menu bar select Tools and select Annual Definitions.
4. Under the Input tab enter a value for the period under Duration.
This example shows the duration in days (here 90 to cover the quarterly setup), but you can change the unit to
your preference.
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5. Then select the relevant submodel in the right-most column.
6. Optional. If you want to display the annual result as a graphical representation from a dashboard you must press
the button Generate Global Tables. This step is not necessary if you want to display the result from within the
Annual Definition dialog (Result tab) or from a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Display results
You have a number of ways to view the result for your annual cost simulation. Each option is described in the ensuing.
A. From the Results tab under the Annual Definition dialog.
B. From a Report using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
C. From a dashboard.

A. From the Results tab
The application comes with a number of predefined options for status reports under the dialog Annual Definition,
such as power and flow.
l

Under the Results tab select one of the options and see how the graph to the right displays the duration curve
for a given value. The example shows the annual result for the total production cost.
If you need additional results you can add them manually. However, you can only view those results from the
dashboard and not from within the Annual Definition dialog.
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B. Report generation
You can generate any of the predefined attribute status results to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

To generate a report in a spreadsheet
l

From the menu bar select View, then Reports and select Excel_AnnualResults.

The header titles are specific to the annual simulation and must not be changed.
However, the sequence of the columns in the reports is optional and can be changed as required.
Otherwise, you can edit the Excel report as explained in the topic How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports, page
688.
The following is a sample spreadsheet report.

C. Dashboard
You can create a dashboard where you for example can add a table for a quick overview of the accumulated result in
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your district heating or cooling network. You can, however, add any items to the dashboard if you find them useful for
the display of results.

To display results from a dashboard
1. Create a dashboard to host the annual cost results.
2. Add a table to the dashboard. See the topic How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303, look for the section
Table.
3. Open the Annual Definition dialog and press the button Generate Global Tables.
This action generates a table output for each of the predefined input attributes (power, flow, etc.)
You can see the automatically generated tables from the menu bar under Edit, Tables. By default the tables display under the group Undefined.
You can include your own customized tables in addition to the tables generated by the system. See the description in the ensuing section, Customize tables for annual cost simulation.
4. To add one of the tables, make sure to exit Design mode in the dashboard, then right-click and point to Add
Table From Global List.
5. Select one of the tables from the list and press OK. The table displays as a graph in the dashboard.

Customize tables for annual cost simulation
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables. Add a new table by adding a new name.
2. Press the wizard icon and then press the button Calculate.
3. Under the Calculation Field create the following functions;
l

DURATIONCURVE(TS): This creates a duration curve from a time series. It returns a _7TDataTable.
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l

ANNUALTS(object, AttributeName): This calculates a time series for the whole period of an annual simulation defined in the annual simulation form, depending on the different scenario layers.

Example
The following example generates an output that shows the accumulated power consumption (E) coming from the plant
object (PL_N_) in the submodels.
DURATIONCURVE(ANNUALTS(PL_N_,E))
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Background Layers
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with background layers.
How To: Create Background Layer Based on Map or Image

172

How To: Create Background Layer Without Attributes

178
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How To: Create Background Layer Based on Map or Image
This topic explains how you can create a background layer based on a geodetic map or an image of a geographical area.
You can create a background layer for
l

Existing models
You can create a map transformation to fit an existing model on top of a geographical area or a scanned image
file.

l

New models
You can draw a network from scratch on top of a geographical area or scanned image file, and based on which you
can start creating an entire new model with pipes, nodes, etc.)

The setup of the new background layer is performed using a wizard.

Create a background layer based on a street map or image for existing model
Before
You are recommended to enter the proper projection parameters, if available, for the required geographical area. Currently, there is only support for Danish geodata locations. If you enter any of the ensuing projections, the selected area
automatically displays. In the event that your area is not available through projection parameters follow the guidelines
under step 2 of the wizard.

To configure the projections
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, point to Configuration Parameters, and under Graphics, Map
Transformation enter the appropriate coordinates for Input Projection and Output Projection.

Valid projections for Danish map transformation
Input Projections

Output Projections

s34j

geo_euref89

s34s

geo_euref89

s45b

geo_euref89

utm32_ed50

geo_euref89

utm33_ed50

geo_euref89

utm32_euref89

geo_euref89

utm33_euref89

geo_euref89

kp200j

geo_euref89

kp200s

geo_euref89

kp200b

geo_euref89

geo_ed50

geo_euref89
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Input Projections

Output Projections

geo_euref89

geo_euref89

2. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
To create a background on an existing model, you must first select a view without any display
options (that is set Map Display to None) else you will not see the street map in transparent
mode.
3. Under the Layers dialog right-click the Background folder and select Add New Layer.
4. Under the Select Layer Type dialog select Street Map or Image.
The new layer is named Street Map or Image respectively and is placed at the bottom of the list of layers.
5. Before you can proceed you must save the new background layer pressing Apply.
6. To configure, right-click the appropriate background layer, point to Layer Setup, and select Options.
7. Proceed with option I or II, depending on your selection in step 4.
I. Street map as background layer.
a. Open the model and leave the model at a zoom level that enables you to easily identify streets, intersections, etc.
b. Under the Street Map Setup dialog maintain the selected MERCATOR map and press Map Transformation Wizard and follow the step-by-step wizard. See the explanation in the ensuing table.
II. Image map as background layer.
Rather than using the Street Map you can for example use a scanned image of your network area and use that as
the background layer. You can use any file format such as .jpg, .bmp.
a. Under the Bitmap Layer Setup dialog locate the file pressing Select Image.
b. Accept the Default status under Output Projection and select Map Transformation Wizard to align
the map with the model. Follow the step-by-step wizard. See the explanation in the ensuing table under
the wizard details.
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View wizard details
Step # in Wizard

Description

Step 1

Close all open dialogs for Termis.

Step 2

Apply projection parameter
If you apply projection parameters this step is redundant as the model positions itself more or less in a 1:1 relationship with the map.
Without projection parameters
If you do not have access to the proper projection parameters you must use
one of the following options to locate the correct area.
l

Use zoom or pan to locate the area.

l

Enter the location of the current model in the Search field in the
upper right corner. The search generates both geographical and model
based hits. The latter option may therefore point to objects such as
nodes, pipes, etc.
If the search generates a geographical hit, you will see the Select
Location dialog with a list of local areas that you can choose from.

You must zoom in on the proper geographical area to a level
that matches the size of the open model. Else it may be difficult
to identify matching points between the model and the map.
To set up the alignment you must perform a 3-point coordination between
the map and the current model. See figure.

Step 3

Point to the location #1 in the map and then point to location #1 in the current model.
The coordinates for longitude and latitude are automatically entered, just as
the x,y map coordinates are added.
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Step # in Wizard

Description

Step 4

Point to location #2 in the map and then point to location #2 in the current
model.
The coordinates for longitude and latitude are automatically entered, just as
the x,y map coordinates are added.

Step 5

Point to location #3 in the map and then point to location #3 in the current
model.
The coordinates for longitude and latitude are automatically entered, just as
the x,y map coordinates are added.

Step 6

Press Create to initiate the new map transformation.
You may need to repeat the steps 3-5 (mapping between the 3
coordinate points) for a correct positioning of the model on top
of the map.
When this is done, press Close to save the change.

Create a new model based on a street map or image
1. Open Termis to create a new project.
2. From the menu bar select File, then New.
3. Select Save As to name the project.
4. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
5. Right-click Background and select Add New Layer.
6. Under the Select Layer Type dialog select either Street Map or Image.
The new layer is named Street Map or Image respectively. You can rename as appropriate.
If you select Standard, you will merely create another layer to which you can add objects.
7. Before you can proceed you must save the new background layer pressing Apply.
If you opt for Street Map, the default map projection displays. Proceed to step 8.
If you opt for Image proceed to step 8 and view the instructions under Image map as background layer.
8. To configure, right-click the new background layer, point to Layer Setup, and select Options.
9. Proceed with option I or II, depending on your selection in step 6.
I: Street map as background layer.
a. Under the Street Map Setup dialog select the default MERCATOR projection, and press Map Transformation Wizard. Follow the step-by-step wizard and see the explanation for each step in the ensuing
table.

View wizard details for Street Map Setup
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Step # in Wizard

Description

Step 1

Close all open dialogs for Termis.

Step 2

Zoom in to the relevant geographical area.

Step 3

1. Point to a particular location that will constitute the center of the new
map projection. Notice how longitude and latitude values are added
automatically.
2. Enter the model extents; that is, the values for the x and y coordinates. Enter the coordinates that suit your model. For example 0,0.

Step 4

Press Create to initiate the new map transformation.
When this is done, press Close to save the change.

II: Image map as background layer.
Rather than using the Street Map you can for example use a scanned image of your network area and use that as
the background layer. You can use any file format such as .jpg, .bmp.
a. Under the Background Layer Setup dialog locate the file pressing Select Image.
b. Accept the Default under Output Projection and select Map Transformation Wizard. Follow the
step-by-step wizard and see the explanation for each step in the ensuing table.

View wizard details for Image Map Setup
Step # in Wizard

Description

Step 1

Close all open dialogs for Termis.
When you close the dialogs the image displays as the new background layer.

Step 2
Step 3

Zoom in to the relevant geographical area.
1. Point to a particular location that will constitute the center of the new
map projection. Notice how longitude and latitude values are added
automatically.
2. Enter the model extents; that is, the values for the x and y coordinates. Enter the coordinates that suit your model. For example 0,0.
3. Enter the image width in the first column and place the cursor in the
second column. The wizard automatically maintains the ratio.

Step 4

Press Create to initiate the new map transformation.
When this is done, press Close to save the change.

10. You have now successfully created a background layer that contains geographical locations.
The next step is to create a new layer that contains model objects, such as nodes, pipes, and configuration values
for measurements, etc.
You are recommended to view the description for how to create a basic model. You can use the information in the
topic to create a model from scratch and become familiar with how you for example combine it with background
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layers.
For details see
How To: Create a Model From Scratch in Termis, page 30
Make a note of the sample input data (if you want to use this for test purposes) and proceed to step 3 under To
create a basic model.
To following figure illustrates a simple network displayed on top of a street map.
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How To: Create Background Layer Without Attributes
This topic explains how you can convert any existing layer to a background layer and thereby remove all existing attributes. The advantage of such an action is a smaller size layer that can enhance the performance. A layer that is stripped
for all attributes consists only of simple points and lines in addition to a fixed theme. The theme is the same as the one
from the time of stripping the layer for attributes.
By definition a layer without any attributes is considered a background layer.

To convert a layer to a background layer
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Point to the layer you want to convert and drag it to the Background folder.
3. When prompted, confirm that you want to convert the layer and accept that you will lose all attribute information.
The layer is now moved to the Background folder.
4. Save the change and exit the Layers dialog.
The ensuing figure illustrates what happens when you convert an existing layer to a background layer and lose the
attributes.
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About Calibration
The calibration function in Termis enables you to calibrate pressure losses due to friction and heat losses.
This topic provides background information on calibration. For a hands-on description on how to perform calibration see
How To: Perform Calibration, page 181. Notice also the topic Reading Guide to Results for Calibration, page 185. This
guide explains all the definitions applied in the calibration process as they appear in the Calibration dialog.
Calibration is based on the comparison of measurements and simulations within the same time period. In Termis calibration is targeted at a path so that the comparison takes place between two node objects. In regards to the latter the
prerequisite is therefore that the measurement is assigned to a node object.
A correction factor for the path is calculated as a factor that is multiplied for the pressure loss factor (pressure calibration), or the temperature loss factor (temperature calibration).
The calibration ignores the presence of valves and pumps. These objects are not included in the calculation.
The correction factor for a path is calculated based on the following formula.

∮

=

∆X Measured
∆X Simulated

∮

is the correction factor.

ΔX

is the measured drop in pressure due to friction/temperature.

ΔX

is the simulated drop in pressure due to friction/temperature.

Measured
Simulated

Multiple and overlapping paths
If you have created a calibration setup that encompasses several and/or overlapping paths, the correction factor for the
path cannot be generally applied.
Instead, the calibration takes place as illustrated in the following.

where
f

i-j

are the factors related to the paths.
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f
K

are the resulting factors related to the calibration segments.

The calibration applies individual correction factor for pipes on a path between the two nodes that are used as calibrations points.

Pressure correction
The pressure correction can be applied as is or transferred as a correction to
l

Diameter

l

Roughness

l

Single loss

Temperature correction
The temperature correction factor can be applied as is or transferred to the overall heat transfer coefficient.

Output of calibration
The calibration correction factor is always included in simulations. During simulation the correction factor is transferred
as a pipe parameter and accordingly adjusted to the initial value of 1.0.
The output of a calibration is thus a correction factor that is stored as an attribute for all pipes.
You can apply this attribute to create a calibration factor theme.

Next
How To: Perform Calibration, page 181
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How To: Perform Calibration
This topic provides step by step guidelines on how to perform calibration in Termis. For background information see
About Calibration, page 179. Notice also the topic Reading Guide to Results for Calibration, page 185. This guide
explains all the definitions applied in the calibration process in the Calibration dialog.
Calibration can only be done for node objects on the Scenario layer.
The model must be well-configured model and there must be an overlap in the time period between
the measurements and the simulation results, which is to say that you must first run a historic simulation.
To perform a calibration you must go through the following main steps. Each of these steps is described in-depth in the
ensuing sections.
A. Create pressure or temperature measurement attributes for supply and return nodes respectively.
B. Point to and select the database that contains the relevant measurement entries; alternatively you can manually create new measurements.
C. Assign the measurements to nodes.
D. Calibration setup.
E. Calibrate.
F. View results.
G. Optional: Convert factor to property.

A. Create pressure or temperature measurement attributes
Ensure that you have the following attributes else you must manually create the measurement attributes under node
objects.
l

Pressure measurement, supply (code PSMEA)

l

Pressure measurement, return (code PRMEA)

l

Temperature measurement, supply (code TSMEA)

l

Temperature measurement, return (code TRMEA)

Follow the guidelines in the ensuing table to create the attributes.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Phys Type

Additional

Code

You can pro-

Measurements

Local

Double

Pressure

MEA

PSMEA

Temperature

This allows

PRMEA

vide any name
for the attrib-

you to add a

ute, as long as

measurement

you select the

to the object.

correct code.

TSMEA
TRMEA

B. Select database with measurements
If you have a Data Manager database with relevant measurements, you can point to these entries. Or, you can manually create measurement entries. The example in this topic applies manual entries. For details see About Measurements, page 465.
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Optional: Create a time series
To present the result you can create a time series for the measurement.
1. From the menu bar select Edit then Measurements.
2. Right-click the column Value (placed to the very right in the dialog).
3. Select Add Time Series and under the Time Series dialog create the appropriate time series. Save your
changes. For details see Create time series using the wizard, page 771.
Sample setup for manual entries, showing the column Value as a time series.

C. Assign measurements to nodes
1. Right-click the main model area to open the generic editor, select Edit All, and expand the Nodes objects. (Alternatively, you can locate each of the two nodes and assign the measurements.)
2. Locate the group for the attributes, Measurements, and identify the two nodes to which you want to assign
measurements.
3. For the first node right-click the attribute for either pressure or temperature (in this example pressure measurement on supply side) and select Add Measurement.
4. Under the Select Data ManagerMeasurement highlight the entire row with the measurement and then OK.
5. For the second node, repeat steps 3 and 4 to complete the measurement assignment.

D. Calibration set up
See the Reading Guide for details.
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Calibration, and point to Pressure. Alternatively, you can calibrate over
Temperature. This example, however, focuses on pressure only.
2. Under the Calibration dialog do the following
l

Enter a unique ID for the path.

l

Select a Scenario layer.
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l

Under MEA1 select one of the appropriate measurement. In this example the manual database entry Pressure 1.

l

Under MEA2 select the second measurement. Here Pressure 2.

3. When you have completed step 2, place the cursor in one of the other cells and watch the display of simulated
and measured values in the row.
The figure in the ensuing illustrates how the values are presented under the Calibration dialog. For an illustration of how the values are presented under the Calibration dialog see the Reading Guide.

E. Calibrate
When you have defined all the required paths you can select one or several of these to be included in the calibration process. Select the check box for Use in the right-most column to add a path to the process.
l

Optional: If the result of a calibration - and subsequent simulation - is still not satisfactory, select the check box
for Adjust Factors and then press Calculate. For details see the Reading Guide.

F. View results of calibration
Though you set the measurement for the node objects, the results display from the pipe object. For details see the last
part of the Reading Guide, the section called Result(s) under generic object editor for pipe objects.

G. Convert factor to properties (optional)
You can change the result of the calibration from factors to that of the attribute values for the properties listed in the
ensuing.
You can apply this method if you encounter discrepancies in the calibration results and you are aware of the physical conditions for the calibration result. You can then opt to select Convert Factor to Property. Not only does this allow a
higher degree of scaling of the results, but you may also notice that the results are somewhat more detail-oriented.
You can convert to the following attributes:
l

Diameter

l

Roughness

l

Single loss

To convert factors to property values
1. Highlight one of the calibration definitions (path), right-click and select Convert Factor to Property.
2. From the list of properties select the one that applies to your scenario.
The attributes are the same as those you have configured for the pipe object in general.
To display the converted attribute values, you can create a separate category and for example name it Calibration.
Under this category you can make a duplicate of the above attributes.

Additional actions under calibration dialog
Show path
l

Right-click the row under the Calibration dialog and select Show Path.

l

Subsequently, you can read the results under the pipe objects. Right-click the main model area, select Edit
Selection and point to the group Calibration.
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Add path to list
l

Right-click the row one more time and select Save Path to List.
The path displays with all the paths you have defined for your model. To access the list, right-click the main
model area and select Path, then Display.

View in profile
Right-click the row under the Calibration dialog and select View in Profile. Notice that the window is minimized to display all the available paths. You need to maximize the window for correct display.

Edit node
You can edit the nodes directly from the Calibration dialog.
l

Right-click the node and select Edit Node.
This opens the generic editor from where you can also edit the measurements.
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Reading Guide to Results for Calibration
This topic provides details on how to interpret the results as stated under the columns in the Calibration dialog.
It is important to ensure that there is a consistent overlap in the period for the measurement and the simulation period as the average values are calculated based on these
periods.
If the overlapping period exceeds one time entry, the average fields constitute a time series.

Results under Calibration dialog
#

Column

Description

1

ID

Input required.
This is the unique name for the path that you have
defined. When you right-click the main model area to
view the list of paths in the entire model, you will also
see this particular path name.

Color coding
Green cell

Calibration definition correct.
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#

Column

Description
Red cell

2

Scenario

Incorrect calibration definition.

Input required.
You can only perform calibration on the Scenario layer.
Select the scenario that contains the simulation result
that you want to use for the calibration of the defined
path.

3

Mea1

Input required.
Select the measurement for the upstream end node in
the new path. The measurement for Mea 1 must be
associated with the node name under the column
Node 1.

4

Avg. Value

Average value for Mea1 for the overlap period.

5

Node 1

The node that contains the value for Mea1

6

Avg. Value

Average value for Node 1 of the simulated pressure or
temperature that corresponds to Mea 1 for the overlap
period.

7

Mea2

Input required.
Select the measurement for the downstream end
node in the new path. The measurement for Mea 2
must be associated with the node name under the column Node 2.

8

Avg. Value

Average value for Mea2 for the overlap period.
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#

Column

Description

9

Node 2

The node that contains the value for Mea2.

10

Avg. Value

Average value for Node 2 of the simulated pressure or
temperature that corresponds to Mea 2 for the overlap
period.

11

Distance

This value indicates the physical distance between the
two nodes in the calibration process.
The value indicates the calculated distance of the path.
The path distance is the shortest stretch between
Node 1 to Node 2.

12

ΔHead, Mea

The difference between Mea 1, Avg.Value and Mea 2,
Avg.Value; corrected for changes in elevation (pressure only).

13

ΔHead, Calc

The difference between Node 1, Avg.Value and Node 2,
Avg.Value; corrected for changes in elevation (pressure only).

Color coding
White cell

Calibration is recommended.
Values:
>5000 Pa

Yellow cell

Calibration is not optimal. Consider your model configuration
and validity of measurements.
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#

Column

Description
Values:
>1000 Pa
<5000 Pa
Red cell

Pressure loss is insignificant and
cannot form basis for a calibration.

14

Difference

The difference between ΔHead, Mea and ΔHead, Calc.

15

Correction Factor

ΔHead, Mea divided by ΔHead, Calc.
When calculated the correction factors show the minimum standard deviation discrepancy between measured and simulated values over a certain time interval.

Color coding
White cell

Calibration is recommended.
Values:
[0.1;10].

Yellow cell

Calibration is not optimal. Consider your model configuration
and validity of measurements.
Values:
<0.1 or >10
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#

Column

Description
Red cell

Pressure loss is minimal and calculation is not a viable solution.
Values:
<0 or >100

16

Standard Deviation

The standard deviation of the difference.

17

Use

Select the check box for the path you want to include
in the calibration process.
If selected, the path is part of the overall calculation of
individual pipe corrections.

18

Adjust Factors

Due to the non-linear nature of the calibration process,
it may be necessary to enhance the first calibration
attempt.
Consequently, when you have run a first calibration followed by a simulation and the result is still not acceptable, you can opt to select the Adjust Factors check
box.
When you run a calibration process allowing for an
adjustment of factors, the calculation will then adjust
the pipe factors rather than running a calculation that
generates new factors.
However, consider the drawbacks such an action may
have on subsequent processes.
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#

Column

Description

19

Side

Select either the supply side or the return side.

Result(s) under generic object editor for pipe objects
Object name: DPcorr
(Pressure drop correction factor)

When you perform a calibration of the pressure drop in
your network, you can view the value result under the
generic object editor.
Right-click the main model area, point to the pipes
object and locate the attribute named DPcorr.

Object name DTcorr
(Temperature drop correction
factor)

When you perform a calibration of the heat loss in your
network, you can view the value result under the
generic object editor.
Right-click the main model area, point to the pipe
objects and locate the attribute named DTcorr.
A correction factor for the path is calculated as a factor
that is multiplied for the pressure loss factor (pressure
calibration), or the temperature loss factor (temperature calibration).
For details see the formula applied for the correction
factor in the topic About Calibration, page 179.
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Results under generic object editor if you convert to properties
Roughness

The attributes are the same as those you have configured for the pipe object in general.

Diameter

To display the converted attribute values, you
can create a separate category and for example

Single loss

name it Calibration. Under this category you can
make a duplicate of the above attributes.
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Calculations
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with calculations.
How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes

193
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How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes
Each object has a number of attributes assigned. New formulas can be added to any attribute once it has been added
the behavioral code, CTRL,*. This allows you to define a standard numerical expression based on constants and other
object attributes.
Follow the guidelines in this topic to add formulas to object attributes.

Useful hints when adding formulas
l

The topic Functions and Expressions , page 78provides a list of numerical expressions to use when you define a
standard expression in new calculation fields.

l

Use the intellisense function (auto-complete) to enter arguments and codes. You can use this to add both the
behavioral code and the arguments for the calculation.
Place the cursor in the field where you want to enter a code or argument, enter only one or a few characters and
press Ctrl. This expands a list of available codes or options. Locate and select the appropriate option to add it to
the formula or entry field. If you press Ctrl without adding any text you will get the total list of options.

Before
Ensure that you are working in the active layer.
l

To verify that you are in the active layer, right-click the main model view and select Layers. The active layer is
marked with a blue icon

.

To create a formula field (add behavioral code)
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Select layer and object type
to the left.
2. Under the right pane, select an existing attribute or scroll to the bottom of the list and add a new attribute.
3. As a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes.
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Name

Group

Object Type

Alias

Additional

Enter name, if

Select a

Ensure that

If you do not

CALC

new

category

the type

enter an alias,

from the

matches the

the attribute

list; such

calculation.

name will

as

For a cal-

apply by

Results

culation the

default.

object type is
the type of the
resulting
value; such as
Double.

4. Configure the remaining parameters according to your requirements.

Next
To add formula to object attributes
1. From the main model area locate and right-click the appropriate object attribute.
l

If you want to add a formula to a single object, merely select the object name and select Edit <object
name>.

l

If you want the formula to be added to all objects, select Edit All.

l

If you want to add a default formula, see the topic How To: Configure Object Data, page 263.

2. Select the appropriate group and locate the attribute to the right.
3. Right-click the attribute row and select Add Formula.
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4. Under Field Text in the Calculation Field dialog define the formula (use the auto-complete function) and press
Test. If successful, the calculated value appears under Value. Then click OK to enter the value for the attribute.
If the test fails, you will receive an error message and you must make the appropriate corrections for the calculation formula.
You will be prompted to view the result for formulas created for time series. Accept the formula or
make appropriate changes, if any.
The following example shows a sample formula with both single-line and multi-line expressions.

Adding multi-line formulas
You can add a multi-line formula, if needed. For all expressions leading up to the final expression line, you can add local
variables using the function VAR. You must use the following format: VAR( local_var_name, calculation )
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Use Enter for line breaks.
Example:
VAR( Calc1, 2*2 )
VAR( Calc2, Calc1*5 )
VAR( TheFlow, Calc1 + Calc2 )
TheFlow*2

Adding comments to calculation fields
You have the option to add a comment after the calculation. Add two forward slashes and enter a comment.
The following example shows the use of comments in calculation fields.
Examples:
// This is a comment
VAR( Calc1, 2*2 )
VAR( Calc2, Calc1*5 ) // This is also a comment
VAR( TheFlow, Calc1 + Calc2 ) // This is also a comment
TheFlow*2 // Final comment

Sample formulas
Example 1
A pressure gradient in a pipe is calculated using the following formula:
(PSupUps-PSupDws)/LengthSup
where
PSupUps

Upstream pipe end pressure in supply as an attribute for each
pipe.

PSupDws

Downstream pipe end pressure in supply as an attribute for each
pipe.

LengthSup

Pipe length at supply side as an attribute for each pipe.

Example 2
A demand expression can look like this:
GlobalFacQ*(TS_DegreeDay*GET(HeatFactor)*EDemand +( 1-GET(HeatFactor) )*EDemand*TS_E_1)
where
GlobalFacQ

Global factor defined for system via configuration parameters.

TS_DegreeDay

Time series for degree day model.
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GET(HeatFactor)

Local attribute for each node defining the relative amount of
power related to room heating and ventilation compared to hot
tap water amount. This expression can also be defined as HeatFactor without the GET function call.

EDemand

Local attribute for each node defining the nominal demand.

TS_E_1

Time series defining the daily variation of the demand.
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Conditions
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to configure conditions.
About Boundary Conditions

199

About Conditional Controls

201

How To: Create and Define Conditions

202

How To: Display Images Based on Conditions (via Dashboard)

209

How To: Add Conditional Controls

211

How To: Set Up Timers

218
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About Boundary Conditions
Similar to other simulation applications, Termis requires certain input data (boundary conditions) to perform model simulations. A simulation model must observe a set of hydraulic and thermal requirements before it is possible to identify
and solve a given situation. As for steam models, it is only possible to define the return temperature.
A homogenous model with proper boundary conditions will normally give a fast and stable convergence. However, bad
boundary conditions assigned to the model will under certain circumstances generate bad or no convergence. In this
case you can apply a relaxation number under the configuration parameters. The relaxation is a facility used in iterations to secure stable convergence. The relaxation can under bad conditions secure a stable convergence using conservative changes to the parameters that are iterated.
The following requirements must be met to run a hydraulic simulation.
If you enable temperature optimization to meet the requirements for peak periods you must among
others observe the boundary conditions described under the topic Temperature Optimization
Requirements, page 116.
l

Flow or power consumption definition
All nodes acting as a consumer must have a consumption defined either as power or as a flow. Accepted values
for consumption are positive figures defining a real consumption.
0.0 indicates no consumption
Blank cells are handled as no consumption.

l

Return temperature or temperature difference
For all nodes with a consumption, you must define the temperature difference or the return temperature.

l

Static pressure
The static pressure maintains the pressure level in the system in either supply side or return side. The static pressure is defined in a heat plant.
A special option is available allowing you to define the static pressure in the heat plant in between supply and
return relative to the return side.
You must define at least one static pressure in the system.

l

Pressure change
The pressure change contributes to defining the previously unknown pressure level in the system (supply or
return) opposed to the known defined static pressure. See the figure.

The pressure change is typically defined in a node as a control set point for the main pumps.
You can substitute the pressure change with a pressure in the system part (supply or return) opposed to the
known defined static pressure.
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l

Supply temperature
You must state the temperature in the supply pipe at the producer level.
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About Conditional Controls
Conditional controls define how a device is running during simulation. The conditional control system is based on a stack
of single conditions with a top level default condition followed by a number of additional conditions.
The first true condition from the top in the list of conditions is used to define the actual setpoint of the associated device.
If no other condition evaluates to True, the default condition applies. The setpoint type (such as speed, flow, opening)
can vary between rows. Several conditions can be combined into one single condition using AND/OR statements to allow
the combination of physical conditions such as a selected pipe flow direction with an actual pressure range in a defined
node.
Termis provides support for conditional control on the following objects
l

Pumps

l

Plants

l

Heater

l

Valves

l

Nodes

The ensuing figure shows a typical type of control. In the table the bold typeface part of the conditions is not required in
the configuration as the conditions are evaluated in a top-down manner.

Inlet pump flow setup
This section describes the standard setup of the inlet flow controlled by the current level in a node.

Inlet pump control
Level

Condition

Actual setpoint

Default

Flow= 0

Condition 1

Pressure< Min +½* (Max-Min)

Speed = 1600

Condition 2

Min + ½* (Max-Min) <Pressure < Max

Speed = 3200

Next
The actual conditional control is defined in and added to the properly configured object or on any object attribute.
How To: Create and Define Conditions, page 202
How To: Add Conditional Controls, page 211
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How To: Create and Define Conditions
This topic explains how to create and define a condition in your application. You will want to apply conditions to areas
and objects in the network where you want to restrict, limit, or modify the operation.
There are two kinds of conditions.
l

Local - applies to the current layer only. You can moreover use local conditions as conditional controls.

l

Global - applies to the entire model.

To create a new condition
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Conditions.
This opens the Conditions dialog.

Under the Layers column, the blank fields indicate global conditions. Otherwise, you can see the layer for which
the condition is used.
Under the 7Flow column, you can use any of the 7Flow selected conditions as conditional controls. The 7Flow setting is read-only. For details see About Conditional Controls, page 201.
2. To create a new condition, place the cursor in the bottom Name field next to the row marked with an asterisk
(*).
3. Under ID, enter a name for the condition.
4. Under Layer, select the relevant layer. By default, the system selects the active layer. If you want to create a
global condition, select Global from the list.
5. Proceed to adding the criteria for the condition. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
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Explain the columns in the Condition dialog
Column

Description

And/Or

Additional single conditions can be defined in the dialog and subsequently be combined via use of the following boolean operators:

Condition

l

AND

l

AND NOT

l

OR

l

OR NOT

Global condition
Lists all the conditions that are created for global use.
Layer specific condition
Lists only the conditions created for the selected layer.

Object Type

Select the object type that applies to the condition.

Test Object

Global condition
For the global condition you can select an object from the following
types.
Test Object

Description

@CURRENTOBJ

Used to reference the actual object to
where the condition is assigned.

@ANYOBJ

If the test is successful on only one of the
objects in the current layer the condition
evaluates to true. If you need for all object
tests to evaluate to true, you must use the
negated Boolean expression.

@CONFIGPARAMETER

Used to create a condition based on the list
of global configuration parameters.
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Column

Description
Test Object

Description

@MEASUREMENT

Used to create a condition using the measurement values from your external database, that is Data Manager

Layer specific condition
When you create a condition for a specific layer you have the option to
choose among the entire list of objects for the current layer in addition
to the list of test objects in the preceding table.
Attribute

The condition references an attribute to be tested depending on the
selected test object type.
For layer specific attributes, you have the option to select
a 7Flow attribute to create a conditional control.
The valid attributes are those defined for the model (global) or the specific layer.
To display the special attributes listed in the ensuing table, your first
action is to select an attribute.
Attribute

Description

@TIMESPAN

Used to define a condition relative to start time of
a real time simulation.
If the time span is tested to be equal to 0.0 then
it is the first time step in a dynamic simulation
where some set points must be equal to a measured value.

@TIMER

You can add a timer to a condition to be rendered
at specific intervals or at a fixed time.

@SCALE

Actual scale from the model main view.

@ISREALTIME

The condition evaluates to true if the current simulation is set to cyclic.
For details on simulation see the topic How To:
Perform Simulations, page 733.

Logical Operator

The following is a list of the supported operators.
Operator

Definition

<

Less than
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Column

Value

Description
Operator

Definition

<=

Less than or equal to

<>

Different from

=

Equal to

>

Greater than

>=

Greater than or equal to

Enter the relevant data to be used in the condition. You can state an SI
value, or you can base the value criteria on the attribute unit (phys
type).
You can also define the (test) value as a formula or a measurement.
l

Right-click the Value cell and select either Add Formula or
Add Measurement.
Remember to first configure the attribute appropriately with the
codes MEA;CALC under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

See also How To: Add Conditional Controls, page 211.
For the attribute @TIMER you must define the relevant time period.
For details see How To: Set Up Timers, page 218.
Units

When you define the attribute, the system automatically states the
appropriate unit (phys type).

Evaluate Time

Choose among the following options.
Time

Description

Start Time

The start time for the simulation. The system
evaluates the time and returns the most recent
value prior to the start time.

Current Time

The time displayed for the present moment; that
is the time step you can select from the toolbar.
The system evaluates the time and returns the
most recent value prior to the current time.

System Time

This is a very exact point in time. The system

(Exact

evaluates only the narrow time period before and
after the time step and only returns this exact
value.
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Column

Description
Time

Description

Now

The system evaluates and returns the most
recent value since the system time.
The time is the same as the computer time.

You can select any object attribute. However, the reference is made to the 7Flow objects that
are simulated values at the actual time step in the simulation.
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Sample conditions
The following are sample conditions.
Examples 1 and 2 are for a specific layer, here Basis.
Example 3 is a global condition.

Example 1: Layer

Single condition checking if the current object is created

Example 2: Layer
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Check for first time step in a simulation

Example 3: Global

The condition checks for closed objects
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How To: Display Images Based on Conditions (via Dashboard)
You can configure any object to display different images based on defined conditions. The object status displays via an
image on a dashboard and allows you to get a quick visual overview of critical areas.
This topic explains how to display different images when conditions change for the return temperature.

Before
Make sure that you have a condition that will evaluate correctly.

To display different images for objects based on conditions
1. Select the relevant dashboard and make sure to work in Design mode.
2. Right-click the dashboard and select Add then Image. By default you will see an image of a camera. Left-click to
release the pre-image. This opens the Control Data dialog.
3. Under the Control Data dialog locate the Image parameter under the properties for 7T Settings.
4. Add the image that you want as the default image for your condition.
5. Point to ColorControl to open the Condition and Image dialog. This is where you determine how to change
the image based on the state of the condition.
First line in the setup: Add the default image.
Ensuing line: Add the image that marks the change of the condition.
Example
The following figure illustrates the change of images when the condition state in the model changes. In this example
the return temperature exceeds the limit set in the condition.
The condition that constitutes the basis for the change of images:

The first state for the critical node CRIT-01 where the return temperature is acceptable.

The second state for the critical node CRIT-01 where the return temperature exceeds the lower limit.
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How To: Add Conditional Controls
This topic provides guidelines for adding conditional controls to improve the control of the network operation.
For background information you are recommended to study the topics About Conditional Controls, page 201 and
How To: Create and Define Conditions, page 202.
You can add conditional controls to
l

Objects

l

Individual object attributes

The advantage of adding a conditional control to individual attributes is a higher level of flexibility and thus increased control of the actions. For objects, the conditional controls apply on a mutually exclusive basis and as such more limited in
regards to the scope of control. The topic About Conditional Controls, page 201 elaborates on the concept of conditional
controls.

Before
Ensure that you have a correctly configured condition. else you will not be able to proceed to the setup of conditional controls. You can add conditional controls to pumps, nodes, valves, plants, heaters.
These conditions must comply with the 7FLOW hydraulic engine.

Add conditional controls to objects
To create attribute for conditional controls
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Point to one of the supported
objects (for example pump objects) and create an attribute for the conditional control.
Configure the attribute according to the following definitions. In this documentation you will only see definitions
for the required entry fields. Configure the remainder as appropriate and according to your requirements.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Additional

Code

In this exam-

Control

Local

String

CTRL

Select the code

ple, Con-

This allows

ditional

you to add a

Control, but

control to the

you can type

object.

the name that

CCTL (for nodes
only), CCTLS
(supply side), or
CCTLR (return side)
for the conditional

suits your pref-

control to activate

erences.

the condition during
simulation. You can

You can also

remove the code if

add an alias.

you do not want the
control to be active
during simulation.
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To add control to object
Conditional controls can be associated to the objects using existing conditions only; that is you must first define the condition.
1. Right-click the object in the main model area and select Edit<object ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog select the Group (here Control, Supply) to the left.
3. Under the field Conditional Control (or whatever you named the parameter) to the right make a right-click and
select Add Control.
If you already have a conditional control associated to the object, the menu name is Edit Control.
4. Under the dialog Conditional Control select a condition and relevant options according to the definitions in the
ensuing table.
The sample figure shows the selecting of a conditional control for the pressure control (PCTRL) on the object PU_
10.
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Explain options under Conditional Control dialog
Option

Description

Condition

Select the appropriate condition from the list.
The list only displays conditions that are compatible
with 7FLOW.

Control Variable

Select the appropriate control code for the parameter. The list of
variables depends on the selected condition. See the ensuing table
under the section Control variables for objects.

Set Point

The setpoint for the object is defined in the condition following the
top-level default condition. The setpoint can be added as a measurement.
l

Unit

Right-click the field and select Add Measurement.

The physical type to be used in the condition. For details see How
To: Add Units, page 627.
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Control variables for objects
Pump objects
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Actual pump speed

NACT

Number of pumps

PMPN

Pressure

PCTRL

Fixed Pressure change (ΔP)

PUDP

Control node

CTRLNODE

Pressure change in control node

DPNO

Valve objects
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Pressure control

PCTRL

Pressure change (ΔP)

VADP

Valve opening

VAOP

Control node

CTRLNODE

Pressure change in control node

DPNOD

Node objects
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Power

ENOD

Massflow

CONSQ

Temperature, Return

TRNOD

Temperature, Difference

DTNOD

Plant objects
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Massflow

PLANTQ

Power

ENOD

Temperature, supply

TSNOD

Control node

CTRLNODE

Heater objects
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Control Parameter

Control Variable

Power

EHEA

Add conditional controls to attributes
To increase the control over your network operations, you can add conditional controls to selected attributes. The attributes that you can use for conditional controls are encompassed by the default configuration. For a list of supported attributes to add a conditional control you are referred to the section Control variables for attributes.
For older configurations you may need to manually add the code CTRL to the attribute ControlNode to allow the adding
of a conditional control.

Before
The default values for the condition must be well-defined and constitute a valid object configuration of the sum of conditional controls; else the conditional control fails to render successfully.

To add control variable to object attribute
1. Right-click the appropriate object in the main model area and select Edit<object ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog select the group that you defined earlier to the left and locate the appropriate attribute, then right-click and select Add Control.
For existing controls associating the object attribute, the menu name is Edit Control.
3. Configure the conditional control according to the definitions in the ensuing table.

Explain options under Conditional Control dialog
Option

Description

Condition

Select the condition from the list.

Control Variable

The control variable is already defined.
For details see the table under the section Control variables for
attributes.

Set Point

The setpoint for the object is defined in the condition following the
top-level default condition. The setpoint can be added as a measurement.
l

Unit

Right-click the field and select Add Measurement.

The physical type to be used in the condition. For details see How
To: Add Units, page 627.

You can add as many conditions to the attribute as required while the control variable remains the same.
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Control variables for attributes
Node objects for attributes
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Flow

QNOD

Power

ENOD

Temperature, return

TRNOD

Temperature difference

DTNOD

Pump objects for attributes
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Actual pump speed (supply)

AVS

Actual pump speed (return)

AVR

Number of pumps (supply)

NOPS

Number of pumps (return)

NOPR

Pressure change (supply)

FDPS

Pressure change (return)

FDPR

Pressure change (ΔP) in control node (supply)

DPCTRLS

Pressure change (ΔP) in control node (return)

DPCTRLR

Control node (supply)

ControlNodeSup

Control node (return)

ControlNodeRet

Valve objects for attributes
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Pressure change (supply)

DPCTRLS

Pressure change (return)

DPCTRLR

Fixed pressure change (supply)

FDPS

Fixed pressure change (return)

FDPR

Valve opening (supply)

AOS

Valve opening (return)

AOR

Control nodes (supply)

ControlNodeSup

Control nodes (return)

ControlNodeRet
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Heater objects for attributes
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Power (supply)

ESUP

Power (return)

ERET

Plant objects for attributes
Control Parameter

Control Variable

Flow

QNOD

Power

ENOD

Temperature, supply

TSNOD

Control node

ControlNode
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How To: Set Up Timers
You can define timers to be used for conditions, and via these also if you apply triggers. This topic explains how to define
the triggers.

To set up a new timer
You can define timers in two ways
l

When you create a condition based on the attribute @TIMER.

l

From the menu bar select Edit and then Timers.

1. Select an empty row to open the Edit Timer dialog and create a new event timer.

2. Under Name enter an ID for the timer.
3. Under Define end time select either No end date or enter a date and a time for ending the event.
4. You decide the start time for the trigger execution by setting the frequency as explained in the ensuing. Select
the frequency that suits your needs using the timing options under the tab pages.
Available options:
l

Interval - define the time step if you run the event more than once.

l

Once only - run the event only once.

l

Daily - if you for example want to see the results for critical nodes in a specific area every day at the same
time.

l

Weekly - if you want to observe areas in the network of medium importance.

l

Monthly - if you for example want to run monthly reports.

l

Annually - run this for example to get an annual status of the operation.

5. Select the check box for Active when you want a particular timer to apply for the execution of events.
When you have a list of timers, you can select the timers you want to be active from the Timers overview
dialog.
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Configure Layer Data
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to configure the layer data.
About Layers Dialog

220

Layer Columns

223

About Configuration of Layers and Objects

226

About Layer Data Configuration Dialog

230

How To: Create New Layer

232

How To: Export a Layer

233

How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column

234

How To: Edit Map Display Column

242

How To: Edit Layer Options

248

How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or Current

258

How To: Use Transparency On Plots

259
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About Layers Dialog
When you create a new project, the Layers dialog comes with a set of empty default layers.
The ensuing figure illustrates the overview of layers. This topic provides a conceptual overview of each layer type just as
you will find pointers to in-depth description of each column under the Layers dialog.

For information on
l

Elements related to navigation, such as right-click menus, Layer Info, etc., see Navigating Layers Dialog, page
63.

l

Menus related to the configuration of layers and objects, see About Configuration of Layers and Objects, page
226.

l

Export of layer data, see How To: Export Layer to Microsoft Excel, page 410.

Layer types - conceptual overview
Each layer has its own configuration.
l

Active layer
You always work on the active layer. Make sure to set one of the layers as the active layer. Usually you select one
of the scenario layers as your active layer since you perform the simulation on the scenario layer.
Active layer is marked by a blue icon
status bar.

and you can also view the status of the active layer in to the right in the

The active layer can have status as current layer, but not necessarily.
l

Current layer
You must set a layer as current to retrieve and process the relevant and appropriate data.
Right-click the appropriate layer and select the relevant check box. See the explanation in the ensuing table.
When your project contains several layers, you can change the sequence of layers under the column named
Order. Highlight the relevant layer and use the keyboard arrows to move it up or down. The layer sequence is
particularly important when you have a number of background layers, such as a street map.

Explain layer types
Column

Description

Model layers

The model layer is the original model that constitutes the basis for different
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Column

Description
scenarios. The model layer can as an example be a full (not simplified) model,
including all devices and controls. The model layer is typically the layer that is
maintained via updated topology and pipe information that comes from Geographic Information System (GIS).
The model layer can be considered as a template layer that relates to one or
more scenario layers. You can reuse the model layer in other projects.
Current model layer is marked by a light green icon

Scenario layers

.

If you want to run a simulation you must create and configure
a scenario layer.
A scenario layer includes the basic input for a simulation and all results. The
current scenario defines the results that are presented and the time step indications.
The scenario layer typically includes a simplified version of a model defined in a
model layer. The scenario does not keep the references to the original model.
So if you update the original model layer, this update is not automatically
reflected in the scenario.
Current scenario layer is marked by a red icon

Consumer layers

.

The consumer layer contains all data pertaining the consumers in your network.
When you add new consumers you must do it on the consumer layer.
You can associate a consumer layer to one or many scenario layers, and the
current consumer layer provides the consumer data
Current consumer layer is marked by a yellow icon

Topology layers

.

If you import data from an external source, such new layers will by default be
added under the type Topology.
You can find in-depth information on how to create new topology layers in the
topic About Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556.
Notice that when you import a new topology layer, you have access to a new
menu, Layer Source, under the right-click menu. When you access the
Layer Source dialog, you can add more attributes from the import layer for further modeling use in Termis. For details see How To: Import Data Files for
Model Creation, page 560.

Background layer or

These two layer types are for visualization purposes only. The Unknown is

Unknown layer

merely a yet uncategorized layer. The background layer can for example be an
open street map as explained under the topic How To: Create Background
Layer Based on Map or Image, page 172.
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Column

Description

Compare layer

You can compare for example two scenario layers and view the difference in a
separate compare layer. You can only compare layers of the same type. For
details see D. Compare two layers, page 256.

Layer columns
You can customize the Layers dialog to display exactly the columns you need; and most likely these are the ones that
you use on a regular basis.

To customize the Layer columns
l

You can customize the view of the dialog and only show the columns that you need.
Right-click one of the columns under the Layers dialog and point to Select Columns. Clear and/or select the relevant checkboxes.
For in-depth explanation of the columns, see Layer Columns, page 223.

Next
How To: Create New Layer, page 232
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
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Layer Columns
The navigation pane to the right provides access to all the layer options such as creating themes and many others.
You can decide which columns to display. Right-click anywhere in the right pane and point to Show Columns. This
brings up a dialog with a list of all the available columns from where you can configure the display.
In the following you can find in-depth descriptions of available columns under the Layers dialog.

Explain column options under Layers dialog
Column

Description

Order

Define the display order of the layers. Row 0 is displayed on top, followed by
row 1, etc.

Layer sequence
When your project contains several layers, you can change the sequence of
layers under the column named Order. Highlight the relevant layer and use
the keyboard arrows to move it up or down. The layer sequence is particularly
important when you have a number of background layers, such as a street
map.

OrgID

This is the default numeric ID of the layer. Unless there is a need to see where
in the layer hierarchy a particular layer was created, you can leave the checkbox cleared for this option.

Layer

The name of the layer, such as demands, pumps, nodes, etc.
The active layer is marked with a blue icon

.

Base Type

This is the type of layer, such as background, topology, etc.

Group

Displays the group the layer is associated to. The left pane shows all the
groups in your project.
To create a group
l

Enter a name for the new group under the Group column.

You can associate a layer to a group in the following ways
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Column

Image

Description
l

Write the name in the Group column. The name must be absolutely
correct if you want to associate the layer to an existing group, else you
will just create a new group.

l

In the left pane use drag-and-drop to move a layer to the appropriate
Group folder.

Display an icon for the layer. You are recommended to define the image at a
small pixel size; for example 30x30 pixels.
You can add your own images and use them as layer icons.
The application supports the following file formats:

Type

l

.bmp

l

.jpg

l

.ico

l

.png

For in-depth conceptual description of layers see About Layers Dialog, page
220.

Visible

Decide whether you want to display the layer in the model.
The active layer is always visible.

Selectable

Decide whether you want to make the layer data accessible. If you select this
check box, the Visible column is automatically selected as well.
The active layer is always selectable.

Obj Display

Determine how to display objects in the model.
For details see
How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234

Map Display

Determine how to display the background maps for the model.
For details see
How To: Edit Map Display Column, page 242

Color

Define the default color of the selected layer. Click the cell to open the color
palette and select a color.
Alternatively, you can edit the color for the active layer directly in the main
model area.
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area.
2. Select Layer Tools and then Current Object Display or Current
Map Display.
3. Make the appropriate color changes to the layer.
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Column

Description
If there is no theme for the model, the dialog for the Current Map Display will not display.

Size

Display the default size of the objects in a layer. There are no guidelines for
object sizes. You will have to define your own object sizes by entering a digit
and see if that resonates with your expectations to the output.
You can also edit the size of objects in the active layer directly from the main
model area.
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area.
2. Select Layer Tools and then Current Object Display or Current
Map Display.
3. Make the appropriate size changes to the layer.
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About Configuration of Layers and Objects
One of the key features in Termis is the ability to create and configure your model according to needs and requirements.
This topic outlines the options for
l

Layer configuration

l

Object configuration
For specific configuration scenarios, you are recommended to peruse the section How to.... in Termis.

Menus related to layer configuration
When you right-click the main model area, you get access to three areas with layer specific configuration options. The
options are listed in the order they appear from the right-click menu.

Layers
l

Right-click and select Layers.

Each layer has its own configuration. The topic About Layers Dialog, page 220 explains the conceptual relation among
the various layer types, just the layer types are described in-depth. The topic also shows how to customize the Layer
dialog by choosing which columns to display.

Layer Themes
Use this menu to create new layer themes and to select an existing layer theme.

Sub-menus
Sub-Menu Name

Description

Add Current Theme

When you create a new theme (snapshot), this theme is automatically added to the list of themes, be it from the right-click
menu or from a list in a dashboard.

For details see
About Themes and Legends, page 450
How To: Work With Themes and Legends, page 451

Layer Tools
This menu provides access to a number of configuration options for global object editing on individual layers.

Sub-menus
Sub-Menu Name

Description

Layer Options

Use this menu to perform additional display options for the layer.
For layers of type Standard, these options are for example the display of arrows for the flow direction, tooltips for boundary con-
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Sub-Menu Name

Description
ditions and measurements, etc.
For details see How To: Edit Layer Options, page 248.
Notice that for layers of the type Background (Streetmap or
Images) the display options come in the form of a wizard that you
must follow.
For details see How To: Create Background Layer Based on Map or
Image, page 172.

Current Object Display

The graphical look and feel for each theme in your model is defined
from the Layers dialog under these columns.
l

Obj Display
Settings made under this column determine how to display
objects in the model.

l

Current Map Display

Map Display
Settings made under this column define how to display
background maps in the model based on object values.

For details see
How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234.
How To: Edit Map Display Column, page 242.
Layer Data Configuration

Use the Layer Data Configuration dialog to configure the attribute objects on the layer level.
Configure layer data with respect to attributes considering at least
the following items
l

Simulation model

l

Presentation

l

Export

l

Checking

See also: About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590
Layer Info

View detailed layer information under the topic Navigating Layers
Dialog, page 63. (Locate the description on Layer Info.)

Export Selection to XML

Export and save the model selection to xml format.

Clear Current Result

Clear the current results.

Menus related to object configuration
The options listed in the ensuing table explain how to configure or modify the display of individual objects opposed to a
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general modification of the same type of object.

Object Tools
l

Right-click and select Object Tools.

Sub-menus
Sub-Menu Name

Description

Misc. editing options

Copy a single object or a number of objects
to the currently active layer using drag and
drop.
Copy to <active

You must be in Select mode to

layer>

perform this action.
For details on how to use selections for
your editing see How To: Create Selections,
page 540.
Delete a single object (Delete), or a
number of objects by selecting an area

Delete / Delete

with multiple objects (Delete Selection).

Selection

Click Select from the right-click menu,
and select an area using drag-and-drop,
then click Delete Selection.
Move a single object or a number of objects
using Select from the right-click menu.
Select the object to move and point to the
position in the network where you want to
move the object to. You can also move a
vertex on a line. Click Move, click the point
you want to move, and then click the point
where you want to move the vertex to. On

Move

the currently active layer, the closest point
on the nearest line is automatically identified and moved by the application. If no
vertex can be identified within the defined
tolerance, a new point will be inserted.
For details on how to use selections for
your editing see How To: Create Selections,
page 540.

Join

Link objects together such as pipes.

Break

Split an object such as a pipe.
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Sub-Menu Name

Description
Change the flow direction in the pipe. For
Reverse

details see How To: Reverse Direction in
Pipes, page 538.
You can align any type of layer based

Align

objects, but in reality there a re only a few
where it makes sense. See How To: Align
Objects, page 583.

Edit Individual Object Data Configuration

Edit data for a single object.
For details see How To: Perform Individual Object Data Configuration,
page 270

Edit Individual Object Display

This submenu contains configuration options for modifying the settings and display of individual objects in a layer.
For details see How To: Edit Individual Object Display, page 266.

Delete Individual Object Con-

Delete data configuration for a customized single object.

figuration
Delete Individual Object Display

Delete the configuration for the individually configured layers.

Set Service Point

Define the system supply point for a given consumer. The service
point is used for calculation purposes only and primarily in connection
with simplification processes.
For details see
How To: Set a Service Point, page 626.
How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701.

Convert Valve

You can toggle between regular valves and shutoff valves. For details
see
How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve, page 674.
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About Layer Data Configuration Dialog
When you have created a layer and the necessary set of objects, you must add any number of object attributes under
the Layer Data Configuration dialog and determine the behavior and appearance of the attribute under the Generic
Editor.
By default Termis comes with a set of attributes and you need only add the appropriate values under the Generic Object
Editor. However, you can add any number of new attributes depending on the requirements.
For in-depth explanation of attributes (such as attribute types, codes, and behavior) see About Object Attribute
Configuration, page 590. You can also use the auto-complete functionality to add behavior related code to attributes. Under the Additional column press Ctrl to show a list of the behavior codes, such as CHK to create the
attribute as a check box.

Attribute characteristics
l

Need not be fully defined.

l

Can be defined, but need not necessarily exist in the actual object.

l

Is added as a type Local attribute to the object.

l

When only defined under the Layer Data Configuration, the attribute does not exist in the object. There is no display of value in the Generic Editor.

These guidelines are illustrated in the following figures.

Attribute definition in Layer Data Con-

Attribute in specific

figuration

object in Generic Editor
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Semantic relation of editors and videos
The following figure illustrates the semantic relation among the main editors (dialogs) in Termis.

See also About Attribute Definition Editor, page 572.

Watch a training video to learn how to use each of the editors
l

Go to our Web site www.7t.dk>Products>Termis> Training>Video tutorials. Look for
Navigate the Editors
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How To: Create New Layer
This topic provides guidelines for adding a new layer.

To create a new layer
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog, right a layer group in the left pane, for example Scenario. You will anyway need a scenario layer to allow simulation.
3. Select Add New Layer. By default the new layer is named Layer_{n}. To rename the layer highlight the name
under the Layer column and enter a new name.
4. In the right pane edit the new layer options according to the definitions explained in the topic Layer Columns,
page 223.
You may also want to study the topic on the conceptual overview of layers. See About Layers Dialog, page 220.

Next
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
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How To: Export a Layer
You can export any layer and share it with any other model as appropriate.
The Export Layer dialog can be accessed from the following places:
l

From the menu bar select File File then Export and point to Layer.

l

From the Layers dialog there are two places.
Right-click the main model area, select Layers, right-click one of the layers to the left and select Export Layer.
Or
Right-click one of the layers to the right and select Export Layer.

1. Under the Export Layer dialog point to the Layer drop-down from where you can change/select the layer.
2. Under Format select one of the supported formats: .lay, .dxf, .shape.
3. Under the file browser, select the appropriate export folder for the layer.
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How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column
The graphical look and feel for each theme in your model is defined from the Layers dialog under these columns.
l

Obj Display
Settings made under this column determine how to display objects in the model.

l

Map Display
Settings made under this column define how to display background maps in the model based on object values.

Each object can be displayed in any form, color, or shape to suit individual needs and requirements. Pumps can for example change color depending on the state. In Termis you can associate symbols, images, photos, etc. to objects as
explained in the following.

To access the column
l

Right-click the main model area and select Layers and then locate the column Obj Display.

Configure Obj Display
The Obj(ect) Display column supports the following display types and where Standard is default for the system.

None
The objects for this particular row are not displayed.

Standard
The layer displays the data specified in the model you have created.

Symbol
In Termis you can assign individual symbols and images to the objects to visually show changes and alert conditions, if
any, in the system. Select Symbol to open the Symbol Display dialog and edit the object(s) for the current layer.
Though you can set the display of symbols individually even on the layer, it makes most sense to select individual
objects and apply the symbol. The exception to the display can be if you for example want to show a particular symbol
for an entire object type. This could for example be to have a consumer point displayed as a house.
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You can change the order of the list of conditions, except for the default condition. Highlight a condition and move
it up or down using the arrows on the keyboard.
For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
Option

Description

Base Size

Set a base size for the image.

Minimum Size

Set a minimum size for the image when you zoom.

Maximum Size

Set a maximum size for the image when you zoom.

Color

You can edit the object color as needed.
To edit the Color dialog
1. Click the square next to Color to open the Color dialog.
2. Select one of the predefined colors, or define you own color
by pressing the Define Custom Colors button.

Image

You can select an image to represent the objects in the current
layer.
The use of images is particularly relevant when working with
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Option

Description
objects that have predefined images, such as valves and pumps.
To apply images
1. Click the image area under the Symbols dialog and locate
the file from Select Image.
2. If applicable, enter a condition for the selected image. You
will typically apply a condition if you want to display more
than one state of the object such as an open/closed valve
or pump.

Use Standard Display for

Toggle the check box to use the default display of the symbol ren-

Default

derer.

Change All Similar Renderers

Select the check box to allow the display of the symbol (image) for
other objects with similar properties.

Graduate
Select Graduate to open the Graduate Display Setup dialog. Under this dialog you can define the settings for color
graded layer display. The graphical representation in the form of graded colors is based on defined attribute values.
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The attribute values you define for the Graduate display are shown in the rightmost table. Here you will find the
selected attribute values. As default the model automatically displays the standard values.
In the preceding sample figure, the color grading goes from dark blue at the top to light blue at the bottom. You can edit
the values and colors directly from the table.

Explain options for Graduate settings
To edit the color grading
1. Press the top Color cell and change the color in the Color dialog box.
2. Press the bottom Color cell and change the color.
3. Press the Update button next to the entry No. of Levels. The application will automatically change the
color grading for all table values.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
Option

Description

Object

Displays a list of the objects in the current layer.

Attribute

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

Max. Value

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

Min. Value

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

No. of Levels

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

Format

Defines the formatting of numbers in the levels' table. Typically,
you will want to define how many digits to include in your value.
For example, if you enter 0.0 in the Format box, the value
123.456 will display as 123.5; and if you enter 0.00, the same
value will be displayed as 123.46.
However, it is also possible to add textual comments to the values.
For example Level 1_124.46.

Set Absolute Values

If you select this check box, the application ignores positive or negative values and only states absolute values.

Default

You can define the graphical display of selected attribute values by
setting standard values for Size and Color.

Category
Select Category to open the Category Display Setup dialog. In this dialog you can define the settings for color
graded layer display for categories, such as Pipe Type attributes.
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The attribute values you define for the Category display are shown in the rightmost table. Here you will see the selected
attribute values. In the Color column, you will see a color for each category, and in the Size column, you will see the size
settings for displaying categories. If added, the Symbol column displays a symbol for the category.
You can edit values and colors directly in the table.

To edit the color grading
1. Click the top Color cell and change the color in the Color dialog.
2. Click the bottom Color cell and change the color.
3. Press the Update button next to Max. Levels.
The application will automatically change the color grading for all table values.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options for Category settings
Option

Description

Object

Displays a list of the objects in the current layer.

Attributes

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
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Option

Description
Object.

Max. Levels

Defines the maximum number of attribute levels.

Default

You can define the graphical display of selected attribute values by
setting standard values for Size and Color. Moreover, you can
select an image to represent the objects in the current layer. Click
the box next to Symbol. Locate the image file you want to use as
the symbol for the category.

Example: Status
This example shows how to configure the status for open and closed pipes in the network.
You can save this configuration as a theme. You must name it Status as the system will default to
this theme if you close or open a connection or area.

Before
Ensure that the active layer has an attribute for open/closed status. By default the system provides this attribute under
the Scenario layer.

To define a status
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Open the active layer with the OpenClosedStatus attribute.
For details see How To: Configure Object Data, page 263.
3. Under the active layer point to the column Obj. Display and select Category from the list.
4. Under the Category Display Setup dialog point to the pipe object and then the OpenClosedStatus attribute.
5. Configure the color scheme for the status levels as appropriate and according to the guidelines in this topic.
6. Save the configuration and (optionally) save the theme. For details see How To: Work With Themes and Legends, page 451.
How the example is configured under the Category Display Setup for the pipe.
The system supports the following levels for open/closed status:
Status

Description

0

Open

1

Closed

2

Enclosed - A section is considered to be enclosed when the pipe sections before are closed

3

Enclosed - supply

4

Enclosed - return

5

Closed - supply and return
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Status

Description

6

Closed - supply

7

Closed - return

You can define all 5 states.
1. Change the Max. Levels and click Update.
2. Select appropriate colors for the additional 3 categories for Enclosed sections.
When you see an asterisk in front of the default category text this is merely an indication of an
undefined value and where you will need to add an appropriate value.
A status theme that shows the status as closed.

Example: Control nodes
The following example displays some of the control nodes in the network. These nodes display as a result of having the
minimum supply temperature. You define this temperature using a condition, for example named CriticalNodes. The
condition is then used to display a custom made icon for the critical (control) nodes.

To define critical nodes
1. Define a condition for control nodes as explained in the topic How To: Create and Define Conditions, page 202.
2. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
3. Open the active layer and point to the Obj. Display column and select Symbol.
4. Configure as appropriate. Ensure to select the check box Use Standard Display for Default Condition.
5. Save the configuration and save the theme.
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Example:
How to define a condition for
the minimum temperature .

How to select a symbol to display the control nodes in the
network.

Theme showing a display of control nodes in the network.
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How To: Edit Map Display Column
To access the column
The graphical look and feel for each theme in your model is defined from the Layers dialog under these columns.
l

Obj Display
Settings made under this column determine how to display objects in the model.

l

Map Display
Settings made under this column define how to display background maps in the model based on object values.

l

Right-click the main model area and select Layers and then locate the column Map Display.

Configure Map Display
The Map Display column supports the following display types and where None is default for the system.

None
No background maps will be displayed for the current layer.

Graduate
Select Graduate to open the Graduate Mapping Setup dialog. Under this dialog you can define color settings for
graded display of background maps. The graphical representation in the form of graded colors is based on defined attribute values.
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The attribute values you define for the Graduate mapping are shown in the rightmost table. Here you will see the
selected attribute values. You can edit the values and colors directly from the table.
When you create the color grading you should start by defining the last time step. This is necessary
in order to render the Min. and Max values for each additional time step correctly.

To edit the color grading
1. Press the top Color cell and change the color in the Color dialog box.
2. Press the bottom Color cell and change the color.
3. Press the Update button next to the entry No. of Levels. The application will automatically change the color
grading for all table values.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options for Graduate settings
Option

Description

Object

Displays a list of the objects in the current layer.

Attributes

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

Max. Value

The maximum value to be displayed for the selected attribute.

Min. Value

The minimum value to be displayed for the selected attribute.

No. of Levels

The number of levels to grade for the selected attributes.

Format

Defines the formatting of numbers in the levels' table. Typically,
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Option

Description
you will want to define how many digits to include in your value.
For example, if you enter 0.0 in the Format box, the value
123.456 will display as 123.5; and if you enter 0.00, the same
value will be displayed as 123.46.
However, it is also possible to add textual comments to the values.
For example Level 1_124.46.

Use Absolute Values

If you select this check box, the application ignores positive or negative values and only states absolute values.

Default

You can define the graphical display of selected attribute values by
setting standard values for Size and Color.

Iso Curves

Select this check box if you want the attribute values to display as
contour lines in the form of numeric values on a map. This option
is an important setting for the overall theme configuration.

Mapping

Select this check box if you want the attribute values to display as
a color graded background map. This option is an important setting for the overall theme configuration.
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Category
Select Category to open the Category Mapping Setup dialog. In this dialog you can define settings for the graphical
display of layers as background maps and grouped into categories.

The attribute values you define for the Category mapping are shown in the rightmost table. Here you will see the
selected attribute values.
Category column: Define the number of categories for the selected attribute.
Color column: Display a color for each category
Size column: Display the size settings for the display of categories.
You can edit the values and colors directly from the table.

To edit the color grading
1. Press the top Color cell and change the color in the Color dialog box.
2. Press the bottom Color cell and change the color.
3. Press the Update button next to the entry No. of Levels. The application will automatically change the color
grading for all table values.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options for Category settings
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Option

Description

Object

Displays a list of the objects in the current layer.

Attributes

Displays a list of the attributes for the selected object types under
Object.

Max. Levels

Defines the maximum number of attribute levels.

Default

You can define the graphical display of selected attribute values by
setting standard values for Size and Color.

Iso Curves

Select this check box if you want the attribute values to display as
contour lines in the form of numeric values on a map. This option
is an important setting for the overall theme configuration.

Mapping

Select this check box if you want the attribute values to display as
a color graded background map. This option is an important setting for the overall theme configuration.

Example: Pressure change
This example displays the pressure change in the network. The example illustrates the progress over a 12 hour cycle.
Use the backwards and forwards arrows on the timeline in the toolbar to view the progress in time.

To define a pressure theme
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
For details see How To: Configure Object Data, page 263.
2. Open the active layer and point to the Map Display column and select Graduate.
3. Under the Graduate Mapping Setup dialog point to the node object and then the Pressure attribute.
4. Configure the color scheme for the pressure levels as appropriate and according to the guidelines explained earlier in this topic.
5. Save the configuration and (optionally) save the configuration as a theme. For details see How To: Work With
Themes and Legends, page 451
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Example:
How the theme is configured
under the Graduate Mapping
Setup.

Theme showing the gradient
view of the change in pressure
in the network.
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How To: Edit Layer Options
You can configure various options for the layer in regards to the model display as well as other layer settings.
Tip: The following table shows where to turn the options on and off depending on what you want to display once
you have defined the setting under the Layer Options dialog.
Layer options

Define the settings for the individual layers from the Layer
Options dialog as explained in this topic.
Select the check boxes if you want to display the options for the
layer.

Global settings

For all layers you select the check box for the display option from
the right-click menu in the main model area. The option will only
display if you select the check box for the layer under the Layer
Options dialog.

Example
You want to show the arrows for flow direction in the model. Under the Layer Options dialog configure the arrows for the
current layer as explained in the ensuing section and select the check box for arrows (layer option).
Once set from the Layer Options dialog you can toggle the view of arrows. From the menu bar select Viewand point to
Show and then select Arrows to display the flow direction (global setting).

Layer settings
You can open the Layer Options dialog in a couple of places.
l

Right-click the relevant layer from the Layers dialog, point to Layer Setup, and select Options.

l

Right-click the main model area and select Layer Tools, then Layer Options.

Under the Layer Options dialog you can configure the following options for each layer. See the illustration in the ensuing
figure.
A. Show various types of information (such as flow direction and boundary conditions).
B. Show the boundaries for the display of layers.
C. Share layer files with others.
D. Compare two scenario layers.
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A. Configure the display settings
You can define the display of information in the model to suit your needs and requirements. You can for example turn
the display of arrows (flow direction) on and off, set the font size and color for information labels to provide an easy identifiable look and feel.
For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
Option

Description

Show Arrows

Select the check box to show the arrows for the flow direction in
your model.
For details see the ensuing section on Arrows.

Show Measurements

Select the check box to show measurements for your network.
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Option

Description
For details see the ensuing section on Measurements.

Show Boundary Conditions

Select the check box to identify the boundary conditions for your
network.
For details see the ensuing section on Boundary Conditions.

Show Control Lines

Select the check box to identify the control lines to objects that
have a control node attribute defined. The objects can for example
be plants, valves, pipes, etc.
For details see the ensuing section on Control Lines.

You can turn the display off and on for all layers from the right-click menu under Show, but you must first select
the option from the Layer Options dialog. For details see Right-Click Menu in Main Model Area, page 67.

Arrows
This section explains how to edit the display options for the arrows in your model.

To edit the arrow display
1. Under the dialog Layer Options click the Edit button for Arrows. This opens the Define Arrows dialog.

2. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Arrow Attribute

The attribute value determines the size and direction of the arrow.
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Option

Description
If no value is set, the direction will be equal to the direction in
which the arrow was drawn.

Reference Value

The value is the basis for the calculation of the arrow size.

Min. (for Distance Between

The minimum distance between arrows.

Arrows on a Pipe)
Max. (for Distance Between

The maximum distance between arrows.

Arrows on a Pipe)
Default Size

The default size of the arrow. If the actual size of the attribute
equals the reference value then the arrow will be set to this size.

Color

The preferred color of the arrow.

Example
Sample model that displays the Mass Flow Ups Supply direction (large arrows) in the Basis layer.
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Measurements
This section explains how to edit the display options for the measurements in your network.

To edit the measurement display
1. Under the dialog Layer Options click the Edit button for Measurements. This opens the Show Measurements dialog.

The dialog lists the entire range of defined measurement types. As default all types are selected.
1. Under Color define the preferred color for the measurement.
2. Under Value select (or clear) the check box for the values you want to display.
3. Under Tag select (or clear) the check box for the parameters you want to display with the name tag (typically the
name tag is name ID under your SCADA system).
Example
Sample model displaying Pressure, MassFlow and Temperature in the active layer.
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Boundary Conditions
This section explains how to edit the display options for the boundary conditions in your network.

To edit the boundary conditions display
1. Under the dialog Layer Options click the Edit button for Boundary Conditions. This opens the Show Boundary Conditions dialog.

2. Under Color define the preferred color for the boundary condition.
3. Under Value and Tagclear the selections you do not want to display and press OK to save your changes.
Example
Sample model displaying Pressure and Valve Opening in the Basis layer.
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Control Lines
This section explains how to edit the display options for control lines from objects such as pumps to the control node in
your network.

To edit the control line display
1. Under the dialog Layer Options click the Edit button for Control Lines. This opens the Define Control Lines
dialog.

2. Under Size define the preferred size for the control line.
3. Under Color select the color for the control line and press OK to save your changes.
Example

B. Display limits for layers
You can decide to display a certain layer only when it reaches a defined range as shown in the following example.
The value for the display of layers is equal to the zoom level displayed in the status bar as 1:<value>.

To set the limit for the display of layer
l

Under the dialog Layer Options locate the section for the Display Limits and set the display values according
to the following definitions.
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Option

Description

Visible below

Set a value for the lower limit of the display of the layer.
As default it is set to Infinite. If you later need to revert to this
default value, merely clear the value and save the change.

Visible above

Set a value for the upper limit of the display of the layer.

Example
The figure shows how the layer displays more details (here buildings) when you scroll to the limit for the visibility; and
how this display disappears when you set a higher limit.

C. Share layer files
You can define the model to replace any layer with a layer that is exported as a .lay file. Typically, you will define a shared
layer such as a background layer. If the layer is defined and thus available under the dialog for Layer Options, the new
layer will substitute the current layer. Only new layers can change ID.

Before
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters and point to Graphics, Main
View.
Ensure that you have selected the check box for the parameter Load Layers by Reference.
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To define the shared file
1. Ensure that you have selected the layer that you want to replace with the shared file.
2. Under the dialog Layer Options locate the Shared section (see the figure in the beginning of the topic, under
C).
3. Use the browse button to find the share file and press OK when done.
Notice how the layer name changes.
For details on how to export a layer see How To: Export a Layer, page 233.

D. Compare two layers
You have the option to compare two scenario layers to observe the differences in the two layers.
The comparison must be performed based on similar types of layers, such as two scenario layers.
1. Right-click the main model area and point to Layers.
2. Under the Layer dialog right-click the folder Compare and select Add New Layer.

This creates an empty layer named Layer_0 that merely serves as a container for the compare setup.
3. Right-click the new layer, point to Layer Setup and select Options.
4. Under the section Compare Layers select the two layers to compare under Layer 1 and Layer 2, where layer
1 is the base layer for the compare and from which the values will be deducted.
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5. Select the check box Keep Updated if you want to automatically get the latest changes. This selection may add
a heavy burden on the performance.
6. Press OK to start the comparison.

Comparison results
The following attributes are subject to comparison:
l

Hydraulic results.

l

Pipe diameters.

l

Roughness.

l

Hazen-William coefficient.

l

Heat coefficient.
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How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or Current
This topic explains how to set a layer as active and/or current. You are recommended to familiarize yourself with the contents of the topic About Layers Dialog, page 220.

To change the active layer
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog you will see the active layer marked with a blue icon
3. Locate the layer you want as the active layer and right-click.
4. From the right-click menu select Active as illustrated in the following figure.
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How To: Use Transparency On Plots
You can choose to disregard a section of objects and object attributes using transparency when you define plots. This
topic illustrates the origin of the source and how to disregard the information on source for nodes from a particular section on the current layer.
You are recommended to start the transparency setting from a fairly basic or "neutral" model view, such as Status.

To set transparency on plots
1. Right-click the main model view and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog select Category from the Obj Display column.
3. Under the Category Display Setup dialog select the object type under Objects, then and an object attribute
under Attributes. This example adds focus on sources on the Node objects, and applies 4 levels to reflect the original number of sources.
4. In the right-most pane define distinct colors for each source to ensure that you can tell the objects apart; in addition you can increase the size of the object element.
5. Define a color under Default (here red) and a size to identify the section(s) that you later want to detach from
the display of sources. At this point of the configuration make sure to clear the check box for Transparency.

6. Save the changes and watch the changed model view. With a configuration as in the preceding, the model could
look as follows; the actual display of course depends on the time of the day as this may vary over a 24-hour time
period.
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7. Return to the Category Display Setup, select object type.
As of this step do not select the attribute type since that initiates a new setup.
8. Reduce the number of levels to 3, select Update and save the changes.
Then watch the model view. Notice how some of the source nodes have changed color to the default definition
(here red).

9. Return to the Category Display Setup, select object type and reduce the level to 2 and press Update.
10. Save the changes and notice a larger section set to unknown origin.
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11. Return to the Category Display Setup, select object type.
12. Select the check box for Transparency and save the changes.
Notice how the display of objects for the unknown sources disappears from the view.
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Configure Object Data
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to configure object data.
How To: Configure Object Data

263

How To: Edit Individual Object Display

266

How To: Display Colors on Attribute Data Fields Based on Conditions (via Dashboard)

268

How To: Perform Individual Object Data Configuration

270

How To: View Connected Objects

272
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How To: Configure Object Data
The models can be configured to suit individual needs and demands. Almost any text , unit, and parameter can be modified either at layer or object level.
Each layer has its own configuration and on each layer the object type has its own configuration table. This topic provides pointers to how you configure the object attribute on the layer level.

Default values for object types
If you create new object types, notice how under the Layer Data Configurations dialog the new object type has been
added a default value. You can change this value if required.
From the right-click menu you can also add default formulas to objects, if required. Any new objects of this type contains this formula.
For other forms of defining formulas see the topic How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193.
You can access the Layer Data Configurations dialog in the following ways:
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.

l

Right-click the main model area, select Layer Tools and point to Layer Data Configurations.
The ensuing figure shows the dialog as it displays in the Sample file. To the left you see the tree view with all the
categories, and to the right is the list of attributes for the object that is currently selected.

To configure the individual objects, see
How To: Perform Individual Object Data Configuration, page 270
How To: Edit Individual Object Display, page 266
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Next
Configure the layer object according to the settings explained in the topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page
590. The topic provides in-depth description of all the attribute options to configure.
Optionally, you may need to create additional object attributes. Follow the description in the topic How To: Create New
Attributes, page 614.
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Right-click menu under Layer Data Configuration dialog
Select a model item from the left pane and right-click anywhere in the right pane to display the following options:
Option

Description

Copy

Copy selection to the Clipboard.

Paste

Insert the copied selection from the Clipboard.

Page Setup

Define page setup for print layout of the selection.

Print Preview

View print output of the selection.

Print

Print the selection.

Import Data Configuration

Import data from another source. The file has the extension .dcf
(data configuration file).

Export Data Configuration

Export data to be used by another source. The file has the extension .dcf (data configuration file).

Hide or show data
You can decide how you want to display data.

Display entire set of object data
To show entire object data set
l

From the menu bar select View, then Show and select All Objects.

To hide entire object data set clear the check box for All Objects.

Display specific object level
To show specific object data
1. Locate the object in your main model and right-click the object.
2. Select Edit [node ID].
3. Locate and select the checkbox for the attribute Allow data display.
To hide the specific object data clear the check box for Allow data display.
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How To: Edit Individual Object Display
Each object in your model (pipes, nodes, etc.) can be customized for a specific display in any way to cater to individual
needs and requirements. It is for example possible to present objects in different shapes and have pumps show change
of color when stopped.
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of individual object display.
If you perform individual configuration on objects, these will not appear under the Edit All list in the
generic editor.
You can select and configure the display types listed in the following. For details on settings see the topic How To: Edit
Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234.

Explain display types
Display type

Description

Standard

Modify the size and color of the object display.

Category

Modify for example size and color based on a static object attribute.

Graduate

Modify size and color based on a static or dynamic object attribute
or calculation result.

Symbol

Modify the minimum and maximum size of the object, select a
color or an image to represent the object.

To edit the display of a single object
These guidelines show how to add images to a node object to display a specific state.
1. Right-click the object you want to add a new display for and select Object Tools and then Edit Individual
Object Display.
2. Confirm the creating of a new display.
3. From the drop-down list select the required display type according to the definitions in the preceding table.
4. Select Symbol and press OK.

5. Under the Symbol Display Setup dialog set the options as required. For details see the topic How To: Edit Obj
(Object) Display Column, page 234.
6. To enter an image select the Symbol display and highlight the Image area, then select the appropriate file from
the file browser window.
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You can enter several images and add a condition to indicate a change in the object status.
The following examples show how to select two images for the node object in the application. One image indicates normal (default) operation and the second (a reversed coloring in the image) indicates an inactive status
for the node object; most likely because the area has been closed.
Example
Select images for the node object status.

The following two figures show how the node object appears in the application with the image added to the node.
Figure A is the normal operational status and B marks the inactive status.
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How To: Display Colors on Attribute Data Fields Based on Conditions (via Dashboard)
You can configure any object to display different colors based on defined conditions. Through the setup of an attribute
data field you can display the object status from a dashboard and allow you to monitor critical areas at a glance.
This topic explains how to display the change of color based on a condition set for the Open/Closed status for a valve
object.

Before
Make sure that you have a condition that will evaluate correctly.

To display different colors for objects based on conditions
1. Select the relevant dashboard and make sure to work in Design mode.
2. In the main model area, point to the object that you want to configure with a changing color and make sure to
select the object by clicking it (to select current layer).
Alternatively, you can create the attribute data field, open the Control Data dialog and start by selecting a layer,
then an object and finally, and if relevant, the attribute.
3. Right-click the dashboard and select Add then Attribute Data Field. Finally left-click to place the field where
appropriate. This opens the Control Data.
4. Under the Control Data dialog locate the properties for 7T Settings.
5. Point to ColorControl to open the Condition and Color dialog. This is where you determine how to change the
color status and where
l

Foreground Color represents the value in the data field. Optional. If you want to display the value, you
must select the matching attribute; in this example Closed.

l

Background Color represents the color you choose to signal a possible alert condition.

First line in the setup: Change the default colors, if needed.
Ensuing lines: Configure the colors to suit the status for the condition. In the current example the data field color
changes to a red background and white text when the valve object is set to closed.
Example
The condition that constitutes the basis for the change of color.
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The following figure illustrates the changing of colors in an attribute data field configured for a valve object.
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How To: Perform Individual Object Data Configuration
You can define the default values for individual object data to match your requirements opposed to making global configuration changes. For details on each configuration parameter, see the topic About Object Attribute Configuration,
page 590.
The guidelines in the following show how to change the default setting for a single parameter for a node object.

To perform individual object configuration
1. Right-click the object you want to modify. (In this example it is the node called N_1.)
2. Select Object Tools and then Edit Individual Object Data Configuration.
This will open the Layer Data Configurations dialog.
3. Modify the object according to requirements and press OK.
In the following figure, the parameter Comment is changed to Object Comments.

4. Right-click the main view and select Edit [node name] (here N_1).
5. Under the Edit Data dialog, you can verify the individual object modification you made in the preceding. See the
figure for an illustration of this action. If you right-click any other node object, you will not see this change in the
Object Comment parameter.
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If you right-click any other node object, you will not see this change in the Comment parameter as illustrated in
the following figure.
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How To: View Connected Objects
Termis provides you with a small tool that you can use to validate that you have a well-defined model both hydraulically
and in regards to topology where the network must be physically connected. On a related note see also How To: View
Associated Objects on Right-Click (Advanced Selection), page 631.

Objects connected by topology
During the modeling of the network you can test that you have made the proper connections in the network.
l

Point to an object, right-click and point to Select Connected Objects and then Topology.
The ensuing figures show how a seemingly well-connected model in fact has a flaw.

A seemingly well-defined model.

The test for connected objects shows an
area that is not properly connected (red
square).
In this example there is a missing pipe
between two nodes.
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Objects connected hydraulically
A quick way to see if the network is working as expected (valves are closed or open where intended, etc.) is to test for
hydraulically connected objects.
l

Point to an object, right-click and point to Select Connected Objects and then Hydraulic. Decide whether to
see the objects on the supply or return side.

The following figures show a closed connection and a pipe set to Closed on the supply side.
Network with a closed connection

Network with pipe set to Closed on supply
side (red square)
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Configuration Parameters
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to configure the configuration parameters
for your model.
About Configuration Parameters

275

How To: Create a New Parameter

287
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About Configuration Parameters
This topic provides details for the default configuration parameters supplied with the application. To add new parameters
to the list see the topic How To: Create a New Parameter, page 287. The list of default parameters in the following display alphabetically and under main categories.
The parameters are global settings that are important to notice and to perform, if applicable, as they form the basis for
feature and functionality definitions in other areas of the application in addition to the configuration you perform under
the Layer Data Configuration and the generic object editor.
Configuration example:
You can define Events to monitor the network and send alert status to operators.
The definition of events is based on a number of settings made under the headings Events and Messages. Without proper configuration it will not be possible to select an event level or specify who should receive the alert notification in the form of an e-mail or an SMS text message sent from a mobile phone.

To access the list of parameters
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then click Configuration Parameters.

The use of the configuration parameters will be explained under the appropriate feature and functionality areas.

All
If you know the configuration parameters well, you can configure all parameters from the All heading. This, however,
will not give you the structured and categorized access to the parameters as you will get if you choose one of the other
headings.

Graphics, Dashboards
This parameter provides definitions for the dashboards.

Explain the dashboards parameters
Languages Parameter

Description

Reopen on load

Select the check box to allow a floating dashboards to open when
you load your model. You must remember to save the model, else
the dashboard will not load, despite the selected check box.

Graphics, Default Color
This parameter is used in the application to illustrate for example the change of temperature in various zones.
You can always change the default color scheme to suit your preferences.
l

Select one of the default colors to open the Color dialog and change the color.

Explain the default color parameters
Default Color Parameter

Description

Default Color 0 through 9

Change one of the default colors used in the application.
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Graphics, Events
Define events for objects in the network to better monitor the operation and to send alert notifications. The parameters
are used under the Event Definition dialog box.
For details see How To: Define Events, page 383.

Explain the event parameters
Event Parameter

Description

Alert Event Count for High

Set the allowed number of event states that triggers the event

Events

alert at the High level. The number of aggregated events is usually
fairly low to indicate how critical the event is.

Alert Event Count for Highest

Set the allowed number of event states that triggers the event

Events

alert at the Highest level. The number naturally depends on how
critical the event is considered to be. In most cases the value is set
to 1.

Alert Event Count for Low

Set the allowed number of event states that triggers the event

Events

alert at the Low level.

Alert Event Count for Lowest

Set the allowed number of event states that triggers the event

Events

alert at the Lowest level.

Alert Event Count for Middle

Set the allowed number of event states that triggers the event

Events

alert at the Middle level.

EMail Event From

Enter the mail server name.

EMail Event To

Enter the e-mail address for the recipient of the e-mail to be notified about the occurred event.
Example:
john@doe.com

High Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate the High alert
state for the event.

Highest Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate the Highest alert
state for the event.

Low Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate the Low alert
state for the event.

Lowest Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate the Lowest alert
state for the event.

Max. No of Events

Set a limit for the number of events to keep in the archive.

Middle Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate the Middle alert
state for the event.
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Event Parameter

Description

None Level Event Color

Click the Value field to choose a color to indicate no alert state for
the event. The color is used as default for the event buttons.

SMS Event To

Enter the phone number for the recipient of the text message
(SMS) to be notified about the occurred event.
Example:
505 555 5555

Graphics, Languages
This parameter provides definitions for the supported locales to be selected.

Explain the locale parameters
Languages Parameter

Description

Language

Change the language used in the application. Select a language
from the supported list of locales.

Graphics, Main View
This parameter provides definitions for the visual presentation of the model.

Explain the main view parameters
Main View Parameter

Description

Affiliation Colors

Determine the default color for the affiliation string between
nodes and (consumer) points.

Background Color

Determine the color of the background for the main model view.

Load Layers by Reference

Select the check box to allow the sharing of files, such as background layers, in the model.
If the file is not found the system will use the original layer saved
with the model.

Max. No. of Undos

Set the limit for the allowed number of undo actions.

Save Layers by Reference in

Select the check box to save the layer locally in a model file.

Model File
Text Color

Determine the font color used in the application.

Text Font

Determine the font style used in the application.

Time Series, Time Format

Determine the time format that you want to apply in Termis. By
default the format is DD.HH:MM:SS.
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Graphics, Map Transformation
This parameter provides definitions for the coordinates in the model when you opt to apply a streetview map.

Explain the map transformation parameters
Languages Parameter

Description

Input projection

If you have access to the relevant coordinates from your national
agency for maps, geodata, and cadastre surveys, you can enter
the coordinates for the input and output projections, respectively.

Output projection
Currently, there is only support for Danish coordinates.

Graphics, Tolerance
This parameter provides definitions the allowed difference between the actual value and the value required according to
requirements.

Explain the tolerance parameters
Tolerance Parameter

Description

Line Symbol Length

Length in meters of a line symbol (for example for a valve or pump
object).

Max Tolerance for Selection

Maximum distance in pixels to select an object.

Node/Connection Tolerance

Maximum distance in meters between an endpoint of a connection and a node for accepting the node as a connecting node.

Point Symbol Size

Default factor for point symbols.

Infrastructure, Data Manager
This parameter provides definitions related to the interaction with Data Manager.

Explain the Data Manager parameters
Data Manager Parameter

Description

Data Manager Filter

Filter to be used in Data Manager related forms.

DM Backup

Allows the configuration of a regular Data Manager database back
up within SQL Server.

Time Step, DM Update

Update time for Data Manager (DM) tags.

Infrastructure, Export OPC
This parameter provides definitions related to export transactions in regards to OPC.

Explain the export OPC parameters
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OPC Parameter

Description

Time Step, OPC Export Update

Determine the interval for sending new values to the DM OPC DB.
It is for example possible to send a new value for the supply temperature every 5 minutes. Due to the system time interpolating
the value, a value is always sent to the DM OPC DB.

Infrastructure, External Connection Settings
The parameters in this group are used to establish the connection to external data sources and to establish the communication between Master and Operator in a multi-user environment.
For details see
How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394
How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482.

Explain the external connection parameters
External Connection Settings Parameter

Description

Operator ID

ID of the Operator on a Termis instance.

Operator Timeout Time

The maximum time span without communication before Operator
times out.

Master ID

The unique string of the Master web service connection to clients.

Master IP Address

The IP address of the Master instance to client.

Master TCP Port

Firewall port. Default is 8017.

DM IP Address

The IP address of the DM instance.

DM ID

Unique string that identifies the Termis instance to the Web Service client.

DM TCP Port

Designated port for the Data Manager data services. Default is
8019.

EWS ID

The unique string that identifies the EWS web service connection
to clients.

EWS TCP Port

Designated port for the Schneider Electric data services. Default is
8020.

Generic TCP Port

Designated port to connect to client.

Generic ID

The unique string of the Operation web service connection to
client.
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Infrastructure, Folders
This parameter provides definitions for the folder structure.

Explain the folder parameters
Languages Parameter

Description

DBA Path

Define the path to the work folder for 7Flow.

Log Folder

Define the path to the folder that contains the system log file.

Master DBA Path

Share path of the Master's working folder as seen from Operator
machine.

Max number of Lines in the Log- The maximum number of lines in one log file before it breaks to
file

create a second log file. The system alternates between the two
log files to avoid one long log file.

Reports Folder

You can change the default path to the folder that contains the
pre-defined reports provided with the product.

Report Template Folder

Define the path to where you store the template files for the
reports.

Infrastructure, Messages
This parameter provides definitions for the setup of communication with external sources.

Explain the messages parameters
Messages Parameter

Description

COM Port

Enter the appropriate COM port to handle the communication.

EMail Host

Sender's main mail account server and other required information.
Format: (server;user;pw;port)
Example
mail.mycompany.com;dude_tester;duh;32

ModemInit String

Standard modem initialization string for your GSM modem.
This information must be provided by your telecommunication provider.

SIM Code

Enter the SIM code for the GSM modems' SIM card.
Example:
1224

SMS Center Phone Number

Enter the number for your SMS telecommunications provider.
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Messages Parameter

Description
The number is typically provided with the SIM card.

Modeling, Setup
This parameter provides definitions related to model setup simulations.

Explain the basic setup parameters
Model Setup Parameter

Description

Ambient Temperature

Temperature of the surrounding environment.

Consumer Temp Diff Factor

Use this to adjust the cooling temperature for all nodes with a specific factor.

Cooling System

Select this check box if the system is a district cooling system.

Enable Flow Adaption

When you often switch between cyclic and non-cyclic simulation,
you can decide to select the check box to allow flow adaption. For
details see About Adaption, page 506.

Enable Temperature Adaption

Select this check box to enable temperature adaption. For details
see About Adaption, page 506.

Global Load Factor

Global load factor to be used on all consumer load specifications.

Gradient Dimensioning Criteria

Maximum pressure loss gradient used for pipe dimensioning.

Heat Loss Correction Factor

Factor to be multiplied on the heat transfer coefficient in the network.

Pipe Table

The name of the pipe table to be used for dimensioning.

Relaxation

The relaxation value is used to enable and graduate relaxation
from one iteration to the next. This may contribute to ensuring a
stable convergence in iterations.
A value close to 1 allows great relaxation and provides stable but
slower convergence. A value above 0 but close to 0.0 enables a relative small relaxation. The value 0.0 will disable relaxation.

Use Steam

Select the check box to define the model as a steam model.

Stop Criteria

This parameter determines the desired precision of the calculations before the iteration stops. When the precision is
adequate the calculation stops and the result is written to the output files and loaded into the model. By default the value is set to 1,
equal to high precision. The stop criterion becomes effective when
the change is less than the factor multiplied by the maximum permissible change.
The base parameters are:
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Model Setup Parameter

Description
Pressure: 100 Pa (= 0.01 mwc)
Flow: 0.005 kg/s (0.018 ton/h)
Temperature: 0.50 K

Use External Load Forecast

Select this check box to use the Load Forecast in the simulation.

Internal Demand AnalysisData

Select the check box to use data from the Demand Analysis application to update consumer affiliation.

Velocity Dimensioning Criteria

Maximum velocity gradient used for pipe dimensioning.

Modeling, Advanced Setup
This parameter provides definitions related to the 7Flow simulation engine.

Explain the advanced setup parameters
7Flow Parameter

Description

7Flow ASCII Output File

The name of an ASCII file output from 7Flow. The file contains
input data for all the objects in the model.
Enter the path and a name for the text file.
Optional. However, if you select the check box for Create Log, you
must add the folder and file name.
Example:
C:\TEMP\LogFile.txt

Allow AutoSave

Select the check box to allow auto saving of data in the application.

Base Level for Head Cal-

Alternative base level for head calculations.

culations
Create Log

Select the check box if you have defined a path and a file name for
the 7Flow ASCII Output File parameter.
For details on the log contents see How To: View 7Flow Log File,
page 820.

Half-Life

The real-time simulation always starts by using the latest measured load. If there is a deviation between the load forecast and
the actual load, then the deviation is reduced using the half-life
algorithm. By default the implemented algorithm will adapt to the
defined load forecast within a certain period. Alternatively, the system is configured to offset the load forecast to the measured load
at start of simulation.
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7Flow Parameter

Description
l

Half-Life Flow Adaption

Right-click the half-life parameter under the configuration
parameters and select Add Time Series or Add
Formula.

Adjust the flow adaption if you only have measurements available
at the start of the cycle.If you set the flow adaption factor to 2
you can set this parameter to for example 3600 seconds, and
observe how the adaption factor will be 1.5 after 1 hour and gradually adjusts to the initial flow.

Hide When Minimized

When you perform a cyclic simulation and minimize the application it appears under the services in the status bar.
By default this parameter evaluates to True (that is selected).

Include Flow in Connections in

Select the check box to ensure that simulation iterations include

Residue

the flow between two points(nodes).

Include Temperature In Res-

Include temperature in residue calculation.

idue
Limit P-Step

Select the check box to enable the system limit for the pressure
change per iteration.

Limit Q-Step

Select the check box to enable the system limit for the flow
change per iteration.

Limit T-Step

Select the check box to enable the system limit for the temperature change per iteration.

Limit Variables

Select the check box to ensure the system limits for pressure and
temperature values.

Min. DT

Minimum temperature change in a consumer cooling used in simulation.
The value must be positive for cooling systems.

Supply Only

Select this check box to only include the supply in the simulation
and disregard the data from the return pipe system.

Update the flow control zones

Select this check box if you want to also update the flow control

automatically when running a

zones when you run a simulation from the Run dialog.

simulation
Use Average Temperature Adap- Select this to allow for a mixed supply of heat sources.
tion Method

The network is characterized by a mixed supply of heat from several heat plants.
The return temperature adaption is calculated based on the
weighted average return temperatures in the supplying heat
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7Flow Parameter

Description
plants. The best fit to all return temperatures is made without an
exact match.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Use Condensation in Steam

Select this to allow condensation in steam calculations.

Sim.
Use Conservative Alternative

Select this to use an alternative solution to calculate the tem-

Solution

perature.
There are two different alternative solutions. The safe solution is
to increase the temperature as fast as possible to the maximum
defined limit for each heat plant. The other solution is equivalent
to the previously described rough time dependent supply temperature, which limits the temperature increase to an estimated
sufficient level.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Use Degree Day Data

Select this check box to use the Degree Day Data in the simulation. For details see About Degree Day Data, page 494.

Modeling, Consumers
This parameter provides definitions related to consumer handling.

Explain the Consumer parameters
Consumer Parameter

Description

Allocate Demands

Select the check box to allocate demands on import from Model
Manager.

Apply Consumer Filtering

Select the check box to apply filtering on consumers when allocating demands.
For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.

Modeling, Degree Day Data
This parameter provides definitions for the configuration of the weather conditions to include factors such as outdoor
temperature and wind speed. For details see About Degree Day Data, page 494.

Explain the Degree Day Data parameters
Degree Day Data Parameter

Description

Average Number of Degree Day

This is the factor for the average number of daily degree day based
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Degree Day Data Parameter

Description

Per Day Based on a Year

on a year. This factor is part of the equation to calculate the actual
load in the network. For details see About Degree Day Data, page
494.

A

User defined constant. Recommended value is 20.

B

User defined constant. Recommended value is 40.

Reference Temperature

The recommended average definition for the outdoor temperature
level.
If the outdoor temperature falls below the reference temperature
then additional heat is required to ensure a standard comfort
level. The recommended value is 17 0C / 63F.

Time Period For Mean Values

The average time interval for which to include the values for wind
speed and outdoor temperature.

Modeling, Results
This parameter provides definitions related to handling of results.

Explain the Result parameters
Result Parameter

Description

EMF Themes

List of themes to be saved as .emf files (enhanced metafiles) for
each simulation.

Protected Results History

Represents the range of historical data that cannot be modified by
the system in each cycle. Older results are thinned out by deleting
all time step entries that occur at an interval of less than the simulation maximum time step.
Default value is 1 hour.

Results History

Maximum time in days for keeping result on disk.

Slide Show Interval

Slide show cycle time.

Time Step, Results Update

Minimum time span between results.
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Modeling, Temperature Optimization
This parameter provides definitions for the calculation of the optimal supply temperatures from all heat plants and heat
exchangers.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Explain the Temperature Optimization parameters
Temperature Optimization
Parameter

Description

Max Transport Time

The maximum transport time for all supply routes between the
heat plants and the critical nodes.

Temperature Change

Temperature step change used in temperature optimization.

Time Step for Temperature

Resolution of the optimized temperature time series.

Change
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How To: Create a New Parameter
This topic explains how to create a new parameter. For in-depth information on the default parameters see the topic
About Configuration Parameters, page 275.

To create a new parameter
1. From the menu bar open Configuration menu and select Configuration Parameter Setup.
2. Navigate to the end of the list of parameters and place the cursor in the empty cell to the left. (Notice how the
icon changes from an asterisk to that of a pencil to indicate the edit status.)
3. Enter a name for the new parameter and define the attributes according to the specifications provided in the
topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590. Click OK when complete.
4. To validate that you have created a new parameter, select Configuration from the menu bar and then Configuration Parameters. Locate the new parameter from the list.
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Consumption
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to handle consumption.
About Consumer Affiliation (Update)

289

How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation

293

How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Filtering Parameter

299

How To: Set a Service Point

300

How To: Create Consumer Statistics

301
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About Consumer Affiliation (Update)
Each consumer must be connected to a pipe in the network. In general, the affiliation is done to the pipe closest to the
service point, and the service point projection on the affiliated pipe is referenced as the consumer affiliation pipe point.
Notice that the consumption from the consumer is included in the consumption for the node situated closest to the pipe
point for the consumer affiliation.
l

To display the connection between consumers at the consumer layer and the model pipes in the current model
select View, then Show, and point to Consumer Affiliation.
The connection is a line that starts at the consumer location, continues onto the consumer service point, and
ending at the consumer affiliation pipe point. For details see How To: Set a Service Point, page 626. By default
the line is gray, but you can customize the color it to suit your requirements under the Layer Options dialog.

The consumer affiliation pipe point is the position on the pipe closest to the consumer service point in the model. The
consumption represented by the consumer is included in the consumption in the node closest to the consumer affiliation pipe point.
This requires that the consumer layer is identified as the current Consumer layer.
A consumer is assumed to have at least the following attributes
l

Consumer type

l

Flow or power

l

Return temperature or Temperature difference

l

Heat factor

The following figure shows a scenario layer with three nodes; and a consumer layer with small and large consumer icons
to illustrate different types of consumer (j= type 1 or 2).

The consumption update is based on two formula for each node in the scenario layer.
l

A formula for the temperature.

l

A formula for the total consumption.

Temperature formula
TNode = E /T
where
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TNode

The expression for the weighted, average temperature for nodes.

E

Sum (E ) - the sum of flow or power for each consumer affiliated to
i

the node.
T

T can be either the return temperature or the temperature difference; hence T = Sum ( E / T )
i
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Consumption formula
In regards to the consumption update, the calculation (CALC) is based on this formula for each node in the scenario
layer.
ENOD = G * ( TS_DegreeDay * D * E + ( 1 - D ) * ( Sum ( E * TS ) ) ) + A
j

j

where
ENOD

The expression for the total, weighted average consumption in a
given node.

G

Global factor; that is the configuration factor.

D

GET( CalcHeatF )
where
CalcHeatF = F / E
F = Sum ( F * E ) - applied if UseDegreeDay, else 0.
i

i

F represents the heat factor for all affiliated consumers regardless
i

of consumer type.
TS_DegreeDay

A time series on a degree day model.
The argument as explained in the preceding F+Sum(Fj*Ej) only
applies if you select the configuration parameter Use Degree
Day Data, else it evaluates to 0.
When you apply Degree Day modeling the value for CalcHeatF is a
figure between 0 and 1 and the expression for ENOD is then used
in its full capacity.

E
E

Is the sum of E in a particular node.
i

Represents flow or power for all affiliated consumers regardless of

i

consumer type.
E = Sum ( E
j

i,j

)

E represents flow or power for the affiliated consumers with the
j

type

.

i,j

TS

The time series for the consumer type .

A

This part of the expression only applies if you choose to update

j

j

using the attribute ALTERNATIVE. For details see the topic How
To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293
and read the section Additional update configurations.
The prerequisite for an update of the consumption in your network is a well-configured model with all pertinent data.
This means that as minimum all node objects and consumers must be configured to handle data for the flow (Q) and
temperature (T).
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When you run an update of the consumption, there are various alternative methods that you can apply to make individual considerations. A likely scenario is for example when you have consumers with more accurate consumption data
(hourly readings) than what can be deduced by the annual consumption. There may also be situations when you want
to disconnect, and thus disregard, certain consumers on the consumer layer for the update process, such as large factories, seasonal outlets (camp sites, etc.). In general this global update is likely based on the configuration of node
objects using for example time series as a measurement with data from an external database. For details on how to
create a time series for a node see the topic How To: Create Time Series on Objects, page 773.
For the nodes with consumption data that may be more accurate than what can be deduced by the annual consumption, you can define an object attribute named UpdateConsumption (as a check box) to control the update process on node objects in the scenario layer.

Next
When you have changed the consumer affiliations by changing the service points for one or more consumers, you can
update the resulting model node consumption.
How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293
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How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation
This topic provides configuration instructions for the update of the consumption and how you can consider individual
consumption needs during update using specific attributes. The setup is by and large a one-time only process. There
may be occasional configuration changes, but in general the system can handle individual object settings during simulation.
You are highly recommended to view the topic About Consumer Affiliation (Update), page 289 as it
provides an overview of the update methods.
As an alternative setup method to perform consumer affiliation, you can use data from the external application Demand
Analysis. For information see the documentation provided with this application. For setup information with respect to
Termis see the topic How To: Process Data From Demand Analysis Application, page 375.

Before
One of the prerequisites for a properly working model in regards to updating your consumption is to establish a correct
and appropriate configuration for the consumer affiliation. For details see How To: Set a Service Point, page 626.

Note on consumption update
l

If you have imported consumer data and the update of consumers is based on the temperature difference, you
have the option to convert this attribute to that of the return temperature. For details see How To: Convert Temperature Difference to Return Temperature, page 526.

l

If you choose to update using the consumer filtering parameter, you must first select this parameter under Configuration > Configuration Parameters. For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Filtering Parameter, page 299.

Checklist
The following table provides you with an overview of the attributes that you must create, configure, and apply for a successful update of the consumption.
l

See the step-by-step instructions for each attribute definition after the table.

Action

Description

Nodes - Scenario layer

Create the following attributes for node objects:

Edit in Layer Data Configuration dialog

Nodes - Scenario layer

Edit in generic object editor

l

Flow using the code QNOD.

l

Power using the code ENOD.

l

Temperature difference, ΔT, using the code DTNOD.

l

Return temperature using the code TRNOD.

Apply values for the following attributes for node objects:
l

Flow or Power (you can only define one of the attributes).

l

Return temperature or temperature difference (you can only
define one of the attributes).

l

UpdateConsumption (by default this attribute is added and enabled.
You need only verify that it exists).
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Consumers - Demand/consumer layer

Create the following attributes for consumer (point) objects:
l

An attribute using the code FLOW or POWER.

l

An attribute using the code DEMANDTYPE

Edit in Layer Data Configuration dialog
Consumers - Demand/con-

Apply the attribute values as relevant for consumer (point) objects. You can

sumer layer

change the naming to suits your needs.

Edit in generic object editor
Alternative methods to make

If there are certain consumers that you want to disregard or use alternative

exemptions from the update

meter readings during an update of the consumption, this can be done by
defining one of the following attributes.
Under the Layer Data Configuration dialog create and configure the following attributes for the consumer layer:
l

Using the code ALTERNATIVE.

l

Using the code USEALTERNATIVE.

l

Using the code IGNORE.

See the guidelines under the section Additional update configurations.
Under the object editor for the consumer layer apply the attributes according to the requirements for the update process.

Configure node attributes
In general you are referred to the topic About Node Objects, page 828 for in-depth description on the configuration of
nodes. In the ensuing you will find step-by-step instructions for the setup of the attributes that are impacted by the consumption update.
1. Set the Scenario layer to the active layer.
2. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
3. Select the Scenario layer from the left pane. This opens the list of attributes for this layer.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the list of attributes to create new attributes, and as a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Additional

Code

Flow

Control

Local

Double

Flow

CALC

QNOD

or
MEA;TS,
SHOWVALUE;
CALC
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Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Additional

Code

Power

Control

Local

Double

Power

CALC

ENOD

or
MEA;TS,
SHOWVALUE;
CALC
Temperature dif-

Control

Local

Double

Temperature
Difference

ference

CALC

DTNOD

or
MEA;TS,
SHOWVALUE;
CALC

Return temperature

Control

Local

Double

Temperature,
Return

CALC

TRNOD

or
MEA;TS,
SHOWVALUE;
CALC
UpdateConsumption

Control

Local

Boolean

Update Consumption

CHK

NA

Apply attributes to node objects
The system updates the consumption based on the configuration of the nodes (such as the annual consumption).
1. Right-click the main model view and select Edit All and point to the nodes objects.
Notice the new attributes that you created and configured in the preceding under the category you decided on
(here Control).
2. Right-click the appropriate attribute and select for example Add Time Series.
The configuration can for example be the use of measurements in time series. Follow the guidelines on time
series provided in the topic You can use this approach if for example you have the time series information in a
spread sheet, or you merely want to add the time steps and the related phys type values manually., page 768.

To decide whether to include a certain node object for the update process
You can control the nodes you want to include in the update process using the attribute UpdateConsumption. By
default the attribute is set to True, meaning that the node is included in the update process. You only need to evaluate
the nodes you want to exclude from the update by clearing the check box.
1. Right-click the main model view and select Edit All.
2. Under Control locate the attribute UpdateConsumption and clear the check boxes as appropriate.
In the event that you have an old model, you must manually create and configure the attribute. Follow the guidelines
under How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578 to add this attribute.
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Configure consumer objects (points)
3. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
4. Select the Scenario layer from the left pane. This opens the list of attributes for this layer.
5. Scroll to the bottom of the list of attributes and create the attributes.
Remember that you can only apply one of the two attributes, Power or Flow.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Phys Type

Code

Power

Data

Local

Double

Consumption

Power

POWER

Flow

Data

Local

Double

Consumption

Mass Flow

FLOW

ConsumerType

Data

Local

String

Type no

None

DEMANDTYPE

The DEMANDTYPE is the definition of a consumer type. A consumer can be anything from a single family residential to
large factories. Each consumer type has a designated value. To view the consumer type right-click the consumer point
and select Demand. Locate the attribute name for the consumer type. This type is typically associated with a consumer
time series, such as Q_TS_Factory, etc.
The data for the DEMANDTYPE is typically stored and maintained in a database.

Apply attributes to consumer (point) objects
Each point represents a consumer, which allows you to make individual records for the consumption. The ensuing figure, however, merely states the same value for all consumers.
1. Right-click the main model view, select Edit All and then the point objects.
2. Enter the value for the consumption.
3. Enter the consumer type.

Additional update configurations
In relation to the update methods explained in the preceding you have an additional option to control the update process and exclude certain consumer types from the update process. You can define various attributes and apply these to
consumers as appropriate. The attribute can for example be set up as calculation (CALC) or a time series (TS) to retrieve
consumption data from external databases.
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To create additional attributes
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Select the Consumer layer.
3. Scroll to the bottom of the list of attributes and create the new attribute and as a minimum perform the ensuing
configurations and save the changes.
Name *1)

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias *)

Additional

Code *2)

<Alternative>

System

Local

Double

Alternative

CALC

ALTERNATIVE

<Usealternative>

System

Local

Boolean

Usealternative

CHK

USEALTERNATIVE

<Ignore> *3)

Data

Local

Boolean

Ignored

CHK

IGNORE

*1) The attribute name and the alias can be anything that suits your requirements and make them easily detectable for
the subsequent configuration. The names can for example signal large types of consumers and you can reflect that in
the name and/or alias.
*2) Code is a mandatory setting.
*3) If there are online metered consumers in the network, it is important to ignore these consumers when you run an
update of the consumption. For this purpose you use the attribute with the code IGNORE.

Apply additional attributes to consumers
1. Make sure to make the Demand layer the active layer.
2. Right-click the main model area and select Edit All to open the object editor.
3. Scroll to the bottom of the list and locate the newly created attributes. Apply the attributes to the appropriate consumers.
4. Save your changes.
The ensuing figure provides an example of how to apply the attribute with the code IGNORE to consumers.
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Run update
Once you have completed a proper configuration, you can change the model prerequisites and merely run the update
process.
l

From the menu bar select Topology, then Update Consumer Affiliations.
If you opted to use the filtering, you will see a dialog. For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Filtering Parameter, page 299.
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How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Filtering Parameter
This topic explains how to apply filtering in relation to consumption update. When you activate the filtering parameter,
you can set a filter when you run an update from Topology> Update Consumer Affiliations.

Before
You must complete the steps explained in the topic How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293,
and you must do this before you proceed to the actual update process.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters and under Modeling, Consumers select the check box for Apply Consumer Filtering.
2. When you activate the filtering parameter, you can set a filter when you run an update from Topology>
Update Consumer Affiliations. Under the dialog Affiliate Consumers select the appropriate filter attributes
according to the explanation in the table.

Filter

The attribute value you can define for the scope of the demand
allocation.

Max. Distance

Indicate the maximum distance to consider for the demand allocation.

You are recommended to view the alternative method using methods for updating the consumption.
For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
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How To: Set a Service Point
You can set a service point for any given consumer.
Each consumer must be connected to a pipe in the network. In general, the affiliation is done to the pipe closest to the
service point, and the service point projection on the affiliated pipe is referenced as the consumer affiliation pipe point.
Notice that the consumption from the consumer is included in the consumption for the node situated closest to the pipe
point for the consumer affiliation.
For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
The service point is merely included in supply calculations such as simplification processes. For details on simplification,
see the topic How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701.

To set a service point
1. Ensure that you are working in the Scenario as the active layer. For details see How To: Change Layer Status to
Active and/or Current, page 258.
2. Locate the appropriate consumer on the network.
To display the consumers, right-click the model view and select Layers. Ensure that you have selected the
check boxes for Visible and Selectable for the Consumers layer.
3. Right-click the consumer point and select Object Tools and point to Set Service Point.
4. Using the cursor, point to the location on the pipe where you want to set the service point.
5. To display the affiliations, select the View menu, then Show, and then point to and select Consumer Affiliation.
The following figure illustrates the consumer affiliation. The connection is a line that starts at the consumer location (1), continues to the service point on the pipe (2), and the consumption goes to the nearest node (3).
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How To: Create Consumer Statistics
You can generate a list of consumer data, if so required. The application enables you to select an area and include all consumers within that particular area in a list and for example provide data on the demand and pressure in the network.

Before
l

Right-click the main model area, select Layers, point to the Consumer layer and select the check box for
Selectable.

l

Ensure that you have configured the attributes correctly and that you have selected the correct Code for the
consumers under the rightmost column.
To access the codes, from the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configuration.

To create consumer statistics
1. From the menu bar select Tools, point to Consumers and then Consumer Statistics.
2. Use the cursor to draw a polygon for the area where you require consumer data.
3. When you double-click the cursor you will see a table with details for the selected consumers.
Supported list of consumer data:

Type

Is the consumer type.

Count

Is the total number of consumer types.

Demand

Is the total consumption for the particular type.

Power

Is the power consumption.

DT

Is the pressure change.

Tr

Is the return temperature.

The ensuing simple example shows the selected consumer to the left and the list of consumer data in the table to
the right.
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About Dashboards
A dashboard is a tool that provides direct access to the features and functions that are most relevant and often the most
used in the model. When properly configured, the dashboard displays vital operation information that improves the daily
operation. The dashboards make navigation and operation in the application less time-consuming and less of a hassle.
By default the dashboards display to the left in the application, but you can choose to move it to the right or
undock it and let it float. To move position, right-click the dashboard area and select Right from the drop-down list.
See also How To: Set Up Floating Dashboards, page 337

Design mode
The following figure illustrates the dashboard transforming from display mode to design mode. You must be in design
mode to add controls, edit properties, etc.
When you add a control to the dashboard, the properties are configured from the Control Data dialog. The control properties depend on the control you select. See the explanation to the Control Data in the beginning of the topic How To:
Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.

The application comes with a list of predefined dashboards. You can access the list of dashboards in the following places:
l

Select dashboards from the View menu.

l

Right-click the dashboard area and select Dashboards.

Optionally, you can create your own dashboards.
The current dashboard is highlighted with a check mark (v).
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How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard
This topic explains how to add controls to a dashboard. Termis offers a wide range of controls to cover many of the daily
activities, such as monitoring data, easy access to menus, turn display of layers on or off, etc. You can add as many controls to the dashboard as needed just as you can create and customize any number of dashboards to suit your requirements. You can make your changes on a new dashboard or an existing. To create a new dashboard see How To: Create a
Dashboard, page 318.
This topic only provides basic setup examples. You are recommended to explore this feature on your own following the
guidelines provided in this topic. The list of items is ordered alphabetically.
If for example you want to create a dashboard with access to objects for creating a new model (less consumers, etc.),
you can do as follows
l

Under Control Data dialog select Right-click Menus and then Layers. Save changes.

l

Add a new button and under Control Data dialog select Insert Object and point to the object you want, for
example Node. Repeat this step for as many objects you need.

For general editing of the controls such as deleting or moving a control within the dashboard area, see How To: Edit a
Dashboard, page 321.

Before
To add the controls you must be in design mode (marked by a red dotted frame around the dashboard). Right-click the dashboard and select Design.

After
When you are done editing the design of the control, right-click and clear the check mark to configure the control.
Exit the Design mode to see the changes.

Attribute data field
This inserts an attribute field in the dashboard of type text or number. The attribute must be defined on the actual layer.

To insert an attribute data field
1. Locate the appropriate dashboard or copy a new one.
2. Right-click the dashboard area, select Add and click Attribute Data Field.
3. Locate the right position for the form field and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the attribute data field properties.
There are several ways in which you can configure the attribute data fields.
For details see How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Attribute Data Field or Attribute Checkbox, page
328.

Attribute check boxes
This inserts a check box in the dashboard. The attribute must be defined on the actual layer. The field is used to enable
or disable different functions such as sending SMS (text) messages or e-mails via the Layer Data Configuration
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dialog.

To insert an attribute checkbox
1. Right click the dashboard area (design mode), select Add and click Attribute Checkbox.
2. Locate the correct position for the check box and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the check box.
3. In the right pane as minimum set the properties listed in this table and click OK.
Property

Setting

AttributeID

Select the relevant attribute name

ControlText

Add supporting text for the check box. The text is placed to the right
of the check box.

LayerID

Select the relevant layer name from the list. If not entered the current layer will apply.
In addition to the defined layers, you can define the following layer
IDs:
@CURRENT MODEL

The ID for the current model.

@CURRENT SCE-

The ID for the current scenario.

NARIO
@CURRENT CON-

The ID for the consumer model.

SUMER
ObjID

Define the relevant object. If not entered the current object will
apply.
Current object is the most recent object pointed to in the main view.

Read-Only

Defines whether you can select the check box or the value is set by
the system.

ToolTip Text

You can add a text for the attribute that displays when you hover the
mouse over the data field.

Bird's Eye view
The Bird's Eye view will assist you when you zoom in and out of your model. Your current position in the model is highlighted with a red frame as illustrated in the figure.

To add the bird's eye view
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Bird's Eye.
3. Position the item in the appropriate area and left-click to release the image.
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This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the Bird's Eye view properties.

Button - incl. KPI
To activate the buttons you can apply almost any of the supported functions. However, the function commands are tailored to activating actions using buttons. For details on the function commands see below.
Buttons can also be used to display key performance indices (KPI) to get a quick overview of critical or important areas.
l

The background color depends on a KPI.

l

The image depends on a KPI.

l

Display a rank list using a command on a button. The selected objects can be edited as usual via the generic
object editor. See also Rank List.

To insert a button
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Button.
3. Position the button in the appropriate place and left-click the mouse to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the button properties.
The settings are changed on the fly.
Examples
Button: Launch Layers dialog
1. Under the Control Data dialog locate the folder Right-click Menus.
2. Select Layers.
3. Under 7T Settings in the rightmost pane locate the parameter ControlText and enter an appropriate
text for the button.
Button: Display arrows in model
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1. Under the Control Data dialog locate the folder Map Control Entries.
2. Select Show and then Arrows. This displays the arrows in the model. For details on how to configure the
arrows see the topic How To: Edit Layer Options, page 248.
Button: Shortcut to another dashboard
You can create a link to any of the dashboards that you have created previously.
1. Under the Control Data dialog locate the folder Dashboards.
2. Select a dashboard from the list, for example Navigate.
Button: Zoom
1. Under the Control Data dialog locate the folder Right-click Menus.
2. Select Zoom and then the zoom level that covers your requirements; for example Extents that provides a
bird's eye view of the model.

Functions (to activate buttons)
Item

Description

@CHANGEMAPVIEWTARGET

Add this function to a series of actions to ensure the relevant and
appropriate display for the Map View. See the example in the ensuing.

@COMMAND(cmd line)

Use this to execute a command line, for example as simple as loading a Notepad. Enter the argument and change the text in the
parentheses, for both text and tooltip text, to reflect the action
from the command line, such as Notepad.

@CURRENTCONSUMERACTIVE

Use this to make the current consumer layer the active layer.

@CURRENTSCENARIOACTIVE

Use this to make the current scenario the active layer.

@LAYERSON / @LAYERSOFF

As an alternative to the toggle button,@LAYERSONOFF, you can
create separate buttons to turn layers on or off.

@LAYERSONOFF

For details see How To: Turn Layers On or Off, page 815.

@SELECT(test)

Use this to find objects within a certain category, range, capacity,
and so forth. The result displays as a selection set in the model
area.
You can for example enter an argument to find all pipe lengths
above a certain size.

@SELECTMAX(attribute,no)

Use the function to locate the maximum or minimum capacity,
range, size, etc., for a specified number of attributes.

@SELECTMIN(attribute,no)
@SETSCENARIO

The result displays as a selection set in the model area.
Use this to make the selected layer the current scenario and the
active layer.
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Item

Description

@SIMFORCESIM

You can use this to start both a cyclic and a non-cyclic simulation.
l

When you have initiated a cyclic process, but the simulation is not running, you can press the button to invoke a
Force Simulation.

l

If you have not initiated a cyclic process, you start a simulation process with the settings as defined under the Simulation dialog.

l

If the settings under the Simulation dialog are defined as a
non-cyclic process, you start a non-cyclic simulation.

Example of using @CHANGEMAPVIEWTARGET
You can naturally add the entries in random order and then later use the arrows on your keyboard to change the
sequence of the entries.
1. Insert a button
2. Under the Control Data dialog add the following actions
l

For Right-click Menus select a view.

l

For Main Menu Entries select Add Map View.

l

For Functions select @CHANGEMAPVIEWTARGET.

l

For Right-click Menus select Layer Themes and then Diameter.

3. Exit the design mode and test the button.

Clock
To insert a clock
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Clock.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the clock properties.

Events Button
You can add a button to notify of events that are triggered by the conditions you define for the objects. For details see
About Events, page 381.

To insert an event button
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Events Button.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the Events properties. For details see How To:
Configure Event Properties (Historical/Future), page 387.
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Image
You can add images to the dashboard, for example a logo.

To add an image
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Image.
3. Locate the image. The following file formats are supported: .jpg, .bmp, .ico.
4. Position the logo in the appropriate area and left-click to release the image.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the image properties.

Link
This functionality allows you to insert a link to an external Web site, just as you can use the control to add shortcuts to
other areas and functions in the application. This description only provides a few examples, and you are recommended
to peruse the possibilities to find the options that match your design requirements.

To insert link
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Link.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the link properties.
Examples
Insert a link to a Web site
1. Under the Control Data dialog, locate the URL entry under the 7T Settings and enter the correct Web
address.
2. Under ControlText add the text to display from the dashboard.
Flow Control Zones
1. Under the Control Data dialog, locate the folder Main Menu Entries.
2. Select Edit and then Flow Control Zones. This allows you to access the dialog Flow Control Zones
directly from the dashboard.
Layers dialog
l

Under the Control Data dialog, locate the folder Right-click Menus.

l

Select Layers. This allows you to access the Layers dialog.

List of Layers
You can use this function to add a shortcut to the dialog with the layer configuration. You can for example change the
actual layer from the list of layers. The change will be immediately reflected in the configuration dialog.
When you insert a list of layers you will see a list of all the defined layers as illustrated in this figure.
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To insert a list of layers
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then List of Layers.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the list of Layers.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

List of Selections
When you have created a selection as described in the topic How To: Create Selections, page 540 you can add them to a
list for easy access. Follow the steps in the ensuing section.

To insert a list of selections
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then List of Selections.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the list of Selections.
All previously defined selections will automatically display in the list.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

List of Views
The List of Views provides you with a granular way to view specific parts of your model. For details see How To: Define
Views in a Dashboard, page 797.

To add a list of Views
1. Insert a heading for the list of Views as explained under the control Insert Text.
2. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
3. Select Add and then List of Views.
4. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click the mouse to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the list of Views.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.
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List of Themes
The List of Themes provides you with a granular view to specific sections in your model. For details see How To: Work
With Themes and Legends, page 451.

To add a list of themes
1. Insert a heading for the list of Themes as explained under the control Insert Text.
2. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
3. Select Add and then List of Themes.
4. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click the mouse to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the list of Themes.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

List of Time Series
When you have defined your time series as described for example in the topic To insert a Time Series as a plot (graphic
element), page 531 you can add the list of time series to a dashboard.

To insert a list of time series
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then List of Time Series.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the properties for the time series.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

List of Profiles
When you have defined your profiles as described for example in the topic , page 533 you can add the profiles to a list.
You can display a list of all your profiles from a dashboard.

To insert a list of profiles
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then List of Profiles.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure theproperties for the list of profiles.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

Menu Panel
For improved navigation during the modeling or daily operation processes, you can create a dashboard with access to
the menus that you use the most during the processes.
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To insert menu bar items in dashboard
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Menu Panel.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you add menu bar items and configure the properties as needed.
Example
1. Complete the steps 1 through 3 and under the Control Data dialog select Main Menu Entries, and then
File >New; File>Open; File>Save As.
2. Under Right-click Menus select Layers and Select.
3. Under Dashboards select Object Data.
4. Save the changes and exit the design mode, and observe the new controls in a menu panel on the dashboard.
Use the arrows on the keyboard to move the controls in the list up or down.

Object Properties
You can use this control as a shortcut to display the object values for any object in the model; just as they display under
the generic object editor (Edit <object name>).

To insert object properties
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
Make sure to first select an object type.
2. Select Add and then Object Properties.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog.
For details see How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Object Properties, page 334.

Profile
You can add profiles to a dashboard the same way you add the profiles to the main view. The display settings can be
done from the Control Data dialog or from the right-click menu. The latter provides additional features for the grid, plotting, etc. For details see , page 533.

To insert a profile
Ensure that you have defined at least one path. For details see How To: Create User Defined Paths, page 510.
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Profile.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the profile properties.
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4. Clear the checkbox for Design. Then right-click the control in the dashboard, point to Select Path and then point
to one of the paths you have defined.
5. Select an attribute from the list.
The profile displays as a graphic element in the dashboard.

Rank List - KPI
The rank list can be used as key performance indices (KPIs) from the dashboard to give a quick overview of results for a
defined attribute.

To insert a rank list
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Rank List.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the rank list.
4. Under 7T Settings enter a name under Attribute.
5. Under Count state the number of result rows.
6. Under MaxMinMode select the preferred mode.
7. Under SortDirection selected either Ascending or Descending.
8. Configure the remaining options, if necessary.
The rank list is merely one option to display the result for selected object attributes. You can also add a button to the
dashboard and configure this as a command to display results. See the Button control in the preceding for details.
You are also recommended to view the following topics that explain how to search for a limited number of particular
attributes.
How To: Find Objects, page 712
How To: Perform a Search, page 714

Tables
This will insert a table for which you can add a display of the results, for example of annual simulation cost results.

To insert a table
1. Right-click the dashboard area, select Add and click Tables.
2. Locate the right position for the table and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the dashboard properties. For the table item,
there is little to edit. You can add a name and a tooltip for the title. Merely close the dialog and proceed.
3. Exit Design mode.
4. Right-click the table and select Add Table from Global List.
The global list is the list of tables under Edit>Tables.

Text, such as headings
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The text and headings in the dashboards, such as Views, Themes, etc. are added as Text objects.

To insert a heading
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Text.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the heading properties.
4. Enter a text under 7T Settings for the entry ControlText and make other appropriate edits for properties such
as font, size, color.

Time Series
From the dashboard you can add a time series plot for any object in the model.
For information on how to handle time series see the topic About Time Series, page 761.

To insert a time series plot to the control
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Time Series.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog. You can merely click OK to close the dialog and subsequently add the Time
Series title in the time series box.
4. Clear the checkbox for Design. Then right-click the time series box and select Add Time Series.
5. Move the cursor to the model view and point to the object for which you want to add a time series, for example a
pipe or a node.
6. Under the Select dialog point to the attribute that you want to use as basis for the time series.

To delete a time series from the control
1. Right-click the time series box (design mode).
2. Select Delete Time Series.

Toolbar Button
You can create a toolbar dashboard that contains access to the functions you either use on a regular basis or use
frequently during modeling, such as inserting objects.

To insert toolbar buttons
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Toolbar Button.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the toolbar button properties.
If for example you want to create a dashboard with access to objects for creating a new model (less consumers, etc.),
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you can do as follows
l

Under Control Data dialog select Right-click Menus and then Layers. Save changes.

l

Add a new button and under Control Data dialog select Insert Object and point to the object you want, for
example Node. Repeat this step for as many objects you need.

Validation List
You can use this function to get an overview of all your validation objects in the model. If you click an object in the list
you will get a close-up of the position of the relevant validation object.

To insert a validation list
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Validation List.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the validation list properties.
You can add a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. For details see How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page
315.

Web Page
You can add a view to a Web page. The view is, however, limited by the size of the dashboard.

To insert a Web page
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Web Page.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the Web page properties.
4. Add the URL for the Web site http://www.<Web site>.<suffix>
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How To: Add a Filter to Controls
Some of the controls in the dashboard allow you to set a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. You can set a filter
to list controls (such as List of Views, List of Themes, etc.).
When you create new views and themes these are automatically added to the list of filters under the dashboards.

To set a filter
1. Open the relevant dashboard; for example Operator. Ensure that you are in design mode.
2. Point to the list for which you want to create a filter.
3. Right-click and select Properties from the list.
This opens the Control Data dialog.
4. Under the right-most pane locate the Filter properties under the 7T Settings category and click the browse button to the far right.
5. Under the Select dialog select all filters that apply and press OK.
6. Exit the design mode to refresh the dashboard with the new filter setting.
The following figure illustrates the steps involved to set a filter for one of the lists in the dashboard.

where
1: Right-click dashboard to select Design mode.
2: Select Properties.
3. Select Filter button.
4: Select the check boxes for the filters that apply.
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Manual definition of a filter
You have the option to define a filter manually if you need a filter that is different from those that are created automatically based on the lists.

To add a filter
1. Follow the steps 1 through 4 in the preceding.
2. Under the Control Data dialog box locate the Filter under the 7T Settings category.
3. Under Filter enter the list names that you want to display in a separate list.
You must follow this syntax
List name1;List name2;List name3;etc.
The name must be exactly as you defined it.
However, rather than selecting specific entries as filters you can use the characters ? or * as wildcards for your filter definition.
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How To: Add Tooltips to Dashboard Features
You can add small chunks of additional information displayed as a tooltip, if needed, to any feature under a dashboard.

Before
To add tooltips you must be in design mode (marked by a red dotted frame around the dashboard). Right-click the dashboard and select Design.

To add a tooltip under the dashboard
1. Right-click the control and select Properties to open the Control Data dialog.
2. In the right-most pane scroll to the bottom and under 7T Settings locate the parameter ToolTip Text.
3. Enter the text that you find suitable for the control.
4. Save and exit the design mode to see the change.
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How To: Create a Dashboard
The application comes with a list of predefined dashboards. You can create new dashboards in any shape or form to suit
particular purposes and needs.
Alternatively, you can import a dashboard from another project and use in the current model. Similarly, you can export
the dashboards you create for the current model to be used in other projects. For details see How To: Import and Export
Dashboards, page 327. You will for example need to apply the export/import functions to restore default dashboards.

To create a new dashboard
There are two approaches to creating a new dashboard.
A
1. From the menu bar select View, then Dashboard, select Create New Dashboard.
2. Enter a name in the dialog and press OK.
B.
1. Right-click the dashboard, select Tools and then New.
2. Enter a name in the dialog and press OK.

To view list of all dashboards
l

From the menu bar select View and then Dashboards. Select a dashboard from the list.

l

Right-click the dashboard area and select Dashboards.

Determine launch behavior for dashboards
You can decide to always launch a dashboard as a floating dashboard or you can open a it as floating "on the fly.". For
details see How To: Set Up Floating Dashboards, page 337.

Next
You can add any number of items to the dashboard you create. For details see How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard,
page 303.
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How To: Create Menu Bar in Dashboard
For improved navigation during the modeling or daily operation processes, you can create a dashboard with access to
the menus that you use the most during the processes.

To insert menu bar items in dashboard
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Menu Panel.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you add menu bar items and configure the properties as needed.
Example
1. Complete the steps 1 through 3 and under the Control Data dialog select Main Menu Entries, and then
File >New; File>Open; File>Save As.
2. Under Right-click Menus select Layers and Select.
3. Under Dashboards select Object Data.
4. Save the changes and exit the design mode, and observe the new controls in a menu panel on the dashboard.
Use the arrows on the keyboard to move the controls in the list up or down.
The figure illustrates the result of the menu bar setup.

First you select the menus from the left-most pane. The menus display in the middle pane. Configure the properties under 7T Settings as appropriate. The end result is a menu structure that you can expand or collapse.
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How To: Create Toolbar in Dashboard
You can create a dashboard with a set of toolbars that you use often for particular modeling or operating scenarios.
You will probably want to create a new dashboard that contains the buttons; and even sub titles. This topic explains how
to add toolbar buttons when you want to insert objects.

To add toolbar buttons to dashboard
1. In Design mode on the appropriate dashboard, right-click and select Add, then Toolbar Buttons.
2. Left-click to position the button where you want it. This opens the Control Data dialog.
3. Under Right-click Menus, select Insert Object, and point to the appropriate object type (for example Pipe).
You will now see the selected object in the middle column.
4. In the right-most column you can modify the properties for the object, if needed.
5. When you save and exit the dialog, the button is automatically added an icon that illustrates the object type.
6. Repeat the steps 1-5 in the preceding for as many toolbar buttons you need.
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How To: Edit a Dashboard
You can edit and modify the dashboard to suit your needs. Whether you are working with a new dashboard or you
import an existing, you probably need to make appropriate configurations or adjustments to the controls or overall look
and feel. This topic explains the features that are available from the right-click menu in the dashboard view to edit the
dashboards.
Editing must be done in design mode. Right-click the dashboard and select Design. Notice the red
dotted frame around the dashboard that indicates the editing mode.
When you are done editing, right-click and clear the check mark to revert to normal mode.
When you double-click the controls in design mode, the Control Data dialog displays. This is the overall editing tool for
the dashboard controls. Existing and new controls are edited from this dialog.
Under the topic How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303 you can find several examples of how to configure the
controls from the Control Data dialog.
In design mode, the right-click menu provides you with more editing options. The following table provides an explanation to the entire set of editing options for the dashboard.
To test the functionality when you are still in Design mode, press Shift and click the newly created item in the
dashboard.
You can use standard keyboard shortcut keys when you edit the dashboard. For details see Keyboard shortcuts,
page 73.

View dashboard right-click menu
Menu

Description

Dashboards

Select dashboard display.
The list is a combination of system supplied and user-defined dashboards.
For details see About Dashboards, page 302.

Design

Select Design to be able to make any editing.

Add

Visible in Design mode only.
Add controls to the dashboard.
For details see How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.

Cut/Copy/Paste/Delete

Visible in Design mode only.
Standard commands for example to copy and paste contents.

Format

Visible in Design mode only.
Perform alignment of selected objects in the dashboard.
You need to select more than one control element to
activate the menu and to allow any adjustments.
The active object (see handles) determines the format.
See figure for an illustration.
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Menu

Description

Left/right

Align to the left or right margin of the
selected controls

Top/bottom

Align to the bottom or the top margin of the
selected controls.

Same width/height

Select two or more controls and adjust the
selected controls to have similar height or
width.

Same size

Adjust the selected controls so that they
have the same size (height and width).

Equal distance

Adjust the positioning of the selected controls to have the same distance among the
selected controls.

Bring to Front/Send to Back

Visible in Design mode only.
Use this to change the positioning of overlapping controls to either
appear in front of all other controls or behind all other controls.

Grid

Visible in Design mode only.
Show

Turn this option on to show the grid for
improved positioning of controls.

Snap

Turn this option on to neatly align and posi-
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Menu

Description
tion controls.
Small/medium/large

Right / Left

Select the preferred grid size.

Move the position of the dashboard to the right or the left of the main
model view.

Minimize

You can minimize the dashboard area to get a bigger display area for
the model.
To display the dashboard again focus the cursor on the red frame
around the dashboard and pull the frame.

Hide

You can hide the dashboard area to get a bigger display area for the
model.
If you want to display a dashboard go to the View menu and select
Dashboards and choose a dashboard from the list.

Undock / Dock

Use this to position the dashboard where most appropriate when you
are working with the model.
Undocking makes it possible to move the dashboard to an optional
position on your monitor using drag-and-drop. When you release the
dashboard in the required position, the menu will change to Dock.

Tools

Restore original

Restore the original display of the dash-

dashboard

board.

Rename

Rename the currently displayed dashboard.

Delete

Delete the currently displayed dashboard.

New

Create a new dashboard. The new dashboard will be added to the list that you can
choose from. Find the list of dashboards
from

Import

l

View menu, select Dashboards.

l

Right-click menu on dashboard.

Import a dashboard file used in another
model.

Export

Export the currently displayed dashboard to
another model.
To export a dashboard
l
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Menu

Description
name for the dashboard and click
Save.
Validate

From the dashboard you can validate the
dashboard configuration to check for nonexisting layer attributes such as object ID,
layer IDs. The result is reported as bugs in a
dialog.

User level

Define a user level for the dashboard. Only
users with a similar or lower level will be
able to see and use the dashboard.
As default the dashboard is set to user level
0.
For details on user levels see the topic User
Management, page 152.

Properties

Visible in Design mode only.
Define the framework layout for the dashboard, such as the background color or font.
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How To: Handle Multi-Events From a Dashboard
From the dashboard you have the option to create macros that can perform the commands that you require. The commands are executed sequentially and in the order you select them, when pressing a button from the dashboard.
This topic provides the guidelines for setting up a multi-event scenario that selects a view, a theme and a map view.
As there is no limit to what events you can select and in which order you want them presented, you must exert due diligence when you select the events to make sure that they constitute realistic scenarios.
Likely scenarios can for example be
l

Select a certain view (for example a specific zone), then a specific theme (for example the velocity in that zone),
and finally add a map view to get the big picture. (This option is explained in the ensuing step-by-step description.)

l

Select the consumer layer as the active layer and generate a consumer report. In addition, if you have a consumer dashboard with pertinent information, you can decide to load such dashboard.

To create a multi-event scenario from a dashboard
1. Open the dashboard from where you want to execute the multi-event scenario.
2. Right-click the dashboard and ensure that you work in design mode.
3. Right-click one more time and select Add, then Button.
4. Move the cursor to where you want to position the button and left-click to release the button element.
This opens the Control Data dialog.
5. Under the left-most pane expand the folder Right-click Menus and select View, then select one of the saved
Views from the list, and then View.
You will now see the entry in the middle pane.
If you later need to delete an entry, merely highlight the entry and press Delete on your keyboard.
Also, to change the display order move the entries up or down using the arrows on your keyboard.
6. While still in the Right-click Menus select Layer Themes, then Velocity and select Apply.
7. Under the left-most pane expand the folder Main Menu Entries and select View, and then Add Map View.
The Control Data dialog now looks as illustrated in the ensuing figure.
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8. Optional. In the right-most pane you can override the default text as needed under the entry ControlText. The
button text then remains the same. However, if you do not enter text then by default the last event in the list displays as the button text.
9. Exit the design mode.

Run the multi-event scenario
When you have completed the steps in the preceding press the button on the dashboard and watch how the events are
executed sequentially.
In this example, the view zooms to a specific area and displays a theme for the velocity in the selected zone area.
Finally, the map view provides an overview of the network to better identify where the zone is situated in the network.
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How To: Import and Export Dashboards
You can reuse the dashboard templates in Termis.
This topic provides guidelines for importing and exporting dashboards for use in other models.
The dashboard file extension is .7ug.

Import a dashboard
To import a dashboard
There are two approaches to importing dashboard models.
A.
1. From the menu bar select View and the Dashboard and point to Import Dashboard.
2. Under the file browser point to the folder with the dashboard you want to use in the current project.
B.
1. Right-click the dashboard, select Tools and then Import.
2. Under the file browser point to the folder with the dashboard you want to use in the current project.
The imported dashboard will open in your current model and is ready to use.

Export a Dashboard
To export a dashboard
1. Open the dashboard you want to export.
Access the appropriate dashboard from View menu Dashboards, or right-click the dashboard view and select
from the Dashboard drop-down menu.
2. Right-click the dashboard and select Tools and point to Export.
3. Under the file browser point to the folder where you want to store the dashboard for reuse in other projects.
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How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Attribute Data Field or
Attribute Checkbox
You can reference data from a dashboard and configure this data in any way you want to suit your needs and demands.
This topic explains how to reference data using the following two controls in a dashboard.
l

Attribute Data Field or

l

Attribute Checkbox.

If the data field fails to display part of the data value, you need to adjust the width for the unit display. Grab the
field handler (the squares in the corner) with the cursor and resize the field to the required size in regards to width
and height.
Remember that names are case sensitive.
You may also want to view this topic: How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Object Properties, page 334.

Before
Ensure that you have the following information available before you start the configuration of data.
l

Layer name.

l

Relevant table names for the data.

Imported data
When you import data from a database you need to map this data to the appropriate data fields in Termis. If for example
you import the data field Name this may contain three attribute fields such as First name, Middle name and Last name.
Each of these fields must be properly mapped from the database to Termis.
For details see How To: Import Data, page 431.

Data fields: Display options
There are three approaches to referencing data within attribute data fields in dashboards.
a. Display by calculation field.
b. Dynamic display.
c. Static display.
a) Display as calculation field
1. Under the Control Data dialog set CalcField to True.
2. Select the browse button under Attributes. This opens the Calculation Field dialog. Then follow the instructions under the topic How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193.
This figure shows how to display the latest simulation status for the selected attribute from the attribute data
field in a dashboard.
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b) Dynamic display
1. Highlight a specific object in the main model area.
2. Insert an attribute field in the dashboard.
3. Optional: Set ObjID to @CURRENTOBJ. However, if you do not select an object under ObjID, then current
object is set as default.
4. Point to the browse button under Attributes and select the appropriate attribute from the list of attributes. This
can for example be the demand in node objects.
Unless you specifically select a different layer under LayerID, then current layer is set as default.
5. Exit the design mode.
Result: When you point to objects in the main model area, you can see how the value changes as you shift focus from
object to object.

c) Static display
In general, you will choose to go for a static display of attribute data in regards to production data, such as for your plant
object, pump objects, etc.
1. Insert an attribute data field in the dashboard.
You now have two options to proceed.
l

Skip the layer (in which case the active layer applies) and only select a particular object.

l

Select a layer under LayerID and then a particular object under ObjID or

2. Under Attributes select the appropriate attribute that you want to display.
Result: The values only change if and when the values for the selected object change.
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View property explanation for attribute data fields
These are the properties that you can locate under the 7T Settings to the right in the Control Data dialog.
Property

Setting

AllowUnitUpdate

If you set the value to False, you can change the unit for the phys
type. Change the text for the parameter UnitText in the ensuing.
If you set the value to True, the unit text is read-only.

Attribute

Select the relevant attribute name.
If you apply a calculation field you must first set the
option CalcField to True.
If the selected attribute has a phys type, the unit is automatically provided. Alternatively change the unit text as explained in the preceding.

CalcField

If set to True you are allowed to define a calculation field, CalcField.

CanEdit

If set to True you are allowed to edit the properties. If set to False no
editing is allowed.

CanSearch

If set to True you are allowed to search the object properties. If set to
False no search is allowed.
If several attribute data fields have enabled CanSearch,
all search criteria must be fulfilled.

Format

Indicate the number of decimals for the value.

LayerID

Define the relevant layer name. If not entered the actual layer will
apply.
You can define the following layer IDs:
@CURRENTMODEL
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Property

ObjID

Setting
@CURRENTSCENARIO

The ID for the current scenario.

@CURRENTCONSUMER

The ID for the consumer model.

Select the relevant object. Or, leave blank to apply current object.
The current object is the most recent object that you have pointed to
in the main view.
@CURRENTOBJ

Select this option to apply current model
(that is, works the same way as leaving it
blank).

@CONFIGURATION

Apply this ID to behave as a configuration
parameter.
Notice that any changes made under the
attribute data field for the configuration
parameter will become effective under
the Configuration Parameter dialog and
vice verse.

Phys Type

Select the relevant phys type for the attributes.

ReadOnly

Determine whether to allow editing of the data field.
If set to False you can use F2 (edit mode) to alter text.

ShowUnit

If set to True the appropriate unit displays after the attribute value.

TextAlign

Determine the position for the attribute value in the data field.

ToolTip Text

You can add a text for the attribute that displays when you hover the
mouse over the data field.

UnitText

Select the unit for the phys type for the attribute.
You must set the AllowUnitUpdate to False to change the unit for
the data field.

Zoom

If set to True then an active zoom will be conducted when the record
is found.

Data fields: Simulation status
Follow the setup instructions in the ensuing to create data fields to display status messages. The status displays
through a data field in a dashboard indicating the number of measurement failures for a particular type.
You can create data fields for the following status types (where the figure in parentheses is used in the calculation field
to indicate the type).
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l

Critical (value 1)

l

Major (value 2)

l

Minor (value 3)

1. Open a dashboard in design mode and select Add and then Text.
2. In the right-most pane under 7T Settings enter text as a heading under Control Text. For example Measurement status.
3. Repeat the steps 1 and 2 to enter text for the measurement types; such as Critical.
4. Select Add and then Attribute Data Field.
5. Locate the right position for the form field and left-click to release the control.
6. Under 7T Settings set the option CalcField to True.
7. Under Attribute press the browse button to open a dialog from where you determine the measurement status
type.
8. For result status:
Under Field Text enter LASTSIMSTATUS(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the submodel (such as Default); for example LASTSIMSTATUS
(Default) to generate results for the submodel. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this
point in time, the value is 0.
9. Repeat step 8 to create result fields for all required submodels.
10. For measurement status:
Under Field Text enter COUNTMEAFAILED(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the status type (1, 2 or 3); for example COUNTMEAFAILED(1)to
define the critical measurement types. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this point in
time, the value is 0.
11. Repeat step 10 to create all required status types.
Your setup could look like the following figure.

Simulation values returned by the function LASTSIMSTATUS
For an overview of all returned simulation values, see the section towards the end of this topic, Status file contents.
-1: Returns a negative result before you have run a simulation.
0: OK.
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1: Simulation interrupted by user.
2: Simulation failed.
3: Alternative solution (variable time series)
4: Alternative solution (quickly ramp up temperature to maximum temperature)
5: No optimal solution under pump optimization.
For additional simulation status results see the topic How To: View Status Simulation, page 729.
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How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Object Properties
You can reference data from a dashboard and configure this data in any way you want to suit your needs and demands.
This topic explains how to reference data using the Object Data control in a dashboard.
You may also want to view this topic: How To: Reference Data in Dashboard Using Attribute Data Field or Attribute
Checkbox, page 328.

To reference data using object properties
1. In design mode select Add then Object Properties.
2. Place the control in the dashboard where suitable and left-click the mouse to release the control.
3. By default, the active layer and current object apply, so merely exit the dialog and design mode as well.
Result: Point to objects at random in the main model area to see the change in object attribute display.
In addition, you can narrow the display of attributes from the default view All to one of the attribute categories, such as
Control or Results.

View property explanation for object data
These are the properties that you locate under the 7T Settings to the right in the Control Data dialog. In the Sample
model, the Object Data dashboard provided with Termis shows an example of rendering object data.

Property

Description

LayerID

Select the relevant layer from the list.

ObjID

Select the required object ID, such as L-009 (name of a pipe).

Group

Press the browse button and select Results.

AllowSelectGroup

Set the value to False.
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How To: Remove Background Layers from Bird's Eye View
If your model is fairly large with several background layers, the bird's eye view from the dashboard, if added, may take
long time to load. You have the option to remove background layers for faster display.

To remove background layer from bird's eye view
1. Select the dashboard that contains the bird's eye view.
2. Right-click the item and open Properties and locate the 7T Settings.
3. Change the FastView status to True and save.
Notice how the bird's eye view changes display mode and appears without any background.
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How To: Restore Deleted Dashboards
Use the ensuing guidelines if you have inadvertently or deliberately deleted a dashboard.
1. From the menu bar select File and then New to create a new model. This will only work as a temporary model.
2. Select the required dashboard and make a right-click within this dashboard and select Tools and then Export.
3. Provide a name for the dashboard. The file extension is .7ug.
4. Open the model where you want the default dashboard.
There is no need to save the changes from the temporary model.
5. From the menu bar select View, then Dashboards, and select Import Dashboard.
6. Point to the dashboard you exported from the temporary model.
The dashboard now displays in the list of available dashboards.
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How To: Set Up Floating Dashboards
You have the option to always launch dashboards as floating dashboards or you can open dashboards as floating "on the
fly."
By default the first dashboard is anchored to the left. If you want to make the default dashboard float, right-click the
dashboard and select Undock. The use of floating dashboards is entirely what you want them to display. They can for
example be used to hold toolbar buttons or object lists allowing the display of data for last object selected via left click.

Always open as floating
1. Open and right-click the dashboard you want to permanently open as a floating dashboard. Select Design.
2. Right-click and select Properties to open the dialog.
3. Under 7T Settings, change the default setting (False) for Floating to True and close the dialog.
Next time the dashboard opens as a floating dashboard.

Open dashboards as floating on the fly
You can open a dashboard in the following places.
l

From the menu bar select View and then Dashboards. Select a dashboard from the list.

l

Right-click the dashboard area and select Dashboards.

You can open a dashboard as floating without changing the status as a permanently docked dashboard.
l

Press Ctrl and from the list point to the dashboard you want to open as floating.
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About Data Manager and Data Services
The Data Manager is a stand-alone application that enables you, the system or network administrator, to configure, preprocess, and administer data from any data source such as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
These actions are handled using independent processes called Data Services.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlieryou should read the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
You can use any of the following data services
l

SQL (Collects external data (such as SCADA, etc.) in compatible databases.

l

TXT (Receives external data (such as SCADA, etc.) via comma separated ascii files.

l

EWS (Ecostruxure Web Service Schneider Electric corporate web service).

l

OPC (Receives external data (such as SCADA, etc.) using the OPC (DA2 protocol).

The following figure shows the data communication from the SCADA system via data services and into Termis.

When you have completed the setup of the data service, data is sent to Termis through data services. Here the data will
be applicable for further processing in a real-time scenario.
You can use the data services to perform the following actions:
l

Receive data from any data source; typically a SCADA system.

l

Make the preprocessed data available for online simulations (real-time and historic).

l

SQL data service only: You can retrieve historic data.
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Setup prerequisites
You must have the following information and installations in place before you can start the transfer of data from your
data acquisition system (SCADA) using the data services.
l

Server name and port number
The setup of Termis and its data services depends on how you decide to distribute the workload across multiple
computers. You can have multiple setup combinations. The setup is solely determined by the decisions you must
make as a system administrator for the network that you are responsible for. If you decide to install on multiple
computers, you must have the information on server name and port number available for the configuration of
parameters.

l

Data Manager database
You must install a Data Manager SQL database to run in connection with Termis.
You are recommended to install the freeware Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Express).
You can find the latest version from this site (Link last visited October 2012):
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29062

l

The OPC data service requires that the Data Service client operates with the same user account as the one for
the OPC server.

Work flow
This figure illustrates the data flow from the preferred data service to Termis. You must complete the configuration
under 3a to allow data entry.

Configure Termis (3a)
To establish a successful connection between data service and Termis, there are a couple of mandatory settings for the
multi-user setup that you must attend (3a). The multi-user settings must be reflected in the preferred data service
setup (3b).
l

Locate the parameters under the dialog for the Configuration Parameters>Infrastructure, External Connection Settings in Termis.
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Setup options
You can download the data service application and supported documentation from the Partner Area on our web site,
www.7t.dk. Make sure to install the application running as an administrator. You must have proper credentials to log on
to the Partner Area.
A. Multiple setup
You can install the data service(s) on a computer separate from where you have your Termis application.
B. Single computer
You can install and run the data service(s) on the same computer as where you have Termis.

Next
When you have completed the setup of the preferred data service as explained in the document Data Services, Setup
Guide, proceed in Termis by fetching data. See How To: Fetch Data from Preferred Data Service, page 358.
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About Inbound and Outbound Communication
When you use the integrated Data Manager as implemented in Termis version 5.0, you are recommended to study this
topic as it provides an overview of the inbound and outbound communication setup. The setup allows you on the one
hand to push data from SCADA to Termis and on the other hand to transfer calculated setpoints to be forwarded to
SCADA. The communication setup is an action that is done once and then maybe only adjusted once in a great while.
The figure in the following illustrates the data flow for the inbound (light purple dotted line) and outbound (dark purple dotted line) communication for the integrated Data Manager functionality. In addition, the figure shows the standard master/operator setup (black solid line). See the in-depth explanation to the figure under Connection
overview.
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Connection overview
Based on the figure in the preceding, this table provides an overview of the key connection points and their related configuration parameter. In addition there are pointers to relevant topics with additional information.

#

Process or connection

Configuration Parameter

What happens (+ pointers to
topics)

Inbound communication
1

Data Service => Termis Master

DM IP Address
DM TCP-Port
DM ID

Both the preferred data service and
Termis must be configured with
matching values.
The red arrow under the inbound
communication represents the data
transfer from data services to Termis via web services.
The topic About Data Manager and
Data Services, page 338 provides
in-depth information on the setup
requirements as well as the work
flow for the proper configuration of
Termis when using data via data
services.
For the setup of data services, see
the stand-alone documentation provided with the preferred data service (under the Help menu).

2

Termis Master => DM DB

Not applicable

Create a database with the proper
format. See also the section Data
Manager database in the ensuing.
The Termis installation guide provides step-by-step instructions for
creating a database with the correct
format. You can download the installation guide from the corporate web
site.
Notice that Termis supports two
database formats:
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#

Process or connection

Configuration Parameter

What happens (+ pointers to
topics)

Multi-User Setup
3

a. Operator machine

Master ID

A multi-user environment is a sim-

Master TCP-Port
Master IP Address

ple shared system in which you can
store data as files on a shared hard
drive and broadcast information on
new data. It is designed to run on

3

b. Master =>Operator

In a standard multi-user
environment:
Operator ID

several PCs or on a terminal server
with several defined users.
How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482

4

Master Termis as DM Client

DM ID

See explanation to DM Client in the

DM TCP Port

ensuing.

DM IP
Outbound communication
5

Termis Master => DMOPC DB

Database connection

See How To: Define Setpoints for
Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page
370

6

Termis Master => EWS Client

EWS ID

See the section Outbound com-

EWS TCP Port

munication.

EWS Server TCP IP (only at clients)
7

Termis Master => Generic Client

Generic ID

See the section Outbound com-

Generic TCP Port

munication.

Generic TCP IP (only at clients)

Inbound communication
The inbound communication represents the process where you push data into Termis. The measurement data that
comes from the SCADA system, or other external data source, can subsequently be stored in an SQL database (Data
Manager DB).

Data Manager database
You must create a database that is compatible with the integrated Data Manager data format. For standard use, the free
edition of the SQL Server (2008 or 2012) will be sufficient. However, extensive storage of huge amounts of data
requires the use of other SQL Server versions. The SQL Server is not supplied with Termis.

Outbound communication
The outbound communication represents the scenario where you want to set up a data transfer communication from
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Termis and back to SCADA.
Depending on the outbound scenario, you will need to apply matching servers and clients for the data transfer.
l

DM OPC client

l

EWS client

l

Generic client

DM OPC client
The typical outbound scenario is where you forward a number of calculated setpoints from Termis to SCADA. This process is typically done using DM OPC and where data is sent via a DM OPC client to the OPC Server and then subsequently
pushed into the SCADA system. For details see How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 370.
When you want to send setpoints via the generic server to the client, the Termis built-in timer can be configured to calculate a setpoint and send the values at the specified interval, such as every 5 minutes.
Termis then peruses all the defined digital objects and the attribute that is associated with a particular digital object will
then forward the result to the DM OPC and subsequently send it to the SCADA system.

EWS client
The EWS is the Ecostruxure Web Service Schneider Electric corporate web service. Through the EWS server (web service) you can communicate the setpoints to all the Schneider Electric software application systems, such as PLC, SCADA,
Citrix, etc.

Generic client
If you have a generic server (web service) installed, you can send all data via this to the client. The generic client mimics
an ODBC driver that will soon become obsolete. A generic client allows you to browse and look up data and select single
attribute values (such as pressure, flow, etc.). The selection can be done for a stand-alone attribute or a time series.

Several instances of Termis Master
There may be scenarios that require a setup with more than one running instance of Termis. In general, the first
instance of Termis that is configured to receive SCADA data via data services is considered the designated Data Manager
instance. Any subsequent Termis applications will be run as Data Manager clients. Any associated DM Client will then
appear from a list of clients on the designated Data Manager instance with the defined ID and whether it is currently
active (connected).

To define DM Client
When you want a Termis master to run as a DM client you must make sure to select it as such by defining the parameters DM ID, DM TCP Port, and DM IP.
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and select the sub-menu DM Client.

The designated Data Manager instance automatically recognizes the new client.

To view list of defined DM Clients
When you have assigned one or more instances of Termis to run as DM clients, the client ID shows up on the list of
clients under the designated Data Manager instance.
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l

From the menu bar select Toolsthen Data Manager and select DM Clients.

This brings up a dialog with the list of defined DM clients. Any additional instances of a Termis master defined as DM
clients will work a a client on the designated Data Manager instance. See the explanation to the figure in the table.

Explanation to the figure
Item

Description

ID

This is the name that you enter for the Operator ID under the
Configuration Parameter dialog.

Type

This is the type of operator application that is currently connected
to the Master.

Connected /Last

This is the time stamp for when the operator station initiated con-

Access

nection and when it last accessed the Master station.

Enabled

Select the check box to allow DM clients to access the Master station to retrieve data.
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How To: Establish a Data Connection
It is important to establish a data connection to allow for import or export of data between Termis and your preferred
database. You can establish a connection to any database of your choice to import or export data from live systems.
When you import data you can for example present this data in multiple ways, such as measurements used as boundary conditions, a new layer, attributes to an existing layer, just to mention a few.
This topic explains the supported methods to establish data connections.
A. To a Data Manager integrated database.
Applicable only when you retrieve data using data services.
B. To a database (Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and Microsoft Access).
Applicable only if you run Termis with the stand-alone Data Manager application.
C. To a spreadsheet.
D. To a text file; including how to handle a csv file.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.

A. Integrated Data Manager database
If you retrieve data using one of the supported data services, you must have the correct database format. The data services come with a script that enables you to create a database with the right format. The installation guide provided with
Termis provides in-depth information on how to create the database and run the script. You can download the installation guide from the corporate web site.

B. To establish a data connection to a database (use only with stand-alone Data Manager
application)
Microsoft SQL Server 2012
1. Install SQL Server 2012 at the required platform.
2. For administrator and users of the data, create local users at the server platform.
3. Create users for the SQL Server.
Users must have appropriate rights in regards to database administration and upload of data at user level.
4. Create the Termis database based on SQL scripts.
As a system integrator you can download the sample SQL script, Create 7TResBaseSQL.sql, from the 7T
partner download site. This is a restricted site that requires a valid maintenance agreement. The script is part
of the SI_Utility.zip package.
You must have the proper rights to log on to and create databases. Double-click the script or open the script from
within the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
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5. For the firewall ensure to reserve the ports 1433 and 1434 for TCP as it is required by the SQL Server.
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6. Enable the core Networking (TCP/IP) to allow data through the firewall. This must be configured on server
side as well as on client side towards the server.

7. Configure Termis for SQL. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections to open
the Connections dialog.

8. Under the Connections dialog select Export Data DB.
This entry is configured to use Microsoft OLEDB provider for SQL.
9. Under the Data Link Properties dialog select Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server.
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10. Under the Connection tab specify the connection according to your SQL Server.
Password must be blank or saved together with the connection setting.
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11. Press Test Connection to verify that you have a valid connection.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page
408.

Microsoft Access
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog decide whether to
l

Import Data Manager data (using DataManager DB).

l

Export data to Data Manager database (using DataManager Export Database and optionally the sample
database, TempImp.mdb).

l

Export data to any database of your choice (using Export Data DB and optionally the sample database
7TResBase.mdb).
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3. Press the field for the Connection String next to the required option.
This opens the Data Link Property dialog under which you must select the appropriate database provider, such
as Microsoft Jet 4 OLE DB Provider for a 32-bit version, or Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB
Provider for a 64-bit version. You are recommended to test the connection before you proceed and press OK to
exit the dialog.

4. Optional. To protect the data in Termis you are recommended to set the data access permissions to read-only
(Read). This action prohibits any direct changes to data; data can be modified from the source.
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You have now successfully established a connection to the Microsoft Access database that contains the required data.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page
408.
The following data connections assume that you use the Microsoft Jet 4.0 (32-bit system).

C. To establish a data connection to a spreadsheet
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the spreadsheet connection, for example Spreadsheet,
and press the field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. In the Data Link Properties dialog. select the Provider tab, point to the required database provider. and press
Next. The figure in the ensuing shows the database provider for a 32-bit version.
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4. Under the Connection tab select the database provider. For a 32-bit version use the field Select or enter database name; for a 64-bit version manually enter the relevant path.
5. Locate the spreadsheet with the relevant data. The ensuing figure is a 32-bit example.
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6. Under the All tab double-click Extended Properties and enter the value for your current version of Microsoft
Excel, such as Excel 8.0.
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7. Return to the Connection tab to test the connection before you exit pressing OK.
See the following figure for a sample setup (now a 64-bit) to a spreadsheet.

You have now successfully established a connection to the spreadsheet that contains the required data.

D. To establish a data connection to a text file
The text file must be a proper comma separated text file.
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1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the text file connection, for example CSV, and click the
field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. Under the Provider tab select he appropriate database provider . For a 64-bit this could be Microsoft Office
Access 12.0 Database Engine OLE DB Provider. Then press Next.
4. Locate the folder that holds the relevant text file. Notice that you must point to a folder and there must be no
occurrence of a file name.

5. Select the All tab and point to Extended Properties and the click the button Edit Value.
6. Under the Edit Property Value dialog enter the following property value TEXT;HDR=YES and save the
changes.
The new connection string appears under the Connections dialog. Close this dialog.
You also have the option to connect to a schema.ini file. This type of file is recommended if for example your text table
contains DateTime, Currency, or Decimal data. For details see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms709353(v=vs.85).aspx (Last visited October 2012.)
When you have established the connection to the external data source, this data must be related to the data already in
Termis.
For in-depth description on how to link external data to a layer see the topic How To: Relate Attributes From a Database
(External Data), page 443 and locate the section To establish a relationship for external data and a layer.
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Sample connection strings
Microsoft SQL Server File (local)
Data Source=(local); Initial Catalog=DatabaseName; Integrated Security=SSPI

Microsoft SQL Server (server)
Server=(hostname); Database=DatabaseName; Trusted_Connection=Yes

Active Directory Service (OLEDB)
Provider=ADSDSOObject; User Id=username; Password=password

Microsoft JET (Access) (OLEDB)
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb; Jet OLEDB:Database Password="MyDbPassword"

Microsoft Excel XLS
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.xls; Extended Properties="Excel
8.0;HDR=Yes;"
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How To: Fetch Data from Preferred Data Service
This topic explains how to fetch data from the data service that you have chosen as the provider of SCADA data.

Before
Ensure that you have completed the following actions. Else you cannot fetch data through the data service.
l

Determine which data service that suits you needs and subsequently configure the service according to the guidelines described in the document: Data Services, User's Guide. You can access this documentation from the
Help menu in any of the supported data services.

l

Start the service from the data service application, if not running already. When you start the service from the
data service application, allow the service to run for a few seconds to establish the connection to Termis.

To fetch data from the data service
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Data Manager and open DM Data Service.
This example shows the reading of data from an OPC data service.

2. As mentioned, it may take a couple of seconds before you see any activity in the DM Data Service dialog.
3. Right-click the DM Data Service dialog and select Fetch Tags.
The system now retrieves data via the data service, so allow some time for the transfer. When the transfer is
complete the Measurement dialog opens.
If the transfer is successful, you can verify that the tags are added to the database, you created. In addition, you
can watch how the tag values are kept updated in the right-most columns.
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Monitor and edit measurements
When you have retrieved the data as explained in the preceding, you can watch the data process from a log file.
For details see How To: Fetch Log File, page 360
In addition you can monitor and edit the measurements.
For details see How To: Edit Measurements, page 466
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How To: Fetch Log File
When you have retrieved the data as in the topic How To: Fetch Data from Preferred Data Service, page 358 you can
fetch a log to follow the progress of the data updates.
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Data Manager and select DM Data Service. Right-click the dialog and
select Fetch Log.

Depending on the time range that you have defined for the update in the data service, the log will open and show the
data update progress.
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How To: Edit Measurements
This topic provides an overview of how to handle and process measurements as they appear under the Measurement
dialog. See also About Measurements, page 465.

Before
l

Validate that you have a working data connection.
If you run Termis with the built-in data service connection (new in 5.0), ensure that you have configured the preferred data service correctly. See the documentation provided with the data service. For connection setup, see
the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier see How To: Validate Data Connection, page 448.
For any configuration and setup information in regards to Data Manager consult the documentation supplied with
this product.

To access the list of measurements
l

Open the Edit menu, select Measurements.
This dialog displays the entire list of measurements applied in the model; measurements that are either imported
or added manually.

You can customize the view of the dialog and only show the columns that you need.
Right-click one of the columns under the Layers dialog and point to Select Columns. Clear and/or select the relevant checkboxes.

Explanation to the dialog
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#

Description

1

Database

2

Explanation to all table headers
Scada ID

This is the reference from the Data Manager.

Measurements from your list of database items (predominantly
Scada ID tags).
Under normal circumstances you will only select items from the
database when you manually add a measurement (see below).
Otherwise, the items are listed automatically when you make the
connection to the database. Should you choose items from the
list, the manually selected item will be overridden with new data
from the database, when available.

Data Type

The phys type for the selected measurement.

Scada Unit

This column represents the Scada unit as configured within the
preferred data service.
If the Scada unit changes and you also select the function Update
DM Data Service Tag available from the right-click menu, then the
configuration for the preferred data service is updated with a new
Phys type, comment and a unit for the associated tag.

Time Tag

This column represents the most recent time tag of the measurements.

Status

This column represents the measurement status. The status is a
value that represents the data quality. Values can be transferred
unchanged from the original data source or service, or be set by
Data Manager processing in the event of failed validation and
applied emulations, if any.

Sud Status

This column represents a status value from the database that
applies only if you use the stand-alone Data Manager.

Comment

Add an explanatory comment.

Manual

If you select the check box for Manual you can change the values
in the right-most column, if necessary.
Notice that the check box is automatically selected when you edit
the values.

Priority

You can set a priority on measurements to indicate the importance of a measurement.
You can set the following priorities:
l

Minor

l

Major
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#

Description

Factor and Offset

l

Critical

l

Unknown

The values under the Factor and the Offset columns apply to the
database value (see the column DB Value) with the object of calculating an SI value.
This SI value is then presented using current units within the
Value column.
Ensure that the settings for Factor and Offset are correctly configured, and that the values for the measurements match your
requirements.

DB Value

The DB Value parameter displays the most recent unchanged database value .
You can manually override this value by entering a new value and
selecting the check box under the column Manual. When you
manually enter a database value, the entry under the Value column is automatically updated.
Notice that entering of a manual value does not update the underlying database.

Value

When you apply a value for the Factor and the Offset, the Value
column subsequently displays the most recent database value (DB
Value) in current units.
You can manually override this value by entering a value or adding
a time series. The values must be specified in current units and
you must select the check box under the Manual column.
You can add a time series to the measurement.
l

Highlight an right-click the measurement and select Add
Time Series.
For details see How To: Create Global Time Series, page
767.

Editing options from the right-click menu
There are several ways in which you can edit the data under this dialog. The editing options are available from the rightclick menu.
l

To edit data highlight the measurement row and select one of the option.

In this topic you can learn about the following subjects:
l

Add measurements manually

l

Add Time series to measurements
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l

Show DM Time Series

l

Change configuration manually

l

Apply as filter/Remove filter

l

Show associated objects

l

Copy/paste entries under reference list

l

Update DM Data Service Tag

l

Edit data from preferred data service

Add measurements manually
If for some reason the connection to the Data Manager database is unavailable, you can manually set a fixed value for
the measurement to be used in simulations until the connection is established again.
l

In an empty row enter a name for the database (or pick one from the list), select a data type (phys type), and as
a minimum enter a value manually.
Notice that the check box under Manual is automatically selected when you enter a value in the right-most column.

Add time series to measurements
You can add a time series for the measurement rather than applying the set values.
l

Right-click the relevant cell under the Value column and select Add Time Series. Configure the time series as
explained under the topic How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767.

Show Data Manager Time Series
You can show one or more of the tags as time series. The menu only appears when you have established a connection
to a Data Manager database and have imported the relevant measurement data.
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Measurements.
2. In the Measurements dialog select one or more tags, right- click and point to Show DM Time Series.
3. Select the range for the display of the time series, such as daily, monthly, etc., or pick a customized time range.
4. Select the type of data that you want to display. You have the following options (you can select all, or as
needed.):
Raw

The values from the data service.

Dpp

Dpp is the value after preprocessing (see PreProc) and validation and any
applied emulation.

Status

States configurations from your database.

The tags now display as time series as illustrated in the ensuing figure.
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Change Data Manager configuration remotely
If needed, you can change the configuration for data tags under the Data Manager application. In reality, it is the
options under the database object named Tab_ScadaUnitDef that you can modify. However, you must use due diligence and consider the consequences before you make any changes.
1. Right-click the relevant measurement row and select Data Manager Tag Configuration.
2. Under the Data Manager Tag Configuration dialog change the tag(s) for the selected measurement.
When you save the change, the relevant Data Manager tag is updated on the fly.

Apply as filter/Remove filter
You can filter the table cells for improved reading of the imported measurements.

To apply a filter
l

Highlight and right-click for example the relevant column row and select Apply as Filter.
This narrows the display of measurement to show only the selected value.

If you want to see the entire list of measurements you can revert to the total list selecting Remove filter.

Show associated objects
You can get an overview of the representation of any given measurement in the model objects, and get direct access to
a particular object for subsequent editing or modification.
You can get the full overview, when you generate a measurement report. This report is supplied with the product.
Access the report from the menu bar. Select Viewand then Report.

To see the connection to an object
1. Right-click one of the measurements and select Show Associated Objects.
The list of associated objects display for the currently active layer.
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2. Select one of the objects (if several) and make your edits as appropriate under the generic editor.

Copy/paste entries under Data Manager reference list
You can copy the values in the list of entries and for example paste them into a spreadsheet.
l

Highlight the entire set of entries, or only part of the list, right-click and select Copy. Paste the entries for example into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Update DM Data Service tag
You can control the frequency of data updates if required. Prior to running a simulation, however, the model will retrieve
all current data from Data Manager and there is little use of frequent trips to the database that anyway may have an
impact on the overall performance.

To manually control the frequency of data updates from Data Manager
1. Open the Configuration menu, select Data Manager, and then point to Data Manager Update.
By default this menu is deactivated to reduce the performance load.
2. To configure frequency select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
3. Under Infrastructure, Data Manager set the value for Time step, DM Update.

Edit data from preferred data service
You can edit the data retrieved from an external source using data services. When you retrieve data using data services,
the Measurement dialog is added a few more editing options as explained in the following. Highlight one or more of the
measurement rows and select one of the following options. Data displays from the generic editor.
a. Emulate data
Use this option for the setup of substitution values if the system fails to validate the current data values.
b. Preprocess data
Use this option for the inspection of actual measurement values and for the setup of calculated tags.
Each data preprocessor cycle evaluates the raw data by performing a series of checks on raw status and raw
value.
c. Validate data
Use this option for the setup of the validation criteria.

a. Emulate data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

Value

Measurements are substituted by a default value that remains
constant. The specified default value is used as a data preprocessing value (Dpp). See the Preprocess data for details.

AveragePeriod

Enter the value to be used for calculating the simple average. The
data preprocessing value is generated as a simple average of the
last n un-emulated DPP values.

SkipValue

Select the check box to altogether ignore this data point.
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b. Preprocess data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

Raw

The values from the data service.

PreProc

The PreProc is the value that can be defined as a formula, not the
Dpp. For information on Dpp, see the ensuing definition. If you do
not define a formula then it is assumed to be Raw. Raw value represents the unchanged value from data services. Data received
from data services is preprocessed/validated/emulated as it comes
in. The validation, that may or may not lead to possible emulation,
is performed on the preprocessed data. This only happens if you
define PreProc, else it is performed directly on the raw data.

Dpp

Dpp is the value after preprocessing (see PreProc) and validation
and any applied emulation. The validation can change the status if
validation tests fail.

Status

States configurations from your database.

DataType

The phys type for the selected measurement.

TimeTag

The time tag for the data line.
Must have the format “DD-MM-YYYY HH:MM” and then AM or PM.
TimeTag is presented in local time.

Step

Select the check box to add the Dpp values to the database as a
stepped time series.
The stepped time series is when the Dpp value written to the DM3
database differs from the most recent value in the database.
When that is the case, two values are written to the database with
varying time stamps. This makes the time series appear stepped.

History

This defines how many days of history are kept in the database for
each individual measurement. By default the number of history
days is 28 days. Notice that this means 28 days before the most
recent data in the database existing for this measurement.

New Period

By default, the value is set to 0 (= inactive). If you enter a nonzero positive value then it defines, in minutes, when you want
Dpp values for this measurement to be written to the database.
If you want hourly values in the database, but you have data coming in every 5 minutes, you must set this attribute to 60 to
achieve this. The system then stores all the incoming 5 minute
values for an hour and aggregates them to one point. The result is
then written into the database on each hour. The default aggregation of the stored values is a time weighted average. However,
this can be changed by adding a formula to the Reduction value
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Attribute

Description
(see ensuing attribute). If there are no values to aggregate (if data
starts to come in every 2 hours), data points will be interpolated at
the hourly points.

Reduction

By default, the attribute is undefined. If left undefined then it is in
reality an AVG(Buffer). The AVG is the existing time series parser
function that creates a time weighted average of a given time
series. The buffer temporarily stores the values between each writing of the data at the intervals defined by the New Period value.
You can, however, add a formula, if you define a value for New
Period (see preceding attribute). In this case the aggregation for
each interval is defined by this formula.

Manual

If you select the check box for Manual you can change the values
in the right-most column, if necessary.
Notice that the check box is automatically selected when you edit
the values.

Priority

You can set a priority on measurements to indicate the importance of a measurement.
You can set the following priorities:

Comment

l

Minor

l

Major

l

Critical

l

Unknown

States configurations from your database.

c. Validate data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

RangeMin

This value is the lower limit for the preprocessed value. If it falls
below this limit then the value will attempt to be emulated. If
blank, then it is not active.

RangeMax

This value is the upper limit for the preprocessed value. If it rises
above this level then the value will attempt to be emulated. If
blank, then it is not active

ChangeMin

This value is the minimum absolute change allowed with respect
to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it falls below this level
then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank, then it is not
active.

ChangeMax

This value is the maximum absolute change allowed with respect
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Attribute

Description
to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it rises above this
change level then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank,
then it is not active.

RateChangeMax

This value is the maximum absolute rate of change allowed with
respect to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it rises above
this rate then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank, then
it is not active.

AgeMax

This attribute defines the maximum allowed time between incoming data service updates to this measurement.

Formula Text

This attribute allows the definition of a formula that, if evaluated
to true, will pass the validation test. If evaluated to false, the validation test fails and the value will be emulated (if defined).
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How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB
This topic explains how to configure the setpoints in Termis for attribute values that you want to send to SCADA using
DM OPC. For information on the DM OPC application, you are referred to the documentation provided with the product.

Before
l

You must have a fully and well-configured running Termis, including data retrieved using the integrated Data
Manager function. That is, you must have retrieved data using data services.

l

Important: Prior to defining the setpoints in Termis, you must define the relevant tags in the DMOPC (using the
tool DMOPC).

l

The DMOPC DB must be connected to the DMOPC server. For information, see the documentation provided with
the DM OPC application.

l

To allow setpoints to be sent at specific intervals, you must configure the configuration parameter dtOPCExportUpdate (default alias name is Time Step, OPC Export Update). Locate the parameter under the group
Infrastructure, Export OPC in the Configuration Parameter dialog.

The setup involves the following steps.
A. Connect to the DMOPC DB database from Termis.
B. Configure object for attribute setpoints.
C. Create and configure digital object.

A. Connect to database
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, point to Data Connections and from the dialog click the entry for
OPC Export DB.
2. Under the Connection Properties dialog point to the Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE
DB Provider. Under Server or file name locate the appropriate database.
3. Test the connection.

B. Configure object for setpoints
The following description is a sample object configuration for two setpoints - one for pressure and one for last known successful setpoint - but you can configure any setpoint according to your needs.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations from where you create the attributes as setpoints. In this example, the attributes look as follows:
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Additional

Pressure

Setpoint

Local

Double

TS,CALC

LastGoodSetpoint

Setpoint

Local

Double

TS,CALC

The Pressure attribute enables time series to be sent to the SCADA system.
The LastGoodSetpoint attribute records setpoint time series from the last simulation with a successful simulation
(status = 0).
In this example the setpoint Pressure is added a calculation field that encompasses the recording of the last good
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setpoint status.
2. Close the Layer Data Configurations dialog and point to the object to have the association to the attribute setpoints. Right-click the object and open the generic object editor.
3. Locate and right-click the Pressure attribute and select Add Formula to open the Calculation Field dialog.
The sample formula looks as follows:
VAR(SimAge,SYSTEMTIME()-LASTSIMSUCCESS(Default))
VAR(DefTS,3.3)
IF(LASTSIMSTATUS(Default)=0, SET(LastGoodSetPoint,P), IF(SimAge < 18000, LastGoodSetPoint, DefTS))
where
l

SimAge is a parameter calculating the time in seconds since last good simulation.

l

DefTS is a default time series or, in this case, a constant value.
The default time series will apply when the simulation results are old or based on poor measurements .

l

SET(LastGoodSetpoint,P) transfers the calculated pressure time series to the attribute LastGoodSetpoint.

l

First defined IF statement makes sure this only happens when a good simulation has been conducted.

l

Second IF statement makes sure that the last good setpoint time series is transferred as setpoint up to
18000 seconds (5 hours) after last good simulation.

C. Create and configure digital object
You must create a digital object to transfer the setpoint time series to the DMOPC DB.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object and point to Digital Object and follow the application
instructions on the screen.
2. Configure the object as appropriate. The following is the sample setup of the digital object.
Under the Attribute ID you will find the attribute defined previously (here Pressure).
Under DM Tag make sure that the ID matches the ID in the DMOPC DB.
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The setpoint transfer has the following setup:
l

It will be sent with a user defined period, defined via the configuration parameter dtOPCExportUpdate.

l

The unit is as defined in the digital object. (It is not a SI-unit value)

l

The send value is a time interpolated value calculated at current system time.

This concludes the setup of the setpoints and you can start monitoring the update process under the DM OPC application.
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How To: Upgrade to Integrated Data Manager
You have the option to upgrade your stand-alone Data Managerto the integrated Data Manager (new as of 5.0) and
have all historical data as well as validations and emulations ported to the new database.
To upgrade to the integrated Data Manager
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Data Manager, and select Upgrade Data Manager.
This opens a dialog from where you select the new database that must be compatible with the integrated Data
Manager.
You only see this when you have a setup to run the stand-alone Data Manager.

For details you are referred to the Termis installation guide. The document provides in-depth information on how to
create and configure the new Data Manager database format.
The Upgrade log states additional information during the upgrade process. Notice that existing data, if any, within the
new database is removed prior to the upgrade (in preparation of adding historical data). Measurements from the standalone database that are not in the model already will be added to the list of measurements in the new model.
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Demand
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with demand.
How To: Process Data From Demand Analysis Application
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How To: Process Data From Demand Analysis Application
This topic explains how to set up Termis and process the historic data that you retrieve from the Demand Analysis application.

Work flow in Termis
The figure shows the steps involved in the setup of demands with data from an external application, and where the first
gray chevron represents the Demand Analysis application.

Before
Ensure that you have the following:
l

Table with the proper configuration from the Demand Analysis application. For details see the documentation provided with this application.

l

Model with a scenario layer.

Activate prognosis data process
To allow the use of data from Demand Analysis you must activate it from the Configuration Parameter dialog.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Under the category Modeling, Setup select the check box for Use Internal Demand Analysis Data.

Import table from Demand Analysis application
When you add the generic prognosis table it is by default referenced by all node objects and used in the update affiliation
process.

To add a table
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables.
2. Under the 'Tables dialog right-click the right pane and select Import Table.
3. Locate the table from Demand Analysis named TBL_PrognosisData.
For practical reasons you are recommended not to change the table name. If you change the table name you
must also change the formula expression. See the formula under the section Run Update Consumer Affiliation.
4. Add a name for the group; for example Prognosis.
5. Optional: Add additional tables if you want to add specific prognosis data to individual node objects.

Import time series
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series.
For the outdoor temperature forecast you can right-click to import a relevant time series, or you can create a
new time series. For details see About Time Series, page 761.
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Name: Must be TS_T_Outdoor.
Phys type: Must be Temperature.

Optional: Create attribute
As explained in the preceding the system will by default apply the data from the table named TBL_PrognosisData to
all node objects in the model without any further user configuration.
However, if you want to make reference exceptions to one or more objects, you must create an attribute for the
demand prognosis data, and manually set the reference in the generic editor. You must also point to a different table
than the default TBL_PrognosisData.
If you name your attribute by the default prognosis data table name, you need only correct the table reference for
the nodes in the future. See sample figure in the ensuing.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Create an attribute using the guidelines in the ensuing table.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Additional

TBL_PrognosisData

Control

Local

Attribute Table

CALC

Optional: Associate attribute with specific table
When you have created the attribute you can apply it to all node objects and make individual table references where
required. You can add a table to one or multiple objects.
1. Ensure that you have added the specific node to the list of tables as explained in the preceding.
2. Locate the relevant node(s), right-click and select Edit<node name>; alternatively Edit Selection.
3. Under Control right-click the attribute you created in the preceding and select Add Formula.
4. Under Field Text enter the exact table name for the specific object(s) and test the connection.
If successful, the system recognizes the entry as a table. The row will also display with a green background.
5. Save your changes and proceed to updating the consumer affiliation.
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Sample figure

where
1a

Is where the generic table, TBL_PrognosisData, by default is referenced in the node attribute, Power, for the overall model.

1b

Is where the generic table is referenced as an argument in the formula.

2a

Is the node specific table is referenced (as long as the table is
added to the list of tables as explained in the preceding).

2b

Is where the table is referenced as an exception to the generic
setup.

3

Marks the association between the argument in the generic setup
and the reference to the specific attribute that has the same
name as the generic table. For any other specific node references,
the only thing that needs to be changed is the reference to the
table.

Run Update Consumer Affiliation
When you have
l

created a scenario layer, and

l

completed the setup for this layer as explained in the preceding
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you can proceed to updating the consumer affiliation.
The approach described in this topic is merely an alternative to the update scenarios explained in the topic How To:
Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.

To run an update of the consumer affiliation
1. From the menu bar select Topology and then Update Consumer Affiliations.
You will see a brief flicker, and the update process is completed.
2. Open the generic editor for the relevant object(s) and observe the results under the Control group. Right-click
the Power attribute and select Edit Formula.

The expression under the Calculation Field dialog contains the following arguments:
GlobalFacQ

Refers to the global flow factor.

DEMANDPROGNOSIS

Is the function that evaluates to a flow or power time series.

TBL_PrognosisData

Is the reference to the global prognosis data table. By default this
is the suggested name for the table. If you change the name of
the table, you must also change this formula.

TS_T_Outdoor

Is the reference to the outdoor temperature rendered in a time
series.

E_1

Refers to the sum of the flow/power consumption types affiliated
the node.
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Events, System Logs
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to handle system events and any system
logs.
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How To: Get an Overview of Events and System Logs
This topic provides you with an overview of the alert functions in Termis:
l

Events

l

System Log
In previous versions there was a system event. The system log now includes this function.

Events

System Log

You have the option to define events with the purpose

The system logs various system events and actions

of sending alerts when the event is triggered by the

that happen in Termis.

conditions you define for various objects, etc.

Termis generates system event messages in situations
with error conditions. These situations may occur
because of a malfunction during the hydraulic simulation.
In addition, the system adds validation information
either when you run a simulation or when you run a
separate validation process.
You can filter the log information to display exactly the
information you require, for example a specific message category on a specific layer. For details see How
To: View System Log Information, page 389.

To access the Events dialog
l

From the menu bar select Edit and point to
Event Definitions.

To access the System Log dialog
l

For details see About Events, page 381.
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About Events
This topic provides an overview of the functionality of events in Termis.
An event is basically an alert and a notification tool and the event is triggered by the conditions you define for the various objects, etc. You can validate the data in your network to ensure that the values are according to the requirements. The values, such as the minimum pressure level, can be observed in different critical locations.
To monitor the values, you can define events to run on various critical locations. If the value in a certain location drops
to a critical level, or even below the required level, the system generates an event log that contains all relevant data to
get an overview of the critical situation. The status of the events can be communicated through SMS messages on the
phone or via e-mail.

Work flow for creating events
This section explains the steps involved in setting up an event that you can view either from a dashboard (event) button
or from the View menu. Follow the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Work Flow Item

Description

More information

Create conditions

Events are triggered by conditions.

How To: Create and

If the condition involves the use of several
objects, then all objects are listed in the

Define Conditions, page
202

event result under the Events dialog. The
objects are separated by a semicolon.
If the condition is based on the current
object, then each that observes the condition criteria is listed in the Events dialog
in separate rows.
See also View event results.
Event definitions

Configuration parameter

You can create as many events as required

How To: Define Events,

for the model.

page 383

Configure the event parameters to deter-

About Configuration

mine the visual display of events (historic

Parameters, page 275

as well as future).

Look for the group Graphics, Events

Dashboard buttons

View event results

You can add a button to notify of events

How To: Configure Event

that are triggered by the conditions you

Properties (His-

define for the objects.

torical/Future), page 387

You can access the event results under

The current object pro-

the Events dialog in two places.

vides an overview of how

l

Press either the Historic or Future
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Work Flow Item

Description

More information

event button on the dashboard.
l

From the menu bar select View,
then Events.

Notice that this form of events should not be confused with that of system events that you can see from the System
Log file. System events are generated by the system in situations with error conditions. See the difference between
events and system events in How To: Get an Overview of Events and System Logs, page 380.

Future events
Future events encompass all events defined for the near (immediate) future and future.
The color of the Future button signals the level of event. The coloring of the event levels is done under the Configuration
Parameter. For details see t About Configuration Parameters, page 275. The Future button will also state the number of
events, if defined.

Historical events
Historical events encompass all events in the past. Once an event from the Actual level has occurred it becomes part of
the Historical archive. You can set a limit for the number of events that you want to archive. For details see About Configuration Parameters, page 275.
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How To: Define Events
This topic explains how to define an event on the active layer to better monitor the operation in your network and for
faster intervention in the event of a critical situation in a certain location.
For additional information see the topic About Events, page 381 and How To: Configure Event Properties (Historical/Future), page 387.

Before
l

Ensure that you have completed the configuration of the parameters that affect the event. For a successful
event definition you must among others configure the parameters for event levels and recipients of the event
notifications through SMS or e-mail. For details see the section Events and Messages under the topic About
Configuration Parameters, page 275.

l

If you want to send notifications to Data Manager, ensure that you run in Master mode.

l

To monitor the value in a specific target object, you must insert a validation object. For details see How To:
Create a Validation Object, page 608.

To define a new event
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Event Definitions.
2. Place the cursor in the empty field next to the asterisk (*).
3. Confirm the definition of the new event. For regrets press No.
This will launch the Event Definitions dialog.
The dialog will also open if you place the cursor in an existing event definition. This allows you to make modifications, if any, to the existing definition.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain the options under Event Definition
Options

Description

ID

Provide a name for the event.

Condition

An event is always based on a condition.
You can select an existing condition or define a new one for the current event.

Category

Set a category for the events for easy identification or sorting. You
can for example create categories for pressure levels. zones, temperature level, etc.
You can create a new category or select one from the list.

Note

Add a brief note to explain the scope of the event and for easy identification of the event.

Actual (first tab page)

This is the current an immediate trigger point for the event.
Events become part of the historical event list once they have
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Options

Description
occurred.
For setup details see the ensuing section Tab page options.

Near Future (second tab page

This is the trigger point that takes place within a short time range.
For setup details see the ensuing section Tab page options.

Future (third tab page)

This is the trigger point that takes place at a later stage in the operation.
For setup details see the ensuing section Tab page options.

Tab page options
The settings are the same for all three event states, but the values will differ to reflect when you want to be notified of a certain event, if any. The settings must be configured under the menu Configuration Parameters to
be selectable.
For details see the sections Events and Messages under the topic About Configuration Parameters, page 275.
Tab Page Options

Description

Event Level

Set the required level for the event. The level signals the alert
state for the network and the event is signaled with a level indication and an accompanying color. These settings are described
in-depth under the topic About Configuration Parameters, page
275.
By default the application has the following event levels:
l

Highest

l

High

l

Middle

l

Low

l

Lowest

In general, the Actual level will have the highest alert state and
the ensuing levels, Near Future and Future, will be set to lower
event levels. However, the event levels will naturally reflect how
critical the events are considered to be for the network.
Example:
Actual is set to Highest level.
Near Future is set to High level.
Future is set to Low level.
Near Future Event Time

Only applies to the second tab page: Near Future.
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Tab Page Options

Description
Set a time stamp for the event to occur within a foreseeable time
frame.

Future Event Time

Only applies to the third tag page: Future.
Set a time stamp for the event to happen in a more distant future.

Messages

Enter a text to explain the nature of the event.

Value Format

This is a value string that is added to the event log. The syntax,
@GET<object details>, is converted to values, typically the result
values from the appropriate object.
The value format to be applied in event definitions can either be a
simple text or a combination of a text and a (formatted) value.
If the value format text contains “@GET(…..)” or “@GETSTRING
(....)” this part of the text is substituted by the return value of the
function.
For details on the functions see the topic Functions and Expressions , page 78.
Example:
LP: @GETSTRING(Basis,BHGAM2,P,Pressure)
This may result in an event text such as LP: 23.4 bar a
where
The actual value emanates from the attribute P of object
BHGAM2 under the layer Basis and the selected unit for phys
type Pressure.

SMS

Send a notification of the event to the Operator through a text
message (SMS) on the phone.

E-Mail

Send a notification of the event to the Operator via e-mail.

DM

Set a tag value (this must be an integer) in the Data Manager to
notify about the event.
The model must run in Master mode to allow the
sending of notifications to Data Manager.

Update an existing event
You can update an event at any point in time to reflect the requirements.
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To update an event
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Event Definitions.
2. Press the Name column to open the Event Definitions dialog.
3. Update the event as appropriate. For details on the options see the table in the preceding.
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How To: Configure Event Properties (Historical/Future)
This topic provides the basic guidelines for setting up an event button. For in-depth information on how to define
events, see the topic About Events, page 381.

To insert and configure an event button
1. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
2. Select Add and then Events Button.
3. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
This opens the Control Data dialog.
4. Locate the relevant parameters under the 7T Settings heading in the rightmost pane.
5. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain parameters under 7T Settings
Option

Description

BackColor

Select a background color for the button for easy identification.

BackgroundImage

Add an image rather than a button text (ControlText).

BackgroundImageLayout

Define the position and behavior of an image.

ControlText

Add a text to explain the function of the button. Notice that the
control text adopts the enumeration generated by the setting
ValueFormats.

DrawMethod

Select the method to use for the retrieving of events.
You can choose from the following list:

SelectEvents

l

Count Highest

l

Count Sum

l

Weighted Sum

Select the period to display for the events.
You can choose from the following list:
l

All

l

Historic

l

Historic and Actual

l

Actual

l

Actual and Future (the future encompasses Near Future
and Future events)

l

Future (encompasses Near Future events and Future
events).
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Option

Description

Tool Tip Text

Add small chunks of additional information displayed as a tooltip.

ValueFormats

By default this parameter is set to display the number of events
after the text using the symbol #. You can, however, modify the
parameter to suit your requirements and move the number symbol in front of the text.
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How To: View System Log Information
The system log file contains information logged by Termis. See the overview description in the topic How To: Get an
Overview of Events and System Logs, page 380.
There are two categories of log information: System Events and Validation. Each category can log any of the following
log types:
l

Errors

l

Warnings

l

System event

l

Information

To access the System Log dialog
From the menu bar select View and point to System Log.

l

This opens the Log dialog that displays the logged information.
You may not always see the same view of columns, as the display of log information depends on the results.

Filter the log information to get a better overview in case there are many log results. Also the filtering view may vary
depending on the results.
Filter the log information based on the available options as illustrated in the figure:
l

Type

l

Category

l

Layer

l

Object type
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How To: Define Triggers
Triggers enable you to create and control the execution of events. You can create triggers with or without using conditions and you can also define a specific timestamp for the trigger. This topic provides examples of both scenarios.
When you determine the event actions you also have the option to run multiple events and execute them sequentially
in the order you select them.
As there is no limit to what events you can set up, and in which order you want them presented, you must exert due diligence when you select the events to make sure that they constitute realistic scenarios.

Trigger types
You can define triggers using the following trigger types.
Trigger type

Description

After measurement

The trigger executes upon update of the measurements (from

update

Data Manager), and if applied, also when the criteria definition for
the condition is met.

After simulation

The trigger executes upon simulation, and if applied, also when
the criteria definition for the condition is met.

Periodical

This trigger type requires the use of a condition.
If for a condition you use the attribute @TIMER, you must select
Periodical as the type.
When you apply a periodical trigger type, you must also define the
timing of the trigger execution. You can either select an existing
timer as defined under the Timer dialog or you can create a new
timer when you select the Value entry under the condition dialog.

To define a trigger
l

From the menu bar select Edit and then Triggers and follow the guidelines for the setup in the ensuing table.
Below the table you can see basic setup examples for the trigger types.
Item

Description

Trigger

Enter a unique ID for the new trigger.

Enable

Select the check box if you want the trigger to be active and
execute an event action.

Type

Select a trigger type from the list. Study the type definitions in the
preceding table.

Condition

Click the cell to open the Conditions dialog. You can either define
a new condition specifically targeted at the trigger, or you can use
one of the existing conditions.
For details on how to create new conditions you are referred to the
topic How To: Create and Define Conditions, page 202.
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Item

Description
Except for the Periodical trigger type you do not necessarily need a
condition. When you select the attribute @TIMER for the condition
you can set the timer as explained under the ensuing example.

Action

When you press the Action cell you open the Control Data dialog
and from where you can define the event action for the trigger.
The examples in the ensuing provide illustrations of how to use it.

Trigger examples
A. Create a trigger with type Periodical, a specific timestamp, and Action is create Reports.
1. Add a new trigger and enter a unique ID.
2. Under Type select Periodical.
3. Click the Condition cell to open the Conditions dialog and under Attribute select @TIMER.
4. Press Value. This opens the Timers dialog.
You have the option to select an existing timer from the list, or define a new one to better suit your needs. For
details on how to create a new timer see How To: Set Up Timers, page 218.
This example assumes that you have an existing timer that creates reports on a weekly basis (such as every Monday).
5. Select the timer and exit dialogs till you return to the Triggers dialog.
6. Under the Triggers dialog select Action to open the Control Data dialog.
7. Under Control Data select Main Menu Entries, then View, point to Reports and then select the required
report.
The entry for the action displays in the second column. You can add more entries to execute sequentially. However, for now it suffices to only select the menu Reports.
8. Save your changes and exit the Triggers dialog.
This completes the setup of the trigger to generate reports on a weekly basis. Come Monday (as defined in the Timer)
the reports will be generated.

B. Create a trigger with type After simulation, a specific pressure attribute, and action is to
send an sms (text message) if pressure is < 1 bar.
1. Add a new trigger and enter a unique ID.
2. Under Type select After simulation.
3. Click the Condition cell to open the Conditions dialog. Create a new condition and under TestObject select an
object, (here N2_4) and under Attribute select the attribute for pressure (here PSup ). Save your changes.
If you want to apply an existing condition, make sure to select the entire row to apply the condition.
4. Back in the Triggers dialog select Action to open the Control Data dialog.
5. Under Control Data select Main Menu Entries, then Tools, then Send, and point to SMS. This action
requires the proper setup; for details see How To: Configure Text Message (SMS) and E-Mails, page 803.
This completes the setup of a trigger to send an sms (text message) when the pressure goes below the stated level.
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Upon the next simulation a text message is sent to the recipient (provided you have the correct setup for sending text
messages)

C. Create a trigger with type After measurement update, using the attribute named @MEASUREMENT, and action is zoom to area.
1. Add a new trigger and enter a unique ID.
2. Under Type select After measurement update.
3. Click the Condition cell to open the Conditions dialog. Create a new condition and under TestObject select
@MEASUREMENT.
When you create a condition using the attribute @MEASUREMENT, the list under Attribute are
the names from your external database, that is Data Manager. Notice that you can manually
add measurements to this list.
For details see About Measurements, page 465.
4. Under Attribute select the relevant attribute.
5. Select the appropriate operator and value to trigger the event.
6. Under Evaluate Time select System Time.
7. Save your changes for the condition.
8. Under Action select the required action. Here zoom to a specific View. Select Map Control Entries, point to
Views and select for example Plant Main and then View.

D. Create a trigger with type After simulation, using the attribute named @CONFIGPARAMETER, and action is: open specific view and open critical points dashboard.
1. Add a new trigger and enter a unique ID.
2. Under Type select Periodical.
3. Click the Condition cell to open the Conditions dialog. Create a new condition and under TestObject select
@CONFIGPARAMETER, and under Attribute select the relevant attribute, here GlobalFacQ.
4. Select the appropriate logical operator and value to trigger the event (here > 5).
5. Under Action select the required actions in the dialog Control Data. In this example point to view Pump Station
South and point to the dashboard named Critical Points.
First, select Map Control Entries, point to Views, then Pump Station South, and select View.
Second, select Main Menu Entries, point to View, then Dashboards, and select Critical Points.
To move the selections under the Control Data dialog, highlight one of the actions and use the arrows on your keyboard to move up or down.
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Export Data
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to handle the connection to databases and
to export data.
How To: Establish a Data Connection

394

How To: Export Data to Data Manager Database

406

How To: Export Data to Preferred Database

408

How To: Export Layer to Microsoft Excel

410

How To: Export Layer to Geographic Information System (GIS) Using DXF Format

412
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How To: Establish a Data Connection
It is important to establish a data connection to allow for import or export of data between Termis and your preferred
database. You can establish a connection to any database of your choice to import or export data from live systems.
When you import data you can for example present this data in multiple ways, such as measurements used as boundary conditions, a new layer, attributes to an existing layer, just to mention a few.
This topic explains the supported methods to establish data connections.
A. To a Data Manager integrated database.
Applicable only when you retrieve data using data services.
B. To a database (Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and Microsoft Access).
Applicable only if you run Termis with the stand-alone Data Manager application.
C. To a spreadsheet.
D. To a text file; including how to handle a csv file.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.

A. Integrated Data Manager database
If you retrieve data using one of the supported data services, you must have the correct database format. The data services come with a script that enables you to create a database with the right format. The installation guide provided with
Termis provides in-depth information on how to create the database and run the script. You can download the installation guide from the corporate web site.

B. To establish a data connection to a database (use only with stand-alone Data Manager
application)
Microsoft SQL Server 2012
1. Install SQL Server 2012 at the required platform.
2. For administrator and users of the data, create local users at the server platform.
3. Create users for the SQL Server.
Users must have appropriate rights in regards to database administration and upload of data at user level.
4. Create the Termis database based on SQL scripts.
As a system integrator you can download the sample SQL script, Create 7TResBaseSQL.sql, from the 7T
partner download site. This is a restricted site that requires a valid maintenance agreement. The script is part
of the SI_Utility.zip package.
You must have the proper rights to log on to and create databases. Double-click the script or open the script from
within the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
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5. For the firewall ensure to reserve the ports 1433 and 1434 for TCP as it is required by the SQL Server.
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6. Enable the core Networking (TCP/IP) to allow data through the firewall. This must be configured on server
side as well as on client side towards the server.

7. Configure Termis for SQL. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections to open
the Connections dialog.

8. Under the Connections dialog select Export Data DB.
This entry is configured to use Microsoft OLEDB provider for SQL.
9. Under the Data Link Properties dialog select Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server.
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10. Under the Connection tab specify the connection according to your SQL Server.
Password must be blank or saved together with the connection setting.
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11. Press Test Connection to verify that you have a valid connection.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page
408.

Microsoft Access
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog decide whether to
l

Import Data Manager data (using DataManager DB).

l

Export data to Data Manager database (using DataManager Export Database and optionally the sample
database, TempImp.mdb).

l

Export data to any database of your choice (using Export Data DB and optionally the sample database
7TResBase.mdb).
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3. Press the field for the Connection String next to the required option.
This opens the Data Link Property dialog under which you must select the appropriate database provider, such
as Microsoft Jet 4 OLE DB Provider for a 32-bit version, or Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB
Provider for a 64-bit version. You are recommended to test the connection before you proceed and press OK to
exit the dialog.

4. Optional. To protect the data in Termis you are recommended to set the data access permissions to read-only
(Read). This action prohibits any direct changes to data; data can be modified from the source.
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You have now successfully established a connection to the Microsoft Access database that contains the required data.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page
408.
The following data connections assume that you use the Microsoft Jet 4.0 (32-bit system).

C. To establish a data connection to a spreadsheet
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the spreadsheet connection, for example Spreadsheet,
and press the field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. In the Data Link Properties dialog. select the Provider tab, point to the required database provider. and press
Next. The figure in the ensuing shows the database provider for a 32-bit version.
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4. Under the Connection tab select the database provider. For a 32-bit version use the field Select or enter database name; for a 64-bit version manually enter the relevant path.
5. Locate the spreadsheet with the relevant data. The ensuing figure is a 32-bit example.
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6. Under the All tab double-click Extended Properties and enter the value for your current version of Microsoft
Excel, such as Excel 8.0.
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7. Return to the Connection tab to test the connection before you exit pressing OK.
See the following figure for a sample setup (now a 64-bit) to a spreadsheet.

You have now successfully established a connection to the spreadsheet that contains the required data.

D. To establish a data connection to a text file
The text file must be a proper comma separated text file.
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1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the text file connection, for example CSV, and click the
field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. Under the Provider tab select he appropriate database provider . For a 64-bit this could be Microsoft Office
Access 12.0 Database Engine OLE DB Provider. Then press Next.
4. Locate the folder that holds the relevant text file. Notice that you must point to a folder and there must be no
occurrence of a file name.

5. Select the All tab and point to Extended Properties and the click the button Edit Value.
6. Under the Edit Property Value dialog enter the following property value TEXT;HDR=YES and save the
changes.
The new connection string appears under the Connections dialog. Close this dialog.
You also have the option to connect to a schema.ini file. This type of file is recommended if for example your text table
contains DateTime, Currency, or Decimal data. For details see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms709353(v=vs.85).aspx (Last visited October 2012.)
When you have established the connection to the external data source, this data must be related to the data already in
Termis.
For in-depth description on how to link external data to a layer see the topic How To: Relate Attributes From a Database
(External Data), page 443 and locate the section To establish a relationship for external data and a layer.
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Sample connection strings
Microsoft SQL Server File (local)
Data Source=(local); Initial Catalog=DatabaseName; Integrated Security=SSPI

Microsoft SQL Server (server)
Server=(hostname); Database=DatabaseName; Trusted_Connection=Yes

Active Directory Service (OLEDB)
Provider=ADSDSOObject; User Id=username; Password=password

Microsoft JET (Access) (OLEDB)
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb; Jet OLEDB:Database Password="MyDbPassword"

Microsoft Excel XLS
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.xls; Extended Properties="Excel
8.0;HDR=Yes;"
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How To: Export Data to Data Manager Database
This function only applies if you run the stand-alone Data Manager application.
This topic explains how to export attribute values from a model to a Data Manager database.
Termis comes with a sample database for the attributes (TempImp.mdb) to illustrate how the database must be defined
to receive data.
The sample database is installed to the following location:
C:\Users\[username] \Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\TestData.

To export data to a Data Manager database
1. Database connection. Establish a connection to the Data Manager database as explained under the topic How
To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
You must point to the connection ID called Data Manager Export Database.
Open your preferred database application and the database to hold the data. You can use the sample database
(TempImp.mdb) as your platform.
2. Create a digital object. To export data you must define the DM Tag and select the check box for Export.
Data is exported in SI units.
For details see How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598.
3. Run a simulation. From the menu bar select Simulate and point to Simulation to activate a simulation.
When complete, the database setup will look as illustrated in the following figure.
The setup must be exactly as shown in the sample database.

See sample database

l

Open the table called tabDataPacks and watch how the attributes have been exported to the database in
the following format:
<attribute name>@<object ID>
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where
P is the pressure attribute.
N_88 is the node object that contains the attribute.
l

Open the table tabDataPacksData and watch the results for the attribute. The sample figure shows the
typical output for export of data, which is the results from a simulation.

where
Time tag

Specific time for the values.

dValue

Value for the time stamp.

The aggregated list of IDs (16) constitutes a time series.
Data has now been exported from the Termis model to a Data Manager database.
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How To: Export Data to Preferred Database
This topic explains the steps involved to export data to a database of your preference. The application comes with a sample database that you can decide to use as baseline for your export of database. The name of the sample database is
7TResBase.mdb. However, in general you can use any database of your preference as long as you have the correct format. For details on the database structure see the topic About Database Structure, page 915.
The sample database will be installed to the following location:
C:\Users\[username] \Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\TestData.

To export data to a database
1. Establish a connection to the database as explained under the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page
394. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
You must point to the connection ID called Export Data DB.
2. From the menu bar select Tools and point to Model Export Database.
Under this menu you have the following options for export of data. The options are all explained in the ensuing
sections:
l

Export current scenario

l

Scheduled exports

l

Database tool

You may experience a time delay when you export data.

Export current scenario
Ensure that you have set the layer you want to export as the active layer. To verify that you have focus on the active
layer right-click the main model area and select Layers and check that the active layer is correct.
When you select Export Current Scenario the export process starts immediately. Notice the information in the lower
left part of the status bar.

Scheduled exports
You can configure the system to export the current layer at certain intervals to the database of your choice.
l

Select the submenu Scheduled Exports to open the Scheduled Database Exports dialog from where you define
the export schedules. .
Define the schedule settings following the guidelines in the table.
Item

Description

Layer

This is a read-only field that indicates the current scenario. Here
the Scenario 1 layer.

Start at

Define a start time for the export schedule. For example start the
process at midnight.

Cycle (Run every)

Determine how often you want to run the export update.

Active

Select the check box to activate the process. Keep in mind that
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Item

Description
frequent export updates may put a load on the performance.

Current Results Only

Select this check box if you only want the results from the current
time step.

Database tool
When you have run an export of the current layer, you can view the result and all previous export activities.
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Model Export Database and point to Database Tool.

You can delete any of the result lines, if required. Select the particular row and hit the Delete button on your keyboard.
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How To: Export Layer to Microsoft Excel
You have the option to export a layer with all static data as well as simulated results for the current time step to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Subsequently, you can perform additional post-processing and reporting actions from the spreadsheet. For details on how to generate a report from your spreadsheet see the topic How To: Create, Customize, Update
Reports, page 688.
The export process is done using a template file and an export file. Each layer has its own template.
A template file
l

Contains definitions of object types present in the layer as well as all associated attributes.

l

Can be edited at any time to include only the object types and attributes that you want to export.

When you export, each object type is assigned a worksheet (tab page) in the spreadsheet. Each column in the worksheet represents an attribute under that particular object type. See figure.

Do no rename neither the attribute name nor the object type name, else the export process ignores
these elements.
You are, however, allowed to perform other general editing facilities such as deleting attributes, adding borders, etc. to
the stylesheet.
Other sheets (tabs) can be added to the template; for example to display graphics (pie charts, graphs, etc.) or calculation results for the subsequent export of data.

Before
You must specify the proper location of the template file. Follow the ensuing guidelines to save the template file to the
relevant folder and to export layer data to a spreadsheet.

To export a layer to a spreadsheet
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog right-click the appropriate layer to the left pane select Export to Excel and point to
Template.
3. Enter a name for the template file.
4. Open the template file and make changes, if any. You can for example delete columns or add pie charts in one of
the available tab pages. You can name these tab pages as you want. But do not rename the object type tab
pages. In regards to the functionality of Microsoft Excel you are referred to the documentation provided with the
product. However, there are certain limits to how you can perform edits in the template.
5. Right-click the layer in the left pane one more time, point to Data and select the template file you created in the
previous step.
You can find the new spreadsheet with the exported values under the following folder:
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C:\Users\<your account>\Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\Reports
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How To: Export Layer to Geographic Information System (GIS)
Using DXF Format
You can export any active layer to Geographic Information System (GIS)using the AutoCAD format, DXF (Drawing Interchange Format, or Drawing Exchange Format). You can for example export the layer with the current theme that may
encompass a certain size and color for node objects, line thickness, etc. )

To export to Geographic Information System (GIS)
1. From the menu bar select File, point to Export, point to Layer.
2. Under the Export Layer dialog, select the relevant layer and under Format select DXF.
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Flow Control Zones
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to create flow control zones in your model.
About Flow Control Zones

414

How To: Work with Flow Control Zones

417
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About Flow Control Zones
This topic explains the use and objectives of flow control zones in the network. A flow control zone is a confined area
with a known aggregated consumption. An example of the known consumption is to measure all flows going in and out
of the zone.
In a model, the flow control zone controls the flow and capacity in the area defined by the zone.
The flow control zone can be defined and updated using one of the following measures. These measures are explained
in-depth both in the ensuing table and in the topic How To: Work with Flow Control Zones, page 417.
l

By measurements

l

By attribute

The zone name must have a unique ID.

Where to create and configure flow control zones
Activity from Menu Bar

Description

Topology> Create / Update

Create or update flow control zones using one of the following

Flow Control Zones

methods. Notice that the menu Create... appears only the first
time you create a flow control zone.

By measurement
The most common method to apply as it not only defines the
zones automatically, but also provides the most accurate results
based on the configuration of the measurements in the model.
When you use measurements to update the status of the flow control zone, the data comes from the pumps, pipes, and valves that
pertain to the zone.
This method retrieves the following data from the connections
into the zone
l

Flow measurements on connections into the zone.

l

The position of the valve connections into the zone.

l

The state of the connections in the zone - open or closed.

When you make hydraulic or geographical changes you must
always run an update of the zone.

By attributes
When you create a control zone by attribute it means that you can
decide which objects to include in a particular zone. Select the
nodes and apply the unique zone name to all the selected nodes.
Notice that there may be a certain level of inaccuracy in the flow
control using this measure.
By default any new model comes with an attribute to configure
the flow control zone. The name of the attribute is Flow-
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Activity from Menu Bar

Description
ControlZone. If you are running an older model you will need to
add the attribute manually. For details see How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.

View>Show>Flow Control

Show or hide the display of flow control zones.

Zones
Edit>Flow Control Zones

Configure or edit the data of the entire set of flow control zones.

Topology>Define Flow Con-

Determine the naming of the flow control zones when you update

trol Zone Priorities

the zones. The ranking of the flow control zones in your network
determines the naming.
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Next
For instructions on how to apply the two methods, that is how to create and configure flow control zones, see the topic
How To: Work with Flow Control Zones, page 417.
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How To: Work with Flow Control Zones
This topic explains some of the editing and monitoring features in regards to flow control zones. The flow control zones
are defined based either on measurements or attributes. For background information see the topic About Flow Control
Zones, page 414.
You may also want to see the description of the default attributes that are provided with the product. For details
see Default Flow Control Zone Attributes, page 857.
In addition to configuring and editing flow control zone data, you are recommended to configure a number of display settings for the flow control zones as explained in the topic How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234.

Before
You must have a model that is well-configured to define the flow control zones.
If you later make changes to the hydraulic or geographic setup you should run an update of the flow control zones.

Create/update flow control zone
Method
By Measurement

Description
l

From the menu bar select Topology, then Create Flow
Control Zone/Update Flow Control Zones and then
select By Measurement.

When you confirm the creating/updating of the zones, and provided you have a well-configured model, you can see the distinct
borderlines of the control zones. In addition, the zone names are
automatically added to the configuration.
If you do not see the flow control zones you may need to
select the zones under the View menu and then point to
Flow Control Zones.
By Attribute

By default any new model comes with an attribute to configure
the flow control zone. The name of the attribute is FlowControlZone. If you are running an older model you will need to
add the attribute manually. For details see How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.
For new models, you need only add a zone name for the selected
nodes as explained in the ensuing steps.
1. Right-click the main model area and point to Select and
mark the area with the required objects to be encompassed
in a flow control zone.
2. Make another right-click and point to Edit Selection.
3. Under the Edit Data dialog (generic editor) enter the zone
name for the selected objects.
Use the column with the asterisk ( *) to add the name to all
the objects in one action.
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Method

Description
4. From the menu bar select Topology, then Create Flow
Control Zone /Update Flow Control Zones and select
By Attribute.
All the selected objects are now encompassed in one and
same zone.

Configure data in flow control zones
When you have created the framework for the zones you must configure the flow control zones as explained in the ensuing section.
l

From the menu bar select Edit and then Flow Control Zones.
Alternatively, and to edit a single zone, right-click the border of one of the areas and select Edit <name of flow
control zone>.
By default there are two option categories to configure:
l

Data

l

Setup

You will primarily make your edits under the Data folder following these guidelines:
Data Options

Description

Rows to be edited
ID

Rename Flow Control Zone name as required.
You have the option to rename the Flow Control Zone. When you
rename the zone all the objects in the zone are automatically
updated with the new zone name.

Net Zone Flow

The total net flow in or out of the zone.
If there are several flow measurements going into the zone then
the net flow is the sum of all the flow measurements.
For details see About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.

Adaption Active

Select the check box if you want to invoke the adaption of consumption in the zone to the measurements.

Results
Adaption Factor

The correction factor for the consumption that can be subject to
regulations.
For details see About Adaption, page 506.

Non-adaptable Flow

The total measured flow, or otherwise non-adaptable flow, within
the zone.
The adaptable flow is the total flow after correction using the adaption factor.
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Data Options

Description

Estimated Flow

The total estimated flow through the defined flow control zone.

Define preferred zone names for flow control zones
You can control the naming of your flow control zones when you perform an update. When you determine the naming
you can predefine the names when you merge or split flow control zones depending on your needs. This adds flexibility
to the control over the zones and in addition allows you to optimize the update process; such as for hydraulic independent temperature optimization processes in submodels.
The ensuing figure provides a simple overview of floating borders and where
l

Zone1 and Zone2 mark two well-defined flow control zones.

l

The outer circle indicates that the two zones can be merged given the proper setup; such as to remove the flow
measurements for the zones, open or close pipes.

Before
A. You must have well-defined flow control zones to determine the preferred zone names.
B. For older configurations you must manually add the attribute named PreferredFlowControlZone to node
objects. For details see How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.

To define preferred names for flow control zones
1. Right-click the main model area and select Edit All and expand the categories under nodes.
2. Locate the new attribute (PreferredFlowControlZone). The sample model displays the attribute under Zone Definitions.
3. Select one node in each flow control zone and define the preferred zone name. Save your changes.
When you later run an update the flow control zone names are updated according to the priority settings.

To set the priority for flow control zones
When you run an update of the flow control zone, the priority is updated at the same time. The priority is especially
important to define properly when you want to merge zones.
1. From the menu bar select Topology, point to Update Flow Control Zones and select Define Flow Control
Zone Priorities.
2. Under the dialog Define Zone Priority you see the list of preferred zone names. To set the priority merely move
the zone names up or down using the arrows on the keyboard.
When you run an update of the flow control zones the system checks the preferred zone name and defines the
zones according to the priority list.
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You may want to apply the configuration parameter under Model Setup

Update the flow control zones automatically when running a simulation.
The figures under A and B illustrate what happens when you define floating boarders and set the priority. The figures
assume that you have run an update of the flow control zones.
l

From the menu bar select Topology, then Update Flow Control Zones, then By Measurement.
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Scenario A
This scenario shows two flow control zones Zone1 and Zone3. The purple circles indicate the nodes that
have the preferred zone name.
The dialog to the right shows the zone names listed in the preferred order. Zone2 does not display as it
has the lowest priority.

Scenario B
For this scenario the pipe between Zone2 and Zone3 is closed; and when you run an update of the flow
control zones, Zone2 constitutes an independent flow control zone.
The purple circles indicate the nodes that have the preferred zone name.
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Satellite zone
The satellite zone is part of the main zone and the two zones share the same attribute name, but the zones are geographically separated. This is illustrated in the ensuing figure.
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About Heat Exchanger Objects
This topic provides in-depth background information on the heat exchanger. For setup information see the topic: How
To: Insert and Configure Heat Exchanger Objects, page 427.
A heat exchanger object is a node component that allows the transfer of energy from one separate network section to
another.
The heat exchanger operates with two sections that are hydraulically disconnected. In the ensuing figure the heat
exchanger is the quadrant in the middle.
l

Primary section: Transmits energy to the secondary side. In this capacity the primary side is considered the
replacement for a consumer.

l

Secondary section: Receives energy from the primary side and in this scenario the secondary side can be considered a replacement for a plant.

The configuration of the heat exchanger must be based on a well-configured model.
The object attributes are defined on the secondary section and read by the primary section.
Though the primary section and the secondary section are hydraulically disconnected there is, however, a certain thermal relation between the two sections. The thermal relation is expressed in the following formula.

View formula
T

P,R

=T

S,R

+ΔT

R

where
T

P,R

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the return side of the
heat exchanger.

T

S,R

Fluid temperature in the secondary section on the return side of
the heat exchanger.

ΔT

R

User defined temperature difference.

Termis monitors the temperature difference between the primary and secondary sections on the supply side of the heat
exchanger and sends a warning if the difference drops below the user-defined limit. This scenario is expressed in a formula.
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View formula
(ΔT =T
S

P,R

-T

P,S

if
ΔT ≤ ΔT
S

Smin

(generates a warning)

where
T

P,R

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the return side of the
heat exchanger.

T

P,S

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the supply side of the
heat exchanger.

ΔT

min

User defined minimum temperature.

To view the object attributes for heat exchanger
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Heat Exchanger folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

ENOD

The actual power definition.
You can define either the flow or power for the heat exchanger.
If you define power, you must set flow to unknown. Use the asterisk (*).

QNOD

The flow definition.
You can define either the flow or power for the heat exchanger.
If you define power, you must set flow to unknown. Use the asterisk (*).

TSNOD

Mandatory.
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System Attribute
Code

Description
The supply temperature on the secondary side.

MINDTS

Defines the minimum temperature difference on the primary side (for the
node. In reality the node acts as the consumer).
The system will issue a warning if the difference drops below
the minimum level.

MINDTR

Defines the difference in temperature for the return temperature on the primary side and the return temperature on the secondary side.

STATPS

Definition for the static pressure on the supply side.

STATPR

Definition for the static pressure on the return side.

STATP

Defines the static pressure for the secondary side. You can only define one
static pressure on the secondary side.

PERCP

Percentage value (0-100%) of the actual pressure change. The value is an
expression for the ratio between the static pressure and the return pressure.

CTRLNOD

Defines the node for which the pressure is controlled by the pumps on the secondary side node.

PSCTRL

The control node supply pressure for the pump pressure control. It is defined
on the secondary side of the heat exchanger.

PRCTRL

The control node return pressure for the pump pressure control. It is defined
on the secondary side of the heat exchanger.

DPCTRL

The pressure control change. It is defined on the secondary side of the heat
exchanger.

MINDPCTRL

The minimum allowed pressure change. It is defined on the secondary side of
the heat exchanger.

PCOST

The pump cost per energy unit.

NOPS

The number of pumps in a group that pumps water from the return side to
the supply side.

QADAP

Defines flow adaption.
The flow adaption is applied to the model as a factor that is multiplied on all
estimated node loads. This ensures that the sum of a metered net flow including metered production and metered load equals the sum of the estimated
node loads.

TRADAP

Defines temperature adaption.
The temperature adaption is implemented as an iteratively calculated abso-
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System Attribute
Code

Description
lute correction of the defined node cooling or the defined return temperature
in nodes with a load defined.

Next
How To: Insert and Configure Heat Exchanger Objects, page 427
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How To: Insert and Configure Heat Exchanger Objects
This topic explains the prerequisites for inserting heat exchanger objects and how to configure them for a successful
operation.

Before
Before you insert the heat exchanger object ensure that you have two separate networks. Follow the steps in the ensuing and see the figure that illustrates this task.

To insert heat exchangerobjects
1. On the secondary side of the pipe object right-click the existing end node and point to Insert Object and then
Insert Heat Exchanger. When prompted, accept to replace the current node.
2. Right-click the new secondary heat exchanger and under the generic object editor select the folder Control and
place the cursor in the field Primary node.
3. Right-click the Primary node and point to Map Object ID and then point to the end node on the primary side.
You will see how the node name is pasted into the field. Save changes and exit the editor.
You now have a heat exchanger object that has a primary side and a secondary side.

4. Proceed to configuring the objects.

To configure heat exchangerobjects
l

From the main model area right-click the objects one at a time and open the generic object editor to add values.

Primary heat exchanger
Configure the primary heat exchangeras a consumer.
l

Add values for the following attributes:
l

Flow or power

l

Temperature (return or cooling)

The figure shows a sample setup for the primary side.
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Secondary heat exchanger
Configure the secondary heat exchanger as a plant.
l

Add values for the following attributes:
l

Inlet temperature

l

Pressure control

l

Minimum temperature difference (supply)

l

Minimum temperature difference (return)

The figure shows a sample setup for secondary side.
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Example 1

The example shows that the return temperature difference between the primary and secondary nodes is 2 0C as defined
under the generic object editor.
Example 2

In this example the minimum return temperature difference is violated. However, as the system observes the minimum temperature difference on the supply side (-30 0C), it is not possible to stick to the 2 0C difference for the return
side.
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Import Data
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to import data from various sources into
models.
How To: Import Data

431

How To: Convert Objects

433

How To: Add More Attributes Using Layer Source

435

How To: Import Model Manager V1.3 Projects

436

How To: Update Existing Model or Scenario Using Model Manager V1.3

438

How To: Relate Attributes From a Database (External Data)

443

How To: Import a Layer From a Database

447

How To: Validate Data Connection

448
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How To: Import Data
There are several ways in which you can import data to create a new project or extend the existing model for example
with new layers or new attributes.
However, the import of data requires that you establish a connection to the source. using the appropriate driver. You
are recommended to study the guidelines for setting up a data connection.
New with Termis 5.0: You can import data using data services. See About Data Manager and Data Services, page
338
If you run Termis using Data Manager V 2.1 or earlier see How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
This topic provides an overview of all the supported import types and links to topics that explain how to import data.
Import type

Topic name

Data Services

As of Termis version 5.0 you can use the built-in feature to transfer
data from Data Manager to Termis via data services.
About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338

Data Manager

If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier.
How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394

Database

Import data to create an entirely new layer.
How To: Import a Layer From a Database, page 447

External

You must select the correct file extension under the file
browser.
Termis supports the following file types:
DWG

Import of 2 or 3 dimensional drawings as
AutoCAD files.

Shape

Import of shape files.

DXF

Drawing Exchange Format.

Template

You can start a model using templates. A
template is a set of definitions and configurations from existing models for easy
setup and uniform presentation of data.
Templates, page 753

Import new attribute values to extend the capabilities of the existing
model.
How To: Relate Attributes From a Database (External Data), page
443
Model Manager Projects

This applies only if you use Model Manager V 1.3 or earlier.
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Import type

Topic name
Import Model Manager projects to extend the functionality.
How To: Import Model Manager V1.3 Projects, page 436
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How To: Convert Objects
When you for example import data from an external database you have the option to modify the object types to match
the incoming data with your existing data in Termis.

To convert object types
1. From the menu bar select Tools and then Convert Objects.
2. This opens a dialog from where you define the conversion according to the explanation in the ensuing table.
Column

Description

Layer

Select the relevant area.

Convert from

Select the object you want to change.

Convert to

Select the object you want to convert to.

Keep configuration

Select the check box if you want to keep the original layer configuration (attribute list) rather than that of the converted object.

Examples
Convert objects
Shows how the pipe object converts to a
line object.
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Notice the difference in object attributes
under the generic editor. The conversion from that of pipe object to line
object reduces the number of available
attributes.
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How To: Add More Attributes Using Layer Source
When you import data from an external source to create a new topology layer, you can always add more attributes at a
later time, if needed. The creating of new topology layers is handled via a wizard-like function. For details see About
Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556.
You can add more attributes via the Layer Source dialog in several places.
The menu to access the dialog is only visible for layers that are created with imported data.
l

From the Layers dialog: Right-click the topology layer, select Layer Setup and then Source.

l

From the wizard: Under the Topology tab, right-click the relevant data layer and select Source.

For each addition of new attributes, you must create a new model and also rename the model name.

To add more attributes
1. Select one of the access points for the Layer Source dialog listed above.

2. Under the Layer Source dialog the data source is listed under Type. In this example it is a shape file (.shp).
3. You can point to a different location for the data file. Click the browse button to the right to open the file browser.
4. Under the Columns entry is where you can add more attributes. Select attributes from the drop-down list.
Use Ctrl+left cursor for multiple selection. The attributes are listed using a comma as the separator.
5. Finally you can use a Filter to limit the extent of the attributes.
You can for example use filters if you want only a certain dimension of a pipe, or node objects below a specific flow
value. The system remembers the filters so that you can later select an existing filter. Use the check box Use to
activate the filter.
6. The newly added attributes must subsequently be matched with the equivalent Termis attribute using the model
creation wizard. Follow the guidelines in the topic How To: Configure Model Cross-References, page 563.
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How To: Import Model Manager V1.3 Projects
If you are currently using Model Manager, V1.3, you must follow the guidelines explained in this topic. However, if you
have upgraded to TermisV 5.0 and use the new data import facility, you are referred to the topic About Model Creation
Based on External Data, page 556.

When you import a Model Manager project into Termis, you create a new model layer in your project.
However, if you want to update your existing model or scenario with updated data from Model Manager due to changes
in the Geographic Information System (GIS) data, you must follow the steps under the topic How To: Update Existing
Model or Scenario Using Model Manager V1.3, page 438.
Alternatively, you can import a Model Manager project into an existing Model Manager model. For in-depth setup description of existing projects see the topicHow To: Set Up Termis Using a Legacy (Old) Termis Model, page 45.

To import a Model Manager project to create a new project
1. Open Termis and create a new project from File, then select New.
2. Import the Model Manager project using one of the options described in the preceding.
3. Accept the default attributes.

4. Provide a name for the new project selecting the menu File, and then Save As.
The model you generated in Model Manager is imported into your application as topology layers. The layers then constitute the basis for further configuration of the model in Termis.
5. If you want to run a simulation you need to create a scenario. For details see How To: Create a Scenario, page
706.
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Next
The topics in the ensuing table present you with entry points for further configuration of your model.
Action

Where to look for information

Insert service points

You must set a service point for the consumer to enable the
update of consumption using affiliation.
For details see How To: Set a Service Point, page 626.

Update

Learn how to update consumption in your network, see How To:
Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
The following topic provides background information About Consumer Affiliation (Update), page 289.
To update existing project with updates for Geographic Information System (GIS) or Model Manager.
How To: Update Existing Model or Scenario Using Model Manager
V1.3, page 438.

Basic input data

Ensure that you have the required set of input data (boundary conditions) to perform model simulations correctly.
About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

Model setup

Learn how to create a model template that can be used as basis
for other model creations.
How To: Create a Model Template, page 754.

Layer Data Configurations

Learn how to perform configuration under the dialog Layer Data
Configurations.
About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590.

Object Data Information

Learn how to perform object data configuration.
Object About Editors in Termis, page 60.
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How To: Update Existing Model or Scenario Using Model Manager
V1.3
If you are currently using Model Manager, V1.3, you must follow the guidelines explained in this topic. However, if you
have upgraded to TermisV 5.0 and use the new data import facility, you are referred to the topic About Model Creation
Based on External Data, page 556.

When you create either your model or scenario using Geographic Information System (GIS) data and this data changes,
you can make your updates according to the guidelines explained in this topic. You can find important information on
the update process as well as the ramification of the updates.
You are strongly recommended to read the update rules and exceptions before you go ahead and
update your model.

To update model or scenario
You can start the update process in two places.
a. Under the menu bar select File, then Importand select Model Manager Project.
b. Under the menu bar select Topology, then Model or Scenario and select Update from Model Manager.
However, notice the outcome of the update process as outlined in this table.
Process

Demand Layer

Model Layer

Using Import

Creates a new demand layer.

Creates a new model layer by

Model Manager
Project

the name Model.

In reality, the system creates a
backup of the existing current

If you import data into an exist-

demand layer (Demand 1, 2,

ing project, then the numbering

etc.) and substitutes this with

for the new layer increments

the new layer. The numbering

by 1 (Model 1, 2, etc.).

of the old layer increments in
that order.
Using Update

Update Scenario: Same as for

Update Scenario: The Sce-

Model or Update

import process.

nario layer is overwritten with

Scenario

Update Model: Same as for
import process.

the new Scenario layer that contains the updated data.
Update Model: The Model
layer is overwritten with the
new Model layer that contains
the updated data.

1. From the dialog Browse for Folder locate the folder with the appropriate Model Manager project.
Notice that the updated data is placed in a new layer.
Consumers available in data
If the data contains consumers then consumption exports as consumers, and the dialog Consumption
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Attributes launches.

No consumers available in data
However, if the model does not contain consumers then the node consumption is exported as consumers. Upon
import into Termis you will see a warning that says "No consumers found."
2. Accept the default settings under Consumption Attributes for Consumption and Consumer Type.

Update rules
When you perform an update of your model it is important that you are aware of the comprehensive update
rules. In the following you can find an overview of the rules and exceptions that apply when you update your
existing model with updated Model Manager data.
The appendix section contains a topic that visualizes the affected object attributes and their model update
status. See About Object Attributes and Their Status on Update of Model, page 917.

Object updates
Model objects are updated based on the GIS object identification (ID) lookup.
Do not change the object ID during the lifetime of the object. A change of the ID can cause the
update to fail or overwrite existing object configurations in your model.
If the geometry or properties of GIS objects change, the objects must still have the same GIS ID for the application to
match the GIS objects with the objects in the model.
The application stores the GIS object ID as part of the model object properties. It is possible to modify the ID of the
model object, but the stored GIS ID remains unchanged. During a model update the system looks for the original object
ID based on the original GIS ID. This enables you to rename the model object ID and still update the model from GIS correctly.
Given that the system looks for the ID you will see the following model update actions.
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l

New GIS objects will be added to the model.

l

Model objects that no longer exist in GIS will be removed from the model.

l

Existing model objects will be updated with modified GIS geometry and properties.

For existing model objects, the object update falls into two categories:
A. Model object properties changes only if the properties actually change in GIS.
B. Model object properties are updated to reflect GIS object properties.
Re A
You can change these properties in the model and update the objects from GIS without updating the changed object
attributes – provided the GIS properties remain unchanged.
This is for example the case for object geometry, which enables you to modify the object location or path, and keep
these changes in the model until the geometry is updated in GIS as well.
Update only if the GIS system changes:
Object

Properties

Nodes

Geometry, Comment

Pipes

Geometry, Comment, NodeUps, NodeDws, Int_Diameter, Length,
Closed

Valves

Geometry, Comment, NodeUps, NodeDws, Closed

Pumps

Geometry, Comment, NodeUps, NodeDws, Closed, ControlNode

Re B
Do not change these properties in the model. Changes, if any, must be done in the GIS system only.
Update to reflect current GIS property:
Object

Properties

Nodes

FlowControlZone, SuppZ, Z

Pipes

Type, Material, Lining, Class, Installation, NominalDiameter,

Valves

Type, InitialOpening, UpsPressureControl, DwsPressureControl

Pumps

Type, Characteristics, DefinitionSpeed, PControl

Model layer updates
You can only update the Model layer (including the current Consumer layer).
If you want to update the Scenario layer with the new Model Manager data, you must move the Scenario category to the Model category.

Manually entered objects
The update process will leave manually entered objects as is.'
In regards to manually entered model objects, the object identification (ID) plays a key role. You are recommended to
familiarize yourself with the importance of the ID.
l

New objects created manually will automatically be assigned an ID.
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You can modify the ID provided the ID continues to be uniquely to the object within the model layer.
l

If you create an object with an ID that turns out to be identical to an object ID from GIS, then the user created
object is overwritten during a later update.

Status on update
During a model update from Geographic Information System (GIS), the system generates two update status attributes
UpdateStatus and UpdateStatusSub.System defined attribute.
The values assigned to these attributes are listed in the following

Update Status
Attribute Update Value

Description

0

Object not updated, or update did not change object.

1

Object is new in model.

2

Object was changed in GIS.

3

Object was changed by user.

4

Object was changed in GIS and by user. GIS changes overwrite
user changes.

5

Object created by user, but now included in GIS. GIS changes overwrite user changes.

-1

Update status is invalid.

Update Status Sub
Attribute Update Value

Description

0

No additional information available for update status.

1

Object shape changed.

2

Object attribute(s) changed.

4

Object service point changed. Applies to current consumer layer
only.

3 = 1+2

… shape and attribute(s) changed.

5 = 1+4

… shape and service point changed.

6 = 2+4

… attribute(s) and service point changed.

7 = 1+2+4

… shape, attribute(s) and service point changed.

-1

Update status is invalid.

Where to find updated objects
To locate the updated objects you can for example do the following:
l

Search
Press Ctrl+F to open the Find Objects dialog. Enter for example the following search criteria: UpdateStatus =
2.
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For details see How To: Find Objects, page 712.
l

Configure the object using Obj. Display
Configure the model display to make the updated objects visible.
For the updated objects you can select the attributes Update Status or Update Status Sub and set the color
coding, object size, etc. for easy identification.
For details see How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234.
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How To: Relate Attributes From a Database (External Data)
This topic explains how to extract attribute data from an external database and relate this data into an existing model.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.

Before
Before you start the import process and proceed to configuring the imported data, ensure that you have completed the
tasks in the following.
a. Open the model that you want to contain the imported data.
b. Ensure that you set the basic layer, including reference to objects for external data, to be the active layer. See
topic: How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or Current, page 258.
c. Ensure that the ID in the database matches the object ID in the model layer. The ID must be unique.
For performance reasons, the ID should preferably be a key and not a text element.
The import of the database involves the following steps that will be explained in-depth in the ensuing sections.
Section

Description

A

Establish a connection to the database.

B

Establish a relationship between the active layer in the model and
external data.

C

Perform configuration of the attribute as required.

A. To establish a connection to the database
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections.
2. Under the Data Connections dialog enter an ID for the new database connection. The sample figure uses LayerData.

3. Click the field for the Connection String.
This opens the Data Link Property dialog under which you must select the appropriate database provider; for a
64 bit version this can for example be the Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB Provider. Subsequently, you must for a 64-bit version enter the correct server name for a Microsoft Access database. You are
recommended to test the connection before you proceed.
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4. Then press OK twice to exit.
5. You have now successfully established a connection to the database that contains the data you need for your
model. Proceed to the ensuing section.
Related topic: How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.

B. To establish a relationship for external data and a layer
In this section you will learn how to link between the layer in the model and the database entries with additional information that you want to add to the model.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog right-click the layer that holds the relevant data, point to Layer Setup, and select
External Data.
3. Under the External Data dialog make the following settings:
a. Under Data Source select the appropriate source from the list. Here LayerData.
b. Under Obj. Type select the appropriate type from the list. The type can be any object such as pumps,
nodes, points, etc.
Create more rows for as many types as required for the model.
c. Under SQL define the connection between the database and the model.
You have two options:
- Manually enter the connection string under SQL or
- Follow the guidelines in the ensuing.
d. Press the browse button to the right of the SQL entry field, point to the relevant Table or Query to open
the Query Builder Database dialog. Under this dialog you must create the necessary joins between the
database tables.
e. Right-click the Query Builder Database dialog and select Add Table and establish as many joins as
required for the attribute database entries. (Left-click and use drag and drop).
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f. Now press the lower pane in the Query Builder Database to automatically generate the SQL statement.
This action creates a 1:1 link between the ID of the existing layer and the new data.
g. Test the validity of the query by pressing Test.
If the test is successful you will see a table with the new data. There is a maximum of 100 entries. Exit the
dialog and press OK to exit the Query Builder Database dialog.
The SQL statement now displays in the External Data dialog.

4. Set Frequency for the update process.
Frequency is only valid when you select Update under Mode as explained in the ensuing step.
Use the following notation for the frequency:
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D. HH:MM:SS
where
D

is day

HH

is hours

MM

is minutes

SS

is seconds

5. Select the button Mode.
Make sure to select the required connection status.
Choose among the following options:
l

Update - Maintains the connection to the database and get updates. The interval is defined under
Frequency.

l

Keep - Fetches the required tables or queries, but does not maintain the connection.

l

Disable

6. Press OK and proceed to the ensuing section.
The active layer indicates the import of external data with a check mark next to Layer Setup>External Data.

C. To configure the imported data
The presentation of the external data requires that the attributes are defined for the relevant layer.
You are recommended to study the guidelines for layer configuration explained in the product documentation.
Related topic: About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590 and About Configuration of Layers and Objects, page 226.
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How To: Import a Layer From a Database
This topic explains how to import data from a database to create an entirely new layer.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.

To import a new layer
1. From the menu bar select File, then Import, and point to Database.
2. This opens the Import from Database dialog.
3. Under Data Connection click the browse button to the right to locate the appropriate database.
4. Under Data Link Property dialog select the database provider.
For 32-bit version select for example the Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB Provider for a Microsoft Access database.
For a 64-bit version you can apply the Microsoft 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB Provider.
You are recommended to test the connection before you proceed. Press OK to exit the dialog.
5. Under the SQL entry field select the wizard button to the right to open the Select Table Query. Select options
from the Tables tab. This opens the Query Builder Database from where you create the necessary joins
between the database tables.
6. Right-click the Query Builder Database and select the appropriate database table.
7. Optional: Select Add Table.
Select the appropriate Table and make the appropriate joins. As a minimum you need to select the X and Y coordinates from the table.
To reduce the burden on the performance level, you are recommended to define the ID and the table you reference from as keys.
8. Press the lower pane in the Query Builder Database to generate the SQL statement. Test the connection.
9. Press OK to exit the Query Builder Database dialog.
10. Back in the dialog Import from Database provide the appropriate values according to the following table and
press OK.
Option

Description

Layer Name

Enter a name for the new layer.

Type

Select one of the predefined types for the layer from the list.
l

Point

l

Polyline

l

Polygon

ID

Select the unique ID known from the database.

X, Y, Z

Select the X and the Y coordinates from the database.
The Z coordinate is optional.
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How To: Validate Data Connection
Applicable only if you run Termis with Data Manager version 2.1 or earlier.
This topic describes how to validate the connection to the Data Manager database. You must have a valid data connection to keep your data updated per requirement, and to perform actions such as a setting a measurement on a time
series.

To validate the data connection
1. From the menu bar select Configurationand then Data Connections.
2. Under the Data Connections dialog, validate that the database connection strings match the required database
and press OK.
If you need to change the connection to the database see the description for how this is done in the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
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Layer Themes
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to create themes for your model.
About Themes and Legends

450

How To: Work With Themes and Legends

451
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About Themes and Legends
You can customize and personalize the model view to suit your specific needs and requirements by creating a theme.
A theme is a snapshot which means that it gives you a quick and visual overview of the state in your model at a specific
point in time and for specific model elements. The themes (snapshots) represent the status of your layers, your graphic
elements, your display options and other visualizations such as control lines, measurements, boundary conditions, and
arrows. If you change only one element, you will nevertheless have an entirely different theme.

Where to find the list of themes
When you create a new theme it is immediately added to the list of themes under the right-click menu as well as to a list
in a dashboard.
l

Right-click the main model area and select Layer Themes to view the list of themes. Select a theme and click
Apply.

l

In a dashboard, you can find the default supplied themes for example under Lists dashboard and the Simulation dashboard, but you can create a dashboard and add a list view to hold the themes. You can customize
the list of themes under the dashboard to suit any of your needs using filters. See How To: Add a Filter to Controls, page 315. You can for example decide that you need a set of themes for any of your zones or sub-models.
You can create themes to display information of a more static nature, such as the dimensions of the supply pipes
or themes of a more dynamic nature and where the display is determined by the simulations results, such as the
flow in the network or the temperature variation.

You can work with themes in various ways. For inspiration see the topic How To: Work With Themes and Legends, page
451.
Layer themes moreover control the appearance of drawing elements such as legends, time series, profiles, clock, etc.,
that you decide to use in your model.

Legends
Legends reflect the configuration of the object or map display and thus illustrates the theme boundaries.
Once you have created a theme, you can create legend for the theme. Notice that the legend requires a theme. You can
use a legend to display the attributes for the selected object just as they are configured. The Legend control allows you
to get a quick overview of the operation status for a particular object.
You must save the legend to the theme, else it will not display next time you open the theme. You can, however, still
find the legend under the hidden elements. See below.
By default legends are generic, which means that they can apply to any theme once created, and in principle you need
only 1 legend per object. However, if you change the title of the legend it is no longer generic, and you must copy it from
theme to theme to make it available.
Legends can be set to display or to be hidden.

To hide a Legend
l

Right-click the legend and point to Hide.

To display a hidden Legend
l

From the menu bar select View, then Show and point to Graphic Element. The Show Graphic Elements is
a complete list of all created elements. Select (or clear) the required elements.

See To insert a Legend, page 528 (Legend).
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How To: Work With Themes and Legends
This topic provides guidelines for how you create themes and in general work with themes in your model to give you the
big picture of crucial areas in your network. For background information on themes see the topic About Themes and Legends, page 450.

Create a theme and add legend
This section explains how to create new themes to save to your list of themes. When you have performed certain customizations for your model you are recommended to add these customizations in a theme to be able to return to these
at a later time.

Before
The following configuration is a prerequisite to create a theme.
l

Configure your model as explained either in How To: Edit Obj (Object) Display Column, page 234 or in How To:
Edit Map Display Column, page 242.
The example in this topic shows the return temperature in nodes displayed by object and as a map display. See
figures in the following

To create a new theme
1. Open the required layer, right-click and select Layer Themes, and then Add Current Theme.
2. Enter a name for the layer and press OK.
The new layer is automatically added to the list of themes. If you do not see the newly saved dashboard use F5 to
refresh the model.
Under the dashboard you can set a filter on the list of themes to reduce the complexity. See How To: Add a Filter
to Controls, page 315.

To create a legend
Legends reflect the configuration of the object or map display and thus illustrates the theme boundaries.
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Legend.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the legend.
4. Right-click the legend and point to Select Display.
5. Point to a specific object or area in the network to display the attribute values in the Legend control.
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The sample theme will look as illustrated in the following figure.

Object display

Map display

The temperature value for the return side dis-

The temperature values displayed as a graduate map.

played in node objects.

Themes vs Views
When you create a theme you can display the theme in various view formats - depending on the definition in your View
list. You may for example want to view the theme close up at the plant or to get the full overview of the model (extent
view). The sample figure shows the view close up at the plant .
l

First select the relevant theme and then point to the view.
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Work with themes using right-click menu
Create a theme as described in the preceding. The new theme displays on the right-click menu from the main model
area under Layer Themes (as well as on a list in a dashboard). Each theme has an additional right-click menu with the
editing options listed in the following.

Option

Description

Apply theme

When you create a new theme it is immediately added to the list of
themes under the right-click menu as well as to a list in a dashboard. To
open the theme from the right-click menu select the theme and click
Apply.

Copy theme

In general, a theme is a snapshot of the current layer status, but using
the copy theme function you can duplicate this theme and reuse it for a
different layer simply by renaming the layers in the theme.
1. Select the required theme and point to Copy.
This opens the following dialog from where you rename the layers
in the theme.
2. Under the column Old Layer select the layer you want to copy
from and under New Layer select the layer you want to copy to.
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Option

Description

Use this function to replace the theme from the list with the theme you
currently have focus on.
You can for example use this functionality if you change the display in
the theme under the Layers dialog.
Replace theme

When necessary, you can modify the configuration for an existing
theme and then press Replace to allow the new theme setup to be
used instead.

Delete theme

Delete any theme(s) that you no longer want to use.

Work with themes from a dashboard
The sample model provided with the product comes with a default list of themes on the dashboard, but this topic
explains how to create your own list of themes.

Before
To add controls to the dashboard you must be in design mode (marked by a red dotted frame
around the dashboard). Right-click the dashboard and select Design.

To insert a list of themes
1. In Design mode right-click the dashboard and select Add and then List of Themes.
2. Position the box in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
3. Optional: You may want to configure some of the settings under the dialog Control Data, such as a heading.
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To insert a heading for the list of themes
1. In Design mode right-click the dashboard and select Add and then Text.
2. Place the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
As long as you are still in Design mode you can at any time move the position of the text.
3. Under the Control Data locate the 7T Settings folder in the rightmost pane and enter the appropriate text
under ControlText. Make other settings as appropriate.
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About Load Forecasting
The load forecast is a projection in time of the aggregated load in the network.
This topic provides an overview of the load forecast functionality in Termis and explains how to enable the load forecast
in the application.
You must activate the load forecast for submodels under the Run dialog box.

Enable load forecast
To apply load forecast in Termis ensure that you have selected the check box for the parameter.

To enable load forecast
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters. Under Model Setup select
the check box for Use External Load Forecast.

When you define load forecast for your submodel(s) the application will automatically create three new time series for
which you need to configure the load forecast for the plant. The time series are located under a folder named Forecast,
and the name for each time series will be added the name of the submodel. See the figure in the following for an illustration of this.
Item

Description

TS_E_Forecast_<submodel name>

This is the load forecast that needs to be configured.

TS_E_CorrForecast_<submodel name>

This is the corrected load forecast ( TS_CorrF_”submodel name” *
TS_E_Forecast_”submodel name”).
This time series is the one used for the simulation.

TS_CorrF_<submodel name>

Calculates the factor to correct and adjust the load forecast. The
factor changes the load forecast. The initial load on the plant consists of all current measurements.
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You may want to consider the use of another one of the 7T products; namely the stand-alone application Load Forecaster. This application receives required information regarding meteorological
forecasts, historical, and actual zone data for production of the Load Forecast from the Data Manager
application. The stand-alone Load Forecaster is designed to estimate forecasts for models that
encompass Power time series as configured under Termis.
For details contact you point of purchase for the 7T products.

Next
How To: Define Submodels, page 746
How To: Configure Load Forecast Parameters, page 458
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How To: Configure Load Forecast Parameters
When you import models you need to ensure that the load forecast parameters for the plant have been properly configured. This topic provides guidelines for the setup of your load forecast. For background information and instructions
on how to enable load forecast see the topic About Load Forecasting, page 456.
The configuration is required to calculate and provide the initial plant measurements to perform the load forecast.

To configure the parameters for the plant
1. Right-click the plant ID and select Edit<plant ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate and select the folder LF Corr. Measurement.
To the right you will see the attributes that you need to configure for the load forecast.

You can decide to configure either A or B:
A

Initial power on the plant.

Power, TO [kW]

B

The three attributes for flow and supply /

Flow, TO [kg/s]

return temperature.
Temperature, Supply, TO [°C]
Temperature, Return, TO [°C]
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How To: Define Submodels
The concept of submodels is explained in the topic About Submodels, page 745. This topic provides an example for how
you define submodels. There are several approaches to defining submodels. Follow the instructions in this topic and
under the topic How To: Perform Simulations, page 733 and then explore the possibilities on your own to find a solution
that matches your needs.

To define submodels
1. From the Simulate menu press Simulation.
2. Add a submodel. For each option under the Simulation dialog provide the appropriate values for the simulation
according to the definitions in the ensuing table.
Repeat this step for as many submodels as you need to define.
3. Run a simulation

Explain the options under the Simulation dialog
For all check boxes in regards to submodels you have a left-click option and a right-click option. If you left-click to
select the check box, you include the option directly into the simulation process. However, if you right-click you
can make the inclusion dependent on a formula or a measurement.
Add Formula

Under the Calculation Field dialog enter the formula. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns dark-green and if the formula evaluates to
true, you will see that the checkbox is selected.

Add Measurement

Under the Select Measurement dialog select the
required measurement. Make sure that Data Type is
set to None. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns light-green and if the measurement evaluates to true, you will see that the checkbox is
selected.

Option

Description

Submodel

As default there are no submodels defined in which case the submodel option covers the entire model.
This moreover means that no conditions are added and no forecasts are defined. In many cases this may be all you need.
For details on submodels see About Submodels, page 745.
The name of a submodel can for example be the name of specific
areas in your network.
Remember that each submodel must be well-defined (in regards
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Option

Description
to boundary conditions, pipe objects, node objects, etc.) because
each submodel is simulated individually.

Enable

Select the check box to include the submodel in the next simulation process. If you have several submodels you must select all
the submodels to be included in the simulation process.

Temp. Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Prod. Scheduler

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Production Scheduling, page 655.

Pump Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Pump Optimization, page 675.

Scenario

Select the layer you want to use as the basis for the submodel simulation.
The ability to define submodels run on different layers. This is illustrated in a figure in this topic.
You can for example select the same layer for all defined submodels. If you run a simulation for all submodels, the simulation
will start at the same time for all submodels, and will be processed
sequentially in the order they appear in the dialog. The simulation
result is ready after the completion of each submodel simulation.

Condition

Add a condition to the submodel to further specify this part of the
model. For example you can choose to test the flowcontrolzone on
objects to run the simulation separately for each individual zone
that you have defined.
See the example for submodels.
For details on how to define conditions see the topic How To:
Create and Define Conditions, page 202.

Forecast

Set a forecast for the simulation. The forecast can be defined
based on a time series or a calculation. Typically, the forecast
emanates from Data Manager.
When you run a forecast you must remember to do
the following:
l

Right-click the plant in the submodel and enter the meas-
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Option

Description
ures for LF Corr. Measurements.
l

Cyclic

Under Configuration Parameters select Modeling,
Setup and then select the check box for Use External
Load Forecast.

Select this check box when you want to run a cyclic (real-time)
simulation.
Clear the check box to run a manual (offline) simulation.

Time step

Manual and Cyclic
Set the duration for the time step; for example 1200 seconds. By
default the time step is set to 1 hour.

Date

Manual
Select the appropriate date for the simulation.

Start time

Manual
Define when to begin the simulation.
Using the time notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the time stamp for the week day. For details see the ensuing
section on Time stamp notation.
HH is the time stamp for hours
MM is the time stamp for minutes.
SS is the time stamp for seconds.

Stop time

Manual
Define when to end the simulation.

Cycle

Cyclic only
Define how frequent you want to run the simulation using the
time stamp notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting).
For example 3.10:30:00, which means that the simulation starts
now and runs for the defined cycle time period at the end of which
it will generate results for the elapsed cycle time.
In cyclic mode a simulation is performed on the hour. If for example the model runs with a 15 minute cycle and the current time is
minutes away from the hour (such as 12.35) then the next simulation will start on the hour (in this example 12:45). The ensuing
simulations will start every 15 minutes (13:00, 13:15 and so on).
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Option

Description
Then if the user selects Force Run a new simulation will be initiated immediately, but this will not affect the scheduled time.

Period

Cyclic only
Define the duration of the simulation using the time notation
D.HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the number of days for the simulation.
HH is the number of hours.
MM is the number of minutes.
SS is the number of seconds.

Example
This example illustrates a set of submodels configured according to the guidelines in the preceding. The example moreover shows how to create the condition that determines one of the hydraulically separated models; here Green Zone.
Step

Guideline

a

Define the submodel as explained in the steps 1 and 2 in the preceding, except for the
configuration of Condition.

b

Assuming that you have defined a scenario layer, select the cell for Condition. This
brings up a list of conditions.

c

Scroll to the bottom of the list and select the empty cell. Accept the creating of a new
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Step

Guideline
global condition. Alternatively create the condition for a specific layer. Select No and
instead accept the following dialog that prompts you to create a condition for the current layer. But in this example the condition is global.

d

Under the Condition dialog
l

Enter an ID for the condition. Here Green Zone.

l

Select @CURRENTOBJ as the Test Object.

l

Select the required attribute, here FlowControlZone.

Save the changes and notice how the new condition is added to the list.

Result

Next
Validate submodels. For details see How To: Perform Validation, page 709.

Time stamp notation
Notation used for setting a time stamp: D. HH:MM:SS
When you run in cyclic mode the D represents the number of days you want to run in this mode at the specified time.
When you run a manual simulation (non-cyclic), the following notation example is true.
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Example:
2. 14:46:00 (Wednesday at 14:46:00)
where
D

Is the time stamp for the weekday.
0 = Monday
1 =Tuesday
2 = Wednesday
3 = Thursday
4 = Friday
5 =Saturday
6 =Sunday
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About Measurements
Once you have added the measurements to objects or time series, you can validate the measurements from the Measurements dialog. To access the dialog, select Edit from the menu bar and point to Measurements. If you are unable
to see any measurements, check to see if you have added them for the appropriate objects or time series.
For editing details follow the pointers to relevant topics:
How To: Edit Measurements, page 466
How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page 786
How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page 623
About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338

Before
l

Validate that you have a working data connection.
If you run Termis with the built-in data service connection (new in 5.0), ensure that you have configured the preferred data service correctly. See the documentation provided with the data service. For connection setup, see
the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier see How To: Validate Data Connection, page 448.
For any configuration and setup information in regards to Data Manager consult the documentation supplied with
this product.
For any configuration and setup information in regards to Data Manager consult the documentation supplied
with this product.
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How To: Edit Measurements
This topic provides an overview of how to handle and process measurements as they appear under the Measurement
dialog. See also About Measurements, page 465.

Before
l

Validate that you have a working data connection.
If you run Termis with the built-in data service connection (new in 5.0), ensure that you have configured the preferred data service correctly. See the documentation provided with the data service. For connection setup, see
the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier see How To: Validate Data Connection, page 448.
For any configuration and setup information in regards to Data Manager consult the documentation supplied with
this product.

To access the list of measurements
l

Open the Edit menu, select Measurements.
This dialog displays the entire list of measurements applied in the model; measurements that are either imported
or added manually.

You can customize the view of the dialog and only show the columns that you need.
Right-click one of the columns under the Layers dialog and point to Select Columns. Clear and/or select the relevant checkboxes.

Explanation to the dialog
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#

Description

1

Database

2

Explanation to all table headers
Scada ID

This is the reference from the Data Manager.

Measurements from your list of database items (predominantly
Scada ID tags).
Under normal circumstances you will only select items from the
database when you manually add a measurement (see below).
Otherwise, the items are listed automatically when you make the
connection to the database. Should you choose items from the
list, the manually selected item will be overridden with new data
from the database, when available.

Data Type

The phys type for the selected measurement.

Scada Unit

This column represents the Scada unit as configured within the
preferred data service.
If the Scada unit changes and you also select the function Update
DM Data Service Tag available from the right-click menu, then the
configuration for the preferred data service is updated with a new
Phys type, comment and a unit for the associated tag.

Time Tag

This column represents the most recent time tag of the measurements.

Status

This column represents the measurement status. The status is a
value that represents the data quality. Values can be transferred
unchanged from the original data source or service, or be set by
Data Manager processing in the event of failed validation and
applied emulations, if any.

Sud Status

This column represents a status value from the database that
applies only if you use the stand-alone Data Manager.

Comment

Add an explanatory comment.

Manual

If you select the check box for Manual you can change the values
in the right-most column, if necessary.
Notice that the check box is automatically selected when you edit
the values.

Priority

You can set a priority on measurements to indicate the importance of a measurement.
You can set the following priorities:
l

Minor

l

Major
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#

Description

Factor and Offset

l

Critical

l

Unknown

The values under the Factor and the Offset columns apply to the
database value (see the column DB Value) with the object of calculating an SI value.
This SI value is then presented using current units within the
Value column.
Ensure that the settings for Factor and Offset are correctly configured, and that the values for the measurements match your
requirements.

DB Value

The DB Value parameter displays the most recent unchanged database value .
You can manually override this value by entering a new value and
selecting the check box under the column Manual. When you
manually enter a database value, the entry under the Value column is automatically updated.
Notice that entering of a manual value does not update the underlying database.

Value

When you apply a value for the Factor and the Offset, the Value
column subsequently displays the most recent database value (DB
Value) in current units.
You can manually override this value by entering a value or adding
a time series. The values must be specified in current units and
you must select the check box under the Manual column.
You can add a time series to the measurement.
l

Highlight an right-click the measurement and select Add
Time Series.
For details see How To: Create Global Time Series, page
767.

Editing options from the right-click menu
There are several ways in which you can edit the data under this dialog. The editing options are available from the rightclick menu.
l

To edit data highlight the measurement row and select one of the option.

In this topic you can learn about the following subjects:
l

Add measurements manually

l

Add Time series to measurements
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l

Show DM Time Series

l

Change configuration manually

l

Apply as filter/Remove filter

l

Show associated objects

l

Copy/paste entries under reference list

l

Update DM Data Service Tag

l

Edit data from preferred data service

Add measurements manually
If for some reason the connection to the Data Manager database is unavailable, you can manually set a fixed value for
the measurement to be used in simulations until the connection is established again.
l

In an empty row enter a name for the database (or pick one from the list), select a data type (phys type), and as
a minimum enter a value manually.
Notice that the check box under Manual is automatically selected when you enter a value in the right-most column.

Add time series to measurements
You can add a time series for the measurement rather than applying the set values.
l

Right-click the relevant cell under the Value column and select Add Time Series. Configure the time series as
explained under the topic How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767.

Show Data Manager Time Series
You can show one or more of the tags as time series. The menu only appears when you have established a connection
to a Data Manager database and have imported the relevant measurement data.
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Measurements.
2. In the Measurements dialog select one or more tags, right- click and point to Show DM Time Series.
3. Select the range for the display of the time series, such as daily, monthly, etc., or pick a customized time range.
4. Select the type of data that you want to display. You have the following options (you can select all, or as
needed.):
Raw

The values from the data service.

Dpp

Dpp is the value after preprocessing (see PreProc) and validation and any
applied emulation.

Status

States configurations from your database.

The tags now display as time series as illustrated in the ensuing figure.
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Change Data Manager configuration remotely
If needed, you can change the configuration for data tags under the Data Manager application. In reality, it is the
options under the database object named Tab_ScadaUnitDef that you can modify. However, you must use due diligence and consider the consequences before you make any changes.
1. Right-click the relevant measurement row and select Data Manager Tag Configuration.
2. Under the Data Manager Tag Configuration dialog change the tag(s) for the selected measurement.
When you save the change, the relevant Data Manager tag is updated on the fly.

Apply as filter/Remove filter
You can filter the table cells for improved reading of the imported measurements.

To apply a filter
l

Highlight and right-click for example the relevant column row and select Apply as Filter.
This narrows the display of measurement to show only the selected value.

If you want to see the entire list of measurements you can revert to the total list selecting Remove filter.

Show associated objects
You can get an overview of the representation of any given measurement in the model objects, and get direct access to
a particular object for subsequent editing or modification.
You can get the full overview, when you generate a measurement report. This report is supplied with the product.
Access the report from the menu bar. Select Viewand then Report.

To see the connection to an object
1. Right-click one of the measurements and select Show Associated Objects.
The list of associated objects display for the currently active layer.
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2. Select one of the objects (if several) and make your edits as appropriate under the generic editor.

Copy/paste entries under Data Manager reference list
You can copy the values in the list of entries and for example paste them into a spreadsheet.
l

Highlight the entire set of entries, or only part of the list, right-click and select Copy. Paste the entries for example into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Update DM Data Service tag
You can control the frequency of data updates if required. Prior to running a simulation, however, the model will retrieve
all current data from Data Manager and there is little use of frequent trips to the database that anyway may have an
impact on the overall performance.

To manually control the frequency of data updates from Data Manager
1. Open the Configuration menu, select Data Manager, and then point to Data Manager Update.
By default this menu is deactivated to reduce the performance load.
2. To configure frequency select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
3. Under Infrastructure, Data Manager set the value for Time step, DM Update.

Edit data from preferred data service
You can edit the data retrieved from an external source using data services. When you retrieve data using data services,
the Measurement dialog is added a few more editing options as explained in the following. Highlight one or more of the
measurement rows and select one of the following options. Data displays from the generic editor.
a. Emulate data
Use this option for the setup of substitution values if the system fails to validate the current data values.
b. Preprocess data
Use this option for the inspection of actual measurement values and for the setup of calculated tags.
Each data preprocessor cycle evaluates the raw data by performing a series of checks on raw status and raw
value.
c. Validate data
Use this option for the setup of the validation criteria.

a. Emulate data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

Value

Measurements are substituted by a default value that remains
constant. The specified default value is used as a data preprocessing value (Dpp). See the Preprocess data for details.

AveragePeriod

Enter the value to be used for calculating the simple average. The
data preprocessing value is generated as a simple average of the
last n un-emulated DPP values.

SkipValue

Select the check box to altogether ignore this data point.
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b. Preprocess data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

Raw

The values from the data service.

PreProc

The PreProc is the value that can be defined as a formula, not the
Dpp. For information on Dpp, see the ensuing definition. If you do
not define a formula then it is assumed to be Raw. Raw value represents the unchanged value from data services. Data received
from data services is preprocessed/validated/emulated as it comes
in. The validation, that may or may not lead to possible emulation,
is performed on the preprocessed data. This only happens if you
define PreProc, else it is performed directly on the raw data.

Dpp

Dpp is the value after preprocessing (see PreProc) and validation
and any applied emulation. The validation can change the status if
validation tests fail.

Status

States configurations from your database.

DataType

The phys type for the selected measurement.

TimeTag

The time tag for the data line.
Must have the format “DD-MM-YYYY HH:MM” and then AM or PM.
TimeTag is presented in local time.

Step

Select the check box to add the Dpp values to the database as a
stepped time series.
The stepped time series is when the Dpp value written to the DM3
database differs from the most recent value in the database.
When that is the case, two values are written to the database with
varying time stamps. This makes the time series appear stepped.

History

This defines how many days of history are kept in the database for
each individual measurement. By default the number of history
days is 28 days. Notice that this means 28 days before the most
recent data in the database existing for this measurement.

New Period

By default, the value is set to 0 (= inactive). If you enter a nonzero positive value then it defines, in minutes, when you want
Dpp values for this measurement to be written to the database.
If you want hourly values in the database, but you have data coming in every 5 minutes, you must set this attribute to 60 to
achieve this. The system then stores all the incoming 5 minute
values for an hour and aggregates them to one point. The result is
then written into the database on each hour. The default aggregation of the stored values is a time weighted average. However,
this can be changed by adding a formula to the Reduction value
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Attribute

Description
(see ensuing attribute). If there are no values to aggregate (if data
starts to come in every 2 hours), data points will be interpolated at
the hourly points.

Reduction

By default, the attribute is undefined. If left undefined then it is in
reality an AVG(Buffer). The AVG is the existing time series parser
function that creates a time weighted average of a given time
series. The buffer temporarily stores the values between each writing of the data at the intervals defined by the New Period value.
You can, however, add a formula, if you define a value for New
Period (see preceding attribute). In this case the aggregation for
each interval is defined by this formula.

Manual

If you select the check box for Manual you can change the values
in the right-most column, if necessary.
Notice that the check box is automatically selected when you edit
the values.

Priority

You can set a priority on measurements to indicate the importance of a measurement.
You can set the following priorities:

Comment

l

Minor

l

Major

l

Critical

l

Unknown

States configurations from your database.

c. Validate data from preferred data service
Attribute

Description

RangeMin

This value is the lower limit for the preprocessed value. If it falls
below this limit then the value will attempt to be emulated. If
blank, then it is not active.

RangeMax

This value is the upper limit for the preprocessed value. If it rises
above this level then the value will attempt to be emulated. If
blank, then it is not active

ChangeMin

This value is the minimum absolute change allowed with respect
to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it falls below this level
then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank, then it is not
active.

ChangeMax

This value is the maximum absolute change allowed with respect
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Attribute

Description
to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it rises above this
change level then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank,
then it is not active.

RateChangeMax

This value is the maximum absolute rate of change allowed with
respect to the last valid (unemulated) Dpp value. If it rises above
this rate then the value will attempt to be emulated. If blank, then
it is not active.

AgeMax

This attribute defines the maximum allowed time between incoming data service updates to this measurement.

Formula Text

This attribute allows the definition of a formula that, if evaluated
to true, will pass the validation test. If evaluated to false, the validation test fails and the value will be emulated (if defined).
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How To: Find Measurements in Objects
There are two ways you can locate the measurements on objects in your model.
a. From the Search field in the upper right corner.
b. From the right-click menu under the generic object editor.

a. From Search field
1. To better display the measurements, if nay, in your model set the Map Display to None.
2. In the Search field enter MEA and press Enter.
3. The objects that have measurements are highlighted in yellow.

b. From generic object editor
1. Right-click the main model area and select Edit All.
2. Open the relevant object type and highlight the entire row for the relevant object attribute.
3. Right-click and select Filter Objects by Expression.
4. Enter HAS(MEA) and press OK to show all the objects that have a measurement.
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Multi-User Setup
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to perform for a multi-user setup. You are
also referred to the following topic that provides a top-level description of data transfer when using data services and the
integrated Data Manager. See About Inbound and Outbound Communication, page 341.
About Multi-User Environment

477

Master/Operator Environment Definitions

479

How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment

482

How To: Configure Communication Setup for Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit)

486

How To: Run Communication Logon Command for Multi-User Environment

490

How To: Test a Multi-User Communication Setup

491
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About Multi-User Environment
The work environment in the application is a multi-user environment that allows the performing of the actions listed in
the following.
l

A Master PC to conduct real time simulations.

l

One or several Operator stations to display the results from the Master PC via synchronization.

l

One or several Operator stations to run local simulations based on the actual hydraulic conditions.

l

Definition of users and Operators and their associated levels.

l

Send modified model elements, such as closing a pump or a pipe, status from an Operator station to the Master
PC.

l

Broadcasting messages.

The environment is a simple shared system in which you can store data as files on a shared hard drive and broadcast
information on new data.

The system is designed to run on several PCs or on a terminal server with several defined users. Notice that one of the
PCs must be the designated Master and subsequently have this PC perform the following actions:
l

Run the model in cyclic mode.

l

Define basic setup for communication and Operators.

An Operator station consists of any PC receiving information from the Master PC located within the LAN. Operator stations can be configured to suit different purposes.

Work flow for multi-user setup
The figure shows the suggested setup when running in a multi-user environment. The ensuing table provides pointers
to topics with setup information.
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#

Work flow setup

Further information

1a

Introduction to Multi-user

Read the current topic.

setup
1b

Definitions (optional)

You are recommended to study the definitions that apply to the
multi-user environment.
Master/Operator Environment Definitions, page 479.

2a

Setting up the multi-user envi-

How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482

ronment with Master and Operator
2b

Setup of Server 2008 (optional,

How To: Configure Communication Setup for Server 2008 (32-bit

but important for a successful

and 64-bit), page 486.

result)
3

Validate the communication

How To: Run Communication Logon Command for Multi-User Environment, page 490
When you configure the multi-user environment for the first time,
it is paramount that you run the command provided in this topic.

4

Test the communication

How To: Test a Multi-User Communication Setup , page 491

Examples of possible configuration scenarios
l

A PC configured to work juxtaposed to the Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system (SCADA) presenting
additional information of the network to the Operators.

l

A working tool in a call center enabling the staff to look up detailed network information.

The basic network and the available network information constitute the common model part for the Master PC and all
the Operator stations, but with different access rights and operating actions that are configured to suit individual needs
and demands.

Next
How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482
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Master/Operator Environment Definitions
This topic explains the definitions in regards to Masters and Operators when you set up a multi-user environment.
The use of Operator level is different from that of User levels.
For details on user levels see the topic User Management, page 152.
You are recommended to familiarize yourself with the multi-user environment concepts. For details see About MultiUser Environment, page 477.

Next
How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482

Explain the definitions in multi-user environment
Definition

Description

Master

The Master PC is used to conduct real-time simulations and maintain
the Operator IDs, Operator levels, and communication setup.
You must set the model to Master mode to perform the
activities described in the topic About Multi-User Environment, page 477.
To set the model to Master mode
l

From the menu bar open the Configuration menu and
select the menu Master.

When set to Master mode, the Master PC broadcasts messages to
active Operators whenever new results are available, allowing the
Operator to read those results. The message system is moreover
active for broadcasting from Master to all Operators and from Operator to Master. The Master mode also allows Operators to log on to
the Master PC.
Cyclic simulations

Cyclic (or real-time) simulation is a mode where the hydraulic simulations are conducted in a sequential manner with a user defined
interval and for a certain future periods.

Operator ID and Operator level

Operators are different ID instances of the Operator stations. They
have permission to access the Master model and associated results.
The Operator level controls the rights to synchronize object status
from Operator station to Master.
Each Operator ID is defined in the Master environment. When you
set the model to Master mode, new menu items will appear. The
Operator IDs are defined from the menu List of Operators.
The Operator levels are as follows:
0

Operators have full read rights and rights to update object
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Definition

Description
status values on the Master station.
1

Operators have read rights only.

The Master rejects any undefined Operator IDs.
Synchronization

Synchronization is a process through which information is transferred from Master to Operator station.
The Operator stations are requested to change to synchronization
mode using the menu item Synchronize.
When set to synchronization mode the Operator station will
l

Receive information from the Master as soon as new simulation data is available. Subsequently the Operator station
will read the new simulated data at the pinpointed location on
a shared drive.

l

Be able to present the result using the defined themes and
reports. Selected themes will automatically be updated with
new results.

If the Operator station is not set to synchronization mode then different local scenarios can be simulated as basis for "what-if" scenarios.
Commit device status

This function transfers the local status values for all pipe, pump, and
valve objects to the Master for use in the Master model.
The status value indicates whether the object is closed or open, and
for pumps whether it is in operation or not.
The function allows an Operator to analyze effects of changed operating conditions (closed or open pipes, etc.) locally and after evaluation transfer the selected status set to the Master.
The transferred status value is used in the next cyclic simulation at
the Master machine, and the results are distributed to all Operator
stations set to synchronization mode.

Messages

Messages can be broadcast from Master to Operators or from Operators to Master.
The message system is only available when the system is set to
either Master or Synchronization mode. The following figure is an
example of a message sent from Master station to Operator stations.
This is how it displays on Operator stations.
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Definition

Description
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How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment
This topic explains how to set up a multi-user environment in your application.

Background information
You should familiarize yourself with the overall concepts of the multi-user environment as explained in the following topics:
l

About Multi-User Environment, page 477

l

Master/Operator Environment Definitions, page 479

Before
You are strongly recommended to study the prerequisite steps described in this section.
There are certain prerequisites that you need to meet and for which you need your system administrator to provide the
information.
You must always install the application running as administrator. When you install select Run as
Administrator.

Complete prerequisite steps
Ensure that you have the following information available before you proceed (your system administrator may need to
provide some of this information):
l

For communication setup on Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit) for local users and remote desktop users, see the
topic How To: Configure Communication Setup for Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit), page 486.

l

A shared folder to use with the parameter Master DBA Path. For details on shared folders see the ensuing section
on Master station setup.

l

Adjust the active firewall for the Master TCP protocols to use port 8017.

l

Adjust the active firewall for the UDP protocol to use port 8017.
Both software firewalls on the Master and all Operator stations need to be open for communication on port 8017.

l

Master IP address.

l

If Master and Operators are located on separate networks, any hardware firewall between Master and any of the
Operator stations must also be open.

l

First time configuration: You must run the following command on all machines:
'sc.exe config NetTcpPortSharing start= demand'
For details see How To: Run Communication Logon Command for Multi-User Environment, page 490.

Master station
Follow these instructions to configure a Master station
1. Define the communication on the Master. Select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters and point
to Infrastructure, Folders.
2. Under Infrastructure, Folders define the parameter Master DBA Path to point to a shared folder where the
result files are stored.
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In regards to setting up a shared folder notice the following:
The shared folder must point to the same location as the folder defined for the parameter DBA
Path under the Infrastructure, Folders property page.
The parameter Master DBA Path must point to the shared folder name for the DBA Path.
You can refer to network drives
l

Using the UNC notation (Universal Naming Convention). You will need to know the server and share
name.
For example \\[IP address]\[Share name].
If for some reason you incur problems using the IP address you can enter the master computer name.

l

Mapping the drive letter. You only need to know the drive letter once the connection has been established.
Map the Master DBA Path to be the same drive letter on both Master and all Operator stations and then use
the drive letter directly.

The Master will not need additional information. Press OK.
3. Set the application to run in Master mode. From the menu bar open the Configuration menu and select the
sub-menu Master.
When you change to Master mode, more menu items appear under the Configuration menu.
4. To define the active Operators on the system and their associated level select Configuration and point to List
of Operators.
5. Under Operator enter the required Operator name.
6. Under Operator Level select the appropriate user level from the drop-down list.
The following figure shows the two available Operator rights:
Operator Level 0: Read rights and rights to update object status values on Master station.
Operator Level 1: Read rights.

7. Repeat the steps 5 and 6 for as many Operators as required.
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Operator station
Follow these instructions to configure an Operator station
1. On the Operator station load and configure a model with the same scenario as running on the Master. Select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters and point to Infrastructure, External Connection Settings.
Configure the Operator station to receive updates from the Master. Provide the appropriate values according to
the following table and click OK. See figure for an illustration of the setup.
Parameter

Description

Master IP Address

Use a TCP/IP address.

Operator ID

Enter the name of the Operator to be defined on the
Master station.
For details on the Operator ID see the topic Master/Operator Environment Definitions, page 479.

Operator Timeout Time

The system will send keepalive signals at regular intervals between Operator and Master. The Master will
report the Operator as logged off if there has been no
communication between Operator and Master within
the timeout period.

Master TCP Port

As indicated under the description of prerequisites, you
need to adjust the active firewall for the TCP protocols
to use port 8017.

2. Activate Operator to perform a Master logon. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Operator.
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Next
How To: Run Communication Logon Command for Multi-User Environment, page 490
You need to run the communication command at some point in time during the setup. If you run the command after
you have completed the multi-user setup, you will need to close and re-launch the application.
How To: Test a Multi-User Communication Setup , page 491
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How To: Configure Communication Setup for Server 2008 (32-bit
and 64-bit)
This topic explains how to configure the communication in a multi-user environment in Termis when you are running
on a Server 2008 R2 or Standard. The explanation encompasses the key setup differences between 32-bit and 64bit.

Prerequisites
Make sure that you observe the ensuing prerequisites in regards to the configuration.
l

You must always install the application running as administrator. When you install select Run as Administrator.

l

Moreover, when you select the option Install Application on Remote Desktop you must use the command
mstcp /admin. This command is equivalent to the server consol.

l

The users that you associate to the Server 2008 must be added with a Mandatory User Profile to be changed
by system administrator only. It is a standard configuration profile that ensures consistency in logon performance.

Access to Microsoft Access database
The access to the Microsoft Access databases is different in the native 64-bit Operating System (OS). The 32-bit Jet
Engine is not present. You must therefore install Microsoft Office 2010 or Microsoft Access Database Engine 2010 Redistributable. You can access the latter from the Microsoft download center. http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=c06b8369-60dd-4b64-a44b-84b371ede16d (last
accessed September 2012).
It is not possible to have the 64-bit Microsoft Access package coexist with a 32-bit package of Microsoft Office or the 32-bit Jet Engine.

Communication setup - access rights
The following setup of the SMSvcHost.exe.config file is only relevant for users that are not administrators on the Master.

Before
l

On a default installed server each user must have the proper administrator rights to start the application in
Master mode and to establish the basic TCP/IP communication.

l

If users are assigned to other user groups, the system administrator must perform the appropriate configuration
under Local Users and Groups.

l

For domain configurations, you must perform the appropriate configurations for the Active Directory (AD).

To provide access rights
1. Under your operating system locate the file named SMSvcHost.exe.config.
As this configuration file can be placed in many locations on the computer, you must modify
the relevant file, else the setup fails.
2. Under the SMSvcHost.exe.config file, add the following access rights in the location indicated in the ensuing
sample file, and where commented code is enclosed by the following tag: <!-- comment -->
Do not change the format of the file.
For details on the user identifications see the KnowledgeBase article: Well-known security identifiers in
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Windows operating systems (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/243330) Last accessed September 2012.
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User

Access Rights

Local users

<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-545"/>

Remote desktop users

<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-555"/>

Code sample file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<!-- The configuration file for SMSvcHost.exe -->
<configuration>
<runtime>
<gcConcurrent enabled="false" />
<generatePublisherEvidence enabled="false" />
</runtime>
<system.serviceModel.activation>
<net.tcp listenBacklog="10" maxPendingConnections="100" maxPendingAccepts="2" receiveTimeout="00:00:10" teredoEnabled="false">
<allowAccounts>
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-545"/>
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-555"/>
</allowAccounts>
</net.tcp>
</system.serviceModel.activation>
<!-- Below are some sample config settings:
<system.serviceModel.activation>
<net.tcp listenBacklog="10" maxPendingConnections="100" maxPendingAccepts="2" receiveTimeout="00:00:10" teredoEnabled="false">
<allowAccounts>
// LocalSystem account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-18"/>
// LocalService account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-19"/>
// Administrators account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-20"/>
// Network Service account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-544" />
// IIS_IUSRS account (Vista only)
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-568"/>
</allowAccounts>
</net.tcp>
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<net.pipe maxPendingConnections="100" maxPendingAccepts="2" receiveTimeout="00:00:10">
<allowAccounts>
// LocalSystem account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-18"/>
// LocalService account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-19"/>
// Administrators account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-20"/>
// Network Service account
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-544" />
// IIS_IUSRS account (Vista only)
<add securityIdentifier="S-1-5-32-568"/>
</allowAccounts>
</net.pipe>
<diagnostics performanceCountersEnabled="true" />
</system.serviceModel.activation>
-->
</configuration>
3. Boot the computer for the changes to become effective.
4. You may need to redefine your access to Data Manager. For details see the ensuing section.

Data Manager setup
Under Termis you may need to redefine the access to Data Manager. Notice that this applies if you are running Data
Manager V2.1 or earlier.
If for example you installed the Microsoft Access package kit for 64-bit machines as mentioned in the preceding, your
Data Link Properties dialog is added a new link option named Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB
Provider.
l

Follow the instructions in the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394 and locate the description for
setup to a Microsoft Access database.
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How To: Run Communication Logon Command for Multi-User Environment
When you configure the multi-user environment for the first time, it is paramount that you run the command provided
in this topic. Failure to run this command will result in an unsuccessful configuration of the multi-user environment.
When you have run the command you can validate the communication setup as explained in the topic How To: Set Up a
Multi-User Environment, page 482.
You must
l

Run the communication command at some point in time during the setup.
If you run the command after you have completed the multi-user setup, you will need to close and re-launch the
application.

l

Run the command on all machines - both master and operator machines.

l

Run the command as administrator.

To run the setup communication command
l

From a command prompt enter the following command line:
sc.exe config NetTcpPortSharing start= demand
There is a space after the equal sign (=). The execution will fail if there is no space.

To validate the setup
l

From the menu bar select View and then System Log.

Next
How To: Test a Multi-User Communication Setup , page 491
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How To: Test a Multi-User Communication Setup
This topic explains how to test the communication setup for the multi-user environment to verify that there is a valid
connection between the Master and Operator stations, and that you are able to exchange information among the stations defined in the multi-user setup. For details see the topic How To: Set Up a Multi-User Environment, page 482.

Test the communication
You can perform a basic test before you start the regulra day to day operation in a Master/Operator setup. Use the following guidelines to perform the test.
l

On the Master station send a message to the Operators using the menu Tools, then Send, and then select
Send Message To Operators. The message will be sent to all Operators that are currently logged on to the system.

View example

The message can be saved on the main model view on the Operator station. It displays as a yellow sticker selecting the button Memo.

Right-click the message to configure the Memo as appropriate.
l

On the Operator stations send a message to the Master using the menu Tools, then Send, and then select
Send Message To Master.

A successful test result proves that the Master and Operators are connected.
You can perform a live communication test by taking the following actions:
l

On the Master station start real-time simulations.

l

On the Operator stations start Synchronization mode.

A successful outcome of the live communication test will make the system react with the responses described in the following.
The Operator will receive messages such as:
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"Operator received message: NewDMdataAvailable or Tracking results loaded for time: 3.23:56:00 or Operator
received message: NewHydraulicResultsAvailable - 080814_1515."
New results will be made available on the Operator station.
If the responses do not match the configuration, you can search the System Log for possible error messages, or check
the entire setup.
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Models
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with models.
About Degree Day Data

494

How To: Configure Degree Day Data Parameters

500

How To: Assign Elevation Data to Node Objects

502

How To: Generate Nodes and Elevation

504

About Adaption

506

How To: Configure Adaption Parameters

508

How To: Create User Defined Paths

510

How To: Move Pipe End Points

511

How To: Close Area

512

How To: Close a Connection

514

How To: Send Notification to Consumers

516

How To: Convert Flow to Power for Consumers

524

How To: Convert Temperature Difference to Return Temperature

526

How To: Change Language

527

How To: Add a Graphic Element in Main Model Area

528

How To: Add a Button For Extended Functionality

536

How To: Change Background Color in Model

537

How To: Reverse Direction in Pipes

538

About Selections

539

How To: Create Selections

540

How To: Add Map View

541

How To: Perform Analysis of Temperature Change

542

How To: Perform Production Zone Plot

546

How To: Use Edit References

550

How To: View Images on Objects

552

How To: View Results for Transport Time

554
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About Degree Day Data
When you need to define and make a forecast for the actual load in the network you can do this based on the following
factors:
Historic data

l

This is data based on the standard load registered in the past.
Degree day data

l

Degree days constitute the weather dependent data and quantify the index for the actual weather conditions
defined by wind speed and temperature. This allows you to make appropriate calculations for the load in your network.
This topic provides an introduction to the degree day data model and explains how to enable degree day data in the application.
When you make an estimate based on historic data and weather dependent data the result is an estimate that reflects
the actual load distributed on the heating load. The weather dependent data includes factors such as the outside temperature and wind speed. This is referred to as the degree day data model and is based on information reflecting the
weather conditions for your region. This could be the weather forecast coming from your national or local weather institutes.
The load model is based on the following assumptions:
l

The average daily load demand for heating is seasonal and depends on the outdoor temperature and wind speed
using a degree day model.

l

The daily variation load for hot tap water is not seasonally determined.

l

The node load is defined as an average power distributed on the heating load.

Calculating actual load
The actual load assigned to each node arising from heating is calculated using the following formula:
Q =Q
* Dgd / Dgd
hv
ave
ave
where
Q

Actual daily heat load for heating.

Q

Average daily heat load based on a year.

Dgd

Actual number of daily degree day.

Dgd

Average number of daily degree day based on a year.

hv

ave

ave
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Calculating number of degree days
The number of degree days is calculated using the following formula:
Dgd = G + Kw
where
G

Is the temperature dependent factor.
G=T

ref

- T if T < T

ref

G = 0 if T> T

ref

Kw

Is the wind dependent factor.
Kw = (G*W-b) / a if G * W>b
Kw = 0 if G*W<b

T

The reference temperature.

ref

If the outdoor temperature falls below the reference temperature
then additional heat is required to ensure a standard comfort
level. The recommended value is 17 0C / 63F.
T

Actual outdoor temperature (average value)

W

Actual wind speed (average value) in Beaufort.

a,b

User defined constant. The recommended values are a= 20,
b=40.

Calculating actual load assigned to nodes
The total loads assigned to each node include by default heating and hot tap water:
E( t, T ) = E (T ) + E (t)
A

H

A

W

where
E

H

Is the ambient temperature's impact on the energy consumption
for heating.

E

W

Is the time of the day and the impact this has on the consumption
of hot tap water.

T

Is the ambient temperature.

t

Is the time.

A
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E and E
H

W

are calculated based on the following formulas:

E = GlobalFacQ * TS
H

E

W

DegreeDay

* CalcHeatF • ΣE

i

= GlobalFacQ * [1- CalcHeatF] * ΣE •TS
i

i

where
GlobalFacQ

Is a global total demand load factor.

TS

Is the Degree-Day factor.

CalcHeatF

Is the part of the average total energy load used for heating.

ΣE

i

Is the sum of average total energy loads by type.

i

Is a type dependant factor time series

DegreeDay

TS

ΣE * TS
i

i

Is the sum of actual total energy loads by type calculated from
average loads and a type dependant factor time series.

Example
The total load assigned to a node with two types of consumers associated (type 1 and type 2) is by default calculated
based on the following expression:
GlobalFacQ * (TS_DegreeDay*GET(CalcHeatF) * (E_1+E_2) + (1-GET(CalcHeatF)) * (E_1*TS_E_1 + E_2*TS_E_2))
where
GlobalFacQ * TS_DegreeDay*GET(CalcHeatF) * (E_1+E_2)

Is the total demand load including the values for the
weather conditions (degree day data).

GlobalFacQ * (1-GET(CalcHeatF)) * (E_1*TS_E_11 + E_
2*TS_E_2)

Is the consumption that includes the values for the
time of the day and the load type.

TS_DegreeDay

Is a function returning the degree day factor.

GET(CalcHeatF)

Is a function returning the CalcHeatF parameter. The factor is set
to 0 if no degree day model is used.
By default the part of the average total energy load used for heating is set to 0 corresponding to a totally time depending load.
You can modify the factor (CalcHeatF) under the node objects.
Right-click the object to edit the settings. Select Demand and
then locate the attribute CalcHeatF and make the appropriate
edits.
To see the original object name right-click the attribute and
select Show Attribute Name.

GlobalFacQ

Is the global load factor. By default this factor is set to 1.
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Modify the factor under Configuration>Configuration Parameters.
E_1

Is the average energy load for type 1.

E_2

Is the average energy load for type 2.

TS_ E_1

Is the load factor time series for type 1.

TS_ E_2

Is the load factor time series for type 2.

For configuration details see the topic About Configuration Parameters, page 275.
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Enable degree day data
To enable load forecast
l

From the menu bar select Configurationand then Configuration Parameters. Under Modeling, Advanced
Setup select the check box Use Degree Day Data.

When you import a Model Manager V1.3 project from the Termis application as described in the topic How To: Set Up Termis Using a Legacy (Old) Termis Model, page 45 the model will by default create three new time series for which you
need to configure the parameters for the degree day data.
The following time series will be created for the degree days:
l

TS_V_Wind
This is the time series that defines the wind speed data. Locate the time series under the Velocity category.

l

TS_T_Outdoor
This is the time series that defines the outdoor temperature. Locate the time series under the Temperature category.

l

TS_DegreeDay
This is the time series function for the calculation of the factor for degree day data that needs to be multiplied by
the total consumption volume. Locate the time series under the Factor category.
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For details on how to configure the time series see the topic How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page 786.

Next
How To: Configure Degree Day Data Parameters, page 500
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How To: Configure Degree Day Data Parameters
When you import models you need to ensure that the degree day parameters to allow for the weather conditions have
been properly configured. This topic provides guidelines for the setup of your degree day parameters. For background
information and instructions on how to enable degree day data see the topic About Degree Day Data, page 494.

To configure the parameters for the degree day
1. From the main menu select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters, and point to the category Modeling, Degree Day Data.
In the right pane you will see the parameters for the degree day that you need to configure.

2. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Options

Descriptions

Average number of degree day

This is the factor for the average number of daily degree day based

per day [K]

on a year. This factor is part of the equation to calculate the actual
load in the network. For details see About Degree Day Data, page
494.

Reference temp. [°C]

Define a temperature to include the outdoor temperature in the
equation.
If the outdoor temperature falls below the reference temperature
then additional heat is required to ensure a standard comfort
level. The recommended value is 17 0C / 63F.

a

User defined constant. Recommended value is 20.

b

User defined constant. Recommended value is 40.
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Options

Descriptions

Time period for mean values [s]

The average time interval for which to include the values for wind
speed and outdoor temperature.
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How To: Assign Elevation Data to Node Objects
This topic explains how to import the relevant elevation information to the node objects.

To assign elevation information
1. From the menu bar select File, point to Import, then File file. and select the appropriate .shp file.
2. Under the Select Attribute dialog select all or selected attributes for the new layer.
3. Right-click the main model area and select Layers and verify that the shape file is added as a new layer under
the Unknown category.
4. Move the new layer to the Topology layer.
The new elevation data displays as small points in the model. The sample figure shows a snippet of a network
where the gray dots represent the elevation data, and the black dots are the node objects. At current moment
elevation data is not associated with the node objects.

5. Make sure to set either the current Model or current Scenario layer as the active layer.
6. To associate the elevation data with node objects, from the menu bar select Topology and then Assign
Elevation.
7. Select the relevant layer with elevation data, if you have more than one.
8. Then select the appropriate attribute(s) for the elevation (in Termis this is the Z attribute under nodes).
The system now allocates the elevation attributes to the nodes based on an average calculation method for the
three points closest to a given node (see ensuing figure)
9. Access the generic object editor to validate that the elevation data from the shape files are allocated to the node
objects for the Z attribute.
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How To: Generate Nodes and Elevation
You can insert nodes and add level information in one action to a particular section (a path) in the network.
You can for example use this function in the initial phase of building a model or adding to an existing network to have
useful level information in the model.

Before
l

Create the necessary number of paths for which you want to add nodes and elevation.

l

If you have the information on node positions and elevation in an external file, make sure to have the information available. Else you can add the information manually.

To generate nodes and elevation
1. From the menu bar select Topology and point to Generate Nodes and Elevation.
2. In the dialog that opens select the required path from the list.
3. If you have node and level information in an external file copy the information to the clipboard, right-click the
table and select Paste.
First column must have the node information (Chainage) and the second column must have the elevation information (Level).
A word on chainage:
You can opt to apply Use Relative Chainage. This means that the new node positions will happen relative to
the preceding node. If you clear the check box, the first upstream node position will be the first one in the list of
nodes and level information.
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4. Press OK. New nodes and level information are now added to the path. When you close the dialog the path information is not saved
The figure shows (A) the model before node and level information and (B) where new nodes and elevation information
are added to the model. The input used to generate nodes and elevation may include more information, but if the positions and level information are within the range of an existing node, then the existing node takes precedence.

View the elevation information in a profile
1. Configure the new objects with the required boundary conditions.
2. Run a simulation.
3. Right-click the main model area and select Profiles, then New. You will now see all defined paths.
4. Point to the path you want to display in a profile window. Notice that paths can overlap so make sure to select the
right one from the list.
5. Then select the relevant attribute, here Head, to show the elevation in the profile window.
The figure shows the elevations as they are defined in step 3. Notice the new nodes that are added (circled in blue).
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About Adaption
You can make adjustments to the performance of certain data types in your network. Adaption is the function that
allows you to adjust static model data to align this data with measurement data.
This topic provides an introduction to adaption and explains how to enable adaption in Termis.
Termis supports adaption for
l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

You have the option to exclude node objects from adaption. For details see How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption, page 163.

Before
Ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
To activate (or deactivate) you must select (or clear) the check box for Enable Flow Adaption and/or Enable Temperature Adaption. Locate the parameter under the Configuration menu>Configuration Parameters>Modeling, Setup.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
You can adjust the flow adaption if you only have measurements available at the start of the cycle.If you set the flow
adaption factor to 2 you can set this parameter to for example 3600 seconds, and observe how the adaption factor will
be 1.5 after 1 hour and gradually adjusts to the initial flow.

Temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is the facility that allows the simulated return temperature at heat plants to fit metered
values.
The following figure shows the typical boundary conditions for temperature in a simplified model. For details on boundary conditions, see the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 199.
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where
l

Plant represents the production with a defined the supply temperature.

l

Consumer represents a load with a defined cooling or return temperature.

l

DT represents the consumer's temperature change (cooling).

If you run a standard simulation without adaption, the result is a simulated return temperature at the plant. There are,
however, certain deviations from the measured values.
The values can be caused by
l

Incorrect estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

Incorrect calibration of the heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrect configuration of the by-passes in the network.

When you run a simulation with the adaption enabled, the system assumes that the defined cooling or return temperature at consumer node are tentative and will initiate the appropriate adjustments. The defined return temperature
will be changed to reflect this factor and adjusts the defined value to fit the plant's return temperature.
The result of the temperature adaption will typically lie within +/- 1 0C.
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How To: Configure Adaption Parameters
When you import models you need to ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of the adaption parameters. For background information and instructions on
how to enable adaption see the topic About Adaption, page 506.

Plant parameters
To configure the parameters for the plant
1. Right-click the plant and select Edit<plant ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate and select the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.

3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow

Provide the efficiency values for the flow you want to adapt to.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the return temperature.

Pipe parameters
To configure the parameters for the pipe
1. Right-click the pipe and select Edit <pipe ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate the parameters for adaption. View under the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.
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3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow, supply

Provide the efficiency value for the supply flow.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the upstream return tem-

Ups

perature.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the downstream return

Dws

temperature.
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How To: Create User Defined Paths
A user defined path makes it possible to define a path between two nodes in the model. The right-click menu under the
main model view includes a command for entering user defined paths. This is very useful when you want to view the
properties of your configuration in specific parts of the network.

To enter a new path
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area.
2. Select Path.
3. Select Define.
4. Use the cursor to point to a starting point and mark the objects along the new route (you can marks as many as
needed). Double-click to end the path.
The path displays in yellow.
5. You are prompted to save the displayed path. Click Yes to open the Enter Path Name dialog,
6. Enter a name for the path and press OK.
All saved paths are available when you right-click Path. Select a path from the list and click anywhere in the
model to display the path.
When you select a defined path from the right-click menu you get access to a set of underlying command menus that
otherwise are inactive without have focus on a path. You can create various profile plots for the defined path. For details
see How To: Add a Graphic Element in Main Model Area, page 528.
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How To: Move Pipe End Points
Follow the guidelines in this topic to move the end points of a pipe. You can do this at any point in time during the life
span of the model.

To move pipe end points
1. Locate and right-click the pipe for which you want to move the end points.
2. Select Edit<pipe name>(here L-0028_782 in the Sample model) and locate the category Geometry under
the generic editor. Notice that this is the default name for the category in the Sample model; you may decide to
name it differently.
3. Under Geometry right-click the node (dws or ups) on the pipe which end point you want to move and select
Map Object ID. This action will copy the exact ID of the node. This example points to the dws node N2_89.
4. With the editor still open point to the node in the network to where you want to move the end point (here dws
node N2_68).
5. Press Apply to save the changes.
The figure illustrates the process for the move of an end point. The tiny yellow dot is the former node, N2_89
that is now left without any connections. Further modeling determines whether this node can be deleted.
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How To: Close Area
Occasionally, it may be necessary to close a connection or an area (a part of the network) to perform urgent repair work,
adjustments, changes, or general maintenance of the network. Such actions have a direct impact on the consumers.
Depending on the extent of the closure and the time of the day, you can decide to send a notification to the affected consumers in the area. Termis allows the setting up and sending of notifications to affected consumers. For details see How
To: Send Notification to Consumers, page 516.
You have the following options to close part of the network
l

Close area
The closing of the network happens through valve objects. The status of the valve object shows on the OpenClosedStatus attribute.

l

Close connection
The closing of the network happens through the pipe objects. The status of the pipe object shows on the OpenClosedStatus attribute.

The system supports the following levels for open/closed status:
Status

Description

0

Open

1

Closed

2

Enclosed - A section is considered to be enclosed when the pipe sections before are closed

3

Enclosed - supply

4

Enclosed - return

5

Closed - supply and return

6

Closed - supply

7

Closed - return

Notice that any closed (enclosed or cut-off) areas are not included in the simulation process.
This topic explains how to close and open an area by identifying the valves that are defined for the area. openclosedstatus
To close an area requires a topology layer such as a model or a scenario layer. The layer must include valves and be set
as the active layer. This allows you to request or create additional reports with customized layout for valves and involved
customers. However, also the default valve report lists the names of the valves, including technical details. For details
see How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports, page 688.

To close an area
1. Locate the area that you want to close.
2. Right-click one of the pipes in the area and select Close Area from the menu.
3. The system now detects any valves that are defined for this area, and you are notified of the number of found
valves. Press Yes to close the valves or No for regrets.
The network displays the closed valves as well as any affected consumers. In the following sample figure, the system identified 2 valves to be closed for the area.
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If there are no valves to close the area, the system will default to the alternative closing method, Close Connection, and merely indicate the closing of the pipe.
To open valves one at a time, right-click the valve and select Open Connection.

Next
How To: Send Notification to Consumers, page 516
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How To: Close a Connection
Occasionally, it may be necessary to close a connection or an area (a part of the network) to perform urgent repair work,
adjustments, changes, or general maintenance of the network. Such actions have a direct impact on the consumers.
Depending on the extent of the closure and the time of the day, you can decide to send a notification to the affected consumers in the area. Termis allows the setting up and sending of notifications to affected consumers. For details see How
To: Send Notification to Consumers, page 516.
You have the following options to close part of the network
l

Close area
The closing of the network happens through valve objects. The status of the valve object shows on the OpenClosedStatus attribute.

l

Close connection
The closing of the network happens through the pipe objects. The status of the pipe object shows on the OpenClosedStatus attribute.

The system supports the following levels for open/closed status:
Status

Description

0

Open

1

Closed

2

Enclosed - A section is considered to be enclosed when the pipe sections before are closed

3

Enclosed - supply

4

Enclosed - return

5

Closed - supply and return

6

Closed - supply

7

Closed - return

Notice that any closed (enclosed or cut-off) areas are not included in the simulation process.
This topic explains how to close and open a connection.
If you have inserted one or more shutoff valves, the function Close Connection will search for
on/off valves located at the relevant pipe and close the pipe at the nearest valve.
For details see How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects, page 893

To close a connection
l

Right-click the appropriate pipe and select Close Connection.
On the model, the disconnected network is indicated with a red cross on the pipe and all affected (disconnected)
consumers are highlighted (yellow). This is illustrated in the following figure.
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If you have a pump on the affected pipe(s) and the number of pump objects is set to 0, then this is similar to a
closed status (1).

To open a connection
l

Right-click the appropriate pipe and select Open Connection.

openclosedstatus

Next
How To: Send Notification to Consumers, page 516
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How To: Send Notification to Consumers
There are several ways in which you can connect to consumers through Termis and send out service messages.
A. Close area or pipe connection
When you for example close a pipe connection or an area, you can subsequently notify affected consumers by
sending a text message (SMS) or an e-mail. You can also send information that is better suited for regular mail
(snail mail). This could for example be in regards to future maintenance activities such as changing equipment at
the consumers' premises, new pipe line work, etc.
B. Direct 1:1 communication
When you have the proper setup you can also send text messages (SMS) or e-mails directly from Termis, sort of a
direct message or chat center on a 1:1 basis.
Notice that the menus under the Tools>Send menu are not accessible without the proper setup.
This topic discusses both options.

Find affected consumers
You can quickly locate the affected consumers due to a shut off of supply.
l

From the menu bar select Tools, point to Consumers and then Select Disconnected.

Option A (close area, pipe, valves)
From time to time you will need to shut off the supply to a group of consumers and subsequently notify these consumers of what is going to happen and the approximate time they will be without supply. The following are ways to
locate shut off areas or merely select a group of consumers.
l

Close a pipe connection (How To: Close a Connection, page 514)

l

Close an area (How To: Close Area, page 512)

l

Use Select or Select by polygon from the right-click menu to select consumers. Remember to set the consumer layer as visible and selectable.

Before
You must configure the consumer (demand) layer as explained in the following before you can send any message to
affected consumers.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Locate the consumer (demand) layer and display the attributes to the right.
3. To send any SMS or e-mail you must set a code for the attributes as explained in the ensuing table.
Attribute

Description

SMS

Under the column Code select SMS to accept the sending of messages through the SMS service provider and allow the entry of the
consumer's phone number. If only the SMS code (and not the
SMSFLAG) is set, no message is sent.

SMSFlag

Under the column Code select SMSFLAG. In addition to this,
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Attribute

Description
define a check box as explained in step 4.

E-MAIL

Under the column Code select EMAIL to accept the sending of emails and allow the entry of the consumer's e-mail address. If only
the EMAIL code (and not the EMAILFLAG) is set, no mail is sent.

E-MAILFlag

Under the column Code select EMAILFLAG. In addition to this,
define a check box as explained in step 4.
You must also make sure to define your e-mail host. If you do not
know the name you can contact your system administrator.
Define the host name under the Configuration Parameters.
Locate the category Infrastructure, Messages.
See the topic About Configuration Parameters, page 275.

4. For the attributes SMSFlag and E-MAILFlag add a command for a check box under the column Additional.
Enter the command
CHK
Ensure that you can see the attributes on the layer. Right-click the main model area and for the Consumer
layer select the check boxes for Visible and Selectable.
5. Now you should be able to see the attributes on consumers in the model. Locate the affected consumers as
explained in the preceding and right-click one of the affected consumers. Verify for example that there is a check
box next to the SMSFlag and/or E-MAILFlag attributes. See sample figure.

6. Enter consumer phone numbers under the SMS attribute and enter consumer e-mail addresses under the EMAIL attribute. This data typically comes from an external database. See the topic How To: Relate Attributes
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From a Database (External Data), page 443.

Send service message to consumers
l

From the menu bar select Tools, then Send and point to Send Messages to Consumers.
This menu is only available if you have closed a pipe or valve, area or otherwise have selected
consumers.
This opens a dialog from where you can notify consumers.

By default the dialog comes with the first three tab pages for text message (SMS), e-mail or regular mail (snail
mail). The additional tab page (Beredskabsalarm) that you see in the sample figure is a customized page you can
add when you have an agreement with this Danish third party provider of service messages.

Send SMS
Under this tab page you can send short text message services (SMS) to consumer's mobile phone; provided you have
added the phone number as explained in step 6 in the preceding.

l

Enter the text message and press OK to send the message to the consumer.

Send e-mail
Under this tab page you can send a notification to the consumer's e-mail address; provided you have added the e-mail
address as explained in step 6 in the preceding.
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Host

This is your e-mail host server. If you do not have the information, contact your system
administrator.
Define the mail server name under Configuration Parameters together with username and password.

Username and password

You must state username and password for the administrator of the mail service. This is a
necessary step to send mails to external e-mail addresses.

From

This is the e-mail address of the sender of consumer notifications. Typically, this is the utility management, such as ficticious company CityHeating.

Subject

State the purpose of the notification.

Message

Enter the notification to the user.

Send regular mail
You can send notifications to consumers using the conventional postal service (snail mail); provided you have defined
the consumers home address as explained in step 6 in the preceding.
Under this tab page enter the appropriate mail merge file to use when sending a paper mail. Alternatively, use the file
browse button to locate the mail merge file.
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Use service message provider (additional tab pages)
When you have an agreement with a third party provider in regards to servicing consumers, you can add this provider to
the message list as explained in the following. The setup involves among others the configuration of registry settings
and definition of attribute values under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.
Configure registry settings:
1. Go to HKEY_Current_User>Software>Schneider Electric>Termis>5.0.0>Setup
2. Add a new key named Beredskabsalarm. (Notice that the first time you open the Send Message dialog, the key
appears in the registry.)
3. Add the following strings and relevant values:
From - sender of the SMS text (optional)
Username - the user name as defined by the current provider, Beredskabsalarm.dk.
Password - password as defined by the current provider, Beredskabsalarm.dk. Optional.
Once you have defined those registry settings you can see it as yet another tab page in the dialog.
Configure consumer address details:
4. Open Layer Data Configuration and point to the consumer layer.
5. Identify the required attributes in regards to consumer address that you must define as a minimum.
Notice that the attributes are determined by the third party product. The following attribute configurations are
merely intended as guidelines for some of the attributes that you may need to configure.
The attributes must be paired with a code. You can select from the following list of codes
l

Name

l

Lastname

l

Firstname

l

Middlename

l

Streetname

l

ZIP (area postal code)

l

Streetnumber

l

Addressletter

l

Addressfloor

l

Addressdoor

6. Create a name attribute.
7. Under Code select the matching code. Here NAME. (Alternatively, create more attributes and select the alternative codes for name such as LASTNAME, etc.
8. Create an address attribute.
9. Under the Code column select a matching code. Here STREETNAME.
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10. Create an attribute for the postal code and subsequently select the matching code. Here ZIP.
11. Complete the attribute configuration for all required fields as determined by your third party provider.
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Configure attributes under generic editor
12. Make sure to select the affected consumers.
13. Access the generic editor.
14. Right-click and select Edit Selection.
15. This opens the consumer layer from where you add values to the attributes you defined in the preceding, such as
names, address, etc.
Configure third party setup
16. Open the tab page with the newly added third party provider of consumer services. Here Beredskabsalarm.
17. Follow the guidelines in the table to complete the setup.
Item

Description

Username

These are the entry fields that you have defined under the registry
settings as explained in the preceding.

Password

From

Enter the proper user name and password to xxx
Under From enter the sender's identity. Typically, this is the utility
management, such as ficticious company CityHeating.

Override Blocked Number

Some of the recipients may have an unlisted number (blocked).
Select the check box to bypass this and allow the sending of the
consumer information.

Send Message Directly

Select this option to send a message to the consumers immediately.

Only Prepare SMS Group

Select this option to only prepare a list of consumers to receive
service information.
Go to www.beredsskabsalarm.dk to complete the group message.

Consumer List

Open the list with all affected consumers.

Message

Enter the appropriate service message to the consumer.
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The figure shows the sample setup for third party service, Beredskabsalarm, and where you can see the list of
affected consumers to the right.

18. Click OK. Depending on which option you have chosen, the message is either sent to consumers immediately, or
the system saves the setup of the consumer list.

Option B (direct communication via Termis sending SMS or e-mail)
You can communicate directly on a 1:1 basis from Termis.
l

From the menu bar select Tools and then Send. Select either SMS or E-Mail.
Notice that these two options are grayed if you have not made the proper configuration.
For SMS you must have installed a modem. The topic How To: Configure Text Message (SMS) and E-Mails, page
803 provides guidelines to just one modem setup solution.
For E-Mail you must have define the mail server under Configuration Parameters.
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How To: Convert Flow to Power for Consumers
If you update your consumption based on flow you have the option to convert this parameter to power values instead.

To convert flow to power
1. From the menu bar select Tools select Consumers and point to Convert Flow to Power.
2. Draw a polygon to select the area in which you want to convert the consumer flow to power.
3. Under the dialog Convert Flow to Power make the following settings and press OK to confirm.

Flow attribute: Select the flow attribute that you want to change.
Power attribute: Select the appropriate power attribute on which to base the consumption.
4. The affected area is highlighted. Validate that the conversion is successful by checking the affected consumer
points.
The power value is calculated based on one of the following criteria
Temperature difference, that is DELT on the consumer where DELT is cooling: (ΔT = T - T ))
S

R

or
Consumer affiliated node.
or
A default 45 0C on the node.

Calculation formula for power
E=Q x HeatCapacity x (ΔT)
where
E

Effect

Q

Flow

ΔT

Is the absolute value for the temperature difference
To update the nodes with the calculated effect see the topic How To: Update Consumption Using
Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
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Example
The following example illustrates how for a few consumers the flow value is converted to a power value.

For this small area there are four affected consumers.
Before the conversion the four consumer have the following values for flow and power (in this example FAverage and
PNominel).

After the conversion notice how the values for the power have changed.
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How To: Convert Temperature Difference to Return Temperature
If you have imported consumer data and the update of consumers is based on the temperature difference, you have the
option to convert this attribute to that of the return temperature. When you later run temperature optimization the
conversion is based on the average values of the simulation.

To convert temperature difference to return temperature
1. Set the consumer layer to the active layer and make it both Visible and Selectable.
2. Perform a simulation.
3. From the menu bar select Tools, point to Consumers and select Convert Temperature Difference to
Return Temperature.
4. From the main model view, right-click and point to Select by polygon.
5. Before you proceed to updating consumers as explained under the topic How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293 ensure that you have performed the following actions
a. Mandatory. Configure the code for Return Temperature.
Locate the attribute for the return temperature and select the code TRET in the rightmost column.
b. Optional. If there are online metered consumers in the network, it is important to ignore these consumers
when you run an update of the consumption. For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
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How To: Change Language
This topic explains how to change language in Termis.

To change language
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Under Graphics, Language select the preferred locale from the drop-down list in the rightmost pane.
3. Press OK to save your changes.
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How To: Add a Graphic Element in Main Model Area
This topic explains how you can insert graphic elements directly in the main model area to add visual focus on specific
elements during the operation. You can add as many elements as you want but be aware of the fact that too many visuals can blur the picture. This topic only provides a few examples and you are recommended to explore this feature on
your own following the guidelines provided in this topic.

Editing
You can edit the graphic control elements from the right-click menu. The elements share general editing actions as
explained in the following table.

Shared control editing actions
Delete

To delete right-click the control and select Delete.

Hide

To hide right-click and select Hide.
To unhide the control select View from the menu bar, point to
Show and then select Graphic Elements. From the list select
the check box for the control you want to reappear.

Anchor

You can anchor the control to let it stay in a specific position relative to the model view, even when you resize this view. Use the
positions left, right, bottom, or top.

Element specific edits are listed under each item.
The two elements Profile and Time Series encompass an alternative editing possibility. If you right-click the center
of the control, you will see a long list of display options. You are recommended to play around with these options to
see which will suit your taste and requirements.

Legend
Use a legend to display the attributes for the selected object just as they are configured. The Legend control allows you
to get a quick overview of the operation status for a particular object.

To insert a Legend
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Legend.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the legend.
4. Right-click the legend and point to Select Display.
5. Point to a specific object or area in the network to display the attribute values in the Legend control.
The following figure shows a legend for the flow control zone in the network. Notice the color scheme for the flow
control on the nodes in the network.
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Legend specific editing menus:
Font

Select the preferred style for the legend header.

Select Display

When you point to an object in the system network, the attribute
values display in the control.
The prerequisite for adding a legend is a pre-configured object, else the system displays an error.

By default legends are generic, which means that they can apply to any theme once created, and in principle you need
only 1 legend per object. However, if you change the title of the legend it is no longer generic, and you must copy it from
theme to theme to make it available.
Legends can be set to display or to be hidden.

To hide a Legend
l

Right-click the legend and point to Hide.

To display a hidden Legend
l

From the menu bar select View, then Show and point to Graphic Element. The Show Graphic Elements is
a complete list of all created elements. Select (or clear) the required elements.

Text box
A text box is a way of adding a brief note to serve for example as an alert or information notice.

To insert a Text Box
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Text Box.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the text box.
4. Enter text as appropriate. You can format the text to suit your needs. See the ensuing explanation.
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Text Box specific editing menus:
Font

Select the preferred style for the text.

Adjust to Text

Automatically adjust the text box to match the size of the text
string.

Normal

This is the default display of the text string.

Memo

You can decide to display the text as a memo style. The text will
then display in bold-italic on a yellow background as illustrated in
the figure.

Image
You can for example use an image of a location in the network such as plants. See the figure in the following.

To insert an Image
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Image.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the image.
4. Right-click the placeholder and point to Select Image.
5. Insert an image as appropriate.

Image specific editing menus:
Insert Image

Insert an image for an improved visual presentation of the network. Select one of
the following file types: .bmp; .,ico; ,jpg.
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Bird's Eye View
The Bird's Eye View allows you to zoom in on a particular area or object and not lose your bearings in the network. See
the illustration in the following.

To insert a Bird's Eye View
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Bird's Eye View.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display a minimalized view of the network.

There are no Bird's Eye View specific editing menus.

Time Series
You can add a Time Series element to any object in the model.
The Time Series can display as a plot (graphical element) from the main model or in a stand-alone window as explained
in the ensuing.

To insert a Time Series as a plot (graphic element)
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Time Series.
3. Left-click the mouse to display an empty placeholder for the time series.
4. Right-click the control and select Add Time Series.
5. Point to an object in the model.
6. From the list that appears select an attribute (such as temperature, massflow, etc.) and press OK.
The time series displays as a graphic element.

To insert a Time Series as a window
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Time Series.
3. Left-click to display the new element. You can later move this element around and position where required.
4. Right-click the window and select option a or b.
a. Select Add Time Series.
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l

Point to an object in the model.

l

From the list point to an attribute (such as temperature, massflow, etc.) and press OK to display the time
series.

b. Select Add Time Series From Global List (existing time series).
l

From the list point to the required time series and then left-click the main model view to display the time
series.

To save a Time Series to a list
l

Right-click the time series from the main model view and select Save Time Series to List.

To read values for time series
You can view the current time value for a time series if you adjust the time through the Select Time bar at the top of
the model view. This is visualized with a red vertical line in the time series.
The vertical red line indicates the current time and from where you can read the values for this particular time step.
When you change the time step (for example from the time line in the toolbar), the red line moves and all values
change accordingly. The values can be both input (such as a measurement) or results (such as the values from the
generic editor). The ensuing figure shows how you can read the results under a graphical plot, but the values can be
read anywhere you have a time series.

To delete a Time Series from list
1. Right-click the control and select Delete Time Series.
2. This will display a list of the time series you have added to the model main view. Point to the time series you want
to delete and press OK.

Profile
The Profile element assists you in monitoring the status of a certain attribute such as the pressure. See the figure in the
following for details. The yellow line marks the pre-defined path. The dotted line marks the elevation, which will not
change. The solid line at the top will reflects the pressure values and will change if you alter the time from the Select
Time at the top of the application.
The Profile can only be added to the pre-defined paths that are defined in the system. For details
see How To: Create User Defined Paths, page 510.
The Profile can display as a graphical element in the main model or in a stand-alone window. There is a slight difference
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in how you create the two displays. Both options are explained.

To insert a Profile as a graphic element
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Profile.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the profile.
4. Right-click the placeholder and point to Select Path and point to one the paths you have defined.
5. Select an attribute from the list.
The profile displays as a graphic element.

To insert a Profile as a window
1. Right-click the main model area and select Profile and then New.
The model displays all defined paths.
2. Point to a path and from the list select the relevant object attribute.
The profile displays as a window.
3. Right-click the profile and select editing options from the list.
Select Profile

You can only select a profile from one of the pre-defined paths in
the model.

Save Profile to list

You can add your profile to a list and display it from the right-click
menu>Profiles, or from a list in a dashboard. For a description of
the latter see the topic How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page
303.

Show Node Posi-

Select this option to view the node positions for the path.

tions
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The following figure provides an illustration of a profile displayed as a graphic element.

Clock
Use this element to reflect the change in time for attribute values such as the Time Series and Profiles. When you alter
the time for these two elements using the Select Time bar at the top of the model main view, the time will also change
in the Clock element.

To insert a Clock
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Clock.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display a clock.
4. Right-click the control and select Properties and follow the guidelines in the following table.
5. Peruse the Properties dialog to see if other parameters need editing.
Watch specific editing menus:
Properties

Modify the parameters under Clock for this element to suit your
requirements.
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Web Page
To insert a Web Page
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Web Page.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the Web page.
4. Right-click the control and select Properties and follow the guidelines in the following table to add the address
for a Web site.
For illustration purposes only, the figure in the ensuing shows how it is possible to link to a Web site for a supplier
of valves from a relevant area in our model.
5. Peruse the Properties dialog to see if other parameters need editing.

Web Page specific editing menus:
Properties

The Properties dialog opens with focus on the URL parameter.
Enter the full address for the Web page you want to display.
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How To: Add a Button For Extended Functionality
You can add buttons to the main model area or the dashboard for easy access to other areas of the functionality in Termis to make configuration or display easier.
For example, your model network consists of several submodels and you want to have easy access to the data in the
plantthat controls each submodel. You can also turn layers on or off as explained in the topic How To: Turn Layers On or
Off, page 815.
This topic explains how to add a button from the main model area to access the simulation dialog, Run. If you want to
add a button to a dashboard view the topic To insert a button, page 305.

To add a button from main model area
1. Right-click the main model area, select Insert Object and point to Button.
2. When prompted, point to the target object.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the button properties.
Notice how the cursor has a red asterisk to mark the point for the anchoring of the button. Point to where you
want to locate the button and then point to the target object, such as a node, or a pipe, in the Control Data
dialog.
3. To access for example the simulation dialog point to Main Menu Entries, then Simulate and select Simulation.
When you later press the Simulation button, the simulation dialog opens and you can run a simulation.
If you later need to edit the button, click the area on the outer side of the button frame to open the properties
dialog. You can for example change the button text under 7T Settings and point to ControlText.
There are numerous setup combinations, and you need to figure out what works for you when you configure the button
to monitor the network.
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How To: Change Background Color in Model
You can change the default background color in your model to match your requirements.

To change the background color
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Under the Graphics, Main View category point to the parameter Background Color.
3. Under the Color dialog select the preferred color and press OK twice to save the changes.
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How To: Reverse Direction in Pipes
This topic explains how to reverse the flow in a pipe system.
You can change the direction of the flow for connecting objects such as pipes. See the figure for an example.

To reverse direction
l

Locate the pipe and right-click. then select Reverse.
In the sample figure notice how the object characteristics swop places when you change pipe direction.
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About Selections
You can choose to add granular views of your model for closer monitoring. If for example you are aware of critical areas,
such as nodes, pumps or valves, that need to be kept under strict and more frequent observation this can be done for
individual objects or entire areas.
Selections can for example encompass the observation of the pressure in a specific pipe. In addition, you can add an
entire list of selections to a dashboard for direct access to the pertinent information.
For details on how to create a selection and to add the list of selections to a dashboard see the following topics
How To: Create Selections, page 540
How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303
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How To: Create Selections
You can create different selections for specific sets of objects that you for example want to add to a particular zone.
This topic explains how to create a selection for specific sets of objects that can be subject to various editing operations
such as copy and move. You can also add the selections to a list as explained in the ensuing.
In this topic learn how to create a selection using
l

Window
Use a simple drag-and-click to select an area.

l

Polygon
Make a granular definition of an area by defining the points in the polygon and then double-click to release the
view.

To create a selection using a window
1. Right-click the main model area and point to Select.
2. Mark the area or object in your model that you want to include in the selection.

To create a selection using a polygon
1. Right-click the main model area and point to Select by polygon.
2. Start defining the area placing the cursor in one angle of the area. Move the cursor to the next point in the area.
Notice how the line is marked as a red line.
3. Then move the cursor to the last point in the area and double-click to release the selections.
During that last move notice how the area is marked with a red line. Do not double-click till you are satisfied with
the borders in the area. When you release the cursor all selected object within the polygon area will display.

To add a selection to a list of selections
1. Create a selection as explained in the preceding.
2. Then right-click the selected area and point to Selections and click Add Current Selection.
3. Enter a name for the selection.

To add a list of selections to a dashboard
1. Open the dashboard, right-click and select Control, then Add, and point to List of Selections.
2. Position the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
For details see How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.
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How To: Add Map View
You can open a user defined stand-alone map view of the current layer theme in your open model.

To open a user defined map view for themes
1. Open the View menu and click Add Map View.
2. From the List of Themes under the dashboard area select a theme, and click within the Map View window to
see how it displays.

Editing options
From the Map View you have access to most of the standard functionality provided under the right-click menu. Notice,
however, that there is a limit to which objects you can insert from the Map View. You cannot for example insert nodes or
pipes.

Navigation hints
To zoom in or out use the mouse or the zoom options under the right-click menu. For details on the zoom options see
the topic Right-Click Menu in Main Model Area, page 67.
You can have multiple theme map views open at the same time just as you can move a map view to any position to suit
your needs. Place the cursor on the title bar of the Map view, and drag the window to the desired position.
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How To: Perform Analysis of Temperature Change
You can perform an analysis to monitor the ramification in your network.
Termis offers two ways to analyze the effect of changes. This topic provides guidelines for both approaches.
l

Supply temperature analysis
When you run the analysis for the supply temperature, the result shows the impact that a change at a plant can
have on the individual nodes in your network.

l

Return temperature analysis
When you run the analysis for the return temperature, the result shows the impact that a change can have on a
plant.

Before
You must have a well-configured model and have run a simulation.

Supply temperature analysis
To configure attribute to run analysis
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations and open the Node folder.
2. Scroll to the bottom of the list of node attributes.
From here you can manually enter an attribute name, or you can right-click the empty row and select Add
Unreferenced Attributes
The name of the attribute to run supply temperature analysis must be SupDTPlant.
3. As a minimum configure the following settings for the attribute and save the changes.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Additional

SupDTPlant(1)

Analysis

Local

Double

Change in

TS

(1)

supply temperature(1)
(1) - you can name the settings according to your preference.
4. From the menu bar select Tools, then Consumers, and point to Supply Temperature Analysis.
5. If you have more than one plant in the model you are prompted to select the plant for which you have made the
change to the supply temperature.
If there is only one plant in the model, the analysis starts right away.

View analysis results
Generic editor
You can view the analysis result from the generic editor under the group you created for the attribute under step 3 in
the preceding. Here the figure shows the results for the nodes upon a supply temperature analysis.
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In this example the supply temperature on the plant has been lowered 1 (one) 0C. Notice how sensitive nodes are to
such a change. If you for example look at the node N1_49, you can see that the change is 0.96 0C.
You may want to run the supply temperature analysis during the summer period when production in general is kept at a
low level.

Create a plot
In addition, you can create a plot that will highlight the affected nodes and show the gradual impact based on the
changes made on the plant.
The figure illustrates the result of creating a graduate object display and from where you can study the impact for the
nodes by looking at the legend.
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Return temperature analysis
To configure attribute to run analysis
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations and open the Node folder.
2. Scroll to the bottom of the list of node attributes.
From here you can manually enter an attribute name, or you can right-click the empty row and select Add
Unreferenced Attributes
The name of the attribute to run supply temperature analysis must be dTplant.
3. As a minimum configure the following settings for the attribute and save the changes.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Additional

dTplant(1)

Analysis

Local

Double

Change in

TS

(1)

return temperature(1)
(1) - you can name the settings according to your preference.
4. From the menu bar select Tools, then Consumers, and point to Return Temperature Analysis.

View analysis results
Generic editor
You can view the analysis result from the generic editor under the group you created for the attribute under step 3 in
the preceding. Here the figure shows the results for the nodes upon a return temperature analysis. Contrary to the
changes that you can observe when you run a supply temperature analysis, the changes are not that influential for the
return temperature analysis. If you for example look at the node N1_20, you can see that the change is 0.03 0C.

Create a plot
In addition, you can create a plot that will highlight the affected nodes and show the gradual impact based on the
changes made.
The figure illustrates the result of creating a graduate object display and from where you can study the impact for the
nodes by looking at the legend.
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How To: Perform Production Zone Plot
For network where the energy supply comes from multiple plants, Termis enables you to view the distribution of energy
throughout the network.
This topic shows how to make a setup that displays the various sources of water and how to see where the sources mix
in the network.

Before
It is a assumed that you
l

Have a model with multiple plants.

l

Have performed a hydraulic simulation.

When you have run a simulation, Termis automatically detects whether there are multiple supply
sources and subsequently creates an attribute on nodes named Source.
By default this attribute is added under the Results category for all nodes and displays the various
sources according to the following syntax where a comma is the mandatory delimiter between the
supplying sources. <plant name >,<plant name>, <etc.> These fields are read-only.
If they do not appear under the editor, you need to define the attributes manually from the Layer
Data Configuration.

To display the overall source supply
Once you have performed a simulation you can right away see the sources in the network. You can choose to view the
sources for only one node or for all. This example shows the sources for all nodes.
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model view and select Edit All.
2. Select the Nodes folder and locate the default attribute Source.
The ensuing figure shows how for some nodes the supply comes from just one plant (CENTRAL) and from both in
others (CENTRAL,N3_22).
Notice the comma used as the delimiter.

To define supplying sources
If you want to show how nodes are serviced and how the energy is distributed, you will need to manually define each of
the supplying plants that you want to get results from.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layer Tools and then Layer Data Configuration.
2. Under Nodes add an attribute for each of the supplying plants following these directions:
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Name

The name must be exactly the same as the ID of the
plant. In this example the plant names are CENTRAL
and N3_22.

Group

Select Results.
You can choose any group, but for this example is used the same
group as defined for the default Source attribute.

Type

Select Local.

Object Type

Select Double.

Additional

TS;*

When you save the settings, you can view the source distribution from the defined plants under the object editor. You
can choose to view one or all the nodes. In the ensuing figure you can observe the distribution for the nodes when serviced from both plants in the network (CENTRAL and N3_22).

The following figure is an example of the source concentrations in node N-216.

where
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Source

Is the attribute that is created automatically for nodes when the
system detects multiple supply sources. Here the attribute shows
the results for node N_216 and how two plants supply this node.

CENTRAL and N3_22

The two defined plants that supply energy to node N_216.

To apply a Map display for plant production
As the plants are defined as time series, you can track the production distribution over time using a map display as
explained in the following steps.
For easy identification of the colors applied to the supplying plants, you can add a Legend element as illustrated in
this example.
1. Right-click the main model and select Layers and point to the relevant layer (here Basis) and select Category
under the column Map Display.
For details see To insert a Legend, page 528.
1. Under Objects select Nodes.
2. Under Attributes select Source.
3. Under the rightmost pane select colors for the defined plants.
In the following you can see the production distribution over a 7 hour time period for the zones defined in the
model.

Production distribution
Start of production cycle - the production for majority of the network comes from both plants.

Production distribution after 3 hours - the production mainly comes from one of the plants, CENTRAL.
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End of the 7 hour production distribution cycle - the distribution is back to the start where both plants contribute
to the production.

You are also recommended to add the current theme to your list. For details see How To: Work With Themes and
Legends, page 451.
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How To: Use Edit References
This topic explains how to use the tool Edit References for renaming or deleting references from your model. You will
for example use this function when you have added a template.

To use Edit References
1. From the menu bar select Tools and point to Edit References.

Under this dialog you can
l

Rename selected elements in your model.

l

Delete selected elements from your model.

The change is permanent and cannot be undone.
2. Define the new reference following the guidelines in the ensuing table.
Entry

Description

Type of reference

You can select from the following supported reference types:

Name

l

Layer

l

Measurement Tag

l

Path

l

Themes

l

Views

Once you select a reference type, the Name entry displays the relevant settings for this type, such as the list of path names. Select the relevant item.

Replace - New Name

To rename the reference, enter a new name.
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Entry

Description

Delete Reference

Select the check box to completely remove the reference from the model.

If you use the function GET (for example GET(Basis,BHGAM2,P) ), the layer name is not updated
using the Edit Reference dialog.
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How To: View Images on Objects
You can add an images on any object for illustration purposes. This could for example be relevant for critical nodes,
pumps or valves. This topic explains how to add an image to two critical nodes (Crit-01 and Crit-02) that are positioned
in the outskirts of the network where data may be less accurate.

To add an image to an object
1. From the main menu select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and object type you want for the images (here nodes), and scroll to the bottom of
the list in the right pane.
3. Create a new attribute and as a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes. The values
in the table are only suggestions (except for the Additional column), you can configure the object according to
your needs.

Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias
(optional)

Additional

Crit_image

Show

Local

Image

Critical node

IMG

image
4. Right-click the main model area, select Edit All to open the object editor.
5. Point to the relevant object type (here nodes) and locate the relevant group (here Show).
6. Locate the relevant nodes (for example CRIT_01 and CRIT_02) and select Add Image for each image you want
to add to the node object. Leave the rest blank.
If you want a third image to apply to all other nodes, you must first insert this image using the column marked
with an asterisk (*). Then you can add the two images as described in the preceding.
7. To view the images right-click the image and select View Image.
The following figure illustrates the two images added to two critical nodes.
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You may also want to dynamically view images of objects in the model (such as various intersections, buildings, pump
stations, etc.) so that whenever you point to an object that has an image attached, this object will display the image
from a dashboard. For details see How To: View Images Dynamically (via Dashboard), page 634.
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How To: View Results for Transport Time
By default Termis generates a result for the minimum transport time of water in your network. The default attribute,
TransportTime, displays the result upon each simulation you perform under the generic editor.
The calculation of the minimum transport time always initiates from the source.
In Termis that means the minimum transport time calculation can start from
l

Plant object or

l

Heat Exchanger object

The following example illustrates how the minimum transport time is calculated from a plant and where there are two
possible result scenarios for the transport time depending on the pipe dimensions.
a. If T <(T +T +T +T +T ) then T
1

b. T

node

2

3

4

5

6

node

=T

1

= T +T +T +T +T
2

3

4

5

6

Sample result as seen from the generic object editor. Remember that you must run a simulation before you can view
the results.

In addition, you can create a plot that will show the changes in transport over time.
This figure shows the transport time and where the red areas represent the most critical areas.
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Notice that for older configurations, you must insert the attribute as an unreferenced attribute. For details see How To:
Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578. If you accept the default attribute name you need only add TS under the Additional column.
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About Model Creation Based on External Data
This topic does not apply if you are running Model Export Database V1.3.
This is an introduction topic to explain the new method of importing data into Termis. You are strongly recommended to
become familiar with the way data import works as of version 5.0. The topic explains how to create and maintain model
topology based on data residing in external databases for hydraulic modeling systems.
The external hydraulic data most likely originates from Geographic Information System (GIS). The data not only enables you to create a new model in Termis, but also to establish the connection to existing and required objects.
If you are a current user of a legacy (old) Termis application or looking to update a model created in the new generation
Termis, you are familiar with the integration of data from Model Manager. The Model Manager process in its current form
is phased out and replaced by the approach outlined in this topic and explained in-depth in other topics. You will be
guided through the steps in the wizard. There are a few required steps, otherwise the wizard processes are pretty flexible.
As a new user to Termis you can use this new method to create models based on existing GIS data. The functionality of
Termis allows you to create and maintain model topology that resides in GIS databases.
The approach explained in this topic is probably the most likely to apply when you create a new model in Termis. The
approach assumes that you have existing data files in the form of topology information from Geographic Information
System (GIS).

Work flow
Study the work flow in the following. Each area is explained in the ensuing table and from where you can also find pointers to topics that provide in-depth information on the setup.

Explain work flow steps
Work Flow Item

Description

More information

Import data file

The data that you import from an external

How To: Import Data Files

source constitutes the topology that must

for Model Creation, page

be configured once it is imported into Ter-

560

mis.
There is support for the following data
files:
l

Shape

l

DWG
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Work Flow Item

Description
l

Cross-References

More information

DXF

You must configure the batch of imported

How To: Configure Model

objects to convert objects such as points,

Cross-References, page

pipes, etc., so that the incoming (topology)

563

objects match those in the new model
layer in Termis.
Model Area

The model area constitutes a topology
layer with defined polygon zones.

Parameters

How To: Create and Add a
Model Area, page 564

You must configure the model parameters

How To: Configure Model

to convert objects such as points, pipes,

Parameters, page 565

etc., to match the setup in Termis.

Validate

Perform a consistency check of all cross-ref- How To: Perform Valerences. First and foremost, the validation

idation (Consistency)

focuses on the correctness of the object

Check and Build New

ID, then follows the geometric elements,

Model, page 567

such as coordinates, pipe setup, etc.)
Build

Prior to the build of a a new model the system performs a consistency check similar
to the stand-alone process under the Validate step.

Summary

Maintenance (Reload)

If errors occur during the build process

View Model Summary ,

these are listed in the Summary form.

page 568

At a later phase in your operation process,

How To: Update Model,

you may need to update the imported data

page 569

files. Follow the link to a description of how
to handle updates.

Prerequisites
l

External data
To create topology layers you must have data from an external source, such as GIS data in the form of .shp files,
.dwg files, or dxf files. This data must moreover correspond to the relevant object type in Termis, such as a node,
pump, or pipe.
If possible, the external data must have a unique ID as this will make the conversion to Termis a somewhat easier process.

l

Pipe dimensions
You must make sure to have the necessary pipe dimensions for the topology.
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Unit specification
The unit specification is relevant for attributes with a configured PhysType, such as diameter, temperature, etc. The
unit specification enables the correct conversion between GIS values and values in SI unit, as data in the GIS layers
may be stored in non-SI units.
The default value is used in case a value is not present for a GIS object.

Data source
The data source is the original topology layer. The topology layer must be stored together with the new layer to allow an
update of the new model without having to define the topology layers from scratch each time there is an update. For
details see How To: Import Data Files for Model Creation, page 560.
Currently, Termis supports the following topology formats:
l

Shape files (.shp)

l

DXF files (.dxf)

l

DWG files (.dwg)

l

Database tables

Upon import of data
When you have completed all the steps in the wizard following the guidelines, you are ready to initiate the import of new
topology data.
Termis performs the following processes:
l

Creates a new layer.

l

Copies external pipes to the model layer.

l

Performs consistency check for pipes and makes corrections, if necessary. All changes are logged.

l

Converts pipes following the rules for split and join.

l

Handles nodes as follows:
o Creates new nodes.
o External nodes close to a pipe are copied to model layer. Existing nodes are replaced or pipes split, if nec-

essary.
o External objects, such as plants, close to a pipe are copied to model layer. Existing nodes are replaced or

pipes split, if necessary.
o External objects, such as valves or pumps, located on a pipe will apply. Splits identified pipe into a pipe part

and a pipe component part.
All external objects that now reside in the new model layer include a reference to the original pipe
and can be identified in case of conversion failure.

Log file
Use the log file to monitor all import activities: Logging Topology Information, page 913.
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Configure Termis
When you have successfully completed the import of new topology information and defined a new model, you must proceed with the standard configuration processes in Termis. These processes encompass actions such as defining boundary conditions, performing scenario simplification, etc.
About Boundary Conditions, page 199
How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701

New to Termis?
If you are new to Termis you are recommended to look at the following topic or videos to familiarize yourself with the
concepts of models and editors.
Model Concepts, page 22
Watch the training video to learn how to navigate and use the editors
l

Go to our Web site www.7t.dk>Products>Termis> Training>Video tutorials.
Or, if you have a smartphone you can use this QR code to access the training videos.

Import/export of model setup
You have the option to export the current model setup that is the result of your most recent import of external data
files. This setup can then be reused (imported) into any other model. For details see How To: Share Model Definition
Setup (from Create Model), page 570.

Next
l

How To: Import Data Files for Model Creation, page 560- first step in the work flow that explains how to import
topology data from an external data file.
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How To: Import Data Files for Model Creation
You can import file data from external sources for further processing and use in Termis. This topic explains how to
import data using the model creation wizard.
If you create a new model from the menu bar selecting File>Import, you must make sure to define
the layer as the Topology layer.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.
Termis supports the following data file types.

Shape files

Stores non-topological geometry and attribute information for the data. The
geometry information is stored as a shape comprising a set of vector coordinates.

DWG

AutoCAD files that add 2D or 3D design data to your models. If the DWG file is
intended as a background image to the model, you must ensure that there is
a match between the coordinates for the DWG file and the model.

DXF

Drawing Exchange Format. This is an open source CAD data file format.

Layer

For details see How To: Import a Layer From a Database, page 447.

Template

For details see How To: Create a Model Template, page 754.

Before
You are recommended to read the topic About Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556.

To import object attribute data
1. From the menu bar select Topology, then Model and point to Create.
This opens the Create Model dialog.
2. Press the Import Layers button.
3. Locate the appropriate file. To view the supported file formats make sure to select the correct file type under File
name. You can add several files. They are separated by a semi-colon.
4. This opens a dialog with focus on the Topology tab from where you can import a full set of object attributes or
only selected. Select all that apply.
You may only need a few of the attributes if you have data available in other databases. If that is the case, you
should as minimum select the unique ID to be able to establish the connection to external databases at a later
point in time. Clear the check box next to the file name and then select the required attributes.
As an alternative you can add more attributes from the Layer Source dialog at a later time. The dialog can be
accessed from several locations and you can then subsequently set up the cross-reference. For details see How
To: Add More Attributes Using Layer Source, page 435.
The default ID is marked with an asterisk [*]. You can change the default ID for the imported data, if required.
Right-click any of the attributes and select Set <attribute name> as ID. You are recommended to use this
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approach for any subsequent updates to your imported data as it reduces the risk of confusing attribute names.
5. Under Layer Type make sure that the type is Topology.
6. Under Layer Group enter the name of the layer category name. The name of the layer group may be different
from the default name in the file.
7. Under Layer Name enter the name of the layer with the imported attributes. The name of the layer may be different from the default name.
8. Under Coordinate Unit keep the default selected unit or select the phys type that you want to apply to the data
file (object type).
9. Under Filter enter an expression, if needed, to narrow the import of attribute values.
You can for example use filters if you want only a certain dimension of a pipe, or node objects below a specific flow
value. The system remembers the filters so that you can later select an existing filter. Use the check box Use to
activate the filter.
10. Press OK to start the import of attributes.
You must repeat the steps in the preceding for each new topology layer import.
Upon import you can see the new layer(s) under the column Topology Layers.

Notice that any data import performed from the menu bar under File>Import (provided you select the Topology
type) appears from the list of Topology Layers. The cross-reference is still set to unreferenced since this is the
next step after this. As soon as you have made the relevant match between object attributes, the status will
change to that of a reference to a named layer, such as Node.
You can also see the new layer from the Layers dialog and under the generic object editor (see sample figure).
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Layers dialog

Generic object editor

Reload button
You can use the Reload button when there are updates to the original data files. See also How To: Update Model, page
569.

Next
How To: Configure Model Cross-References, page 563 - second step in the work flow that explains how to match input
objects (topology) with output objects (model).
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How To: Configure Model Cross-References
This topic explains how to configure the model cross-references in regards to the import of topology information. The
cross-reference process establishes the relationship between the data source, such as GIS data, and Termis. For the
majority of the data, the relationship between import data and Termis is Many:1. This means that the imported topology data includes more attributes that must match those of only one object in Termis.

Before
You must have imported the necessary topology objects as explained in the topic How To: Import Data Files for Model
Creation, page 560.

To establish a cross-reference
1. Under the Create Model dialog select the Cross-Reference tab.
2. In the left column, right-click the relevant object layer that you have imported and select Add source to <layer
name>. Then from the dialog Select Layer for <layer name> select the relevant layer.
3. To the right, establish the reference between the object attributes. Under Termis Attribute select an attribute
from the list and pair it with the relevant source information.
For any attribute with a defined phys type, this information appears automatically together with information on
the external unit.
4. Repeat step 2 for as many references you need to define for the new model. To apply the reference, select the
check box for Use.

Next
How To: Create and Add a Model Area, page 564 - third step in the work flow that explains how to add a specific area of
the network to the model.
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How To: Create and Add a Model Area
Model areas are the geographical zones of the topology data. The model areas may overlap and in the event that an
object is positioned inside more than one area, then at import time the object will belong to the smallest geographical
area.
This topic explains how to create and add a model area in Termis to include various sections of a network for the import
and configuration of the topology data. You can define areas to restrict the model extent with one or more areas. Models
are defined by polygon objects and each area has a unique ID (default is POL).

Before
Make sure you have completed the steps explained in the topic How To: Configure Model Cross-References, page 563.
Create an area by way of inserting a polygon object.
l

Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object and then Polygon. Draw the borderlines of the area
and double-click to complete the polygon.

To create a model definition
1. Under the Create Model dialog select the Model Areatab.
2. Under the first drop-down entry select the appropriate layer.
3. Under the second drop-down entry select the relevant area(s). Use the Ctrl key to multi-select areas.

Next
How To: Configure Model Parameters, page 565 - fourth step in the work flow that explains how to define the parameters such that objects are converted to suit the setup in Termis.
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How To: Configure Model Parameters
This topic explains how to configure the model parameters to convert objects such as points, pipes, etc., to match the
setup in Termis.

Before
Make sure you have completed the steps explained in the topic How To: Configure Model Cross-References, page 563.

Pipe conversion
When you import topology in the form of pipes these are often created in sections that are not tailored to suit the
hydraulic modeling principles in Termis. To enable such pipe sections to be included into a hydraulically well-configured
model, the pipes are first split into a smaller number of sections and subsequently connected in junctions.
This paragraph explains how to convert pipes into sections that allow the geographically connection to junction points,
that is node objects. This process involves the adjusting of inaccurate coordinates through the setting of snapping tolerances.

Split pipes
Pipes are split into a number of sections and subsequently joined in T-sections as explained in the following bullet points.
a. Pipes are split applying the Snap Perfect tolerance. For pipes that have an end point that overlaps another pipe
within the Snap Perfect tolerance and not close to the end points of the other pipe, will split the other pipe at the
intersection of the two pipes.
b. Pipes are split applying Snap Normal provided they did not already split up other pipes.
Pipes can cross each other without causing a split, provided the position of the end points lie beyond the Snap Normal tolerance.

Join pipes
To allow for a well-configured network, pipes are joined as explained in the following bullet points.
a. Pipes are joined using the Snap Perfect tolerance.
b. For pipe ends that did not snap to any other pipe end are joined using the Snap Normal tolerance. These pipe
ends cannot connect to the perfectly snapped objects.
c. For pipes ends that did not snap to any other pipe will be joined using the Snap Normal tolerance now interfacing
with the perfectly snapped objects.
Perfectly snapped objects take precedence over normally snapped objects.

To validate and configure correct conversion
l

Under the Create Model dialog select the Parameters tab and adjust the parameters using the guidelines in
the following table.

Pipe definition

Description

Snap tolerances

Snap Perfect
Objects that are closer to a pipe section than the default limit for
Snap Perfect are considered a perfect connection.
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Pipe definition

Description
Default value: 0.005m.
Snap Normal
Objects with a distance to a pipe larger than the perfect snap but
within the normal limit are considered a Normal Snap.
Default value: 0.5m.

Gap tolerance

Set a tolerance for objects whose positions are beyond the snapping limits.
Default value 2.0m.

For an illustration of the tolerances, see the appendix section: Snapping Tolerances, page 928.
See also Logging Topology Information, page 913.

Next
How To: Perform Validation (Consistency) Check and Build New Model, page 567 - final steps in the work flow. When you
build a new model, the system automatically performs a consistency check (validation).
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How To: Perform Validation (Consistency) Check and Build New
Model
This topic explains how to run a consistency check and subsequently build the new model.
You can run each of these processes separately as laid out in the wizard, or you can skip the Validation tab and go
straight to the Build tab and let the system run the consistency check.
The consistency check performs a validation of all cross-references; and the system checks first of all for the correctness
of the object attribute ID and second for the geometric parameters, such as coordinates and pipe designs.

Before
Make sure that you have completed all the relevant steps to import data from an external source.
How To: Import Data Files for Model Creation, page 560
How To: Configure Model Cross-References, page 563
How To: Create and Add a Model Area, page 564
How To: Configure Model Parameters, page 565

To validate and build a new model
l

Under the Create Model dialog select the Validate tab and press the Validate button. Select this option if you
want to make sure that the data import is successful prior to building the model. If the Summary tab reports
error situation, you can adjust the parameters before you build the model.

l

Under the Create Model dialog select the Build tab and press the Build button. The system automatically performs a consistency check and subsequently builds the model. Errors, if any, appear under the Summary tab.

Next
Check the Summary tab to see if the build process is successful. Only errors, if any, appear under this tab.
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View Model Summary
The Summary tab only contains information if the validate or build processes have flaws and consequently generate
issues.

Before
You must have completed all the steps in the create model wizard and especially the validate or build process.
The figure illustrates a scenario where the validation or build processes show 4 errors that need attention.

See also the following topics
Logging Topology Information, page 913
Snapping Tolerances, page 928

To view and react to errors
1. Complete the entire data import process and run a validation or build process.
2. Under the Summary tab look for errors, if any.
When you select an error in the left-most column, the affected objects appear to the right as shown in the preceding figure. The left-most column indicates the state of the error. When you point to one of the objects in the
right-most column, the system zooms to the appropriate object.
3. Correct the errors as appropriate.

Next (Optional)
How To: Update Model, page 569
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How To: Update Model
There are two steps involved in the update of your model in the event that there are updates to the original data files.
1. From the create model wizard you must reload the original data layer files.
2. Use the Smart Copy function to re-configure the model. For details see How To: Perform Smart Copy, page 742.
3. Continue the modeling of your model as appropriate.
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How To: Share Model Definition Setup (from Create Model)
Upon the creating of a new model using the wizard-like function in Termis, you have the option to share this setup with
other models. This is done via an export/import function. You can import the model setup definition into an existing
model, or you can load it into an empty model file.

Before
Create a new model following the step-by-step setup explained under About Model Creation Based on External Data,
page 556and ensuing topics.

To export a model definition
1. From the menu bar select Topology , then Create and point to Export Setup.
2. Save the setup to a relevant folder.
The system automatically collects the relevant settings and saves the setup in a file with the extension .mds.

To import a model definition
1. From the menu bar select Topology, then Create, and point to Import Setup .
2. Locate and open the relevant model setup file.
3. Open the Create Model dialog once more and press the Reload Layers button on the Topology tab.
You are now able to view the imported setup.
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Objects
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with objects.
About Attribute Definition Editor

572

How To: Create New Objects

575

How To: Apply Default Values to New Objects

576

How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes

578

How To: Add Font and Font Color to Objects

581

How To: Align Objects

583

How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor

584

About Object Attribute Configuration

590

How To: Create a Digital Object

598

How To: Create a Measurement Object

602

How To: Create a Validation Object

608

How To: Create a Text Object

612

How To: Create New Attributes

614

How To: Copy Attribute To Nearest Object (Spatial Attributes)

619

How To: Select a Measurement to Objects
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About Attribute Definition Editor
This topic explains the use of the Attribute Definition Editor. This is the system tool that enables you to edit the basic
attribute definitions for all objects. The editing, however, does not encompass actual values. In general, it is recommended that the configuration of attributes is handled in the Layer Data Configuration dialog. Under certain circumstances the editing can be done using the Attribute Definition Editor.
You are strongly urged to use due diligence when you edit the attributes from the Attribute Editor.
Careless editing can cause unforeseen problems.
The following figure illustrates the semantic relation among the main editors (dialogs) in Termis.

Editor

Description

Layers

The configuration of layers in your model is handled from the Layers dialog box. Such actions can for example be the visual display
settings.
You can have as many layers as needed, but you
must always have a Scenario layer, else you will not
be able to perform a simulation.

To access the Layers dialog
l

Right-click the model main area and select Layers.
For details on column settings and basic editing tasks under
the Layers dialog box, see the topic About Layers Dialog,
page 220.

Layer Data Configuration

The Layer Data Configuration dialog is used to display the
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Editor

Description
appearance of the objects and attributes in your model.
You can access the Layer Data Configurations dialog in the following ways:

Generic object editor

l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer
Data Configurations.

l

Right-click the main model area, select Layer Tools and
point to Layer Data Configurations.

The Object editor provides a display of the attribute values that
you can edit.

To access the Object Editor
l

Right-click the main model area and select Edit All or a single object.

If you perform individual configuration on objects,
these will not appear under the Edit All list in the
generic editor.

Note on raw data
You can access any attribute that is set to hidden, not yet configured, or removed from the configuration. You must use due diligence when you access the raw data.
Attribute Definition
Editor

The Attribute Definition Editor defines the entire set of attributes for all object types in the model whether they are referenced
in the model or still pending use.
Use due diligence when you edit the attributes from
the Attribute Editor. Careless editing can cause
unforeseen problems.
For details see About Attribute Definition Editor, page 572.

To access the Attribute Definition Editor
l

From the menu bar select Tools and then Attribute Definition Editor.

The Attribute editor is a list of the entire set of attributes defined for the model. The following table explains the
options for the editor.
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Explain the Attribute editor options
Option

Definition

Attribute

The name of the attribute.

New Name

You can enter a new name for the attribute if required. Ensure
that you are aware of the ramifications of the name change .
If you for example change the name of an attribute that has a
value, then this value will be deleted and the result may not be as
expected. If you still want the attribute to have the same value,
you must manually configure the attribute under the object
editor.

Origin

There are two types of Origin:
l

Embedded - no editing is allowed.

l

Local - can be subject to editing.

Type

The attribute type as defined from the beginning.

New Type

If required, you can change the attribute type.

Delete

Select the check box to delete the attribute. Only Local attributes
can be deleted.
The attribute is permanently removed from the
model.
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How To: Create New Objects
You can add as many new objects to your model as needed and required. The model that you import has a certain set of
objects and pertaining data from the Geographic Information System (GIS). If the model requires more objects, you can
add these at any point in time.

Before
You can only add objects to layers. The following topic shows how to create a new layer.
How To: Create New Layer, page 232
All objects must be inserted on the active layer. To ascertain which layer is currently the active layer, right-click the
main model view, select Layers. In the Layers dialog, the active layer is marked with a blue icon

.

If you need to change layer see the topic How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or Current, page 258.

To insert new objects
1. Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object.
2. From the list of available objects select the required object type. The range of available objects depends on the
current layer.
3. Release the new object in the appropriate position.
You may need to zoom in on the model to position the object accurately in the required position.
Each model object has an in-depth description in regards to purpose and attribute functionality. You
are recommended to peruse the documentation for information on the specific object type.

Next
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
How To: Apply Default Values to New Objects, page 576
How To: Create New Attributes, page 614
The Measurement and Digital objects are handled in a slightly different manner. For details see
How To: Create a Measurement Object, page 602
How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598
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How To: Apply Default Values to New Objects
You can add default values to any object so that when you create a new object the default value will apply automatically
to all attributes. The default value can be added as a static value or defined as a formula.

To add a default value
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Point to the appropriate layer
(typically this is the Scenario layer), and point to an object type. In this example it is a node object.
2. Locate the attribute that requires a default value, and under the column Default Value enter a value or a formula.
Value; for example set the attribute OpenClosedStatus to True.
Formula
a. Right-click the default value cell and select Add Formula.
b. Define the formula and press Test to validate the formula.
c. Under the Additional column you must enter CALC to add the formula to the object.
d. Save the change to exit the dialog.

3. Create a new object and open the object editor to validate that the default value is added.
For details see How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193.

Next
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
How To: Create New Attributes, page 614
The Measurement and Digital objects are handled in a slightly different manner. For details see
How To: Create a Measurement Object, page 602
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How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598
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How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes
In addition to creating a new attribute you can also add existing attributes that are not yet used in any configuration.
For details on how to create a new attribute see the topic How To: Create New Attributes, page 614.
The entire list of available attributes in the model, which is a combination of referenced and unreferenced attributes,
can be found under the Attribute Editor.

To add an unreferenced attribute
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Point to the object type (here
valve object) to which you want to add the unreferenced attribute.
2. Scroll to the bottom of the list and highlight the entire row, right-click and select Add Unreferenced Attribute.

3. Select the check box(es) for the attribute(s) that you want to add to the configuration.
The selection of attributes is now added to the list.
4. Complete the definition of the attribute(s).

As a minimum complete the following default definitions
Attribute Option

Description

Name

The name is the internal attribute name (ID). The name must be
unique and is recognized by the system in formulas. You are recommended to never change the attribute name because of the
severe impact on formulas. Instead use the Alias, see below.
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Attribute Option

Description

Group

Groups are an effective way to organize object attributes in the tree
view in the object editor.
l

Type

Expand the list and select a group or enter a new group name.

Types refer to the origin of the attribute.
Valid Types

Description

Embedded

The attribute is built-in (hard-coded).
All objects of the same type have the same
embedded attributes.

External

External attributes are defined by user. All
objects of the same type will have the same
external attributes.

Local

Local attributes are attributes added by
user. Objects of the same type may have
individual sets of local attributes.

Tracking

The attribute is controlled by a tracking
application.

Object Type

The object type determines the resulting value. The attribute can a
for example be a calculation, in which case you must add the parameter CALC, else it fails. Tables that produce multiple values have
their own category.
For details on the available parameters see the explanation to the column Additional and the section Details
for the attribute Additional. Locate this section under
the topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page
590.
Valid Types

Description

Double

A number with decimals.
If you clear the value for this
type of attribute from the object
editor, the entry field stays
empty. This means that there is
no distinction between NULL and
NaN (not a number) for this
attribute.

String

A text value.
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Attribute Option

Description
Valid Types

Description

Int32

An integer such as 1998.

Boolean

True or false.

Date Time

Date and Time definitions.

Time

Only time definition.

UInt32

Positive integer.

Attribute Table

A table.

Color

Color definition.

Font

Font definition (style, size, etc.).

Image

Image selection.

Unknown

This type is used if there is no logical match
to the existing types; for example when
you import data from external sources.

Alias

The alias is the external attribute name as displayed in the object
editor. It can display in the local language and contain all Unicode
characters.
The Alias must have a unique value (text) for the object type, If left
blank, the Alias entry defaults to the definition under Name (that is
the attribute ID).

5. Save the changes.
6. Under the object editor configure the attribute following the definitions under the topic About Object Attribute
Configuration, page 590.
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How To: Add Font and Font Color to Objects
You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When you apply these options you can make the objects more
distinctive such as for example highlighting object data. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for how to create
the attributes, how to apply the attributes to objects and lastly an example of where to use the font and font color.
This option involves the following actions
l

Create and configure attribute.

l

Apply attribute to an object.

To add font and color
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Point to the appropriate
layer, for example Basis, and then select an object.
2. By default the ensuing attributes should be available.
If not, scroll to the bottom of the list of attributes, then either create two new attributes, or right-click and point
to Add Unreferenced Attributes.
As a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes.
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

Additional

Font

Show

Local

Font

Font Family

FONT,*

TextColor

Show

Local

Color

Font Color

CLR,*

Now apply the attributes to the objects. This example illustrates how to apply the attributes to all nodes in layer.
3. Right-click the main model view and select Edit All.
4. Open the nodes object and point to the Show folder.
The new attributes appear on the list of object attributes.
5. Under the column marked with an asterisk (*) select the Font attribute and determine font, font style and size.
The figure towards the end of the topic shows the use of Papyrus, Bold, 14.
6. For the TextColor attribute select a color for the text.
7. Save the changes.

Display values for object attributes
The following illustrates how to display the object values next to the relevant object. In this example the object has
been added a specific font and font color (here Papyrus, Bold, 14, red) to display values.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations. Select the appropriate layer
and object (here nodes).
2. Select the right-most column, Display, and select the attribute(s) you want to display; here Flow. Exit the
dialog.
3. From the menu bar select View, point to Show, and select the check box for Object Data.
Notice how the display on nodes for the Flow data.
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How To: Align Objects
You can align any type of layer based objects. However, it makes most sense to perform alignment on text objects such
as digital objects, measurement objects, etc.
The Align tool is a one-off move of objects, as if you had done the move yourself.

Before
You must clear the check box for Anchored before you align the objects. The alignment and anchoring of objects are
mutually exclusive commands.

To align objects
You can align single objects or multiple objects to any of the other selected objects.
1. Right-click the required object(s), then select Object Tools, point to Align, and select the alignment command
(Left, Right, etc.).
2. You are now prompted to select the object you want to align to.
The selected object(s) will move into alignment immediately.
The ensuing figure shows the alignment of three digital objects where the objects are left aligned based on the red
object.
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How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor
The Edit Data dialog (referred to as the generic object editor offers a variety of editing options for all the object
types. This topic lists some of the available editing options just as is provides pointers to a number of basic and advanced
editing activities.

Note on raw data
You can access any attribute that is set to hidden, not yet configured, or removed from the configuration. You must use
due diligence when you access the raw data.
For details on the editors that you can use in Termis see the topic About Editors in Termis, page 60
In this topic
l

Editing options

l

Apply same value to multiple objects (multi-edit)

l

Explain color coding applied in the generic editor (such as under Results)

l

Right-click menus in the generic editor

l

Pointers to basic and advanced editing activities

Editing options
Notice the total number of objects in the lower right corner of the editor. In case you hide one or more objects,
this is reflected in the status as hidden objects. You can get the total object number if you access the Model Data
dashboard.

Editing options for generic object editor
l

Encompassed extensive copy/paste functions, including the use of transposed format.

What do you want to do?
Edit object values for a single

Where to find the information
Edit single objects

Right-click the model main view, point to

object or multiple objects in

only one object and select Edit<object

the object editor.

name>.

The Navigate dashboard

Edit multiple objects

provides access to the

Click anywhere in the view and select Edit
All.

object editor for individual
or multiple object editing.

*

Use the asterisk column (*) to add the
same attribute value to multiple objects in
one step. See the section in the ensuing
Apply same value to multiple objects.

Apply same value to all objects
When you edit multiple objects using the Edit All function, you can perform the following actions using the column
marked with an asterisk (*).
l

Global insert of a value. Enter value and press Enter on your keyboard or left-click one of the cells in the row. The
value is automatically copied to all cells in the current row.
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l

Global remove of values. Add a space using the space bar and press Enter on your keyboard or left-click one of
the cells in the row. The value is automatically removed from all cells in the current row.

l

For boolean type objects you can use True or False (not case sensitive) if the attribute does not have the code:
CHK.

For attributes that contain numbers you can apply values as outlined in the ensuing table. This approach works regardless of the attribute being an expression (that is defined with CALC,*) or not.
Generic Value

Description

*X

This multiplies all numbers with the factor X.
Example:
*1000
multiplies all numbers with a factor of 1000.

/X

This divides all numbers with the factor X.
Example
/1000
divides all numbers with a factor of 1000.

++X

This adds X to all numbers.
Example:
++273.15
adds 273.15 to all numbers.

+-X

This subtracts X to all numbers.
Example:
+ -273.15
subtracts 273.15 from all numbers.

Explain color coding used in object editor
Color

Description
These cells are ready for editing.

White
Read-only cell results.
Gray

No editing allowed.
Cells contain measurement results.

Dodger blue

No editing allowed.
Cells contain measurement results.
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Color

Description

Light cyan

Editing allowed.
Cells contain calculation results.

Light green

No editing allowed.
Cells contain calculation results.

Dark cyan

Editing allowed.
Cells contain time series.

Light blue

Editing allowed.
Cells contain time series.

Aqua

No editing allowed.

Use right-click menus in generic object editor
The right-click menu under the Edit Data dialog offers a number of editing options that are explained in the ensuing
table.
Notation used in the table:
*) More menus appear when you select an entire row, opposed to only having focus on a cell.
¤) The availability of the menus depends on the selected object type.

¤

Menu

Description

Add/Edit Control

This option only displays if you have configured the object correctly. The syntax CTRL must be set under the column Additional in the Layer Data Configurationseditor.
For details see About Conditional Controls, page 201.

¤

Add/Edit Formula

This option only displays if you have configured the object correctly. The syntax CALC must be set under the column Additional in the Layer Data Configurations editor.
For details see How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes,
page 193.

¤

Add/Edit Measurement

This option only displays if you have configured the object correctly. The syntax MEA must be set under the column Additional
in the Layer Data Configurationseditor.
For details see How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page
623.

¤

Add/Edit Time Series

This option only displays if you have configured the object correctly. The syntax TS must be set under the column Additional
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Menu

Description
in the Layer Data Configurationseditor.
For details see How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767.

*

Attribute Statistics

Displays the details on attributes for an entire object type or a
selected object.
For details see How To: View Attribute Statistics, page 629.

Copy or Paste

Copy a value and subsequently paste the value where appropriate.
The value that you paste must match the format for the cell.

Copy or Paste Transpose

Copy or paste a range of cells to be returned in transposed format.
For example, a horizontal range of cells is returned as a vertical
range, and vice versa.
See also Transpose.

¤

Filter Objects by Expression
fi l te r e x p re ssi o n

You must select an entire row to display this option.
Use the search criteria to display a selection of values or measurements. The expressions are available by object type when you
select layers and/or objects types to the left.
For details see How To: Perform a Search, page 714.

Map object ID Map object ID

Use this option to copy the exact ID of an object and apply this
when you configure objects; for example plants, valves, or pumps.

*

Page Setup

Define the settings for a printout of the selected attribute view.

Print

Print the currently selected attribute view.

Search and Replace

For the object you can find and replace items such as text and
values.

Select Objects

Highlight the column for the object ID, then right-click the caption
and point to Select Objects to zoom to the exact location of the
selected object.

Show Attribute Name

Display the attribute name listed in the Attribute Editor. For
details see About Attribute Definition Editor, page 572.

Show Details

Display the specifics for a particular value, such as showing the formula for arriving at the stated value.

Show Type

Select this menu to open an additional column with information
on the object type, such as Boolean.
Clear the Show Type menu to remove the column.

Sort A...Z

Sort the selection in ascending order.
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¤

Menu

Description

Sort Z...A

Sort the selection in descending order.

View Time Series

This is a read-only field that displays a time series based on for
example a measurement or a calculation.

Zoom to Objects

Highlight the appropriate column for the object ID, then right-click
the caption and point to Zoom to Objects to jump to the exact
location of the object in the network.

Select Objects

Allows you to select one or several objects and for example edit
these separately.

Transpose

You can toggle this function to move the position of the header
fields such that the object types display horizontally and attributes
display vertically.

What (else) do you want to do?
Get explanation to object types
About Plant Objects, page 832
About Pipe Objects, page 835
About Pipe Objects, page 835
About Pump Objects, page 667
About Valve Objects, page 670
About Shunt Objects, page 852
About Heater Objects, page 845
About Heat Exchanger Objects, page 848
About Accumulator Objects, page 842
How To: Create a Measurement Object, page 602
How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598
About Validation Object, page 853

Perform basic editing actions
About Configuration of Layers and Objects, page 226
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Create New Attributes, page 614
How To: Create a Model From Scratch in Termis, page 30
How To: Find Measurements in Objects, page 475
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How To: Work with Flow Control Zones, page 417
How To: Create, Update, and Configure Pressure Optimization, page 136

Perform advanced editing options
How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767
How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193
How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page 623
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About Object Attribute Configuration
For new and existing object attributes you can perform configuration according to the instructions and guidelines in this
topic. To create an attribute see How To: Create New Attributes, page 614.
In addition to creating new attributes you can add existing, yet unreferenced attributes. Attributes
can be predefined as part of the system setup and as such not be visible in the model configuration.
You can then add the attribute as an unreferenced attribute from the Layer Data Configurations
dialog.
You can perform the configuration on
l

Multiple objects (layer level)

l

Single objects (individual)

Configure object attributes at layer level
Use the Layer Data Configuration dialog to configure the attribute objects on the layer level.
You can access the Layer Data Configurations dialog in the following ways:
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.

l

Right-click the main model area, select Layer Tools and point to Layer Data Configurations.

To configure object attributes at layer level
l

Open the Layer Data Configurations dialog and configure the attribute according to the definitions in the
ensuing table.

Explain the columns under the Layer Data Configurations dialog
Attribute Option

Description

Name

The name is the internal attribute name (ID). The name must be
unique and is recognized by the system in formulas. You are recommended to never change the attribute name because of the
severe impact on formulas. Instead use the Alias, see below.

Group

Groups are an effective way to organize object attributes in the tree
view in the object editor.
l

Type

Expand the list and select a group or enter a new group name.

Types refer to the origin of the attribute.
Valid Types

Description

Embedded

The attribute is built-in (hard-coded).
All objects of the same type have the same
embedded attributes.

External

External attributes are defined by user. All
objects of the same type will have the same
external attributes.
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Attribute Option

Description
Valid Types

Description

Local

Local attributes are attributes added by
user. Objects of the same type may have
individual sets of local attributes.

Tracking

The attribute is controlled by a tracking
application.

Object Type

The object type determines the resulting value. The attribute can a
for example be a calculation, in which case you must add the parameter CALC, else it fails. Tables that produce multiple values have
their own category.
For details on the available parameters see the explanation to the column Additional and the section Details
for the attribute Additional. Locate this section under
the topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page
590.
Valid Types

Description

Double

A number with decimals.
If you clear the value for this
type of attribute from the object
editor, the entry field stays
empty. This means that there is
no distinction between NULL and
NaN (not a number) for this
attribute.

String

A text value.

Int32

An integer such as 1998.

Boolean

True or false.

Date Time

Date and Time definitions.

Time

Only time definition.

UInt32

Positive integer.

Attribute Table

A table.

Color

Color definition.

Font

Font definition (style, size, etc.).

Image

Image selection.
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Attribute Option

Description
Valid Types

Description

Unknown

This type is used if there is no logical match
to the existing types; for example when
you import data from external sources.

Alias

The alias is the external attribute name as displayed in the object
editor. It can display in the local language and contain all Unicode
characters.
The Alias must have a unique value (text) for the object type, If left
blank, the Alias entry defaults to the definition under Name (that is
the attribute ID).

Format

The format is used to display the attribute value. This can for
example be set to display 2 decimals. The format will then display
like this 0.00.
If left blank, the system default will apply.

Default Value

If you define a default value this will apply for any new objects if no
other value is entered.
For details on how to assign default values see the description
under this topic How To: Create New Objects, page 575.
Only valid for the following types:

Max. Value

l

Double

l

Integer

l

Boolean

l

Strings

The maximum value allowed for an attribute value. Only used
when importing data and for attribute values of type double or
integer.

Min. Value

The minimum value allowed for an attribute value. Only used
when importing data and for attribute values of type double or
integer.

Accessibility

Define the accessibility of the attribute when presented in the
editor.
Valid entries are:
l

R/W - Read and Write is allowed.

l

R/O - Read only.

l

HIDDEN - Attribute is hidden from the user.
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Attributes with the hidden parameter must have a value to appear
in the raw data list.
Phys Type

This is the physical origin of the attribute. The PhysType determines the unit applied to the value. Each of these phys types has
a number of values defined to support the various measurement
systems (temperature, power, currency, etc.). If the Phys type is
not set, there will be no unit value for the attribute. In the following you can see the list of units supplied as default. New units
can be added to the Phys types to accommodate your needs. See
the list of PhysTypes under the Appendix section, List of PhysTypes.
For details see How To: Add Units, page 627.

Conv1
and
Conv2

The factor required to convert attribute values to the corresponding SI-unit.
Only used when importing data and for attribute values of type
double or integer.
T

SI

Additional

= Conv1*T

org

+ Conv2

You are recommended to carefully study the guidelines for these settings.
The Additional attribute settings display the input parameters that
are valid for the attribute.
The syntax is:
Parameter,option1,option2,etc.,; Parameter,option1,
option2,etc.,;
(See the description in the following.)

Code

The code identifies an attribute required for a specific purpose. The
available codes (if any) vary for attributes. Only relevant codes are
made available. Many codes identify attributes required by the
hydraulic engine (7Flow).
You will find a list with in-depth description of the attribute codes
under each object description.
For example About Node Objects, page 828. Look for the list under
the heading Explain system object attributes

Display

Select the check box for the attribute if you want to display the
attribute value as a tooltip next to the object ID when you hover
the cursor over a particular object.
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Details for settings under the column Additional
It is important that you notice the syntax applied for the parameter settings under the column
named Additional.
Parameter,option1,option2,etc.,; Parameter,option1,option2,etc.,;

Auto-complete arguments and codes
You are encouraged to use the auto-complete function when you add arguments and code.
You can enable the function by pressing the Ctrl button under the Additional column. You need only enter part
of an argument for example in a calculation field to expand a list of suggestions.

Valid parameters applied under Additional
The following are the valid parameters that you can define under the Additionalcolumn. Each of these parameters are described in the ensuing sections.
Parameter

Description

TS

Attribute can be a time series.

TBL

Attribute can be a table.

MEA

Attribute can be a Data Manager object.

CALC

Attribute can be an expression.

CTRL

Attribute can be a conditional control.

CHK

Attribute can be a check box.

CB

Attribute can be a combo box.

FONT

Attribute can be a font.

CLR

Attribute can be a text color.

IMG

Attribute can be an image.

A parameter defines an option. The attribute can still be the native type; that is a double type.

Parameter descriptions
TS (time series) parameter
The TS parameter allows the attribute to be a time series.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value that corresponds to the current time.

MAX

Displays the maximum value in the time series.

MIN

Displays the minimum value in the time series.

MAXMIN

Displays the difference between maximum value and minimum value.

Example:
TS
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TBL (table) parameter
The TBL parameter allows the attribute to be a table.
Required options:
<NC, Header , PhysType , Header , PhysType ,, Header
1

1

2

2

NC

, PhysType

NC

>

where:
l

NC is the number of columns in the table.

l

Header is the column header of the i’th column.

l

PhysType is the PhysType of the i’th column.

i

i

Example:
TBL, 3, Flow, MASSFLOW, DP, PRESSURE, Power, POWER

MEA (measurement) parameter
The MEA parameter allows the attribute to be a Data Manager object.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

SHOWTAG

Displays the tag.

Example:
MEA,SHOWTAG

CALC (calculation) parameter
The CALC parameter allows the attribute to be an expression.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
CALC,SHOWVALUE

CTRL (conditional) parameter
The CTRL parameter allows the attribute to be a conditional control.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
CTRL

CHK (check box) parameter
The CHK parameter allows the attribute to display as a check box.
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Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
CHK

CB (combo box) parameter
The CB parameter allows the attribute to display as a drop-down list.
Valid options:
CB

The CB parameter allows the display of attribute as a combo box (drop-

,<value,#>,<value>

down list).
The CB parameter can be defined in the following ways.
l

As a reference to a table
Example:
CB,Pipe Table,0

l

As a reference to attribute values in pairs of two or more.
Example:
CB,Supply,1,Return,0,Both,2

FONT (font family type) parameter
The FONT parameter allows the attribute to display with a specific font family type.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
FONT

CLR (font color) parameter
The CLR parameter allows the attribute to display with a specific font color for the text.
Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
CLR

IMG (image) parameter
The IMG parameter allows the attribute to display with a specific image.
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Valid options:
SHOWVALUE

Displays the value corresponding to the current time.

Example:
IMG

Configure object attributes individually
To configure an individual object attribute
1. Select the object you want to configure or modify.
2. Right-click the main model area and select Object Tools.
You have two editing option:
l

Edit Individual Object Data Configuration. For details see How To: Perform Individual Object Data
Configuration, page 270.

l

Edit Individual Object Display. For details see How To: Edit Individual Object Display, page 266.

For an overview of editors in Termis you may want to study this topic About Editors in Termis, page 60.
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How To: Create a Digital Object
A digital object is an object that shows the attribute value of another object such as the pressure in a node. This topic
provides guidelines for creating a digital object.
If you have several objects of this type (or related) you can align them for improved display of data. For details see How
To: Align Objects, page 583.

To create a digital object
1. Right-click anywhere in the model main area.
2. Select Insert Object and then Digital Object.
Notice how the cursor has a red asterisk to mark the point for the target object. The target object can be a node,
pipe, valve, or pump, or even pressure or flow control zones.
3. Determine the location where you want to display the values, then double-click.
When you single-click, a message tells you to point to the target object. You can skip this as you anyway can set
this from the dialog.
This opens the Digital Object Setup dialog.
To leave the insertion mode press the ESC button.

To select a pressure or flow control zone as the target, press the Ctrl key and select the borderline of the zone.
If there are overlapping zones, you can select the relevant zone from the Select Object list.
4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
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Explain options under Digital Object Setup
Option

Description

ID

This is the ID of the target object that you have selected as the digital object.
The system suggests a name with a DIG_ prefix, but the name can be modified according to your requirements.

Layer

The layer on which the object reside.

Object ID

The ID of the target (anchoring) object. For example a node or a pipe.

Attribute ID

The attribute that renders the value and determines the visual display of the
object.
From the drop-down list select the attribute defined for the target object.

Unit

When you select the attribute ID a default unit will automatically be set in
this field. You can select a different unit from the list if so required.

Font

Change the font, font size, and font style for the display text.
Click the button to the right to open the font properties. The state of the target object determines the text color. The text color is defined under Color.

Scale

Define the range for the display of the value in the object. The result displays
within the defined range.
Show: Define the maximum value limit for the display of the text.
Hide: Define the minimum value limit for the display of the text.

Anchor

Anchoring moves an object geographically to maintain a constant visual distance to the anchoring object.
Select the check box if you want to anchor the object to the target object.
When you zoom in/out the object moves in a fixed distance in pixels relative
to the target object.
Anchor object attributes. If you want to change the anchoring, you do not
have to exit the dialog. You can toggle the Anchor check box to detach the
current attribute and attach to another.
Align objects. If you want to align two or several objects you must clear the
check box for Anchor. When you clear the check box you allow the object to
be detached from the target object. For details see How To: Align Objects,
page 583.

Format

Determine the display format of the text. For example how many decimals
you want to display.

Color

Select a color to display the state of the target object. Click the button to
open the color properties.
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Option

Description

Current Display

This is a read-only field that shows the text display.

DM Tag

Enter the name of the attribute that you want to export. You must select the
check box for Export to allow attributes to be exported.
The export of data requires a valid data connection to an export database.
If you run the stand-alone Data Manager, see How To: Export Data to Data
Manager Database, page 406.
If you run the integrated Data Manager, you can find inspiration in the topic
How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 370.
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Example 1

Sample View: Pressure Control Node
This is a view of a pressure control node.
1. Create a text field to serve as heading. For details see How To: Create a Text Object, page 612.
2. Create a Digital object to display the pressure control.

Example 2

Sample View: Critical Node
This is a view of the critical nodes in the model.
1. Create a text field to serve as heading. For details see How To: Create a Text Object, page 612.
2. Create a Digital object to display the critical temperature.
3. Create a Digital object to display the calculated temperature.
4. Create a Digital object to display the temperature at the end point.
In this example the critical points are not endpoints so the temperature at the endpoint is also displayed by use of
a Digital Object.
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How To: Create a Measurement Object
A measurement object is an object that displays a measurement defined in the connected Data Manager database.
If you have several objects of this type (or related) you can align them for improved display of data. For details see How
To: Align Objects, page 583.

To create a measurement object
1. Right-click anywhere in the model main area.
2. Select Insert Object and then Measurement Object.
Notice how the cursor has a red asterisk to mark the point for the object. The anchoring target object can be a
node, pipe, valve, or pump.
3. Determine the location where you want to display the values, then double-click.
When you single-click, a message tells you to point to the target object. You can skip this as you anyway can set
this from the dialog.
This opens the Measurement Object Setup dialog.
To leave the insertion mode press the ESC button.
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4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options under Measurement Object Setup
Option

Description

ID

This is the ID of the Measurement object. The system suggests a name with
a MEA_ prefix, but the name can be modified according to your requirements.

Layer

The layer on which the object reside.

Object ID

The ID of the target (anchoring) object. For example a node or a pipe.

Measurement ID

Click the button to the right to select the measurement from the Data Manager that determines the visual display of the Measurement object.

Unit

When you select the MEA ID a default unit will automatically be set in this
field. You can select a different unit from the list, if so required.

Font

Change the font, font size, and font style for the display text.
Click the button to the right to open the font properties. The state of the target object determines the text color. The text color is defined under Color.

Scale

Define the range for the display of the value in the object. The result displays
within the defined range.
Show: Define the maximum value limit for the display of the text.
Hide: Define the minimum value limit for the display of the text.

Anchor

Anchoring moves an object geographically to maintain a constant visual distance to the anchoring object.
Select the check box if you want to anchor the object to the target object.
When you zoom in/out the object moves in a fixed distance in pixels relative
to the target object.
Anchor object attributes. If you want to change the anchoring, you do not
have to exit the dialog. You can toggle the Anchor check box to detach the
current attribute and attach to another.
Align objects. If you want to align two or several objects you must clear the
check box for Anchor. When you clear the check box you allow the object to
be detached from the target object. For details see How To: Align Objects,
page 583.

Format

Determine the display format of the text. For example how many decimals
you want to display.

Color

Select a color to display the state of the target object. Click the button to
open the color properties.

Current Display

This is a read-only field that shows the text display.
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Sample View: Plant
In this example the plant consists among others of data based on inserted Measurement objects and Digital objects.
1. Create a Measurement object with SCADA data.
The data provides information on total flow, temperature set point, measured supply temperature, measured
return temperature, measured return pressure, and measured supply pressure.
This data is illustrated in green color in the ensuing figure for the digital object.
2. Create a Digital object (Termis result data). For details see How To: Create a Digital Object, page 598.
The data provides information on the calculated flow for the two separate parts of the network, ‘by1’ and ‘by2’,
the calculated effect at the plant, and the calculated supply pressure.
This data is illustrated in blue color in the ensuing example.
The Digital and Measurement objects should only be included if it is relevant for the specific
model. It can also be relevant to display different data or results for other models.
The following three figures show the definitions of a Measurement object and a Digital object, and how these definitions
display in the model.
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Measurement object definition
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Digital object definition
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Display in model
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How To: Create a Validation Object
A validation object is an object that validates a logical expression, typically including attributes from another object; for
example whether the pressure in a node is within certain boundaries.
This topic provides guidelines for setting up a validation object in the network. For a brief introduction see the topic
About Validation Object, page 853.
The validation object contributes to ensuring that your network operates correctly and according to your requirements.
To validate data in your network you can invoke the following actions:
l

Insert a validation object.

l

Define an event.

For details see How To: Validate Data, page 793.
If you have several objects of this type (or related) you can align them for improved display of data. For details see How
To: Align Objects, page 583.

To create a validation object
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area.
Validation objects are individual objects and you are recommended to set validation objects on
the Scenario layer.
Notice how the cursor has a red asterisk to mark the point for the target object. The target object can be a node,
pipe, valve, or pump.
2. Select Insert Object and then Validation Object.
3. Determine the location where you want to display the values, then double-click.
When you single-click, a message tells you to point to the target object. You can skip this as you anyway can set
this from the dialog.
This opens the Validation Object Setup dialog.
To leave the insertion mode press the ESC button.
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4. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options under Validation Object Setup
Option

Description

ID

This is the ID of the Validation object. The system suggests a
name with a VAL_ prefix, but the name can be modified according
to your requirements.

Condition

Select a condition from the list. The condition triggers the visual
notification in your model (event). See the display options for Font
and Scale in the following.
The event displays in Green if the condition for the validation
object evaluates to true.

Layer

The layer on which the object reside.

Object ID

The ID of the target (anchoring) object. For example a node or a
pipe.

Attribute ID

The attribute that renders the value and determines the visual display of the validation object.
Example:
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Option

Description
Select the attribute P (pump power) to display the value in Pascal.
The selected attribute ID naturally needs to be in
accordance with the selected condition.

Unit

When you select the attribute ID, a default unit is automatically
set in this field. You can select a different unit from the list, if so
required.

Font

Change the font, font size, and font style for the display text. Click
the button to the right to open the font properties. The state of
the target object determines the text color. The text color is
defined under Color.

Scale

Define the range for the display of the value in the object. The
result displays within the defined range.
Show: Define the maximum value limit for the display of the text.
Hide: Define the minimum value limit for the display of the text.

Anchor

Anchoring moves an object geographically to maintain a constant
visual distance to the anchoring object.
Select the check box if you want to anchor the object to the target
object. When you zoom in/out the object moves in a fixed distance
in pixels relative to the target object.
Anchor object attributes. If you want to change the anchoring,
you do not have to exit the dialog. You can toggle the Anchor
check box to detach the current attribute and attach to another.
Align objects. If you want to align two or several objects you
must clear the check box for Anchor. When you clear the check
box you allow the object to be detached from the target object. For
details see How To: Align Objects, page 583.

Format

Determine the display format of the text. For example how many
decimals you want to display.

Color

Select a color to display the state of the target object. Click the button to open the color properties.
Define for example a color for Accepted and for Failure.

Current Display

This is a read-only field that shows the text display.

Next
To monitor the values, you can define events to run on various critical locations. If the value in a certain location drops
to a critical level, or even below the required level, the system generates an event log that contains all relevant data to
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get an overview of the critical situation.
For details see How To: Define Events, page 383.
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How To: Create a Text Object
A Text object is an object you can use to enter a text field to the model, such as a header or call-out function.

To create a Text object
1. Right-click anywhere in the main model area.
2. Select Insert Object and then Text.
Notice how the cursor has a red asterisk to mark the point for the text insertion.
3. Determine the location for the text.
When you release the cursor you will launch the Edit Text Object dialog.

For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options under Edit Text Object
Option

Description

Object ID

This is the ID of the target object that you have selected as the
Text object. The system will suggest a name, but the name can be
modified according to your requirements.

Layer

The layer on which you have set the Text object.

Font

Change the font, font size, and font style for the display text.
Click the button to the right to open the font properties.
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Option

Description
The text color is defined under Color.

Scale

Define the range for the display of the value in the Text object.
The result will display within the defined range.
Show: Define the maximum value limit for the display of the text.
Hide: Define the minimum value limit for the display of the text.

Color

Select a color to display the state of the target object.
Click the button to open the color properties.

Current Display

This is a read-only field that shows the text display.
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How To: Create New Attributes
You can create any number of attributes to cover the need and requirements during the model configuration. In most
cases the default attributes may suffice.
In addition to creating new attributes you can add existing, yet unreferenced attributes. Attributes can be predefined as
part of the system setup and as such not be visible in the model configuration. You can then add the attribute as an
unreferenced attribute from the Layer Data Configurations dialog.
Under the Attribute Editor you can find the entire set of attributes for all object types that are available in the model.
This topic explains how to create and configure new attributes. For details on the un-referenced attributes see How To:
Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.

To create a new attribute
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Select the object type for which you want a new attribute and scroll to the bottom of the attribute list to find the
empty attribute row.
3. Enter a name for the new object attribute.
4. Configure the object attribute according to needs and requirements.

As minimum define the following attribute options
Leave the remaining fields as default values.
Attribute Option

Description

Name

The name is the internal attribute name (ID). The name must be
unique and is recognized by the system in formulas. You are recommended to never change the attribute name because of the
severe impact on formulas. Instead use the Alias, see below.

Group

Groups are an effective way to organize object attributes in the tree
view in the object editor.
l

Type

Expand the list and select a group or enter a new group name.

Types refer to the origin of the attribute.
Valid Types

Description

Embedded

The attribute is built-in (hard-coded).
All objects of the same type have the same
embedded attributes.

External

External attributes are defined by user. All
objects of the same type will have the same
external attributes.

Local

Local attributes are attributes added by
user. Objects of the same type may have
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Attribute Option

Description
Valid Types

Description
individual sets of local attributes.

Tracking

The attribute is controlled by a tracking
application.

Object Type

The object type determines the resulting value. The attribute can a
for example be a calculation, in which case you must add the parameter CALC, else it fails. Tables that produce multiple values have
their own category.
For details on the available parameters see the explanation to the column Additional and the section Details
for the attribute Additional. Locate this section under
the topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page
590.
Valid Types

Description

Double

A number with decimals.
If you clear the value for this
type of attribute from the object
editor, the entry field stays
empty. This means that there is
no distinction between NULL and
NaN (not a number) for this
attribute.

String

A text value.

Int32

An integer such as 1998.

Boolean

True or false.

Date Time

Date and Time definitions.

Time

Only time definition.

UInt32

Positive integer.

Attribute Table

A table.

Color

Color definition.

Font

Font definition (style, size, etc.).

Image

Image selection.

Unknown

This type is used if there is no logical match
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Attribute Option

Description
Valid Types

Description
to the existing types; for example when
you import data from external sources.

Alias

The alias is the external attribute name as displayed in the object
editor. It can display in the local language and contain all Unicode
characters.
The Alias must have a unique value (text) for the object type, If left
blank, the Alias entry defaults to the definition under Name (that is
the attribute ID).

For details on how to configure the remaining attribute options, see the topic About Object
Attribute Configuration, page 590.
The figure illustrates the new attribute created under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

To configure new attribute
When you have created the attribute as explained in the preceding it appears under the general object editor. From
here you can locate the attribute under the appropriate object type and group that you defined (here Nodes and Show,
respectively).
To complete the configuration you must enter the appropriate value. For details see How To: Work with Objects Under
Generic Editor, page 584.
The ensuing figure shows how the new attribute named Nodeextra (attribute name) displays in the object editor with
the alias name Node Extra.
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Example
This example shows how you can add an attribute to indicate that a particular node is part of a new residential area,
called Green City.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layer Tools and then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the Layer Data Configurations dialog point to the Node object and in the rightmost pane scroll all the
way to the bottom of the list to create a new attribute.
Follow these guidelines to configure the attribute.
Name

Enter the name of the new attribute.
Here NewAreaGreenCity.

Group

Select category. This example applies the Show category.

Type

Accept the default type, Local.
Any new user-defined attribute is added as a Local attribute types.

Object Type

Select the Boolean type.
This attribute displays as a check box, hence the boolean type.

Alias

Enter the display name for the attribute.
Here Green City Residential Area to indicate the new residential area.

Additional

Enter the command CHK to indicate that the attribute must display as a
check box in the object editor.

Leave the remaining fields as default values.
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3. Press OK to save the changes.
4. In the main model area select the new residential area.
5. Right-click the main model area and point to Select by polygon and mark the new area.

6. Place the cursor anywhere outside the marked area, right-click and point to Edit Selection.
7. In the object editor select the Node category and point to Show.
8. In the rightmost pane you can see the newly created attribute and with a check box for each node in the marked
area.
9. To select all the nodes that you want to constitute as the Green City Residential Area, place the cursor in the column with the asterisk (*) and enter True. Left-click one of the row cells to show the selected check
box; alternatively press Enter. Or you can also just make an individual selection of the nodes you need for the
new area.
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How To: Copy Attribute To Nearest Object (Spatial Attributes)
This topic explains how to match two layers to allow the transfer of attributes from one layer to the nearest object in
another.
The dialog is split in two, one represents the Base layer and the other represents the Attribute layer. The Base layer represents the layer to which you transfer the required attribute. The Attribute layer has the set of required attribute
values.
The following figure shows the Special Attribute Copy dialog with an indication of the logical flow of selections. Proceed to
the step-by-step description.

To set up the spatial attribute copy
1. From the menu bar select Tools and point to Spatial Attribute Copy to open the dialog from where you
define the transfer of attribute value to the Base layer.
2. From Base layer (A) select the layer with the objects that need the attribute association
3. To the left under Object type (B) select an object. You will only see the list of objects defined for the Base layer.
4. From the Attribute layer (C) select the layer that contains the required object type and attributes.
5. To the left under Object type (D) select an object. You will only see the list of objects defined for the Attribute
layer.
6. Under Attribute name (E) to the left, enter the new attribute name, or select from the list, to represent the
transferred attribute value.
7. Under Attribute name (F) to the right, select the attribute value to transfer to the left entry (E).
8. Under Spatial tolerance (G) define a distance for the system to look for objects.
The system will find the closest object in a position that is perpendicular to the object (as indicated in the ensuing
sample figure). You can use the default value for the tolerance, but you are anyway recommended to start by setting the value as low as possible to obtain the best possible match.
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9. Optional - Distribute attribute to unset neighbors. You can decide to extend the attribute values to objects
that are close in position and that have similar characteristics as the original object attribute.
Example
This example shows how to associate a text object with a pipe object (or rather line object) for further editing and text
adjustment.
The following figure is an excerpt of a larger network with focus on the text object that needs an association to a particular pipe object.

So the exercise is to perform a spatial attribute copy of the attribute value to the Base layer.
The following bullets explain the actions perform under the Spatial Attribute Copy dialog for this example.
l

The layer Pipe_total contains both types of information, hence this layer is selected both for the Base layer and
the Attribute layer. The information could as well be found in two different layers.

l

Under the Base layer, the object type is Line as this is where the text value goes.

l

Under the Attribute layer, the type is Text just as the value is Text.
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l

Upon copy, the new attribute name (red frame) can be located under the generic object editor and from where
you can edit the attribute value (here text).
Notice that before you can view and edit the new attribute, you must first add it as an unreferenced attribute.
For details see How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.

Provided you have opted to show object data, the model displays the attribute text (here the pipe dimensioning) on the
line (pipe) object according to the defined tolerance. The following figures show two tolerance examples. In figure A, the
pipe dimensioning ø33.7/90 applies to all the object elements within a certain restricted area and the tolerance is set to
the default 10. In figure B, however, the tolerance is set to 2 and the spatial attribute copy function only looks for the
objects within this tolerance.

Fig A
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Fig B
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How To: Select a Measurement to Objects
This topic explains how to add a measurement to objects in your model. You can add a measurement to all connecting
objects in the model; for example pipe objects.
If you on the other hand want to add a measurement to a time series on a global level, such as a scenario or a model,
you are referred to the guidelines provided in the topic How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page 786.

Before
Ensure that you have completed the following actions to allow you to add the measurement to objects.
l

Configure the appropriate attribute with the correct parameter settings. For parameter details see the topic
About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590.

l

Ensure that Data Manager is properly configured.
For background information see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier, you are recommended to study the documentation provided with the Data Manager application.

l

Validate that you have a working data connection.
If you use the built-in access to data services, see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.
If you run Data Manager V2.1 or earlier see How To: Validate Data Connection, page 448.

To add a measurement to objects
1. Ensure that the attribute is properly configured. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Layer
Data Configurations.
2. To the left under the Layer Data Configurations dialog select the object group.
3. Locate the appropriate attribute in the Name column and under the Additional column verify that the attribute
has the correct measuring parameter, MEA.
For parameter details see the topic About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590.
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4. Identify the object you want to add a measurement to. In the main model area right-click the object and select
Edit<object name>. Alternatively, make a selection of objects and edit multiple.
5. In the left pane select the object group.
6. In the right pane locate and right-click the appropriate attribute.
7. From the drop-down list select Add Measurement.

The figure in the preceding shows how you can add the measurements to all or only a few of the objects. The
column with the asterisk (*) indicates that all objects will be added the measurement.
8. Under the Select Measurement dialog highlight the appropriate ID from the list and click OK.
You may have to scroll the list to find the appropriate ID if there are many items in the list.
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Notice how the measurement is applied to all the selected objects (or to all in case you add from the column with
the asterisk).
9. Click OK to save the settings.
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How To: Set a Service Point
You can set a service point for any given consumer.
Each consumer must be connected to a pipe in the network. In general, the affiliation is done to the pipe closest to the
service point, and the service point projection on the affiliated pipe is referenced as the consumer affiliation pipe point.
Notice that the consumption from the consumer is included in the consumption for the node situated closest to the pipe
point for the consumer affiliation.
For details see How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
The service point is merely included in supply calculations such as simplification processes. For details on simplification,
see the topic How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701.

To set a service point
1. Ensure that you are working in the Scenario as the active layer. For details see How To: Change Layer Status to
Active and/or Current, page 258.
2. Locate the appropriate consumer on the network.
To display the consumers, right-click the model view and select Layers. Ensure that you have selected the
check boxes for Visible and Selectable for the Consumers layer.
3. Right-click the consumer point and select Object Tools and point to Set Service Point.
4. Using the cursor, point to the location on the pipe where you want to set the service point.
5. To display the affiliations, select the View menu, then Show, and then point to and select Consumer Affiliation.
The following figure illustrates the consumer affiliation. The connection is a line that starts at the consumer location (1), continues to the service point on the pipe (2), and the consumption goes to the nearest node (3).
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How To: Add Units
The application provides a list of physical types (phys types) with a number of defined units. Select the appropriate units
for the phys types in your model. You can add more units if required.
For details on phys types see the topic Phys Type, page 593.

To add more units
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Units.
2. From the list of Phys Types locate the appropriate type to which you want to add a new unit.
3. Right-click the type and select Add Unit.
4. Under the New Unit For <Type> dialog enter a name for the new unit.
5. Accept the default values for the unit or modify the values as appropriate using the information in the following
table.
6. Press OK.
Unit values

Definition

Name

Unique name of the new unit.

Factor

The factor to convert SI unit to selected unit.
Example:
The unit ft (feet) has the factor 3.29084.

Offset

An optional offset for the conversion from SI unit to selected unit.

Format

The display format for the unit.

You can save any unit set and load it on different machines if necessary. This allows you to define region specific unit
sets. You may for example want to define a unit set that applies to measurements that are specific to other regions,
such as the US or UK regions, than your home region.
For details see How To: Load a Unit Set, page 628.
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How To: Load a Unit Set
You can load any saved unit set to satisfy a need for a specific unit setup.

To save a unit set
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Units.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Units dialog and select Save Unit Set.
3. Enter a name for the new unit set and press Save.

To load a saved unit set
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Units.
2. Right-click anywhere in the Units dialog and select Load Unit Set.
3. Locate the appropriate unit set and press Open.
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How To: View Attribute Statistics
This topic explains how to view the statistics for an entire object in the model, for example nodes, and for individual
object attributes.
The attribute statistics provide details such as the number of objects, time series, and calculations.

Entire object
To view the statistics for objects in the entire model
1. From the main model area right-click and select Edit All.
2. Select the object for which you want to view the statistics, for example nodes.
3. Under the Edit Data dialog keep focus in the top-level object folder and highlight the entire row for any attribute
that you want to see the details for.
4. Right-click and select Attribute Statistics.
This opens the Attribute Statistics dialog (here statistics for entire object type).

Individual object
To view the statistics for a selected object
1. From the main model area locate and right-click the appropriate object and then select Edit <object ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog highlight the entire row for any attribute.
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3. Right-click and select Attribute Statistics.
This opens the Attribute Statistics dialog (here statistics for the selected object attribute).
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How To: View Associated Objects on Right-Click (Advanced Selection)
You have the option to perform an advanced selection of objects and view all objects that are associated to objects in an
area. You will want to use this function where object are tightly located or when you want to be specific about a particular object.

To view associated objects
l

Press Ctrl and right-click the relevant object; here Plant object. This action displays the total list of objects associated to the selected object.

On a related note see the topic How To: View Connected Objects, page 272.
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How To: View Images on Objects
You can add an images on any object for illustration purposes. This could for example be relevant for critical nodes,
pumps or valves. This topic explains how to add an image to two critical nodes (Crit-01 and Crit-02) that are positioned
in the outskirts of the network where data may be less accurate.

To add an image to an object
1. From the main menu select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Point to the appropriate layer and object type you want for the images (here nodes), and scroll to the bottom of
the list in the right pane.
3. Create a new attribute and as a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes. The values
in the table are only suggestions (except for the Additional column), you can configure the object according to
your needs.

Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias
(optional)

Additional

Crit_image

Show

Local

Image

Critical node

IMG

image
4. Right-click the main model area, select Edit All to open the object editor.
5. Point to the relevant object type (here nodes) and locate the relevant group (here Show).
6. Locate the relevant nodes (for example CRIT_01 and CRIT_02) and select Add Image for each image you want
to add to the node object. Leave the rest blank.
If you want a third image to apply to all other nodes, you must first insert this image using the column marked
with an asterisk (*). Then you can add the two images as described in the preceding.
7. To view the images right-click the image and select View Image.
The following figure illustrates the two images added to two critical nodes.
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You may also want to dynamically view images of objects in the model (such as various intersections, buildings, pump
stations, etc.) so that whenever you point to an object that has an image attached, this object will display the image
from a dashboard. For details see How To: View Images Dynamically (via Dashboard), page 634.
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How To: View Images Dynamically (via Dashboard)
You can decide to dynamically display different images for any object in the model. You can for example decide to display
images for key intersections, buildings, pump stations, etc. However, multiple image files will add to the size of the overall model and may impact the performance. The image is displayed on a dashboard.
This topic explains how to display street-level images for critical objects.

To display different images for objects
1. Select the relevant dashboard.
2. From the main menu select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations.
3. Point to the appropriate layer and object type you want for the images (here nodes), and scroll to the bottom of
the list in the right pane.
4. Create a new attribute and as a minimum perform the ensuing configurations and save the changes. The values
in the table are only suggestions (except for the Additional column), you can configure the object according to
your needs.

Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias
(optional)

Additional

Crit_image

Show

Local

Image

Critical node

IMG

image
5. Right-click the main model area, select Edit All to open the object editor.
6. Point to the relevant object type (here nodes) and locate the relevant group (here Show).
7. Locate the relevant nodes (for example CRIT_01 and CRIT_02) and select Add Image for each image you want
to add to the node object. Leave the rest blank.
If you want a third image to apply to all other nodes, you must first insert this image using the column marked
with an asterisk (*). Then you can add the two images as described in the preceding.
8. On the dashboard make sure to work in design mode.
9. Point to one of the object types that need an image.
10. Right-click the dashboard and select Add then Image.
By default you will see an image of a camera.
11. Under the Control Data dialog locate the properties for 7T Settings.
12. Select the attribute you created for images.
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If you later decide to clear the image from the objects open the Select (attribute) dialog and press Cancel to
delete the attribute.
13. Select the appropriate layer.
14. Save the changes and exit the design mode.
When you select the nodes in the model notice how the image changes.
The following figure illustrates the changing of images using an additional floating dashboard. In addition, the dashboard
is added a data field to display the node ID.

For details see
How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303
How To: Set Up Floating Dashboards, page 337
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How To: Add a Profile as a Window or a Graphic Element
You can display all profiles from the main model view in a window or as a graphic element.
When you create a new profile plot, the window is minimized to display all the available paths. You need to maximize the
window for correct display.
The profile plot offers among others the following display options:
l

By default the profile displays with node names, provided the number of nodes in the profile is below 25. This way
the plot displays better and with less details. The node names and references can be manually switched on or off.

l

Reference lines to node positions are grayed to give a better overview.

l

Options for line style and colors provide a better overview.

l

You can define horizontal limits to display maximum pressures, static pressures, etc.

To insert a Profile as a graphic element
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Profile.
3. Left-click the mouse in the model view to display an empty placeholder for the profile.
4. Right-click the placeholder and point to Select Path and point to one the paths you have defined.
5. Select an attribute from the list.
The profile displays as a graphic element.

To insert a Profile as a window
1. Right-click the main model area and select Profile and then New.
The model displays all defined paths.
2. Point to a path and from the list select the relevant object attribute.
The profile displays as a window.
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Pipes and Pipe Dimensioning
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to explain how to dimension pipes in models.
How To: Create Pipe Catalogs

638

About Pipe Dimensioning

643

How To: Set Dimensioning on Pipes

645

About INTERPOLATE Function

647

How To: Define INTERPOLATE Function on Objects

648

About LOOKUP Function

651

How To: Define LOOKUP Function on Objects

652
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How To: Create Pipe Catalogs
Pipe catalogs enable you to add any number of pipe type catalogs to your network. In Termis the pipe catalog ensures
that you can make a direct reference from the catalog to configurable attributes. The general recommendation is to configure your model to use referenced values, that is use the values defined in your product catalog. There may be exceptions to this recommendation such as for roughness since that parameter often depends on age. In the ensuing
example you will see how this parameter is set to a constant value. You should also notice that the referenced values
can be overwritten.
By default Termis comes with the pipe catalog displayed in the ensuing table.
You must not change the order of the columns for the default pipe catalog.
Parameter

Description

Name

Enter a name for the pipe type, for example Pipe A.

Int. Diameter

Enter the diameter of the pipe as specified by the supplier.

Roughness

Enter the roughness of the pipe as specified by the supplier.
For new (smooth) pipes the initial value for roughness is defined
as 0.05 mm.

Ch

Enter the value for the overall heat transfer coefficient.

Ch Twin Pipe

Enter the value for the twin pipe heat transfer coefficient as
defined under the appropriate pipe . For details see Twin pipe
parameter configuration, page 839.

Available for Pipe Dimensioning

Select the check box to indicate that the pipe is included in the
dimensioning process in the network.

You can add more columns to the pipe catalog as long as you position these columns after the default catalog columns.
This topic explains the steps that you must take to make a connection between your pipe catalog and the object attributes.
l

Create and configure the required attributes.

l

Create a new catalog or edit an existing.

l

Apply the attributes to the pipe object.

Create and configure required attributes
You must define the appropriate attributes for the pipe types from the Layer Data Configuration dialog.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters.
2. Select the pipe object and if the attributes do not exist scroll to the bottom of the list and create the attributes for
the pipe types. Else you can locate them from the list of attributes.
3. Configure the attributes following the recommended settings in the ensuing table.
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Default
Value

Additional
Note *1)

Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Alias

TypeSup

Data, Supply

Local

String

Pipe Type,

CB,<pipe cat-

Supply

alog name>,
<the number
of the column
to reference>.
First column is
index 0.

TypeRet

Data, Return

Local

String

Pipe Type,
Return

Note *1)

TypeSup

CALC

Note *2)

The name of the pipe table must match the name provided under the dialog List of
Tables.
The column number must match the column number defined for the pipe catalog.
For details see the section Create new pipe catalog in the ensuing.

Note *2)

You are recommended to configure the attribute with a default value. In this example it
means that the TypeSup configuration applies to all new pipe objects.
You can add default values to any object so that when you create a new object the
default value will apply automatically to all attributes. The default value can be added as
a static value or defined as a formula.
For details see How To: Apply Default Values to New Objects, page 576.

Create new pipe catalog
You can create new pipe catalogs and add any number of columns to the catalog. Later you can edit the columns as
appropriate.

P ip e t a b le

To create a new pipe column
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables.
2. Under the Tables dialog enter a name for the new catalog under the ID column and press Enter on the keyboard.
3. This opens a dialog with an empty section for the pipe definitions.
4. Under the Edit Table dialog right-click the empty section and select Add Column.
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5. Configure the new column following the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain column headers
Entry

Description

Column index

Indicate the display order of the column in the table.

Header

Enter a name for the column header.

Type

Select one of the following options

Phys Type

l

Double (a number with decimals)

l

String (a text value)

l

Int32 (an integer such as 1998)

l

Boolean (true or false)

From the list select the appropriate unit type.

6. Repeat the steps 4 and 5 for as many columns as needed.

To create a new pipe catalog using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
If you have your pipe catalog dimensions in a spreadsheet you can copy the spreadsheet into the Edit Table dialog.
Before you can paste the contents of the spreadsheet you must create a new catalog with as many columns as you
have in the spreadsheet.
1. Copy the spreadsheet to the clipboard.
2. Access the Edit Table dialog and place the cursor in the upper-left corner and paste the contents into the new
catalog.
If you copy one or more columns you must place the cursor so that the number of columns match.

Apply attributes to pipe objects
Before you can apply the attributes to the pipe objects and thus establish a reference between pipe type and attribute
you must complete the actions explained in the preceding sections. In summary, the configuration must contain the
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following elements:
l

Attributes for pipe types.

l

A pipe catalog with the relevant number of columns to define the pipe type.

To illustrate the options for applying the attributes the assumption is as follows:
l

As a minimum the pipe catalog encompasses: Name, Dimension, Roughness.

l

Pipe object already contains attributes such as dimensions and roughness as part of the basic object configuration.

To apply options to pipe objects
1. Right-click the main model view and select Edit All.
2. Open the folder with the pipe objects and point to Data, Supply.
Notice how the pipe catalog displays as a drop-down list.

3. Apply the pipe types as appropriate by selecting an option from the list.
4. Right-click the attribute for diameter, here Diameter, Supply and select Add Formula.
Enter a formula as appropriate; for example LOOKUP(Pipe Table,TypeSup,1)
where

LOOKUP

is the system defined function.

Pipe Table

is the name of the pipe catalog.

TypeSup

is the text for the row lookup.

1

is the sequence number for the column.

For details see How To: Define LOOKUP Function on Objects, page 652.
5. Repeat step 4 for Diameter, Return.
For any new pipe objects you add, you do not need to configure this parameter, provided you have added a
default value for the attribute.
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6. Under Data, Supply and Data, Return enter a default value for Roughness. As the Roughness often depends
on age it is recommended to define the value as a constant.

This completes the setup of a reference between pipe catalog and configurable attributes.
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About Pipe Dimensioning
This topic provides a description of the concept of dimensioning (sizing). You can determine the pipe dimensions by calculating the velocity or pressure gradient of water in new pipe systems. For new pipe installations you can identify the
pipes to be dimensioned by leaving the entry for the diameter blank or adding an asterisk.
A dimension is required on all pipes.
You will need to provide one or both of the following sizing parameters
l

Velocity

l

Pressure gradient

Given the values from these parameters, Termis assigns the minimum diameter to the pipe picked from a catalog of
pipe types that observe standards and legal requirements. The criteria for velocity and pressure gradient must not be violated. The catalog also provides the values for roughness.
The figure shows the various diameters that you can dimension in a pipe. You can add any number of new pipes to be
dimensioned, but the availability of pipe types can be limited.

For each type, the following parameters are given
l

Name.

l

Internal diameter (the capacity to transport the water).

l

Pipe wall roughness (or C value).

You are recommended to study the topic Pressure change in pipe objects, page 837.

Pipe sizing without a hydraulic solution
You can conjure pipe sizing problems, which have no hydraulic solution.
Example
You have two pipes that need dimensioning. They form part of a loop (see the following figure) and the specified pressure gradients lead to two different pressure loss. If there is no hydraulic solution for this scenario, Termis will not reach
a solution, thus the maximum number of iterations will be exceeded.
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In the preceding example you must define at least one of the pipe dimensions or only use the velocity parameter to perform the sizing.

Next
How To: Set Dimensioning on Pipes, page 645
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How To: Set Dimensioning on Pipes
You can dimension as many pipes as required for your network, but you may be limited by the availability of standard
pipe types from your suppliers. When you dimension pipes, you merely define the set of pipe types that you anticipate is
required for your needs.
You can identify the pipes to be dimensioned by leaving the entry for the diameter blank or adding
an asterisk.
When you subsequently dimension a pipe or an entire area, the application will provide the required pipe type based on
the criteria you have defined.
This topic provides instructions on how to dimension pipes in your network. For background information you are
referred to the topic About Pipe Dimensioning, page 643.

P ip e t a b le

To dimension pipes
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables.
The List of Tables dialog opens with a pre-defined table for the pipe types. The default name in the sample model
is Pipe Table.
If you change the pipe table name make sure to also change any references to the table, such
as under the LOOKUP function.
2. Under the Tables dialog select Pipe Table to open the Edit Table dialog under which you can specify all the pipe
dimensions required for your network. The list serves as a catalog of the pipes that are available now or in the
future for your network requirements.
If you want to apply the Hazen-Williams factors for the dimensioning, you will need to make a minor correction in
the setup. Rather than using Roughness you must use the C-coefficients. Rename the column Roughness and
change the phys type accordingly.
Right-click the catalog row to select Import table or Export table.

3. Specify as many pipe dimensions as needed and required entering information for the following parameters and
press OK twice when complete.
By default Termis comes with the pipe catalog displayed in the ensuing table.
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You must not change the order of the columns for the default pipe catalog.
Parameter

Description

Name

Enter a name for the pipe type, for example Pipe A.

Int. Diameter

Enter the diameter of the pipe as specified by the supplier.

Roughness

Enter the roughness of the pipe as specified by the supplier.
For new (smooth) pipes the initial value for roughness is defined
as 0.05 mm.

Ch

Enter the value for the overall heat transfer coefficient.

Ch Twin Pipe

Enter the value for the twin pipe heat transfer coefficient as
defined under the appropriate pipe . For details see Twin pipe
parameter configuration, page 839.

Available for Pipe Dimensioning

Select the check box to indicate that the pipe is included in the
dimensioning process in the network.

You can add more columns to the pipe catalog as long as you position these columns after the default catalog columns.
4. Under Configuration select Configuration Parameters and then Modeling, Setup. Set the following two
criteria as required and click OK when complete.
Gradient Dimensioning Criteria

Specifies the pressure in the pipe; for example 10 Pa/m.

Velocity Dimensioning Criteria

Specifies the flow in the pipe; for example 1 m/s.

When you run a simulation (see step 5) the criteria in the preceding will determine and select the pipe type with
a minimum dimension that does not violate the criteria.
5. Right-click the pipe that needs dimensioning (if you are only dimensioning one (new) pipe) and select Edit <pipe
name> and observe what happens for the defined attributes (such as Int. Diameter and Roughness, etc.)
Rather than a single pipe, you can select a longer stretch of the pipe network to dimension.
6. Run a simulation. From the menu bar select Simulateand then Simulation.
7. When the simulation is complete, right-click the selected pipe and select Edit <pipe name> and observe how
the application has selected a pipe type that matches the criteria.
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About INTERPOLATE Function
Use the INTERPOLATE function to interpolate in a table using an argument.

Function name
INTERPOLATE

Argument
(Tablename, Argument, Colno)
where
Tablename

is the name of the table in the list.

Argument

is the text used for the interpolate row (such as simple text, attribute name). Counted from the first column in the table.

Colno

is the number of the column that contains the value to be
returned. By default the interpolate column is number 0.

Example
INTERPOLATE(TempCurve,TA,1)
The topic How To: Define INTERPOLATE Function on Objects, page 648 explains how to reach the result that you can
see in the preceding example.
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How To: Define INTERPOLATE Function on Objects
This topic explains the basic requirements for and how to define the interpolate function to be applied to attributes. To
use this function you must ensure that you have a table that contains a number of entries with appropriate definitions.
The table can for example be a load factor depending on the outdoor temperature, or a supply temperature depending
on the outdoor temperature.
For background information see the topic About INTERPOLATE Function, page 647.

To define the INTERPOLATE function
1. Configure attribute to apply in a formula.
a. From the main menu select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
b. Locate the appropriate attribute. In this example the interpolate function is added to the node objects
through the attribute Power. Then under the column Additional make sure to add the code CALC. This
allows you to add a formula to the attribute.

2. Create new table and new columns to be applied for the INTERPOLATE function:
- Create a new table and enter a Tablename
- Create new columns in table for Argument and Colno.
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a. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables.
b. Enter a name for the table in the empty row. In this example the tablename is OutdoorTempFactor.
c. Open the table by clicking the table ID.
d. Under the Edit Table dialog right-click the pane to the right and select Add Column to create the new columns for the Argument and Colno. Follow the guidelines in the ensuing table.

Explain column headers
Entry

Description

Column index

Indicate the display order of the column in the table.

Header

Enter a name for the column header.
The sample file uses the following names:
Argument: Tout
Colno: Factor

Type

This example uses the following type:
l

Phys Type

Double (a number with decimals)

From the list select the appropriate unit type.
This example uses the following:
Argument: Temperature
Colno: Fraction

3. Add the INTERPOLATE function to the formula for the node objects.
a. Right-click the main model area and select Edit All and point to the nodes objects.
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b. Under the object editor locate the Power attribute, right-click and select Add Formula.
c. Under the Calculation Field dialog enter the INTERPOLATE function in the Field Text entry. Use the following syntax (and add any relevant element to the calculation):
INTERPOLATE(OutdoorTempFactor, 280,1)
The interpolate function returns the interpolated value of the factor at 280K (and where column 1= the
factor column).
Example:
INTERPOLATE(OutdoorTempFactor, 280, 1)*5*GlobalFacQ
d. Press Test to validate that the formula is correct. If you apply the example in the preceding, the test
results shows 2.94499999999999.

e. Save the changes.
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About LOOKUP Function
Use the LOOKUP function to retrieve a table value based on an argument.

Function name
LOOKUP

Argument
(Tablename, Argument, Colno)
where
Tablename

is the name of the table in the list.

Argument

is the text used for the row lookup (such as simple text, attribute
name). Counted from the first column in the table.

Colno

is the number of the column that contains the value to be
returned. By default the lookup column is number 0.

Example
LOOKUP(Pipe Table, TWIN020, 2)
The topic How To: Define LOOKUP Function on Objects, page 652 explains how to reach the result that you can see in
the preceding example.
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How To: Define LOOKUP Function on Objects
This topic explains the basic requirements for and how to define the lookup function to be applied to attributes.
For background information see the topic About LOOKUP Function, page 651.

To define the LOOKUP function
1. Configure attribute to apply in a formula.
a. From the main menu select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
b. Locate the appropriate attribute for the selected object. In this example it is a pipe object and the attribute
name is RoughnessSup. Then under the column Additional make sure to add the code CALC. This
allows you to add a formula to the attribute under the generic object editor.

2. Locate the appropriate table, or create a new table (Tablename).
a. From the menu bar select Edit and then Tables.
b. By default Termis provides a table named Pipe Table that is used in this example. Open the table by clicking the table ID. Make sure to point to the correct table name.

3. Locate the columns that represent the Argument entry and the Colno.
The pipe catalog (pipe table) must contain a number of entries with appropriate definitions.
a. In this example the Argument entry is TWIN020, and it is located as the first row under the Name column.
b. Locate the Colno that contains the value to be used in the LOOKUP function. In this example the value for
Roughness is located in the second column (2).
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4. Add the LOOKUP function to formula for the pipe object.
a. In the main model are right-click the appropriate pipe object and select Edit <pipe name>.
b. Under the object editor locate the RoughnessSup attribute, right-click and select Add Formula.
c. Under the Calculation Field enter the LOOKUP function in the Field Text entry.
LOOKUP(Pipe Table,TWIN020,2)
Make sure to reference the table name correctly.
d. Press Test to validate that the formula is correct.

e. Save the changes.
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Production Scheduling
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with production scheduling.
About Production Scheduling

655

How To: Set Up Production Scheduling

658
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About Production Scheduling
This topic explains the principle behind the use of production scheduling in your network. For in-depth setup description
you are referred to the topic How To: Set Up Production Scheduling, page 658.
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact your point of purchase.
Production scheduling enables you to monitor and run the production according to the defined schedule such that you
can utilize the plants and production units that prove to be the best solutions given the hydraulic and thermodynamic
situation.
You can configure your network to run the production scheduling with or without an accumulator.
You will have to configure all the production units to be included in the production scheduling process. In general that
means all the production units in your network, else you will not fully optimize your network. The setup explained in
this documentation assumes that all production units in the network are configured.
When you have properly configured your model to schedule the production, the output of a simulation is a time table
with the status of the production units, actual production volume, and production cost.
The following list is an example of plant setup for production scheduling, but any other combinations can apply. The list,
however, covers the minimum requirements.
l

1 plant and 1 accumulator.

l

1 plant with minimum 2 different production units.

l

Multiple plants (and production units).

The configuration of production scheduling requires meticulous planning and execution, especially if you have a setup
that involves multiple plants and production units.

Optimization with an accumulator object
You can optimize the production using an accumulator.
This requires a license in addition to the production scheduling licence.
This method requires that
l

The plant and required production units are properly configured.

l

The accumulator is associated with the plant and properly configured.
It is especially important to select the check box for Enable Accumulator Optimization for the relevant
accumulator object.
For details see Optional: Enable accumulator optimization, page 660.

l

You select the check box for Prod. Scheduler under the Simulation dialog when you run a simulation.

When you apply this optimization method, the production is distributed over a 24-hour time period to run the accumulator only when it is most cost efficient. This allows the production to be moved from a costly time period to a period with
a lower cost, provided the accumulator has the sufficient capacity. Typically, you will run a simulation incl. the accumulator, over a 24 hour time period to ensure that the start and end volumes remain the same.
Example
The following examples show a production scheduling where the accumulator is applied when most economical.
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l

Figure A shows the cost defined for two of the time steps in the cycle (here 02:00 and 03:00).

l

Figure B is a chart that indicates the cost of production over time.

l

Figure C shows when the accumulator is applied during the production time period at the most efficient time
given the cost and the capacity (power).

Figure A
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Figure B

Figure C

Next
How To: Set Up Production Scheduling, page 658
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How To: Set Up Production Scheduling
This topic provides step-by-step instructions for the setup of production scheduling.
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact your point of purchase.
The configuration of production scheduling requires meticulous planning and execution, especially if you have a setup
that involves multiple plants and production units.
You can schedule the production for each layer in your model.

To schedule the production
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Production Scheduler and point to Production Units Data.
You must first configure all the production units in your model, else they will not be considered for the production scheduling.

2. Under the dialog Production Units Base Data create the required production units. To define the production
unit follow the definitions for the static data in the ensuing table.

Show production unit definitions
Column

Description

Plant ID

Select the appropriate plant from the drop-down list.

Production Unit

Add a name for the production unit.

Min. Capacity

Enter a value for the minimum capacity of the production unit; for
example 5 kW.
This criteria must be fulfilled for the production to
start.

Max. Capacity

Enter a value for the maximum capacity of the production unit;
for example 20 kW.
This is the setpoint for production units with fixed production.
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Column

Description

Min. Production Time

Enter a value for the minimum production time for the production
time; for example 3600 seconds.
When a plant becomes active it will remain active for a period that
lasts at least as long as the defined minimum production time.

3. Repeat step 2 for all the production units in the network. The figure in the preceding shows a full-scale scheduling
setup of a network with 4 plants and a number of production units.
4. Optional. You can add measurements or formulas to all the relevant input attributes. Right-click the appropriate
parameter and select Add Formula or Add Measurement.
For details see
How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193
How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page 623

To define the production unit time period
Once you have defined all the required production units in the network, you must define the production time. The production time is the defined intervals for all needed production cycles. For each production unit there is a set of time
depending data for each time cycle and this data applies till the start of the next cycle.
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Production Scheduler and point to Production Units Time Table.
Notice that this menu is not accessible if there are no defined production units.

Under the dialog Production Unit Time Dependent Data create the required set of time interval definitions.
2. Enter a time for the Period. The period constitutes the cycle time for the time intervals that you define for the
production; for example 86400 seconds.
3. Right-click the layer folder (in the figure Scenario 1) to the left and select Add New Time. Enter the first time
step in the period.
Follow the definitions in the ensuing table.

Show production unit time definitions
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Column

Description

Plant ID

The name of the available plant. Editing not possible. You must
make the changes under the Production Units Data dialog.

Production Unit

The name of the production unit. Editing not possible. You must
make the changes under the Production Units Data dialog.

Start Price

Each of the production units have a specified cost for starting the
production in each cycle. Enter the initial cost for each unit.

Production Price

Enter the cost for running the production on each particular unit.

Available

Select the check box if you want the unit to run in the current
time.

Production Priority

Set the priority for the production to specify the order of production for the units for each of the time intervals. See the examples in the following.

Adaption Priority

The adaption priority determines which production units that need
to make adjustments based on the current load during the production interval to observe the total energy production of energy.
See the examples in the following.

Max Capacity

The result in this column is read-only and lists the maximum
capacity defined for the particular production unit.

Sum Max. Capacity

The sum of the total capacity result in this column is read-only and
depends on the Production priority set for the production unit.

4. Repeat step 3 for as many time steps that you need for the period.
5. Optional. You can add measurements or formulas to all the relevant input attributes. Right-click the appropriate
parameter and select Add Formula or Add Measurement.
For details see
How To: Create Formulas to Object Attributes, page 193
How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page 623

Optional: Enable accumulator optimization
You can include an accumulator in connection with production scheduling. For details on optimization see About Production Scheduling, page 655.
This requires a license in addition to the production scheduling license.

To include an accumulator object for production scheduling
The accumulator must be inserted and properly configured. For details see About Accumulator Objects, page 842.
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1. Right-click the relevant accumulator object from the main model view.
2. Under the Control group select the check box Enable Accumulator Optimization.
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To run a simulation based on production scheduling
When all the production units are properly defined and configured, proceed to the simulation setup.
1. From the menu bar select Simulate and then Simulation.
2. Under the Simulation dialog ensure that you select the check box for Prod.Scheduler for all relevant submodels.
Examples

Examples of production and adaption priority settings
Each example shows one time interval with production and adaption priorities.
Color notation:
Green circle

Production unit produces energy.

Red square

Production unit does not produce energy. The unit can be set to
available, but still not produce energy during that particular time
interval because the capacity is met by other producing units with
a lower priority definition.

Time interval 00:00:00

For this interval only Plant 1, unit A is in production and covers the required energy volume for this interval.
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Time interval 01:00:00

For this time interval Plant 2 starts the production and covers up to its defined capacity, and Plant 1 produces the
remainder of the capacity for that interval.
Time interval 02:00:00
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Time interval 03:00:00

For this time interval Plant 3, unit b starts the production and delivers up to its capacity as defined for the unit. The production sequence is then Plant 2, and Plant 3 adapts to the total energy consumption.
Time interval 04:00:00

For this time interval all production units are in play. However, the capacity is covered by three units only. Plant 4 starts
the production and covers to its capacity, this is followed by both production units in Plant 3 and where unit b adapts to
the production and covers the remainder.
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Time interval 05:00:00

The production priority is unchanged from the previous interval. Plant 3 (both units) and Plant 4 covers the production
and given the same adaption priority.
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Pumps and Valves
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to pumps and valves.
About Pump Objects

667

About Valve Objects

670

How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects

673

How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve

674

About Pump Optimization

675

How To: Configure Objects for Pump Optimization

678
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About Pump Objects
A pump object hosts information about the physical properties and topology. A pump object represents both the supply
side and the return side. The pump control strategy can be one of the following types.
l

A fixed pressure change, optionally defined as a time series.

l

Pressure change controlled by an upstream node pressure.

l

Pressure change controlled by a downstream node pressure.

l

A pump speed, optionally defined as a time series.

l

An advanced control to emulate a Programmable Logic Control (PLC).
You can define a conditional control to create more advanced controls depending on the actual hydraulic or time
dependent parameters. However, the conditional control will always end up using one of the above basic control
elements. For details see About Conditional Controls, page 201.

You can configure the pump coefficient for the curves in two ways to control the pump efficiency:
l

Using a table for the pump characteristics.
The attribute must be configured to add a table.

l

Defining a coefficient for the valve.
Add individual coefficient values to the pumps to define the efficiency of that particular pump.

Control

Description

Delete pump object
Locate the object that you want to delete, make a right-click and select Delete from the right-click menu. When you
delete an object the adjacent pipes will be joined to avoid a model with short pipes.
Notice that if the system cannot identify the node with the prefix _ups or _dws, the object is replaced by a short pipe section.

To view the system object attributes for pumps
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Pumps folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
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System Attribute
Code

Description

FDPS

The pressure change setpoint on the supply side.

FDPR

The pressure change setpoint on the return side.

AVS

The actual speed of the supply side pump.

AVR

The actual speed of the return side pump.

PSCTRLS

The control node supply pressure for the supply side pump.

PRCTRLR

The control node return pressure for the return side pump.

DPCTRLS

The pressure change in the control node for the supply side pump.

DPCTRLR

The pressure change in the control node for the return side pump.

DVS

The definition speed for the supply side pump curve.

DVR

The definition speed for the return side pump curve.

NOPS

The number of pumps on the supply side.

NOPR

The number of pumps on the return side.

ECOSTS

The energy consumption costs for the supply side pump.

ECOSTR

The energy consumption costs for the return side pump.

QTOMAXS

Temperature Optimization only: The definition for the maximum flow for the
supply side.

QTOMAXR

Temperature Optimization only: The definition for the maximum flow for the
return side.

QAR

Adaption Return Flow.

QAS

Adaption Supply Flow.

CCTLS

The conditional control for the supply side.

CCTLR

The conditional control for the return side.

Pressure change in pumps
The pressure change is calculated based on the defined pump characteristic if the speed is equal to the definition speed
while the characteristic is scaled if the pump is running on another pump speed.
The scaling law for the characteristic is as follows:
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where
ΔP

is the pressure change (N/m2).

Q

is flow (kg/s).

n
n
P

act
def

is actual pump speed.
is definition pump speed.
is pump power.
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About Valve Objects
A valve object is an object that reduces the pressure from upstream to downstream and uses different types of control.
The control must be one of the following types:
l

A fixed pressure change, optionally defined as a time series.

l

Pressure change controlled by an upstream node pressure.

l

Pressure change controlled by a downstream node pressure.

l

Flow through valve.

l

A valve opening degree, optionally defined as a time series.
You can define a conditional control to create more advanced controls depending on the actual hydraulic or time
dependent parameters. However, the conditional control will always end up using one of the above basic control
elements. For details see About Conditional Controls, page 201.

In addition, the control pressures in the preceding list are in district heating systems supplemented with a pressure
change.
The valve opening degree is defined either as a fraction of full open or as a percentage of full open depending on the
selected unit. A 100 pct open valve is fully open. Similarly, the fraction 1.0 indicates a fully open valve.
You can toggle between regular valves and shutoff valves. For details see
How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects, page 893
How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve, page 674
Control

Description

Delete valve object
Locate the object that you want to delete, make a right-click and select Delete from the right-click menu. When you
delete an object the adjacent pipes will be joined to avoid a model with short pipes.
Notice that if the system cannot identify the node with the prefix _ups or _dws, the object is replaced by a short pipe section.

To view the object attributes for valves
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Valves folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.
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See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

VCURVS

The valve curve in the supply side valve.

VCURVR

The valve curve in the return side valve.

AOS

The actual opening fraction for the supply side valve. 1.0 is fully open.

AOR

The actual opening fraction for the return side valve. 1.0 is fully open.

FDPS

The projected pressure change in the supply pipe.

FDPR

The projected pressure change in the return pipe.

PSCTRLS

The projected supply pressure in the control node for the supply side valve.

PRCTRLR

The projected return pressure in the control node for the return side valve.

DPCTRLS

The pressure change for the control node on the supply side valve.

DPCTRLR

The pressure change for the control node on the return side valve.

QAR

Adaption Return Flow.

QAS

Adaption Supply Flow.

CCTLS

The conditional control for the supply side.

CCTLR

The conditional control for the return side.

Pressure drop across a valve
The pressure loss across a valve depends on the flow being either sub-critical flow or critical flow.
For details on pressure loss, you are recommended to read the following work: Masoneilan: Handbook for Control
Valve Sizing. Sixth Edition. 1977."
Sub-critical flow occurs if the pressure loss in the valve is less than a certain value as defined in the following. Other
flows are critical as indicated in this formula:
∆P < C f 2

(P up−Pv)

where
ΔP

is the pressure loss across the valve [Pa].

C

f

is the critical flow factor =0.8 2[-].

P

v

is the vapor pressure of liquid at flowing temperature [Pa].

P

is the upstream pressure [Pa].

up
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The pressure loss for sub-critical flow is calculated as:
 4.18 . 104 . Q  2

∆P = 
 C vset P


where
Q

is the massflow[kg/s]
is the density [kg/m3]

C
vset
C

vset

is the setpoint coefficient valve [kg/s/Pa0.5]

is given by the following formula:

C vset=

a set
C vmax

where

C

vmax

is the maximum valve coefficient. C

vmax

[kg/s/Pa0.5]

a

set

is the user input

is the setpoint amount open [-]

The pressure loss for critical flow (such as cavitation) is calculated as:

. 4. 2
P up− Pv =  4.18 10 Q 
C
C
ρ
 vset ∮


Notice that the valve coefficient is based on interpolation between a fully open and a fully closed valve. The valve coefficient is the result of the defined maximum C

vmax

and

= 0.0.
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How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects
A shutoff valve is an object type that is used to visualize the location of on/off valves.
The shutoff valve is an integral part of either a scenario or a model and it allows the closing or opening of a pipe at a specific location. You can have several shutoff valves on one pipe object. The function Close Connection will search for
on/off valves located at the relevant pipe and close the pipe at the nearest valve.
A shutoff valve is not part of the hydraulic simulation. An open valve is ignored. A closed valve will cause the pipe to be
excluded from a simulation, including optional enclosed pipes and nodes.

To insert a shutoff valve object
1. Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object and then Shutoff Valve.
2. To close the shutoff valve clear the check box for the attribute ValveOpen. By default the attribute is set to open
(check box is selected).

3. Optionally, you can for example add a comment to the object and display it via object data.
You can toggle between regular valves and shutoff valves. For details see How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve, page
674.
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How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve
You can change the valve settings on the fly by toggling between that of a regular valve configuration and a shutoff
valve.
This example assumes that you have already inserted a valve.

To toggle the valve type
1. Select the existing valve, right-click and point to Object Tools and select Convert Valve.
You will be prompted to accept the change. The valve icon changes to that of a shutoff valve.
Under the generic editor validate that you know have a shutoff valve.
2. To go back, right-click the valve and point to Object Tools and select Convert Valve.
Confirm the change and validate that the shutoff valve object is replaced by a regular valve object.
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About Pump Optimization
To many utility plant operators the pumping cost is a challenge and much effort is put into keeping this cost as low as
possible. Proper and efficient configuration of your network is an important part of the day-to-day operation, but is not
necessarily enough to lower the overall cost of the pumping cost. Termis offers a module to perform pump optimization.
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact your point of purchase.
The Termis pump optimization module offers continual observation of your district energy network, and the use of this
module ensures that the configuration agrees with current conditions at any given time with the object of minimizing
(lowering) the total cost of operation for your network.

How pump optimization works
Essentially pump optimization must as a minimum run between 2 pumps or between a plant and a pump. The pumps
can run between two supply pumps or between a supply and a return pump. A pump is handled as a group of equal
pumps each having the defined pump characteristic. Initially, you must identify the pumps you want to apply for the
optimization, and subsequently you need to configure the appropriate objects with value settings for pressure, intervals, flow, etc. For setup explanation see the topic How To: Configure Objects for Pump Optimization, page 678.
In the following, the figures show a very simple setup for pump optimization with and without pump optimization.

Without pump optimization
If you run a simulation without activating the pump optimization, the result will be as displayed in the ensuing figure.

Each of the plant and pump objects point to a specific control node with a defined pressure (control nodes K02, K05, and
K08).

With pump optimization
When you select the check box for Pump Opt. under the Simulation dialog and start a simulation, the result is
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different compared to running without pump optimization, and the graphical plot looks as displayed in the ensuing figure. The designated pump for optimization is PU_K03-K04.

In this scenario, the object Plant K01 and the object Pump PU_K06-K07 operate based on the basic configuration where
each object has a dedicated control node (K02 and K08, respectively) with a specific pressure.
In the figure of the network (upper figure) notice the pressure line (green slanting line) for the designated pump, Pump
PU_K03-K04. The pressure line is an expression for the optimal solution for a given interval based on certain limitations.
These limitations are defined via the optimization attribute values.
The graphic plot (lower figure) displays the solution for the pump optimization. Notice how the designated pump, PU_
K03-K04, leaves the pumping to the other pump, PU_K06-K07. This turns out to be the optimal solution for this scenario.
In another scenario the plant and other pumps (supply as well as return) can be included in the pump optimization process. Optionally, you can configure limitations for nodes and/or valves. The scope of the configuration depends on your
requirements for the network, such as additional limits for certain nodes, etc.
On a related note you can see which nodes belong to a particular pressure line. The attributes PCtrlLineSup or PCtrlLineRet show the relation to the pressure line. For details see the explanation under node attributes in the topic How To:
Configure Objects for Pump Optimization, page 678. In this scenario the nodes are added a green color to better illustrate, which nodes belong within the pressure line (for pump optimization).
When you have completed the setup and switch to optimization mode, Termis calculates the values for the pumps (and
other optimization attributes that you have configured), and subsequently determines the total operating cost for the
pumping. The optimal solution is based on the constraints defined for the set values of the control variables.
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Next
How To: Configure Objects for Pump Optimization, page 678
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How To: Configure Objects for Pump Optimization
This topic provides in-depth and step-by-step explanation to the configuration of objects for pump optimization. You are
recommended to read the background information in the topic About Pump Optimization, page 675; in particular the
section How pump optimization works.
By default all new models come with the attributes listed in this topic. If you do not see the attributes in your model, for
example if it is created in earlier versions of Termis, you may have to add the attributes as unreferenced attributes. For
details see the topic How To: Add Unreferenced Attributes, page 578.

Pump and plant objects
To make pump optimization work you must as a minimum make it run between two pumps or between a plant and a
pump. Therefore, it is mandatory to configure at least one pump object. If required, you can also configure a plant
object.

Before
Prior to using pump optimization, it is assumed that
l

The designated pump(s) must have the proper pump characteristics and a control node with a defined pressure,
that is you must not define an attribute for the fixed pressure change (dP).

l

You have identified the pump(s) to be used in pump optimization.

To configure a pump object for pump optimization
1. Right-click either a single pump object, or access all objects in the model at the same time (Edit All).
2. Under the generic editor locate the appropriate group. If for example you have chosen a supply pump for the optimization, you must select the group Pump Optimization, Supply.
3. Configure the attribute for the minimum and/or maximum pressure; (PumpOptPMinSup and PumpOptPMaxSup, respectively).
Enter for example a value of 8 bar as maximum and 1 bar as minimum.
4. Configure the attribute PumpOptDPStepSup (if the pump is for the supply side). This is a mandatory attribute.
Enter for example a value of 10000 Pa.
5. You must select the check box for the attribute PumpOptUseSup for the designated pump to be used in optimization.
6. Configure the remaining attributes, if applicable. See the attribute descriptions in the ensuing table.
7. Configure the attributes for the return side, if applicable, in the same manner as for the supply side.

Attributes for pump object
Supply side
Attribute Name

Description

PumpOptPMinSup

Minimum pressure, supply side.

PumpOptPMaxSup

Maximum pressure, supply side.

PumpOptDPStepSup

Mandatory attribute (provided you configure a pump for the
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Attribute Name

Description
supply side)
Step size pressure change, supply side.

PumpOptVMinSup

Minimum pump speed (velocity), supply side.

PumpOptVMaxSup

Maximum pump speed (velocity), supply side.

PumpOptUseSup

Select the check box to indicate that you want to use the pump for
pump optimization.

Return side
Attribute Name

Description

PumpOptPMinRet

Minimum pressure, return side.

PumpOptPMaxRet

Maximum pressure, return side.

PumpOptDPStepRet

Mandatory attribute (provided you configure a pump for the
return side)
Step size pressure change, return side.

PumpOptVMinRet

Minimum pump speed (velocity), return side.

PumpOptVMaxRet

Maximum pump speed (velocity), return side.

PumpOptUseRet

Select the check box to indicate that you want to use the pump for
pump optimization.

Example (here for a pump object on the supply side)
A. This figure shows the location of the pump attributes for optimization under the generic editor.
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The solution must observe the limitations defined for the attribute. The optimal (cheapest) solution is one that lies
within the defined limitations.

Attributes for plant object
These objects are used to define the pump optimization for a specific plant in conjunction with a pump.
Attribute Name

Description

PumpOptPMin

Minimum pressure.

PumpOptPMax

Maximum pressure.

PumpOptDPStep

Step size for pressure change.

PumpOptVMin

Minimum pump speed (velocity).

PumpOptVMax

Maximum pump speed (velocity).

PumpOptUse

Select the check box to indicate that you want to use the pump for
pump optimization.

Node and/or valve objects
When you have configured the objects for pump(s), and possibly also plant(s), you can decide to define additional limits
or requirements for node and/or valve objects. This step is optional, however. You may for example need to set a limit
on the pressure for a specific node to observe certain topology requirements.
By default the following two node attributes are available as results under the group Operator
l

PCtrlLineSup

l

PCtrlLineRet

The value that you can see is the associated pressure line for the attribute. See the example in the ensuing.
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Attributes for node objects
Attribute Name

Description

PumpOptPSMin

Minimum supply pressure.

PumpOptPSMax

Maximum supply pressure.

PumpOptPRMin

Minimum return pressure.

PumpOptPRMax

Maximum return pressure.

PumpOptDPMin

Minimum pressure change.

PumpOptDPMax

Maximum pressure change.

PCtrlLineSup

Results for supply control line. By default this attribute is placed
under the group Operator.

PCtrlLineRet

Results for return control line. By default this attribute is placed
under the group Operator.

Example
A. This figure shows one value setting for a node attribute for pump optimization under the generic editor. Under example B you can see the consequences of setting or removing the limitation.

B. This figure shows a scenario with and without the node limitation. The limitation is set on the node K04 for the minimum pressure, and the value is 4.1 bar.
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C. This figure shows the node association to the pressure line.

Attributes for valve objects
Attribute Name

Description

PumpOptPMaxSup

Maximum pressure, supply side.

PumpOptPMaxRet

Maximum pressure, return side.

Example
A. This figure shows the location of the valve attribute for pump optimization under the generic editor.
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B. This figure shows a scenario with and without a limitation set on the valve attribute. The value for the limitation is for
the maximum pressure to 3 bar.

Run simulation
When you have completed the setup, you can run a simulation and activate the pump optimization. At the end of the
simulation cycle you can view the results under the objects in the generic editor.

To run a simulation with pump optimization
1. From the menu bar select Simulate to open the Simulation dialog.
2. Select the check box for Pump Opt. and otherwise follow the guidelines under the topic How To: Perform Simulations, page 733.
In the same simulation process, you can decide to run the simulation also for production scheduling. However, it
is not possible to also run the simulation for temperature optimization.
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Reports
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to handle reports.
About Reports

686

How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports

688
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About Reports
Termis is highly customizable in regards to generating reports. However, if you want to generate reports using Crystal
Report, you will need a license to that program. Termis enables you to capture important model data and render this
data in reports for any layer irrespective of the status as active layer. You configure the layer status manually just as
you can manually specify the object types. The configuration file has the extension .7rt. It is also possible to route the
reports to your default printer.
This topic provides background information on reports. For hands- on description on how to update and modify reports
see the topic How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports, page 688.
You can generate reports using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or a Crystal Report Viewer. You can use the spreadsheet
to perform additional data editing and modification whereas the Crystal Report format merely provides you with a
printer-friendly version of the object configuration.
By default the application comes with a number of predefined reports for both Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and Crystal
Report. Notice that you will need a license to create new Crystal Report output, or modify existing. Crystal Report
reports have the extension .rpt.

Crystal Report Viewer
The following figure provides guidelines to navigating the reports in Crystal Report.

Notation to figure
#

UI Element

Description

1

Toolbar

This is the pivot navigation area for the Crystal Report report.
From here you can for example print hard-copies of the reports, just as you
have the option to export to other formats. Notice, however, that this is a facility of the Crystal Report viewer and not as such supported by Termis.
You can also use the zoom icon to change the zoom level of the report.

2

Tab pages

When you highlight one of the objects in the report it displays in a new tab
page.

3

Tree view

The tree view contains all the objects in the model.

4

Display area

This is where the reports display.
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#

UI Element

Description

5

Status bar

The status bar contains information on current page and displays the total
number of pages in the report. Use the forward/backward arrows (on the toolbar) to toggle the pages.

Next
How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports, page 688
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How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports
This topic provides guidelines for how you generate and customize reports using either Microsoft Excel or Crystal Report.
You are recommended to view the background information provided in the topic About Reports, page 686. Here you also
find details on the default report formats supplied with the application. Notice that your application may not contain all
the report formats in the list. To perform an update and even print a hardcopy may be all you need in regards to report
.generation.
This topic explains the following:
Create new reports
Keyword codes to customize reports
Update reports

Create reports
To create (or modify) reports you can work based on the file templates supplied with the product. You can find the
default report templates under the following folder:
C:\Users\<alias>\Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\Reports
You can change the default report folder, if required.
l

From the menu bar select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters, locate the Infrastructure, Folders category and change the path under the parameter Report Folder.

A report template consists of the following elements
l

The report configuration file (template file) has the extension .7rt; and installs with the application under the
Report folder as explained in the preceding. (The file with the extension .7rt is also the name of the report).

l

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, extension .xls /.xlsx
or

l

Crystal Report file, extension .rpt

The keywords (@xxxx) that you see in the following are explained in the section Keyword commands to customize
reports.

Microsoft Excel
The most likely scenario to create a new report using Microsoft Excel is to create a spreadsheet template. You can then
base the new report on this template. For details on how to create a spreadsheet template see How To: Export Layer to
Microsoft Excel, page 410.

To create a spreadsheet report
1. Export a layer and create a template. Modify this template to suit your needs. Add the template file to the default
report folder.
2. Copy one of the existing report configuration files with the extension.7rt; alternatively create a new text file and
add the .7rt extension. This file must also reside within the default report folder. The name of the file is the same
as the report name that you will see from the list of reports.
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If you generate reports for both spreadsheet and Crystal Report, you are recommended to enter a file name
that indicates the origin of the report; such as a prefix Excel_, or CR_.
3. Open the .7rt text file and enter the name of the spreadsheet report file using the following syntax.
@EXCEL(<report name>.xls) or (<report name>.xlsx>)
@OPENEXCEL
4. For the changes to become effective you must close the application and open it again. The new report displays
from the list of reports under the menu Reports.
Example
This example shows how to use the Scenario layer as the template for a new report generation.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Right-click the Scenario layer, point to Export to Excel and then select Template and enter a name for the
report (template); here Excel_Report_Scenario.xls.
To export a layer you must set it to Active.
3. Open the default report folder and copy one of the existing .7rt files and enter a name that preferably relates to
the template file; here Excel_Report_Scenario.7rt.
4. Open the .7rt file and add the name of the spreadsheet file.
@EXCEL(Excel_Report_Scenario.xls)
@OPENEXCEL
5. Close Termis and open it again. Select the Report menu and confirm that the new report displays under the list
of default and newly created reports.

Crystal Report
As for reports generated for Crystal Report you must make your report modifications in this application as explained in
the ensuing section.

To create a Crystal report file
1. Locate the report configuration file with the extension .7rt under the default folder and copy it to the same
folder. The name of the file is the same as the report name that you will see from the list of reports.
If you generate reports for both spreadsheet and Crystal Report, you are recommended to enter a file name
that indicates the origin of the report; such as a prefix Excel_, or CR_.
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2. Locate and copy the Crystal Report file for the object type with the extension .rpt and enter a new name. The file
must reside within the default report folder.
3. Open the .7rt text file and enter the name of the Crystal Report file using the following syntax
@CRYSTALREPORTS(<name>.rpt)
4. For the changes to become effective you must close the application and open it again. The new report displays
from the list of reports under the menu Reports.
Example
This example is based on the sample file provided with Termis.
1. From the default report folder select Pumps.7rt and save as Pumps_New.7rt.
2. Then locate the file Pumps.rpt and save as Pumps_New.rpt.
3. Open the Pumps_New.7rt file and edit the command to point to the new report.
@CRYSTALREPORTS(Pumps_New.rpt)
4. Close Termis and open it again. Select the Report menu and confirm that the new report displays under the list
of default and newly created reports.

Modify new report in Crystal Report
Any report generated for Crystal Report can only be modified using this application. By default Termis only installs the
free Crystal Report Viewer that limits you to open, view, and explore the rpt file formats.
You can use the Termis default format to create a new report as explained in the preceding, and subsequently customize it to suit your requirements.

To customize a report in Crystal Report
1. Right-click the main model view and select Layers.
2. Select the layer that you want to use as template for the new report format; for example Model layer.
3. Right-click the layer, select Export Layer Object Data in XML, and point to the appropriate folder.
4. Open the dedicated folder and notice how the export process has created two files with the following extensions:
.xml and .xsd.
You will want the .xsd file.
An xsd file provides the syntax and defines how objects and attributes can be represented.
5. Open your Crystal Report application and import the .xsd files. Follow the instructions in the documentation supplied with that product for setting up reports.
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Customizing reports using keyword commands
Use the keyword commands listed in this section to customize your reports. You can for example customize reports
from a specific layer and for a specific object type

Define report generator (Mandatory)
Configuration Command

Description

@CRYSTALREPORTS

This is for the Crystal Report file format rpt file.

Mandatory command if you run

Syntax:

Crystal Report.

@CRYSTALREPORTS(report name.rpt)

@EXCEL

This is for the Microsoft Excel file format xls file or xlxs file.

Mandatory command if you run

Syntax:

Microsoft Excel.

@EXCEL(report name.xls) or (report name.xlsx)

Set layer as active
Configuration Command

Description

@SETLAYER

This is the command to make the layer active for the report generation. Enter
appropriate layer name.
Syntax:
@SETLAYER(layer 1, layer 2,....)
The first of <layer n> found in the model is used for the report generation.
Valid names are:
l

Names of layers

l

Selections

l

Current Model

l

Current Scenario

l

Current Consumer

Report generation options
Configuration Command

Description

@IFLAYER

Define layer.
Syntax:
@IFLAYER(layer 1,layer 2,...)
One of <layer n> must be the active layer as a prerequisite.

@OBJTYPES

Define object type
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Configuration Command

Description
Syntax:
@OBJTYPE(type 1, type 2,…)
Objects of the <type n> must be part of the active layer as a prerequisite.

View control
Configuration Command

Description

@OPENEXCEL

This option is strongly recommended when you generate reports in Microsoft
Excel as this enables the display of all worksheets in the report.
Syntax:
@OPENEXCEL

@VIEWEXCEL

This option displays the report in preview mode only and no editing is allowed.
Syntax:
@VIEWEXCEL

@PRINT

Defines the printing option for your default printer.
Syntax
@PRINT(Page start)
Where <Page start> defines the start page of printout.

@PRINT

This is an alternative print option.
Syntax
@PRINT(Page start - Page end)

@FIRSTLINE(n)

This option allows you to define which row should be the first report line. By
default this option starts in the row 3. You can change the row number, if
needed.
Syntax:
@VIEWEXCEL(n)
Example
@VIEWEXCEL(5) where the report starts in row 5.

@OVERWRITE

This option overwrites the existing report rather than making a copy and
renaming, and adding a copy number to the report name, such as Report(2).
Syntax:
@OVERWRITE
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Example (Microsoft Excel)
@EXCEL(Copy.xls)
@OPENEXCEL
@IFLAYER(Basis, Selection)
@OBJTYPES(Node,Pipe)
@PRINT(4-6)

Update report
Whenever you open a report from the submenu Report, all data is refreshed, and you will see the latest status for the
selected object type or network. The report can be rendered either in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or a Crystal Report
viewer.
l

From the menu bar select View, then Report and select one of the predefined reports in the list.
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Simplification and Scenarios
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with simplification of scenarios and
scenarios in general.
About Simplifications and Scenarios

695

How To: Create a Simplification Scenario

701

How To: Create a Scenario

706

How To: Perform Validation

709
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About Simplifications and Scenarios
A scenario consists of a data set with pipes, nodes, consumers, controls, etc., with which you can simulate the environment. All these elements constitute the prerequisites for performing a network simulation.
If you have issues with instability or performance, you should consider simplifying your model. The purpose of a simplification is to create a model with good and stable performance while still generating the correct hydraulic and thermal
calculations.
This topic provides background information on the simplification (reduction) of scenario objects whereas if you are looking for details on how to implement simplification you are referred to How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page
701.
Typical models based on Geographic Information System (GIS) data include different drawing findings such as
l

Double pipes

l

Non-snapped pipe ends

l

Crossings with or without intersection

The outcome of the adjustments and corrections is a 1:1 model, meaning that each element from the original GIS data
will have an equivalent element in the newly created model. You must subsequently perform appropriate adjustments
and corrections manually to establish a good topology for the actual model. However, the basic 1:1 model may not be
necessary or appropriate for modeling, in which case a simplification process is appropriate.

Simplification algorithm
During simplification, nodes and pipes are removed from the model in a sequential manner determined by index values.
These are calculated for each node and pipe object in the model. The simplification process is done in loops where each
pass of the loop identifies the node object with the highest index value. Such node objects are removed. The index
values reflect the importance of the object in the model. The higher the index value, the less important is the object for
the resulting model calculations. The simplification process removes node objects with the highest index value up till the
system reaches the highest acceptable level for index values, or the pipe objects have reached the acceptable number.
Objects with index value 0 are not removed during the simplification process.
The simplification continues till one of the following simplification criteria is met:
l

Pipe count limit.
Number of pipes in the simplified model. By default the number is set to approximately half the initial set of pipe
objects.

l

Index limit.
Largest node index in the simplified scenario. By default set to 1.0.

Depending on how pipes are connected to that particular node, the attached pipe(s) can be excluded (removed),
merged, or branched (replaced) with equivalent pipes.
When the simplification process results in a replacement of existing pipe objects with fewer pipe objects, the new (simplified) pipes can have modified physical properties (for example diameter or roughness). These properties are physically
equivalent under normal hydraulic conditions. In the same manner, consumers are re-affiliated to the proper network
locations to obtain equivalent or similar consumption in the model.
The ensuing table explains the three simplification processes that determine exclusion, merging, and/or branching of
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pipes.
Factor: Exclude

This example shows how one of the connected pipes is
removed. Consumption is transferred to the connection node.

Factor: Merge

This example shows how two pipes are merged into a single
pipe with hydraulically equivalent properties.
Consumption is transferred to the nodes at the end of the
newly formed pipe.

Factor: Branch

This example shows how more than two pipes are connected to
the same node.
Consumption is transferred to the nodes at the end of the
pipes.

The actual simplification depends on the node type. The following figure is an excerpt of a network and illustrates the
supported simplification scenarios (before and after simplification).
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Controlling the simplification sequence using index values
The simplification process applies index values for nodes and pipes to determine the sequence of the simplification.
These index values can be customized, if needed, to obtain the required simplification (reduction of object elements).
However, before you make any changes you are recommended to study the graphical display result in an effort to find
matching and appropriate factors for your model.
By default the index values are as follows:
Factor

Default value

Merge factor

1.0

Exclude factor

1.0

Branch factor

1.0
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Factor

Default value

Large flow

No limit

The simplification factors must >= 0. If you define a simplified factor = 0, it means that the selected simplification type
will not apply.
The application of the default simplification index values results in a simplification sequence where the merging of pipes
takes precedence over pipe exclusion, which again takes precedence over pipe branching.
View the node and pipe index values from the attribute ReductionIndex on the Scenario layer.
Use the following formula to customize the simplification process for either the node objects or the pipe objects.

Pipe index calculation
Pipe index

PI =

Di
Li
D
L

where
PI

is the pipe index of the ith pipe.

D

i

is the diameter of the ith pipe.

L

i

is the length of the ith pipe.

D
L

is the average D/L in the model.

Node index calculation
The node index calculation depends on the number of connections to the node.

Nodes with one connection
You can exclude nodes as well as the adjacent pipe that have only one connection.
Node index

NI = fEXCLUDE ⋅ PI

where
NI

is the node index of the ith node.

f EXCLUDE

is the exclude factor.

PI

is the index of the connected pipe.

Nodes with two connections
Node index

NI = fMERGE ⋅ Max(PI1, PI2)
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where
NI

is the node index of the ith node.

fMERGE

is the merge factor.

PI1

is the index of the first connected pipe.

PI2

is the index of the second connected pipe.

Nodes with more than two connections
You can exclude nodes that have more than two connections.

NI = fBRANCH ⋅

Node index

n − 1 ⋅ Max(PI , PI , ..., PI )
1
2
n
2 ⋅ (n − 2)

where
NI

is the node index of the ith node.

fBRANCH

is the branch factor.

n

PIi

is the number of pipes connected to the node, n > 2.
is the index of the ith connected pipe.

Summary of index rules
P-index = Diameter / Length
N-index (1) = ExcludeFactor * P-index
N-index (2) = MergeFactor * Max( P-index ) * PipeDimensionFactor
N-index (3+) = BranchFactor * Max( P-index ) * BranchCountFactor
PipeDimensionFactor = 1 .. 3
1: Big diameter diff and equal volume
3: Equal diameter and big volume difference
BranchCountFactor = 0.5 .. 1
0.5: Many connections
...
0.75: 4 connections
1: 3 connections

Exceptions during simplification
Regardless of the index value settings, there are certain objects that cannot be removed during simplification.
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The following table explains the rules that apply to simplification for the objects.
Object

Simplification Rule

Nodes

Simplification will not apply if one or more of the following are true:

Pipes

l

Presence of a measurement in a node.

l

Condition reference of a node.

l

Clear the check box for the attribute CanBeExcluded on a node.

l

Node types that cannot support consumers.

l

Nodes that are control points for pumps, valves, etc.

l

Nodes that are control points for temperature optimization.

l

Nodes with an initial consumption above the value defined for the
Large Consumption.

Simplification will not apply if one or more of the following are true:
l

Presence of a measurement in a pipe.

l

Pipe is referenced in a condition.

l

When you clear the check box for these attributes:
CanBeExcluded (pipe can still be merged)
CanBeMerged (pipe can still be excluded)

Pumps and valves

Simplification will not apply if you clear the check box for CanBeMerged.

Next
How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701
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How To: Create a Simplification Scenario
This topic explains how to implement a scenario that simplifies your model. The purpose of a simplification is to create a
model with good and stable performance while still generating the correct hydraulic and thermal calculations.
For background information you are strongly recommended to study the topic About Simplifications
and Scenarios , page 695 as this topic provides important information on the index values that constitute the platform for the simplification process.

Before
l

Before you define your simplification process you need to determine if the model contains node or pipe objects
that need to be handled differently.

You may for example have a model that contains specific objects, attributes, etc. that you want to maintain and under
no circumstance must be altered during simplification. Such objects must be excluded from the process you choose.

To exclude node and pipe objects in simplification
1. Right-click the appropriate object and then Edit<object name> and point to Simplification. The latter is the
default folder name in the sample model. You may have configured your model differently.
2. Clear the check box for the relevant objects for those of the following attributes that apply to your requirements
in the network.
l

CanBeExcluded

l

CanBeMerged (pipes only)

Objects with index value 0 are not removed during the simplification process.

To create a simplification scenario
1. From the main menu bar select Topology, then Scenario and select New.
This opens the following dialog in which you set up and control the simplification process. The two asterisks (*) in
the figure indicate that the parameters constitute the stop criteria for the simplification. The simplification process runs till one of the following criteria is met.
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2. Select the required Basis Layer. The choice of layers naturally reflects the layers that you have defined under
the Layers dialog.
3. Enter a name for the scenario under Scenario Name.
By default the scenario name is the same as the Basis Layer name. This means that you overwrite the original
layer. So, if you do not want to overwrite the original layer you must specify a new name.
4. To perform a simplification process (reduction) select the check box for Use Reduction.
5. You can decide to have the simplification be based on one of the existing scenarios. Select the appropriate scenario under Use Reduction From Scenario.
The list is empty if your project does not include existing simplified scenarios.
6. Make sure to select the check box for Use Reduction.
7. To the right of the layer entry fields you find the grid with simplification criteria. Configure the scenario criteria for
pipe count limit and/or index limit to suit your requirements. Next, configure the index values (factors), if
needed, for merge, exclude, and branch as appropriate.
For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
For in-depth explanation to the use of index values see About Simplifications and Scenarios , page 695.
You are moreover encouraged to look at the graphical representation as explained in the ensuing section.
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Explain options for simplification (reduction)
#

Parameter

Value

1

Pipe count

Number of pipes in the simplified model.

limit

To the left you can see the total number of pipes (in parentheses). To the
right you must define the appropriate number of pipes to retain in the simplification scenario.

2

Index limit

Largest node index in the simplified scenario.
Define a limit for the node index to impact the simplification.

3

Merge factor

Set the value to determine when to merge two pipes into one.
The formula is explained in the topic About Simplifications and Scenarios ,
page 695.
l

4

Exclude factor

For values >0 pipes are merged.

Set the value to determine when to exclude a (blind) node so that only one
pipe is attached to the node.
The formula is explained in the topic About Simplifications and Scenarios ,
page 695.
l

5

Branch factor

Pipes with a value >0 are excluded.

Set the value to determine when to branch so that more than two pipes are
connected to the same (branch) node.
The formula is explained in the topic About Simplifications and Scenarios ,
page 695.
l

6

Pipes with a value >0 are branched.

Large Con-

Set the value to determine the largest consumption allowed in the network.

sumption

The consumption is controlled by the attribute for power (here the unit is in
kW).
l

Any node with a value that is larger than the specified consumption is
retained in the model, regardless of the node index value (factor).

l

A value of 0 means that all nodes are retained in the model.

l

A very high value or a blank mean that all nodes may be subject to simplification.

8. When you have completed the setup process, start the simplification process by pressing OK.

Graphical representation of simulated simplification
Before you start the simplification process you can get a graphical view of the ramification of the simplification. However, the full impact is not evident till you have run the actual process.
You can alter the index values for branch, exclude, merge, and allowed consumption in the grid as appropriate and relevant, and subsequently observe the impact on distribution or frequency from the graphical display. The two Type
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display options merely present the result in two different ways. The Value options for Length, Diameter, and Consumption are fixed values that are present to give you a graphical indication of the network composition.
Example
In this example the index limit is set to 200 (indicated by the red dotted line). The graphical view shows the volume of
nodes that are potentially affected by the simplification (red square). An actual simplification will give the accurate
result.

The next example shows the various length types of pipes in the network. The example displays as a graph as well as a
bar chart. How you choose to view the preliminary result is a matter of preference. As mentioned earlier, the length
value is fixed and not determined by index values.

Bar chart display
The next example shows the various length types of pipes in the network. The example displays as a graph as well as a
bar chart. How you choose to view the preliminary result is a matter of preference. As mentioned earlier, the length
value is fixed and not determined by index values.
Looking at the example from a bar chart perspective, you can see that the number of pipes with a length from 1 to
around 56.5 meters is somewhat over 500 pipes.
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Graph display
In this example you will see the same result, but displayed in a somewhat different manner. The red dotted line shows
that a little less than 544 pipes have a length of around 50 meters.

Sample simplification results
The result of the simplification process displays upon completion of the reduction as shown in the following sample.
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How To: Create a Scenario
l

If you have upgraded to Termis V 5.0 and use the new data import facility, you are referred to the topic About
Model Creation Based on External Data, page 556.

l

If you are currently using Model Manager, V1.3, you are also referred to the following topics.
How To: Import Model Manager V1.3 Projects, page 436
How To: Set Up Termis Using a Legacy (Old) Termis Model, page 45

You can create a scenario in the following ways
A. Copy existing scenario
Under the Layers dialog copy an existing scenario layer and paste it into the Scenario folder. Change the new
default name to something suitable for your model.

B. Add new layer
You can add a new layer under the Scenario folder in the tree view. Rename and configure the empty new layer
as appropriate.

C. Move model to scenario folder
Under the Layers dialog, point to a model file, and move it to a position under the Scenario folder. Rename, if
needed. As you can see from the figure, the model coverts to a scenario type.

D. Create new from scenario dialog
1. From the main menu bar select Topology, then Scenario and select New.
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2. Select the required Basis Layer. The choice of layers naturally reflects the layers that you have defined under
the Layers dialog.
3. Enter a name for the scenario under Scenario Name.
By default the scenario name is the same as the Basis Layer name. This means that you overwrite the original
layer. So, if you do not want to overwrite the original layer you must specify a new name.

4. Press OK and make sure to clear the check box for Use Reduction. Else you run a simplification process. See
How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701.
A simplification process naturally also generates a scenario, whereas the above process generates a non-reduced
scenario.
In Termis the new scenario will by default have three new time series to be used in connection with load forecasting.
These time series need to be properly configured for the plant.
Item

Description

TS_E_Forecast_<submodel name>

This is the load forecast that needs to be configured.

TS_E_CorrForecast_<submodel name>

This is the corrected load forecast ( TS_CorrF_”submodel name” *
TS_E_Forecast_”submodel name”).
This time series is the one used for the simulation.

TS_CorrF_<submodel name>

Calculates the factor to correct and adjust the load forecast. The
factor changes the load forecast. The initial load on the plant consists of all current measurements.

For configuration details see the topic How To: Configure Load Forecast Parameters, page 458.

View list of scenarios
You can view the entire list of defined scenarios under the Layers dialog.

To open Layers dialog
l

Right-click the main model area and select Layers. Locate the Scenario folder in the tree view to the left and
select the appropriate scenario layer.
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Delete a scenario
If you no longer need a scenario you can delete it from the list.

To delete a scenario
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Locate the scenario under the Scenario folder, right-click and select Delete.
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How To: Perform Validation
This topic provides an outline description of the validation options to ensure that the hydraulic model is well-configured.
Prior to running a simulation you can perform a sanity check and manually run a validation and fix errors, if any. In case
of mal-configurations, the initial validation may save you a step in the process. However, when you run a simulation,
the system automatically performs a validation. But in case of errors, you will have to revert to the manual validation
process to identify the origin of the errors. The system logs all information pertaining the model. The system log is just
one way to discover whether there are errors in the current model. You can access the system log file under the View
menu. The Log dialog displays a list of messages and if the message is any other type but Information, such as Warning, you may want to run a manual validation.
The manual validation is much more comprehensive than the validation done when you run a simulation.
To perform validation select one of the following options
l

Validate current scenario
Perform a manual validation of the current layer (scenario) to discover errors, if any.
From the menu bar select Topology, then Scenario and select Validate Current Scenario.

l

Validate from Simulation dialog
From the menu bar select Simulate, then Simulation.
When you run a simulation you can do a validation prior to the actual simulation by pressing the Validate button
on the Simulation dialog. If you have more than one submodel, you are prompted to select the model(s) you
want to validate. When you validate from the Simulation dialog, the entire definition of the submodel(s) is taken
into consideration, and you can moreover add conditions and/or select the simulation options that apply (such as
temperature optimization).

Possible validation results
If the validation states a number of errors you can access the affected objects directly from the log and fix the error.
Right-click the affected object in the log and select Edit object. This opens the object editor from where you can perform the necessary changes.
From the right-click menu you can moreover zoom to the object position or decide to delete the object.

Validation checks
The system performs the following validation checks:
Validation Check

Description

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions, such as flow or pressure must be properly configured.
For details see About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

Geometrical requirements

The system validates the system for all geometric designs, such as
the design of pipe objects in the form of two or more pipes
between the same two node objects. This may be by design and
you can reject the validation result, or it may in fact be a wrong
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Validation Check

Description
setup that you will want to change.

Configuration

The system detects whether there are inappropriate or invalid configurations in the model.

Next
How To: Perform Simulations, page 733
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Search
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to perform a search throughout the models.
How To: Find Objects

712

How To: Perform a Search

714

How To: Search for Specific Data Fields

717
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How To: Find Objects
You can search for objects in one layer or in multiple layers at the same time.

To find objects
1. From the menu bar press Edit and point to Find.
Alternatively, right-click anywhere in your model and press Find.
This opens the Find Objects dialog.
2. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain the options in Find Object dialog
Option

Description

Criteria

Enter the search criteria.
If you search for a particular attribute name, ensure that you
have entered it correctly. You can check the attribute name from
the object editor.
You can enter
l

Attribute name

l

Alias name

l

Object name

l

Measurements (for example diameter, length) within a
given range; such as QMEA <or >NULL.

l

Conditions

When you search for a string value you must use the
syntax ID="", and where you insert the value in
inverted commas. Example:ID="K2-K3".
It is also possible to set the criteria to search for a specific number
of object attribute values, such as minimum or maximum values.
Use the following arguments and where the number indicates the
number of attributes to display.
l

@SELECTMIN(attribute,number)

l

@SELECTMAX(attribute,number)

l

@SELECTMINMAX(attribute,number)

Units, where applicable, must be entered. Remember to add a
space between value and unit.
You can narrow your search using SQL statements. For details see
List of SQL statements, page 715. See also How To: Add Controls
to a Dashboard, page 303 and look for Rank List. key performance
indices (KPIs)
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Option

Description
If you use SQL statements for your query you are recommended
to avoid the use of single and double quotes (' and "") for object
names as they are likely to cause problems during the query.
To search for specific temperatures you can apply the symbol for degree using ALT+148. You can apply any special ALT
character provided you know the code for it.

Zoom to object

Select this check box to zoom directly to the object you want to
search for.
The object is highlighted in yellow and with a slightly larger font
size than objects of the same type.

Edit object

Select this check box to open the object editor with the selected
objects. Edit the object data as appropriate.

Add to previous selections

Select this check box to see the result of the current search as well
as the previous search attempts.

Layers to include

Specify which layer(s) to search selecting the appropriate check
boxes.

The following figure illustrates a search for a particular pipe. In the model the selected pipe is highlighted in yellow.

3. Press Search.
The search result displays next to the entry Objects found. As default the dialog shows the message: No
objects found.
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How To: Perform a Search
The application allows you to search for objects and various values, such as a range of temperature or pressure levels.
The resulting hits from the search are a consequence of the defined search criteria.
You can perform a basic search in the model to find specific objects and in addition use SQL statements to refine your
search criteria.
This topic explains from where you can perform a search and how to define search criteria.

Where to perform search
This section provides pointers to the areas from where you can perform a search.
User Interface

In the main model area you can use the Search field in the upper
right corner of the user interface.
Use the search criteria in the ensuing section to define your filter.

Object editor

Under the object editor you can narrow your search for specific
measurements or values.
1. Select Edit All or Edit Selection, or Edit <object ID>.
2. Locate your target object and highlight the entire row.
3. Right-click and point to Find in Grid.
4. Under the Expression dialog enter a search criteria according to the specifications in the ensuing section.

Find dialog

You can access this dialog in the following ways
l

From the menu bar click Edit and point to Find.

l

Right-click anywhere in your model and click Find.

For details see How To: Find Objects, page 712.
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Use wildcard in search
You can use the following wildcard elements to obtain better search results.
?

Use question mark as wildcard key for individual characters.

*

Use an asterisk as wildcard key for several characters.
You must apply double quotes " " in connection with this type of wildcard to
reduce the confusion between a text search string and an algebra expression.
Example
ID=BFR* will fail.
ID="BFR*" will succeed.

Define search criteria
The basic rules for defining a search criteria are as follows:

List of SQL statements
Search entry

Description

AND

Returns a value of TRUE if both its operands are TRUE, otherwise returns
FALSE.

OR

At least one of the values at both sides of the operator must be TRUE, otherwise this operator returns FALSE.

NOT

Returns TRUE if its operand is FALSE, and FALSE if its operand is TRUE.

=

Equal to.
Is TRUE when the values at both sides of the operator are equal.

<>

Not equal.
Is TRUE when the value at the left side of the operator is not equal to the
value at the right side.

<

Less than.
Compares the two search criteria and determines whether search1 is less
than search2 in which case the operator returns TRUE.

>

Greater than.
Compares the two search criteria and determines whether search1 is greater
than search2 in which case the operator returns TRUE.

>=

Greater than or equal to.
Compares the two search criteria and determines whether search1 is greater
than or equal to search2 in which case the operator returns TRUE.

<=

Less than or equal to.
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Search entry

Description
Compares the two search criteria and determines whether search1 is less
than or equal to search2 in which case the operator returns TRUE.

List of Search keywords
Enter the keyword in the Search field in the upper-right corner of the user interface.
The keyword must be uppercase.
l

@SELECTMIN(attribute,number)*

l

@SELECTMAX(attribute,number)*

l

@SELECTMINMAX(attribute,number)*

l

CALC

l

CCTL

l

MEA

l

MEA_DP

l

MEA_DT

l

MEA_LEVEL

l

MEA_OPENING

l

MEA_P

l

MEA_POWER

l

MEA_Q

l

MEA_SPEED

l

MEA_T

l

NODE

l

NODES

l

PUMP

l

PUMPS

l

TABLE

l

VALVE

l

VALVES

* - use this search argument to select a defined limit of specific node attributes. The arguments can also be used in the
Find object dialog, just as you can create a set of key performance indices (KPIs) from the dashboard. For details see
How To: Find Objects, page 712
How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303 (look for Rank List).
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How To: Search for Specific Data Fields
This topic provides guidelines to search for specific data in your model.
Before
Ensure that you have the following information available before you start the configuration of data.
l

Layer name.

l

Relevant table names for the data.

Ensure that you have configured the data fields to allow search.

To enable search
1. Open the dashboard with the data fields.
2. Right-click the dashboard and select Design mode.
3. Right-click the data field and select Properties.
4. Under the Control Data dialog locate the property CanSearch and set the value to True to allow search.

Next
Create or import a dashboard and subsequently configure the dashboard to suit your requirements.
You can then search for specific data from within the dashboard. such as a name or consumption above a certain level.
As this topic only provides you with a few examples you are recommended to investigate the search function on your
own to become familiar with this feature. The examples in the following assume that the dashboard is configured with
high-level consumer information such as name, address, node position, consumption, meter readings, etc.

Search instructions
Search type

Description

F3

Press F3 for any new search for data.

Page Up/Page Down

Use this buttons to toggle forward or backwards in the list of
search matches.

Tooltip

The search result appears in a tooltip next to the field you used as
basis for your search.
Example:
Node
1 of 245

*

Use the asterisk (*) to perform a simple wildcard search.
Example:
Ran*

>

Use the greater than operator to search for objects where the
attribute for example is greater than 200 in a field of type numer-
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Search type

Description
ical.
Example:
>200

<

Use the less than operator to search for objects where the attribute is less than 500 in a field of type numerical.
Example:
>500

Search for a particular data field
1. Open the dashboard where you want to search for data. In this example the dashboard is called Consumer Data.
2. Press F3 for a new search.
The entry fields will turn yellow and you can make your search entry as required.
3. Enter a node name, for example N_23* and press Enter. Use the asterisk for a wild card search.
The relevant information will appear in all the data fields. When you do a wild card search you will naturally get
more hits. Use the page up / page down arrows to toggle the list.
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Sample consumer data in Termis

Search within a specific range
When you want to use a search criteria within a certain range you can use the standard operators as filter, such as >
and =.
The following guidelines explain a search for a specific demand range.
1. Open the dashboard where you want to search for data. In this example the dashboard is called Consumer Data.
2. Press F3 for a new search.
The entry fields will turn yellow and you can make your search entry as required.
3. Enter a range for the demand For example >10000.
The entire range of search results can be viewed in the model. The results will be highlighted and easily visible.
See the following figure.
When you toggle the list using page up/page down you will be taken to each search result in a zoomed view.
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Search result for a range
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Simulation
This topic provides an overview of the supported simulation (calculation) processes in Termis.
You can perform dynamic simulations of temperature, pressure and flow changes as a function of time. Dynamic simulations can for example help you observe how the network reacts to pressure changes.
To ensure the presence of a pressure control zone in the simulation process, you must add the relevant pressure control zone to the submodel condition.
Termis supports the following simulation processes
l

Manual simulation process, and only once (non-cyclic).

l

Automatic simulation process, and happening in a cyclic (real-time) manner.

At the start of the simulation process, the system checks for all necessary data and subsequently performs a calculation.
When you run a cyclic simulation, the interval between the simulations is determined by the configuration of the cycle.
For details on cyclic simulation see the topic About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.
In regards to import of data make sure to check your configuration prior to simulation. Any closed
(cut-off) areas will not be included in the simulation process.
During the simulation process, the Simulate menu displays the following sub-menus.
l

Simulation command will change to Stop Simulation.

l

You will see a temporary menu named View Simulation Settings. You can view the settings for the simulation
process in read-only mode.

l

You can interrupt the cyclic process by selecting Force Simulation.
You can select this command if for some reason you need a simulation earlier than the scheduled period.

You are recommended not to make any edits to your model during the simulation process as this may have unforeseen
consequences.
Upon completion the results can be presented in various manners such as table views, graphic themes. Graphic themes
are displayed either as pressure or flow time curves in selected nodes or as pressure or flow network plots at any given
point in time.

Next
How To: Perform Simulations, page 733
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About Cyclic Simulation
This topic explains the principle behind the setup of a cyclic simulation processes for your model. Cyclic simulation is a
process for which your model is simulated in a sequential manner. The models you use for cyclic simulation are exactly
the same models you use for manual simulation (offline) and that are built and calibrated for design analysis. However,
the major boundary conditions are used to operate the model in cyclic mode.
A simulation process also involves the configuration of the following functions, and you are recommended to study
these areas as part of your setup.

Additional information
l

Data Manager
For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.

l

Submodels
For details see About Submodels, page 745.

l

Load Forecasting
For details see About Load Forecasting, page 456 and How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value, page
144.

In this topic you can find information on the following actions to perform in regards to a cyclic simulation:
l

Data flow

l

Measurements as boundary conditions

l

Required measurements

l

Use of average measurements

l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

l

Results of operations

Before
Before you can start a cyclic simulation you must attend to the following settings.
l

Boundary conditions (Mandatory)
These conditions are described in-depth in the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 199.

l

Flow adaption (Optional)
The load in the network determines the distribution among the nodes in the model. The total estimated node
load is scaled or adapted to fit the actual metered production.

l

Return temperature adaption (Optional)
The defined cooling or return temperature at node level is adjusted to fit the actual return temperature to each
production plant. Flow adaption together with return temperature adaption actually conduct a power adaption.

l

Data Manager facilities (Optional)
Data Manager is the interface between SCADA and the Termis model. Data Manager is used to pre-process
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SCADA values with respect to data checks, emulation of failed measurements and unit conversion.
You can use the integrated Data Manager function (new as of version 5.0 of Termis). Optionally, you can still use
the stand-alone application. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338.

Status of cyclic simulations
It is important to supervise the cyclic simulation to ensure a stable process for communication, simulation, and flow of
measurements. You are recommended to perform the supervision using a monitoring system such as SCADA, or similar
control or monitoring center that allow the sending of alarms to Operators should there be flaws in the process.
For details see How To: View Status Simulation, page 729.

Data flow
The cyclic simulation requires boundary conditions that typically come from a SCADA system.
In general, the SCADA system supplies Termis with the required measurement data (such as pressure, flow, power and
temperature) using the integrated Data Manager function. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page
338. (Alternatively, you can use the stand-alone Data Manager.)
A cyclic simulation is a dynamic simulation that starts at a certain point in time and looks into the future for a period of
time thus allowing the Operator to be pro-active during the operation. The prerequisite for this kind of process can be a
load forecast. The load forecast as performed by the stand-alone Load Forecaster application is based on a meteorological forecast of outdoor temperatures and wind speed. Termis typically requires a new digital weather forecast
every 4 hours or at least on a daily basis.
Termis is used to conduct different types of simulations. The typical simulation types are:
l

Simple dynamic simulations.

l

Temperature optimization.

l

Production scheduling.

In regards to optimization, the system calculates one or several setpoints, that are ported back to SCADA. See for example How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 370.
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Measurements as boundary conditions
A basic facility in simulations is the functionality to apply the current conditions in the model.
The current situation is in this context defined as the actual load to the system, the actual pressure at pressure controlling devices and the actual temperatures at plants.
The feature to reflect the current conditions is built-in and depends on the actual parameter. If the parameter is pressure then a selected pressure measurement is assigned directly to for example a node.
Examples of this are definition of static pressure in a plant and the main pumps controlling the pressure change in a
node.
Flow measurements are required on all plants and at supply pipes between the flow control zones. The flow measurements form the basis for flow adaption.
Flow measurements used as boundary conditions are normally reflected in the simulation results. However, if there is
more than one flow measurement to a plant in the zone, the sum of all flows is used directly as a boundary condition.
Any deviation between the simulated flow and the measured flow can be observed for each plant in combination with
other defined boundary conditions.
Temperature conditions are basically defined as the supply temperature from each plant. The return temperature at the
plant is calculated as a result of the temperature loss through the pipe system and the actually defined cooling or return
temperature in each node (that is the customer). This temperature may afterwards be adapted to a measurement via
return temperature adaption. For details see the section Return temperature adaption in the ensuing.
It is not possible to actually define the plant production flow or heat exchanger flow as boundary conditions at all locations. For mathematical reasons at least one device must be unknown. The unknown production (in model) is a calculated value that depends on the aggregated demand in each node and on the actual system heat loss.

Required measurements
The following measurements are mandatory for each submodel to run a cyclic simulation.
l

Flow at all plants.

l

Flow at all supply pipes between flow control zones.

l

Flow at secondary section in a heat exchanger, if the object is available in the model.

l

Static pressure in at least one plant or heat exchanger in each submodel.

l

Temperature measurements at all plants and secondary sections in heat exchangers, at return side as well as
supply side.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups. The main pumps typically require a pressure change somewhere in the
network. Pumps will typically have a downstream pressure setpoint.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups; typically a downstream pressure setpoint.

Use of average measurements
The measurements used as boundary conditions in the model must reflect the time resolution used in the modeling
environment. An example is a measurement oscillating with a smaller period than the simulation time step. The system
must in such cases be set up to use average values where the average period is comparable to the simulation time step.
Control equipment with bad tuning or design will often cause large and fast oscillations requiring the use of average
values.
When you set up a system setup for which the average values are not available from SCADA or they are generated too
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late, you must configure Data Manager to collect data with a short cycle generating representative average values via
the built-in reduction and arithmetic functions.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
A zone in this context consists of a supplied area that includes:
l

Several demand nodes with an estimated time dependent load.

l

At least one plant or heat exchanger supplying heat to the present zone.

l

Optional heat import or export to or from other zones. This option requires flow measurements on the boundary
between each zone at least on the supply or return side. If a flow meter is omitted on the return side, then Termis applies the same mass flow in both supply and return.

l

Optionally measured demands.

The adaption factor is calculated using the following formula and moreover illustrated in the figure of a zone.
Schematic illustration of a flow control zone

Formula

that constitutes the basis for flow adaption.

where
f

adap

Adaption factor.

Q

Metered production (flow).

Q

Metered demand (flow).

Q

Estimated demand (flow).

Q

Flow imported from another zone.

Q

Flow exported to another zone.

Q

Estimated bypass flow.

P
MD
EST
IM
EX
BY

Flow adaption is required for simulations where one or more node demands are estimated or not measured.
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Return temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is a facility that allows the simulated return temperature at plants to fit metered values.
The following figure illustrates the typical boundary conditions related to temperature for a system. The figure shows a
simplified model including one plant and one consumer node.

The result of a standard simulation (without adaption) is a simulated return temperature at the plant, which has a certain deviation from the measured value. The calculation of the return temperature looks as follows:
Plant supply temperature minus the drop in the pipe system temperature minus the cooling in the consumer node.
The deviation is caused by:
l

An incorrectly estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

A badly calibrated heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrectly configured by-passes in the network.

The return temperature adaption assumes that the defined cooling or return temperatures at consumer nodes are incorrect and will simply adjust the defined cooling or defined return temperatures to make the best possible fit at the plant.
However, there will be no adaption if there is a measurement on the node.
For zones with only one plant it is a fairly simple process to perform return temperature adaption. In zones with more
than one plant the system will use one of the following two methods to calculate the adaption.
l

Average method.

l

Distributed method.

A. Average method
The network is characterized by production from several plants. One of the plants does not have a supply area if this
plant is the supplying unit. In other words, the supply flow from the plant to the area is too low to conduct an adaption.
The power is typically a combination of supplies.
In this case the return temperature adaption must be calculated based on weighted average return temperatures in
plants. The best fit to all return temperatures will be made without an exact match.
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If two or more plants are clustered in a local upstream area you must manually select the option Use average temperature adaption method.

To set average temp. adaption parameter
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters and point to Modeling,
Advanced Setup. Select the check box for the parameter Use Average Temperature Adaption Method.

If you do not select the average method the result can be a missing convergence.

B. Distributed method
The network is characterized by a supply of power from several plants. All plants have a sufficiently dedicated supply
area that allows the adjustment of the return temperature based on a significant dedicated flow. The power is typically
not a combination of supplies.
By default the return temperature adaption will use the distributed method.
The system will only adapt to the time series for which there exist measurements. For cyclic (real-time) simulations
that is typically only the first time step in a simulation.
The return temperature adaption conducts a seasonal adaption of the relatively unknown behavior of the heating
device used in the network.

Limitations
If you define a high return temperature in a node this action can result in a small difference between temperatures in
the supply and return side of a node. Such a situation will cause the flow to increase and lead to a potentially bad convergence.
The system is accordingly operating with a minimum acceptable differential temperature defined globally by the user.
The default value is 10 0 C.

Results of operations
Once you have completed all the measures and actions for the setup you will notice the following results for your operation depending on whether you run cyclic or perform a non-cyclic simulation:
l

Extended system knowledge where a few measurements at plants and control devices are extended to full knowledge of hydraulic and thermal conditions all over the network. Actually selected simulated parameters can be
passed back to SCADA for presentation of virtual measurements substituting real and expensive measurements.

l

The system performs an optimization process (such as for temperature, production by calculating the optimal setpoint, which is passed back to SCADA as basis for the control system.
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l

A system reflects the actual conditions and estimates future process parameters using the production schedule
and defined process control. Subsequently, the system allows the Operator to be proactive as the system will generate alarms for future events based on the operating schedule. This facility is a supplement to SCADA, which is
configured to generate events based on current or historical measurements.

l

Presentation of propagating temperature fronts allowing the display of the dynamic reaction on production
changes all over the network.

l

Availability of an updated model at any time ready for a what-if analysis.
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How To: View Status Simulation
Termis offers the following status overviews for results and measurements. At a glance, you can for example see the
number of critical measurements in your network. As for results, you can receive one result event for each submodel,
whereas for measurement status files you receive one status of measurements that in turn is associated to submodels.
This topic provides you with three options to retrieve status information on measurements following a simulation.
l

Status Ia - displays status as a data field from a dashboard. No history available.

l

Status Ib - displays status as a time series for the simulation period, thus historic data is available for the said
period.

l

Status II - displays status as a time series for a longer period. Historic data available. Status data must be stored
as measurements in the Data Manager database. Use Data Services or Data Manager V2.1 or earlier.

Status overview Ia
When you use this approach to view status on your measurements, be aware that this status does not entail historic
data. To retrieve historic data, you should either opt for a short historical cycle displayed as a graph (see Status overview
Ib) or the status explained under Status overview II.
Follow the setup instructions in the ensuing to create data fields to display status messages. The status displays
through a data field in a dashboard indicating the number of measurement failures for a particular type.
You can create data fields for the following status types (where the figure in parentheses is used in the calculation field
to indicate the type).
l

Critical (value 1)

l

Major (value 2)

l

Minor (value 3)

1. Open a dashboard in design mode and select Add and then Text.
2. In the right-most pane under 7T Settings enter text as a heading under Control Text. For example Measurement status.
3. Repeat the steps 1 and 2 to enter text for the measurement types; such as Critical.
4. Select Add and then Attribute Data Field.
5. Locate the right position for the form field and left-click to release the control.
6. Under 7T Settings set the option CalcField to True.
7. Under Attribute press the browse button to open a dialog from where you determine the measurement status
type.
8. For result status:
Under Field Text enter LASTSIMSTATUS(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the submodel (such as Default); for example LASTSIMSTATUS
(Default) to generate results for the submodel. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this
point in time, the value is 0.
9. Repeat step 8 to create result fields for all required submodels.
10. For measurement status:
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Under Field Text enter COUNTMEAFAILED(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the status type (1, 2 or 3); for example COUNTMEAFAILED(1)to
define the critical measurement types. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this point in
time, the value is 0.
11. Repeat step 10 to create all required status types.
Your setup could look like the following figure.

Simulation values returned by the function LASTSIMSTATUS
For an overview of all returned simulation values, see the section towards the end of this topic, Status file contents.
-1: Returns a negative result before you have run a simulation.
0: OK.
1: Simulation interrupted by user.
2: Simulation failed.
3: Alternative solution (variable time series)
4: Alternative solution (quickly ramp up temperature to maximum temperature)
5: No optimal solution under pump optimization.

Status overview Ib
You can view the simulation status as a time series wherever you have defined a calculation field on attributes. If for
example you add an attribute data field to a dashboard, you can view the status from this field.
This figure shows how to display the latest simulation status for the selected attribute from the attribute data
field in a dashboard.
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Status overview II
When you use this status overview, the result can be displayed as a time series in Termis. In addition you get historical
data. The status overview depends on your application setup, whether you connect through data services or through
the stand-alone Data Manager.

Use the stand-alone Data Manager
To use this approach you must connect to a TempImp3 database from Termis. This database is supplied with the product.
Locate the sample TempImp3 under
C:\Users\<alias>\Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\TestData
The ensuing figure shows the round-trip of data between Termis and Data Manager.
Under Termis you connect to the TempImp3.mdb. Data Manager then retrieves the data and processes this data and
returns history via the Data Manager database. Under Termis you can then set up a time series for each status type.

To set up the round-trip of data
1. From the menu bar in Termis select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under Data Manager Export DB point to the TempImp3 database supplied with the product.
3. From the menu bar in Data Manager select Configure, point to Data Sources, and then Add New.
4. Enter a name for the new data source, such as From_Operation.
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5. Under Connection Type select External.
6. Under TempImp select the browse button, connect to the TempImp3 database and test the connection.
7. Run a simulation.
8. Still in Data Manager create the required data tags for the measurement status types.
You can create the following data tags.
The name of the data tags must be exactly as you see them in the TempImp3 database.
l

Default_RESULTSTATUS

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_CRIT

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_MAJOR

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_MINOR

9. Under Data Source point to the source you created in the preceding.
10. Under Parameter select for example either Counter or Factor.
11. Under Status select for example Used directly.
12. From the menu bar select Run and point to Preprocessor.
13. Save your changes and exit Data Manager.
14. From the menu bar in Termis select Edit and point to Measurements. Exit the dialog pressing OK to read the
data tags from Data Manager.
15. Under the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series, and enter an ID for the new time series; for example
Crit_measuremetns.
16. Enter a group name for the status type, such as ModelStatus.
17. Open the wizard and select Measurement.
18. Under the dialog Select Data Manager Measurements and highlight the row with the appropriate measurement and press OK to create the new time series.
19. Save your changes.
This completes the setup for the round-trip of data using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier.
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How To: Perform Simulations
This topic explains the basic steps behind each of the supported simulation processes. For in-depth information on the
setup of real-time processes, see the topic About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.

Before
Ensure that you have defined the boundary conditions for the model. For details see About Boundary Conditions, page
199. Although the simulation process automatically validates the model, you may want to run a validation prior to the
actual simulation. For details see How To: Perform Validation, page 709.
During the simulation process, the Simulate menu displays the following sub-menus.
l

Simulation command will change to Stop Simulation.

l

You will see a temporary menu named View Simulation Settings. You can view the settings for the simulation
process in read-only mode.

l

You can interrupt the cyclic process by selecting Force Simulation.
You can select this command if for some reason you need a simulation earlier than the scheduled period.

Termis supports the following simulation processes
l

Manual simulation process, and only once (non-cyclic).

l

Automatic simulation process, and happening in a cyclic (real-time) manner.

Even when not running in real-time mode, the simulation process is still based on the online measurements.

Manual simulation
To run a manual simulation
1. From the menu bar select Simulate and point to Simulation.
This opens the Simulation dialog displayed in the following and from where you select a scenario layer on which
you can perform calculations.
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2. If selected, clear the check box for Cyclic.
3. Provide the appropriate values for the simulation process according to the definitions in the ensuing table (Simulation options).
4. When you have completed the option definitions, press Apply (optional, and only if you need to make other settings before exiting the dialog) and then OK to run a simulation.

Cyclic simulation
For in-depth description of the setup of real-time simulation processes see the topic About Cyclic Simulation, page 722.
For a status overview of results and measurements, see How To: View Status Simulation, page 729.

To run a simulation in Cyclic (real-time) mode
1. From the main menu select Simulate and point to Simulation and then select the check box for Cyclic.
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2. Provide the appropriate values for the simulation process according to the definitions in the ensuing table (Simulation options).
3. When you have completed the option definitions, press OK to start a cyclic simulation process.
For each submodel you have the option to select and thus view all the objects for that particular submodel.
l

Highlight the entire submodel row, right-click and press Select Objects. All relevant objects are highlighted .

Simulation options
Under the Simulation menu you must provide the appropriate settings for the simulation process, following the guidelines in the ensuing table.
For all check boxes in regards to submodels you have a left-click option and a right-click option. If you left-click to select
the check box, you include the option directly into the simulation process. However, if you right-click you can make the
inclusion dependent on a formula or a measurement.
Add Formula

Under the Calculation Field dialog enter the formula. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns dark-green and if the formula evaluates to
true, you will see that the checkbox is selected.

Add Measurement

Under the Select Measurement dialog select the
required measurement. Make sure that Data Type is
set to None. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns light-green and if the measurement evaluates to true, you will see that the checkbox is
selected.

Explain the options under the Simulation dialog
Option

Description

Submodel

As default there are no submodels defined in which case the submodel option covers the entire model.
This moreover means that no conditions are added and no forecasts are defined. In many cases this may be all you need.
For details on submodels see About Submodels, page 745.
The name of a submodel can for example be the name of specific
areas in your network.
Remember that each submodel must be well-defined (in regards
to boundary conditions, pipe objects, node objects, etc.) because
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Option

Description
each submodel is simulated individually.

Enable

Select the check box to include the submodel in the next simulation process. If you have several submodels you must select all
the submodels to be included in the simulation process.

Temp. Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Prod. Scheduler

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Production Scheduling, page 655.

Pump Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Pump Optimization, page 675.

Scenario

Select the layer you want to use as the basis for the submodel simulation.
The ability to define submodels run on different layers. This is illustrated in a figure in this topic.
You can for example select the same layer for all defined submodels. If you run a simulation for all submodels, the simulation
will start at the same time for all submodels, and will be processed
sequentially in the order they appear in the dialog. The simulation
result is ready after the completion of each submodel simulation.

Condition

Add a condition to the submodel to further specify this part of the
model. For example you can choose to test the flowcontrolzone on
objects to run the simulation separately for each individual zone
that you have defined.
See the example for submodels.
For details on how to define conditions see the topic How To:
Create and Define Conditions, page 202.

Forecast

Set a forecast for the simulation. The forecast can be defined
based on a time series or a calculation. Typically, the forecast
emanates from Data Manager.
When you run a forecast you must remember to do
the following:
l

Right-click the plant in the submodel and enter the measures for LF Corr. Measurements.
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Option

Description
l

Cyclic

Under Configuration Parameters select Modeling,
Setup and then select the check box for Use External
Load Forecast.

Select this check box when you want to run a cyclic (real-time)
simulation.
Clear the check box to run a manual (offline) simulation.

Time step

Manual and Cyclic
Set the duration for the time step; for example 1200 seconds. By
default the time step is set to 1 hour.

Date

Manual
Select the appropriate date for the simulation.

Start time

Manual
Define when to begin the simulation.
Using the time notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the time stamp for the week day. For details see the ensuing
section on Time stamp notation.
HH is the time stamp for hours
MM is the time stamp for minutes.
SS is the time stamp for seconds.

Stop time

Manual
Define when to end the simulation.

Cycle

Cyclic only
Define how frequent you want to run the simulation using the
time stamp notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting).
For example 3.10:30:00, which means that the simulation starts
now and runs for the defined cycle time period at the end of which
it will generate results for the elapsed cycle time.
In cyclic mode a simulation is performed on the hour. If for example the model runs with a 15 minute cycle and the current time is
minutes away from the hour (such as 12.35) then the next simulation will start on the hour (in this example 12:45). The ensuing
simulations will start every 15 minutes (13:00, 13:15 and so on).
Then if the user selects Force Run a new simulation will be initiated immediately, but this will not affect the scheduled time.
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Option

Description

Period

Cyclic only
Define the duration of the simulation using the time notation
D.HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the number of days for the simulation.
HH is the number of hours.
MM is the number of minutes.
SS is the number of seconds.
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Time stamp notation

Time stamp notation
Notation used for setting a time stamp: D. HH:MM:SS
When you run in cyclic mode the D represents the number of days you want to run in this mode at the specified time.
When you run a manual simulation (non-cyclic), the following notation example is true.
Example:
2. 14:46:00 (Wednesday at 14:46:00)
where
D

Is the time stamp for the weekday.
0 = Monday
1 =Tuesday
2 = Wednesday
3 = Thursday
4 = Friday
5 =Saturday
6 =Sunday
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How To: Change (Simulation) Order For Submodels
If your model contains a number of submodels you can change the order in which they are simulated. You are likely to
use submodels for large networks with complex simulations or multiple scenarios in several layers. This feature is very
important as the total simulation result is not available until you have completed simulations for all the submodels on
this layer. So if for example you have a model where you need the simulation results as input for another layer you need
to complete all the simulations for the input layer before you proceed.
Example:
If you have a model where you need the results from temperature optimization (input layer) to run a simulation in
cyclic mode, you must
a. Create one layer for the temperature optimization and one layer for the cyclic simulation.
b. Run a full simulation for all the submodels for the input layer before you can run a simulation for the other layer.

To change the order of submodels
1. Access your submodels. From the menu bar select Simulate and then Simulation.
2. Highlight the entire row for the submodel you want to move.
3. Use the Up/Down arrows on the keyboard to move the order of submodels in the list.
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About Smart Copy
This topic provides background information on the use of Smart Copy. For a step-by-step description, see the topic How
To: Perform Smart Copy, page 742.
The Smart Copy process copies attribute data from the source layer to the target layer. The source layer is the well-configured layer from which you want to copy object or attributes to the target layer.
You can use the Smart Copy for the following actions:
l

You retrieve data from the original source. This layer has been subject to updates, and these updates are needed
in the target layer.

l

If you retrieve data from a different source than previously, or you create a model from scratch with imported
data. This data may be hydraulically incoherent, but still contains objects that will add value to the existing scenario.

Only complex attributes are copied during the smart copy process. The following list is an example of complex attribute
controls:
l

DataMea

l

AttributeCtrl

l

TimeSeries

The source layer does not normally contain complex attributes. The smart copy process should therefore cause no problems when copying and overwriting existing controls from source layer to target layer.
However, in other smart copy scenarios where you for example update a model with data from a previous version, and
for which you have adjusted complex attribute controls, the copy process will not overwrite the existing attributes, but
keep these. The Smart Copy function merely adds a comment under the Issues column about the state of duplicate
attributes.

Next
How To: Perform Smart Copy, page 742
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How To: Perform Smart Copy
This topic explains how to use the Smart Copy function to update a non-configured scenario based (target) on an existing well-configured model or scenario (source) by copying attributes from one model the to the other. For background
information on Smart Copy, you are referred to the topic About Smart Copy, page 741.

Explain Smart Copy UI elements
Element

Description

Source

The well-configured layer that contains changed or updated data.

Target

The layer to contain data from the source layer.

Manually created

Include any object that you have manually added to the source layer.

objects
Controls

Include any controls on objects such as boundary conditions (BC), time series,
etc.

Digital objects

Include any of these objects in the new layer.

Validation objects
Measurement
objects
Event definitions

Include any events defined on the layer.

Conditions

Include any conditions defined on the layer.

Show/Hide infor-

Left pane:

mation

This pane lists the total number of objects in the target, source, and also the
temporary layer, Result. The right-most column shows transfer issues, if any,
for objects.
Right pane:
Lists the objects that have been transferred from the well-configured scenario
(source), but with issues.

Filter information

You can use the Filter objects to view the transfer information for all or only
part of the objects.
There are two view categories: The origin of objects (manually entered, simplified objects or GIS objects), and viewing controls only.

To perform a Smart Copy
1. From the menu bar select Topology then Smart Copy.
2. Under the Smart Copy dialog select the currently well-configured layer under Source.
3. Under Target select the layer to hold the updated data from the Source layer.
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4. Under Include objects consider which objects you want to include in the copy process. For details see the table
in the preceding.
5. When you are satisfied with the selection of objects, press Copy.
6. View the transfer result by pressing Show Information. Use the Filter (see description in the table) to view
the required information.
When the copy process generates issues, you can click the column Issues to get a list of affected objects in the rightmost pane. Under the right-most pane you can select an object and view transfer details for that particular object. See
figure in the following. At the same time, Termis zooms to the selected object position.
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Submodels
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to create sub-models.
About Submodels

745

How To: Define Submodels

746
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About Submodels
This topic provides an outline description of the concept of submodels.
You can use submodels in more or less any shape or form according to your needs. In the following you will find a pointer
to basic setup description just as you are recommended to explore the possibilities and see how they match your simulation needs for a particular area. The baseline for applying submodels is for you to have a well-defined model in regards
to plant, objects, boundary conditions, etc.
There are several approaches through which you can define your submodels. The setup explained in the topic How To:
Define Submodels, page 746 suggests the use of uniquely defined attributes. In addition, the following example applies
a condition to further define the submodel. The example also shows how to use a forecast for the submodels.
To ensure the presence of a pressure control zone in the simulation process, you must add the relevant pressure control zone to the submodel condition.
If you run Temperature Optimization for your network you will experience a noticeable difference in the load on performance when you use submodels. The option can be selected prior to each simulation as explained in the How To
topic.
The following example illustrates a large network with four well-defined submodels. Your network may not be as large as
the illustration, but you can still use submodels.

Next
How To: Define Submodels, page 746
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How To: Define Submodels
The concept of submodels is explained in the topic About Submodels, page 745. This topic provides an example for how
you define submodels. There are several approaches to defining submodels. Follow the instructions in this topic and
under the topic How To: Perform Simulations, page 733 and then explore the possibilities on your own to find a solution
that matches your needs.

To define submodels
1. From the Simulate menu press Simulation.
2. Add a submodel. For each option under the Simulation dialog provide the appropriate values for the simulation
according to the definitions in the ensuing table.
Repeat this step for as many submodels as you need to define.
3. Run a simulation

Explain the options under the Simulation dialog
For all check boxes in regards to submodels you have a left-click option and a right-click option. If you left-click to
select the check box, you include the option directly into the simulation process. However, if you right-click you
can make the inclusion dependent on a formula or a measurement.
Add Formula

Under the Calculation Field dialog enter the formula. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns dark-green and if the formula evaluates to
true, you will see that the checkbox is selected.

Add Measurement

Under the Select Measurement dialog select the
required measurement. Make sure that Data Type is
set to None. Then test and save your change.
Shift focus to one of the other cells and notice how the
cell turns light-green and if the measurement evaluates to true, you will see that the checkbox is
selected.

Option

Description

Submodel

As default there are no submodels defined in which case the submodel option covers the entire model.
This moreover means that no conditions are added and no forecasts are defined. In many cases this may be all you need.
For details on submodels see About Submodels, page 745.
The name of a submodel can for example be the name of specific
areas in your network.
Remember that each submodel must be well-defined (in regards
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Option

Description
to boundary conditions, pipe objects, node objects, etc.) because
each submodel is simulated individually.

Enable

Select the check box to include the submodel in the next simulation process. If you have several submodels you must select all
the submodels to be included in the simulation process.

Temp. Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Temperature Optimization, page 103.

Prod. Scheduler

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Production Scheduling, page 655.

Pump Opt.

Select the check box if you want to include this process in the simulation for the submodel.
For details see About Pump Optimization, page 675.

Scenario

Select the layer you want to use as the basis for the submodel simulation.
The ability to define submodels run on different layers. This is illustrated in a figure in this topic.
You can for example select the same layer for all defined submodels. If you run a simulation for all submodels, the simulation
will start at the same time for all submodels, and will be processed
sequentially in the order they appear in the dialog. The simulation
result is ready after the completion of each submodel simulation.

Condition

Add a condition to the submodel to further specify this part of the
model. For example you can choose to test the flowcontrolzone on
objects to run the simulation separately for each individual zone
that you have defined.
See the example for submodels.
For details on how to define conditions see the topic How To:
Create and Define Conditions, page 202.

Forecast

Set a forecast for the simulation. The forecast can be defined
based on a time series or a calculation. Typically, the forecast
emanates from Data Manager.
When you run a forecast you must remember to do
the following:
l

Right-click the plant in the submodel and enter the meas-
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Option

Description
ures for LF Corr. Measurements.
l

Cyclic

Under Configuration Parameters select Modeling,
Setup and then select the check box for Use External
Load Forecast.

Select this check box when you want to run a cyclic (real-time)
simulation.
Clear the check box to run a manual (offline) simulation.

Time step

Manual and Cyclic
Set the duration for the time step; for example 1200 seconds. By
default the time step is set to 1 hour.

Date

Manual
Select the appropriate date for the simulation.

Start time

Manual
Define when to begin the simulation.
Using the time notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the time stamp for the week day. For details see the ensuing
section on Time stamp notation.
HH is the time stamp for hours
MM is the time stamp for minutes.
SS is the time stamp for seconds.

Stop time

Manual
Define when to end the simulation.

Cycle

Cyclic only
Define how frequent you want to run the simulation using the
time stamp notation D. HH:MM:SS (default setting).
For example 3.10:30:00, which means that the simulation starts
now and runs for the defined cycle time period at the end of which
it will generate results for the elapsed cycle time.
In cyclic mode a simulation is performed on the hour. If for example the model runs with a 15 minute cycle and the current time is
minutes away from the hour (such as 12.35) then the next simulation will start on the hour (in this example 12:45). The ensuing
simulations will start every 15 minutes (13:00, 13:15 and so on).
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Option

Description
Then if the user selects Force Run a new simulation will be initiated immediately, but this will not affect the scheduled time.

Period

Cyclic only
Define the duration of the simulation using the time notation
D.HH:MM:SS (default setting)
where
D is the number of days for the simulation.
HH is the number of hours.
MM is the number of minutes.
SS is the number of seconds.

Example
This example illustrates a set of submodels configured according to the guidelines in the preceding. The example moreover shows how to create the condition that determines one of the hydraulically separated models; here Green Zone.
Step

Guideline

a

Define the submodel as explained in the steps 1 and 2 in the preceding, except for the
configuration of Condition.

b

Assuming that you have defined a scenario layer, select the cell for Condition. This
brings up a list of conditions.

c

Scroll to the bottom of the list and select the empty cell. Accept the creating of a new
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Step

Guideline
global condition. Alternatively create the condition for a specific layer. Select No and
instead accept the following dialog that prompts you to create a condition for the current layer. But in this example the condition is global.

d

Under the Condition dialog
l

Enter an ID for the condition. Here Green Zone.

l

Select @CURRENTOBJ as the Test Object.

l

Select the required attribute, here FlowControlZone.

Save the changes and notice how the new condition is added to the list.

Result

Next
Validate submodels. For details see How To: Perform Validation, page 709.

Time stamp notation
Notation used for setting a time stamp: D. HH:MM:SS
When you run in cyclic mode the D represents the number of days you want to run in this mode at the specified time.
When you run a manual simulation (non-cyclic), the following notation example is true.
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Example:
2. 14:46:00 (Wednesday at 14:46:00)
where
D

Is the time stamp for the weekday.
0 = Monday
1 =Tuesday
2 = Wednesday
3 = Thursday
4 = Friday
5 =Saturday
6 =Sunday
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Tables
Under the Tables dialog you can create as many catalogs (tables) of objects or attributes as required for the model.
Currently, Termis comes with a list of pipe tables. These tables can be used for the dimensioning of pipes. For details see
How To: Set Dimensioning on Pipes, page 645. You can add your own pipe tables as required.
In regards to an accumulated annual cost simulation. Termis automatically generates a number of tables when you
press Generate Global Tables from within the Annual Definition dialog. For details see How To: Define Annual Cost
Simulation, page 166.
When you insert a table as a graphical element, only the first two columns display. You may have to
edit the columns to suit your needs. Right-click the table header and select Edit Column. Change the
index number for the header to be 0 or 1.
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Templates
A template is a set of definitions and configurations that can be reused in other models for easy setup and uniform presentation of data in other models.
You are encouraged to apply templates to reduce the time spent on designing, configuring, and updating models.
Through the use of templates you can reuse and elaborate on previous settings. You can apply a template to any new
model that you have just imported, or you can add a template to an existing model and replace the settings in this
model with settings in the template.
The template setup includes the following elements:
l

Dashboards

l

Layer Data Configuration

l

Themes

l

Views

l

Time series

l

Profiles

For hands-on instructions you are referred to the following topics:
l

How To: Create a Model Template, page 754 (explains how to create a model that you can use as base for any
other models).

l

How To: Apply a Template, page 758 (explains how to apply a template to imported or existing models).
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How To: Create a Model Template
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of a model template that you can use as basis for other model creations.
You are recommended to view the related topics on this subject:
l

Templates, page 753 (provides a conceptual overview of a template)

l

How To: Apply a Template, page 758 (provides a description of how to apply a template file once it is designed)

There are several approaches to creating a model template.
l

Use any existing model as template.

l

Create a project from scratch and use as template.

l

Import a legacy Termis model into Termis and use this as template.

Create model template
This section provides a list of actions to perform to create a model template. Follow the pointers to the in-depth description.
You are also encouraged to view the topic How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303 as this contains additional
design and setup descriptions.
The sample model template consists of three dashboards that are useful when you monitor the processes in the network on a daily basis. These dashboards are meant as inspiration. You can create your own dashboards and add any controls to cover your needs and requirements. For details see How To: Create a Dashboard, page 318.
l

Operator dashboard.

l

Time series dashboard.

l

Operation dashboard.
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The list is intended as a checklist to keep track of the design progress. Print the page(s) with the actions for easy use.
When you have completed an action merely add a check mark under the Done column.

Operator dashboard
Done

Action

See this topic for in-depth description…

Get an overview of the ele-

For background information see the topic . The application comes

ments in the Operator Dash-

with a list of predefined dashboards. You can view the list in the fol-

board.

lowing places:
l

From the menu bar select View and then Dashboards.
Select a dashboard from the list.

l

Right-click the dashboard area and select Dashboards.

You can create additional dashboards to suit your needs, such as
the Time Series and Operation dashboards that are explained in
the following. For details see How To: Create a Dashboard, page
318.

1. Views

For details see How To: Define Views in a Dashboard, page 797.

2. Themes

For details see How To: Work With Themes and Legends, page
451.
You are also recommended to view the topic About Themes and
Legends, page 450 for background information.

3. Buttons

You can add a number of buttons to serve as shortcut keys to various operation actions or to other dashboards.
For details see How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.
Locate the heading Insert Button.

Time series dashboard
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The following is a sample Time Series dashboard. You can choose to display any plot that satisfies your needs. The Time
Series can naturally be added to any type of dashboard.
This sample comes with three time series plots as listed in the following. These plots display the results from the plant.
l

Power

l

Massflow

l

Supply temperature

Done

Action

See this topic for in-depth description…

Insert the time series plots to

How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.

the dashboard

Locate the heading Insert Time Series.

Operation dashboard
Use the Operation dashboard to get a quick overview of the relevant daily operation data for the network.
This is done by adding a number of attribute fields to display the pertinent data.
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Done

Action

See this topic for in-depth description…

Add field headers and attribute

How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.

data fields to display data.

Locate the headings Insert Text and Insert Attribute Data Field or
Insert Attribute Boolean Field.

Saving model as a template
When you are satisfied with the result of the design phase as base material, you must save it as a template file.

To save a model as a template
1. From the menu bare select File, point to Export and select Template File.
2. Under the Export Template dialog provide the following information and click Save.
File name

Locate the relevant folder and enter an appropriate file name for
the template. You may want to consider storing all your template
files in the same folder.

Save as type

From the drop-down list select the file type Template file. This file
type has the extension .7tt.

Next
How To: Apply a Template, page 758
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How To: Apply a Template
This topic explains how to apply a template to a model. See How To: Create a Model Template, page 754 and Templates,
page 753.
You can add a template to existing models or any model that you import from other applications; for example a Model
Manager V1.3 project file.

Before
l

Ensure that there is a 1:1 relationship between the name of the layers in the model file and the template file. To
change the name for the model files see How To: Use Edit References, page 550. You must repeat the action in
that dialog for each layer

l

It is assumed that you have a template file with the extension .7tt. For details see How To: Create a Model Template, page 754 (explains how to create a model that you can use as basis for any other models).

To apply a template to a model
This topic uses a Model Manager V 1.3 project file to illustrate the use of templates. Ensure that the imported project file
has a Basis layer that can match the Basis layer of the template file.
1. In the model for which you want to apply a template select File from the menu bar, point to Import and select
Template File
2. Locate the relevant template file. Remember to select the correct template file type (extension . 7tt) .
This opens the dialog Import Template.

The items under section A are considered part of the configuration and typically these are the items you want to
add.
The items under section B are related to the model and may not apply well to all models.
This dialog shows the options you can select as template formats for your model.
Copy

This action applies the item from the template to the model. Any
items in the model with the same ID will be overridden.
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Replace

This action deletes the current item in the model and applies the
item from the template.

3. Select the required items and press OK to apply the template to your model.
4. When the process is complete, validate that you have the selected items from the template.
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Time Series
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with time series.
About Time Series

761

How To: Create Global Time Series

767

How To: Create Time Series on Objects

773

How To: Perform a Calculation Setup For Time Series

774

How To: Add a Time Series as a Plot (Graphic Element) or Window

776

How To: Relate Time Series From a Database

778
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About Time Series
When you have created a model using for example using external data such as Geographic Information System (GIS)
data, and you have added other components such as nodes, pipes, etc., you can define time variations for the individual
components using time series.
Time series can be viewed as being relative or absolute.
l

A relative time series is characterized by being repeated with a user defined period. A typical relative time series is
the demand profile of customers being repeated weekly or daily.

l

An absolute time series is typically applied when you use a measurement that you retrieve from an external
source.

Next
How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767 or How To: Create Time Series on Objects, page 773

Definition of Time Series
The origin of time series can be split in three categories.

Time series categories
Category

Description

Global time series

You can create a time series that you can apply anywhere in the
model.
Create the time series
l

Manually.
Enter the time steps and related values in the table or
paste the relevant data for example from a spread-sheet.

l

Using the wizard.
You can use all the options under the wizard to create or
copy different types of time series. See the options under
the section Using Time Series Wizard.

Object specific time series

You can create a time series that is specific to a single object from
the generic editor. The subsequent time series configuration is the
same as for the global time series.
Example:
l

From the main model area right-click the appropriate object
to make the edits. For example point to pumps, select Control, then right-click Actual Speed and select Add Time
Series.
This opens the Time Series dialog. Follow the guidelines
under the topic How To: Create Global Time Series, page
767.
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Category

Description

7Flow time series

This type of time series is generated by the system (7Flow) and
marked read-only. You can view these time series from the
generic editor under the results for attributes.
Right-click the attribute and select View Time Series.
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You are recommended to consider applying a system of naming conventions for your time series for fast identification
later on.
Add a prefix such as TS.
Example: TS_Node45_Q

Display of Time Series
When you have created the time series there are various ways to display the time series in the project. Select the option
that suits your needs and requirements.

Display options
Display Time Series

Description

Topic

From a window

You can create a window to display time

From main model view:

series on a temporary basis.

How To: Add a Time Series as a

However, you can save the window to a list

Plot (Graphic Element) or Win-

and later show the time series. Display the

dow, page 776.

window both from the main model view
and a dashboard.

From dashboard:
Create a Time Series plot as
explained under How To: Add
Controls to a Dashboard, page
303. Then right-click the new
plot and select Show as Window.

From a plot

The display of time series as a plot, or
rather a graphical element, is a more permanent solution that you can save for the
current model. The plot can be displayed
both from the main model view and a dashboard.

From main model view:
How To: Add a Time Series as a
Plot (Graphic Element) or Window, page 776.
From dashboard:
Follow the explanation for
Times Series under the topic
How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.

From a dashboard

From a dashboard you can choose to display the time series as a

As a plot (and a window):
Follow the explanation for

l

Plot (and from here as a window)

Times Series under the topic

l

List of all defined times series (as
defined from the right-click menu in
main model view).

How To: Add Controls to a Dashboard, page 303.
To view the time series as a window from dashboard, right-click
the new time series plot and
select Show as Window.
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Display Time Series

Description

Topic
As a list of time series:
How To: Add a Time Series as a
Plot (Graphic Element) or Window, page 776

To read values for time series
You can view the current time value for a time series if you adjust the time through the Select Time bar at the top of
the model view. This is visualized with a red vertical line in the time series.
The vertical red line indicates the current time and from where you can read the values for this particular time step.
When you change the time step (for example from the time line in the toolbar), the red line moves and all values
change accordingly. The values can be both input (such as a measurement) or results (such as the values from the
generic editor). The ensuing figure shows how you can read the results under a graphical plot, but the values can be
read anywhere you have a time series.
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Configure display options and save as template
You can configure the display options as required and save the display and use this as the template for any new displays.
l

Right-click the plot or window to view the display options.

In general you are recommended to peruse the display options yourself to see what suits your needs and requirements
the best. In the ensuing you can, however, find a short customization overview of the Graph Data Setup. Notice that
the majority of the settings pertain to time series. When you set up a graph line for a plot you will only be able to add
additional horizontal lines.

To customize the display
Customize for example the display of (additional) graph lines to suit your needs and requirements.
2. Right-click either the plot (graphic element) or the window and select Graph Data Setup.
3. Under the Graph Data Setup dialog customize the graph according to the definitions in the ensuing table.

Explain Graph Data Setup options
Column

Description

Header

Enter a title name.

Name (TS only)

This is the alias of the object.

Object ID (TS only)

Both the name and the ID of the object automatically display when you open
this dialog.

Layer (TS only)

Select a layer from the list.
Alternatively, you can from the list select @GLOBAL. This allows you to point
to time series and configuration parameters that by definition are not connected to a particular layer.

Attribute ID (TS
only)

The name of the attribute for the object. Select the appropriate attribute from

Color (TS only)

Select a color to render the attribute.

Line Type (TS only)

Select a line type to render the attribute.

the list of available attributes for the selected layer.

Additional Horizontal Lines
Level

Enter a value to indicate the level; such as minimum or maximum temperature, pressure, etc.
Enter a value that relates to the first graph you selected.

Text

Enter a supporting text.
The text displays in connection with the additional line.

Color

Select a color to render the attribute.

Line Type

Select a line type to render the attribute.
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To create a template for the display
You can save the display configurations and use this as the template for any new displays.
l

Right-click the plot (graphic element) or time series window and select Export graph setup.
When you create new displays, you can import the template and change the current setup as needed.

Using Time Series Wizard
Other than using the Create option to perform a semi-automatic setup of a time series you have the following options
from the wizard to create time series.
How To: Perform a Calculation Setup For Time Series, page 774
How To: Create Reference to Existing Time Series, page 784
How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page 786
How To: Copy Existing Time Series, page 789
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How To: Create Global Time Series
This topic provides in-depth instructions for creating time series, including the use of the time series wizard.
Before you start creating a time series, you are recommended to read the topic About Time Series, page 761. The
topic provides background information on the concept of time series as applied in Termis.

To create time series from Time Series dialog
1. From the menu bar select Edit then Time Series, and either create a time series manually or use the wizard.
Both methods are explained in the ensuing.

A. The left side displays the categories of time series. New categories (groups) are added from the Time Series
dialog. The dialog opens when you enter a new ID and press Enter.
B. The right pane displays the list of time series. You can select by category or view the total list of time series.
Right-click to access the Import or Export dialogs for time series.

Explain the columns in the right pane (B)
Column

Description

ID

Displays the unique time series. The name must consist of standard characters only, such as numbers, characters, underscore,
and hyphens.

Group

Displays the category for the time series. Once you have defined
the group name for the time series you can modify the name from
the list, rather than opening the time series itself.

Calc

When you perform a calculation, the Calc check box is selected.
The Calc check box is read-only.
For details see How To: Perform a Calculation Setup For Time
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Column

Description
Series, page 774.

Mea

The time series referenced from the Data Manager application.
When you apply a measurement the Mea check is selected.
The Mea check box is read-only.
For details see How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page
786.

Phys Type

The phys type applied to the time series, such as Fraction, Heat
Loss, Pressure.
Once you have defined the time series you can also change the
phys type from the list, rather than opening the time series itself.

2. Proceed to the preferred option for creating a time series: manually or using the wizard. Both methods are
described in the ensuing.

Create time series manually
You can use this approach if for example you have the time series information in a spread sheet, or you merely want to
add the time steps and the related phys type values manually.

To create a new global time series manually
1. Scroll to the bottom of the list and place the cursor in the row marked with an asterisk, and enter a name (ID) for
the new time series.
2. Press Enter.
This opens the Edit Time Series dialog.

where
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ID

Name of the time series.

Group

Selected group. Once defined, the group name can later be modified from the Time
Series dialog.

Info

High-level information on the time series process. This information can be edited
just as new information can be added. When you import data from an external
source this information is generated automatically.

Phys Type

Select the data type (defined unit) that you want to base the time series on. Once
selected, you can later change the phys type on the fly from the initial Time
Series dialog.

Period

The iterative time interval (cycle) for the time series. Typically, the repetitive interval is set to one (1) day = 86400 seconds.

Abs.Time

This check box indicates the use of a time series in absolute values. For existing
time series the check box is read-only, whereas for time series created from
scratch, via the dialog Edit Time Series, you have the option to add absolute
values and hence select the check box for the absolute values.

Table (mid-section)

Visual presentation of the text data.
The table contains the simulation data that you create using the Time Series Wizard. You can add more columns to the table for extended simulation.
For read-only time series it is not possible to add, edit, or delete columns.
l

Right-click the table and select Add Column and follow the ensuing guidelines.

Explain column headers
Entry

Description

Column index

Indicate the display order of the column in the table.

Header

Enter a name for the column header.

Type

Select one of the following options

Phys Type

l

Double (a number with decimals)

l

String (a text value)

l

Int32 (an integer such as 1998)

l

Boolean (true or false)

From the list select the appropriate unit type.

A word on time formatting:
For a relative time series that shows a time unit (such as hours, etc.) you have the
option to display a more granular time format.
l

Right-click the time unit column and select (or clear) the option View Time
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As [D.HH.MM.SS].
Graph
(right-most section)

The graphical display of all input data.
You can customize the display using the options from the right-click menu. Rightclick anywhere in the graph and select from the list of display options.

3. Under the table column (mid-section) enter the time intervals and related values for the selected phys type.
Alternatively you can cut and paste this information from an existing time series, or you can copy the data from a
spreadsheet.
4. Save the new settings.
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Create time series using the wizard
You can create a global time series using the wizard option and from where you define a cycle for the time intervals and
a default value for the phys type.

To create a global time series from wizard
1. Under the Time Series dialog, select an existing time series, or enter a name to create a new one.
2. Select the icon

to display the Time Series Wizard dialog.

3. Under Time Series Wizard select the required option. See the ensuing table.

Explain the Time Series Wizard options
Option

Description

Create

Use the Create menu to semi-automatically define a new global
time series.
You can define a cycle for the new time series and enter a default
value for the phys type.
For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.
Default value

Enter the value for the data type you have
selected for the time series. The unit value
to the right will change depending on the
data type.

Time step

Enter the time intervals for the simulation
in hours.

Start time

Enter the start time for the time series
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Option

Description
intervals.
Stop time

Enter the stop time for the time series intervals.

Reference

Makes a reference to an existing time series. Create time series with
reference to existing time series.
For details see How To: Create Reference to Existing Time Series,
page 784.
Any changes to the time series you reference from will
impact the new time series.

Measurements

Creates a time series from a Data Manager measurement. For details
see How To: Select Measurement on Time Series, page 786.

Copy

Copies an existing time series and use the settings as default for a
new time series.
For details see How To: Copy Existing Time Series, page 789.
Changes made to the time series that you copy from
will not impact the new time series.

Calculate

Under the Calculate Time Series dialog you can define the settings for calculating time series.
For details see How To: Perform a Calculation Setup For Time Series,
page 774.

Import

Imports an xml formatted file.
For details see How To: Import XML Files for Time Series, page 791.

Edit a time series
To edit a time series
l

Double-click an item under the Time Series dialog.

l

From this dialog you can modify existing time series. Perform the changes either manually or use cut and paste.
You can copy data from the time series table and subsequently paste the data for example to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. Hold the pressure on the left cursor while selecting the required number of rows. Alternatively, click
the upper left cell to select the entire table and copy data to the clipboard.

Delete a time series
To delete a time series, select the row from the left-most column and press Delete on your keyboard. You will be
prompted to confirm the delete action.
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How To: Create Time Series on Objects
When needed you can create a time series that only applies to a single object such as nodes, pipes, etc. The alternative
is to create a global time series that you apply wherever needed and required in the model. For details see How To:
Create Global Time Series, page 767.

Before
Ensure that you have added the appropriate time series code to the attribute. For example TS.
For details see Valid parameters applied under Additional, page 594.

To create a time series on a single object
1. From the main model view right-click the relevant object and select Edit<object ID>.
2. Locate the attributes under the Control category (or whatever you named the category). By default, the Catalog
is the location for attributes that allow time series.
3. Right-click the appropriate attribute (here Power) and select Add Time Series.

This open the Time Series dialog. The process for configuring a time series for a single object is similar to that of global
time series. You may for example want to create a time series using the wizard and set it up for a measurement, or you
may want to base the time series on a reference or copy of an existing time series. Follow the guidelines in the topic How
To: Create Global Time Series, page 767.
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How To: Perform a Calculation Setup For Time Series
This topic explains how you can configure an advanced times series using a formula.

To create a formula for a time series
1. Select Edit from the menu bar and then Time Series.
2. Create a new time series in the empty field at the bottom to open the Edit Time Series dialog.
3. Under the Edit Time Series dialog click the icon

to open the Time Series Wizard.

4. From the Time Series Wizard, select the button Calculate.
This opens the Calculate Time Series dialog. Under this dialog you can define formula for advanced time series
calculation.
The ensuing steps provide a sample setup of how to calculate a time series. You are recommended to peruse the
options that suit your requirements following these guidelines. Use basic mathematical operators, such as +, *,
etc.
5. Under the left pane, Time Series, double-click to select a time series and notice how it is added to the formula
field to the right (A in figure). The time series can be added an operator to multiply or add values, such as * 2.5.
6. Optional. Under the section Configuration Parameters select one or more parameters and add to the calculation field to the right using the arrow (B in figure).

7. Press Test to view the result in the table of the calculation setup.
8. Save the changes and exit the dialog.
Under the Edit Time Series dialog you can see the result of the calculated times series and how it is composed,
and a graphical result, if any.
You can edit the calculation setup at any time when you press the button Edit.
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How To: Add a Time Series as a Plot (Graphic Element) or Window
You can display all time series from the main model view in a window or as a graphic element.
The time series plot offers among others the following display options:
l

Edit header, legend colors, and line types.

l

Options for line style and colors provide a better overview.

l

Define and display horizontal limits.

To insert a Time Series as a plot (graphic element)
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Time Series.
3. Left-click the mouse to display an empty placeholder for the time series.
4. Right-click the control and select Add Time Series.
5. Point to an object in the model.
6. From the list that appears select an attribute (such as temperature, massflow, etc.) and press OK.
The time series displays as a graphic element.

To insert a Time Series as a window
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Insert Graphic Element and then Time Series.
3. Left-click to display the new element. You can later move this element around and position where required.
4. Right-click the window and select option a or b.
a. Select Add Time Series.
l

Point to an object in the model.

l

From the list point to an attribute (such as temperature, massflow, etc.) and press OK to display the time
series.

b. Select Add Time Series From Global List (existing time series).
l

From the list point to the required time series and then left-click the main model view to display the time
series.

To save a Time Series to a list
l

Right-click the time series from the main model view and select Save Time Series to List.

To read values for time series
You can view the current time value for a time series if you adjust the time through the Select Time bar at the top of
the model view. This is visualized with a red vertical line in the time series.
The vertical red line indicates the current time and from where you can read the values for this particular time step.
When you change the time step (for example from the time line in the toolbar), the red line moves and all values
change accordingly. The values can be both input (such as a measurement) or results (such as the values from the
generic editor). The ensuing figure shows how you can read the results under a graphical plot, but the values can be
read anywhere you have a time series.
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To delete a Time Series from list
1. Right-click the control and select Delete Time Series.
2. This will display a list of the time series you have added to the model main view. Point to the time series you want
to delete and press OK.
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How To: Relate Time Series From a Database
This topic explains how to extract data as time series from an external database and relate the time series to an existing
model.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data, page 431.

Before
Before you start the import process and proceed to configuring the imported data, ensure that you have completed the
tasks in the following.
a. Open the model that you want to contain the imported data.
b. Ensure that you set the basic layer, including reference to objects for external data, to be the active layer. See
topic: How To: Change Layer Status to Active and/or Current, page 258.
c. Ensure that the ID in the database matches the object ID in the model layer. The ID must be unique.
For performance reasons, the ID should preferably be a key and not a text element.
The import of the database involves the following steps that will be explained in-depth in the ensuing sections.
Section

Description

A

Establish a connection to the database.

B

Establish a relationship between the active layer in the model and
external data.

C

Perform configuration of the attribute as required.

A. To establish a connection to the database
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections.
2. Under the Data Connections dialog enter an ID for the new database connection. The sample figure uses LayerData.

3. Click the field for the Connection String.
This opens the Data Link Property dialog under which you must select the appropriate database provider; for a
64 bit version this can for example be the Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB Provider. Subsequently, you must for a 64-bit version enter the correct server name for a Microsoft Access database. You are
recommended to test the connection before you proceed.
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4. Then press OK twice to exit.
5. You have now successfully established a connection to the database that contains the data you need for your
model. Proceed to the ensuing section.
Related topic: How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.

B. To establish a relationship for external data and a layer
In this section you will learn how to link between the layer in the model and the database entries with additional information that you want to add to the model.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Layers.
2. Under the Layers dialog right-click the layer that holds the relevant data, point to Layer Setup, and select
External Data.
3. Under the External Data dialog make the following settings:
a. Under Data Source select the appropriate source from the list. Here LayerData.
b. Under Obj. Type select the appropriate type from the list. The type can be any object such as pumps,
nodes, points, etc.
Create more rows for as many types as required for the model.
c. Under SQL define the connection between the database and the model.
You have two options:
- Manually enter the connection string under SQL or
- Follow the guidelines in the ensuing.
d. Press the browse button to the right of the SQL entry field, point to the relevant Table or Query to open
the Query Builder Database dialog. Under this dialog you must create the necessary joins between the
database tables.
e. From the left table select the value and the time tag to define the time series. Then highlight the ID and
drag it to the ID of the point object. See the figure for an illustration.
f. Now press the lower pane in the Query Builder Database to automatically generate the SQL statement.
This action creates a 1:1 link between the ID of the existing layer and the new data.
g. Test the validity of the query by pressing Test.
If the test is successful you will see a table with the new data. There is a maximum of 100 entries. Exit the
dialog and press OK to exit the Query Builder Database dialog.
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The SQL statement now displays in the External Data dialog.

4. Set Frequency for the update process.
Frequency is only valid when you select Update under Mode as explained in the ensuing step.
Use the following notation for the frequency:
D. HH:MM:SS
where
D

is day

HH

is hours

MM

is minutes

SS

is seconds

5. Select the button Mode.
Make sure to select the required connection status.
Choose among the following options:
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l

Update - Maintains the connection to the database and get updates. The interval is defined under
Frequency.

l

Keep - Fetches the required tables or queries, but does not maintain the connection.

l

Disable

6. Press OK and proceed to the ensuing section.
The active layer indicates the import of external data with a check mark next to Layer Setup>External Data.

C. To configure and display imported data results
The presentation of the external data results requires that the time series are defined for the relevant layer.
1. From the menu bar select Layer Data Configuration and select the point object.
2. Create an attribute for the time series to display the result, and save the changes.
You are recommended to study the guidelines for layer data configuration explained in the product documentation. For details see About Object Attribute Configuration, page 590
The ensuing figure is a sample configuration for the attribute. Remember to add the code TS.

3. Under the generic object editor select the point object and point to the group you have defined for the display of
data (here Results).
The time series will display on the fly as a result of the following prerequisites:
l

There is a 1:1 relation between the ID in the database and the ID in the model, the time series.

l

The Mode is set to Update.

4. Right-click the attribute (here dValue) and select Edit Time Series to show the results for the reloaded data.
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Time Series Wizard
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to work with the time series wizard.
How To: Create Reference to Existing Time Series

784

How To: Select Measurement on Time Series

786

How To: Copy Existing Time Series

789

How To: Import XML Files for Time Series

791
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How To: Create Reference to Existing Time Series
This topic describes how to create a times series based on the continuous input from an existing time series. Before you
proceed, you are recommended to view the topic How To: Create Global Time Series, page 767.
Once you have made a reference to an existing time series, you can access the references from the main Time Series
dialog.
Any changes to the time series you reference will impact the new time series.

To create a reference time series
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series and open the time series in which you want to reference
an existing time series.
2. In the Time Series dialog click the icon

to display the Time Series Wizard.

3. Select Reference and point to the required time series and press OK.
The following figure shows the result when you base your new time series on existing input.

where
ID

Name of the time series.

Group

Selected group. Once defined, the group name can later be modified from the Time
Series dialog.

Info

High-level information on the time series process. This information can be edited just as
new information can be added. When you import data from an external source this information is generated automatically.

Phys Type

Select the data type (defined unit) that you want to base the time series on. Once
selected, you can later change the phys type on the fly from the initial Time Series
dialog.

Period

The iterative time interval (cycle) for the time series. Typically, the repetitive interval is
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set to one (1) day = 86400 seconds.
Abs.Time

This check box indicates the use of a time series in absolute values. For existing time
series the check box is read-only, whereas for time series created from scratch, via the
dialog Edit Time Series, you have the option to add absolute values and hence select
the check box for the absolute values.

Table (mid-section)

Visual presentation of the text data.
The table contains the simulation data that you create using the Time Series Wizard.
You can add more columns to the table for extended simulation.
For read-only time series it is not possible to add, edit, or delete columns.
l

Right-click the table and select Add Column and follow the ensuing guidelines.

Explain column headers
Entry

Description

Column index

Indicate the display order of the column in the table.

Header

Enter a name for the column header.

Type

Select one of the following options

Phys Type

l

Double (a number with decimals)

l

String (a text value)

l

Int32 (an integer such as 1998)

l

Boolean (true or false)

From the list select the appropriate unit type.

A word on time formatting:
For a relative time series that shows a time unit (such as hours, etc.) you have the
option to display a more granular time format.
l

Graph
(right-most section)

Right-click the time unit column and select (or clear) the option View Time As
[D.HH.MM.SS].

The graphical display of all input data.
You can customize the display using the options from the right-click menu. Right-click
anywhere in the graph and select from the list of display options.
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How To: Select Measurement on Time Series
This topic describes how to use a measurement from Data Manager on a time series using the Time Series Wizard. You
will typically use the approach described in this topic if you want to add a time series on a global level, such as a scenario or a model.
If on the other you hand add a measurement to a time series under the Layer Data Configuration the time series is
added on a more local level such as on a specific area via attributes. For details on how to add a measurement to an
attribute under Layer Data Configuration, see the topic How To: Select a Measurement to Objects, page 623.

Before
Before you add the measurement check the following actions.
l

You are recommended, but it is not required, to properly configureData Manager.
For background information, see the topic About Data Manager and Data Services, page 338. If you run Termis
using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier, you are recommended to study the documentation provided with the Data
Manager application.

l

Validate that you have a working data connection.
If you run Termis with the built-in data service connection (new in 5.0), ensure that you have configured the preferred data service correctly. See the documentation provided with the data service. For connection setup, see
the topic How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier see How To: Validate Data Connection, page 448.
For any configuration and setup information in regards to Data Manager consult the documentation supplied with
this product.

To select a Data Manager measurement
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series.
2. Click the time series ID that you want to add the measurement to. This opens the Edit Time Series dialog.
3. Ensure that you have selected the correct Phys Type (filter) for the measurement, such as Fraction, Pressure,
velocity, Power, etc. The type is defined in Data Manager.
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4. Click the icon

to open the Time Series Wizard and select Measurement.

This opens the Select Measurement dialog.
5. Under the Select Measurement dialog highlight the appropriate ID from the list and press OK to add the measurement to the time series. You may need to scroll the list to find the required measurement, if there are many
items in the list.
The SCADA ID and Data Type fields are read-only. You can edit these lists under Measuremebts dialog. For
details see How To: Edit Measurements, page 466.
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You can customize the view of the dialog and only show the columns that you need.
Right-click one of the columns under the Layers dialog and point to Select Columns. Clear and/or
select the relevant checkboxes.
Upon completion, notice the following results of adding the measurement to a time series.
l

Under the Edit Time Series dialog the Info field is added a comment on measurement.

l

Under the initial Time Series dialog (contains the list of time series), the Mea. check box is selected. This check
box is read-only and cannot be cleared by user.
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How To: Copy Existing Time Series
Create a times series based on input that is copied and added to a new time series.
Changes made to the time series you copy from will not impact the new time series.

To create a time series with copied input
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series, and either create a new time series or open the time
series to which you want to copy input from an existing time series.
2. In the Edit Time Series dialog click the icon

to display the Time Series Wizard.

3. Select Copy and point to the required time series and press OK.
The following figure shows the result when you copy the input from an existing time series into the new.

where
ID

Name of the time series.

Group

Selected group. Once defined, the group name can later be modified from the Time
Series dialog.

Info

High-level information on the time series process. This information can be edited just as
new information can be added. When you import data from an external source this information is generated automatically.

Phys Type

Select the data type (defined unit) that you want to base the time series on. Once
selected, you can later change the phys type on the fly from the initial Time Series
dialog.

Period

The iterative time interval (cycle) for the time series. Typically, the repetitive interval is
set to one (1) day = 86400 seconds.
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Abs.Time

This check box indicates the use of a time series in absolute values. For existing time
series the check box is read-only, whereas for time series created from scratch, via the
dialog Edit Time Series, you have the option to add absolute values and hence select
the check box for the absolute values.

Table (mid-section)

Visual presentation of the text data.
The table contains the simulation data that you create using the Time Series Wizard.
You can add more columns to the table for extended simulation.
For read-only time series it is not possible to add, edit, or delete columns.
l

Right-click the table and select Add Column and follow the ensuing guidelines.

Explain column headers
Entry

Description

Column index

Indicate the display order of the column in the table.

Header

Enter a name for the column header.

Type

Select one of the following options

Phys Type

l

Double (a number with decimals)

l

String (a text value)

l

Int32 (an integer such as 1998)

l

Boolean (true or false)

From the list select the appropriate unit type.

A word on time formatting:
For a relative time series that shows a time unit (such as hours, etc.) you have the
option to display a more granular time format.
l

Graph
(right-most section)

Right-click the time unit column and select (or clear) the option View Time As
[D.HH.MM.SS].

The graphical display of all input data.
You can customize the display using the options from the right-click menu. Right-click
anywhere in the graph and select from the list of display options.
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How To: Import XML Files for Time Series
To import XML files
1. From the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series and open the time series in which you want to reference
an existing time series.
2. Under the Time Series dialog click the icon

to display the Time Series Wizard.

3. Select Import and point to the required file and press Open.
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Validate Data
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to monitor data validation.
How To: Validate Data

793
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How To: Validate Data
To ensure that you network is operating according to your requirement and specifications, you must validate that the
various value settings for critical points are correctly configured. These values can for example be the minimum pressure and maximum temperature.
To validate the data you can apply the following measures:
l

Insert a validation object.

l

Define an event.

Validation object
A validation object is an object that validates a logical expression, typically including attributes from another object; for
example whether the pressure in a node is within certain boundaries.
For details see
l

About Validation Object, page 853
This topic provides an outline description of a validation object.

l

How To: Create a Validation Object, page 608

Events
To monitor the values, you can define events to run on various critical locations. If the value in a certain location drops
to a critical level, or even below the required level, the system generates an event log that contains all relevant data to
get an overview of the critical situation.
For details see
l

About Events, page 381
This topic provides an outline description of events.

l

How To: Define Events, page 383

l

How To: Configure Event Properties (Historical/Future), page 387
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Views
This section provides outline descriptions to key actions and setup activities to create views for your model.
About Views

795

How To: Create New Views

796

How To: Define Views in a Dashboard

797
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About Views
A view provides an overview of areas with specific coordinate definitions. A view can for example be a certain geographical area, zone, or even a specific zoom state.
When you create a new view it is automatically added to the list of views that you access from a dashboard.
The ensuing figure shows an example of a small model viewed in the zoom level called Extents (that is, a full view of the
model).

Next
How To: Define Views in a Dashboard, page 797
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How To: Create New Views
This topic explains how to create new views that you can save to your list of views that you can access from the rightclick menu or a dashboard. The views serve as a quick and direct access to specific areas and zones in your model that
perhaps need particular attention and/or monitoring.

To create a new view (area or zone)
1. Open the required model, right-click and select Views, and then Add Current View.
See sample figure.

2. Enter a name for the view and press OK.
The new view is automatically added to the list of views.
For the list of views on the dashboard you can customize the views to suit your needs using filters.

Next
How To: Define Views in a Dashboard, page 797
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How To: Define Views in a Dashboard
Under a dashboard you can select the control List of Views. This control provides you with a granular view to specific
sections in your model. When you create a new layer view it is immediately added to the list of views in a dashboard. By
default, views are listed under the Operator dashboard. You can customize the list of views to suit any of your needs
using filters. You can for example decide that you need a set of views for any of your zones or sub-models.
This topic explains how to add a list of views to a dashboard and how to add a heading to the list.

Before
You are assumed to work in design mode (marked by a red dotted frame around the dashboard).
Right-click the dashboard and select Design. When you are done editing, right-click and clear the
check mark.

To insert a heading for the list of views
1. In Design mode right-click the dashboard and select Add and then Text.
2. Place the cursor in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
As long as you are still in Design mode you can at any time move the position of the text.
3. Under the Control Data locate the 7T Settings folder in the rightmost pane and enter the appropriate text
under ControlText. Make other settings as appropriate.

To insert a list of views
1. In Design mode right-click the dashboard and select Add and then List of Views.
2. Position the list control in the appropriate place and left-click to release the control.
3. Under the Control Data dialog configure the settings as appropriate.

To save a view
When you save a view it will automatically be added to the list.
1. In Design mode right-click the dashboard and select Add and then Add Current View.
2. Enter a name for the view, or select from the drop-down list, and press OK.
3. Press F5 to refresh the model.
Some of the controls in the dashboard allow you to set a filter to reduce the complexity of the display. You can set a filter
to list controls (such as List of Views, List of Themes, etc.).
When you create new views and themes these are automatically added to the list of filters under the dashboards.

To set a filter
1. Open the relevant dashboard; for example Operator. Ensure that you are in design mode.
2. Point to the list for which you want to create a filter.
3. Right-click and select Properties from the list.
This opens the Control Data dialog.
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4. Under the right-most pane locate the Filter properties under the 7T Settings category and click the browse button to the far right.
5. Under the Select dialog select all filters that apply and press OK.
6. Exit the design mode to refresh the dashboard with the new filter setting.

Sample View: Standard
This is a view of the entire model (zoom to extents).
1. Right-click the main model area.
2. Select Zoom and then Extents.
3. Save the view as explained in the preceding.
Example
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Tips and Tricks
This section lists a number of topics that may contribute to making your modeling and editing tasks faster and easier.
Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?

800

How To: Change Default Color for Object Display

801

How To: Change (Simulation) Order For Submodels

802

How To: Configure Text Message (SMS) and E-Mails

803

How To: Display Data via Labels or Tooltips or as Object Data

805

Tooltips

805

Labels

806

Object Data

806

How To: Import Or Export Pipe Catalogs

808

How To: Import Or Export Time Series

809

How To: Reduce Model Size

810

How To: Show Multiple Time Series

811

How To: Sort Columns Alphabetically in Generic Object Editor

813

How To: Show Tag Names for Measurements

814

How To: Turn Layers On or Off

815

How To: Understand Color Codes in Generic Object Editor

816

How To: Use Copy/Paste

817

Copy/paste from object editor

817

Copy / paste from Layer Data Configuration dialog

817

Copy / paste from Layer dialog

818

Using Right-Click Menu in Columns

819

How To: View 7Flow Log File

820

How To: View Active Scenario Up Front

821

How To: Zoom In/Out to Select Objects by Polygon

822
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Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?
There can be several reasons why the defined maximum flow constraints are violated. The following is just one example. You are recommended to peruse the checklist to keep track of possible actions to locate the cause.
Violation example
The situation is such that the load forecast is above the present metered value and the metered flow is near the maximum flow.
In this case the cyclic simulation applies the metered production, and within the next hour the system will increase the
production to the load forecast value that is assumed to be valid for the future.
Depending on the actual conditions in the network the temperature optimization will not be able to compensate for the
too high flow with an increased supply temperature.
For the present example the situation should be handled with a more realistic load forecast. Optional events could be
defined, which could start at the metered value.

Checklist: Reasons for violated flow and pressure constraints
The ensuing checklist can be used to detect some of the causes for a violated maximum flow at a heat plant or violated
pressure constraints.
Check points

Comment

Inspect the system log for error messages and warn-

Error messages and warnings may indicate the reason

ings.

for the violation.

Is the load forecast being updated?

An old load forecast will result in a constant production.

Is the actual measured production equal to the actual
load defined by the load forecast?
The majority of all nodes must be defined using power

This is a prerequisite for the flow and pressure con-

as load and return temperature in stead of cooling.

straint to react.

Check all pressure and flow limitations. Conduct a
standard cyclic simulation to check the actual pressure
and flow against the limitations.
The system responds to flow and pressure constraints
using a linearization of a non-linear system. It means
that relative violation of a certain size must be
expected. The violation is, however, less than 10 %.
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How To: Change Default Color for Object Display
Termis comes with a set of default colors used when you select color coding to see for example the variation in pressure,
temperature, etc. in the network. If these default colors do not resonate with you, it is easy to change to a different
color.

To change default color
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Locate the group Graphics, Default Color and select one of the colors that you want to change.
3. This opens the Color dialog box from where you can pick any color that suits you better.
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How To: Change (Simulation) Order For Submodels
If your model contains a number of submodels you can change the order in which they are simulated. You are likely to
use submodels for large networks with complex simulations or multiple scenarios in several layers. This feature is very
important as the total simulation result is not available until you have completed simulations for all the submodels on
this layer. So if for example you have a model where you need the simulation results as input for another layer you need
to complete all the simulations for the input layer before you proceed.
Example:
If you have a model where you need the results from temperature optimization (input layer) to run a simulation in
cyclic mode, you must
a. Create one layer for the temperature optimization and one layer for the cyclic simulation.
b. Run a full simulation for all the submodels for the input layer before you can run a simulation for the other layer.

To change the order of submodels
1. Access your submodels. From the menu bar select Simulate and then Simulation.
2. Highlight the entire row for the submodel you want to move.
3. Use the Up/Down arrows on the keyboard to move the order of submodels in the list.
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How To: Configure Text Message (SMS) and E-Mails
Notice currently Denmark only!
This topic merely serves as inspiration for how you can configure Termis to send text messages (SMS) or e-mails to consumers/users as the setup depends on the selected system and telecommunication provider.
When you have established a connection to an SMS service provider you can for example notify multiple consumers of
possible supply interruptions, such as closed connections. You must perform the proper configuration for this to happen.
For details see
l

How To: Close a Connection, page 514

l

How To: Close Area, page 512

The current topic only explains how to send single messages.
This topic explains the setup for the Danish region for a Siemens starter kit (SIEMENS TC35i /
MC35i TERMINAL) associated with a Telia phone card.
If you have a similar setup you can follow the guidelines in this topic to obtain a successful connection.
For details see the Web site http://www.m2m.dk/00826/00614/00649/. (Last accessed September 2011.)

Before
The selected modem must be installed and properly configured for your machine, and be up and running.
Consumer layer must be configured for the SMS code. For details see .

To configure for service messages (SMS text or e-mail)
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Under Infrastructure, Messages configure the parameters according to the values in the table.
Parameter

Value

SMS Center Phone Number

Enter the number for your SMS telecommunications provider. The
number is typically provided with the SIM card.
Example:
+45 5555 5555
(For the setup with Telia as the telecommunication provider the
number is +458187000.)

E-mail host

Enter the name of your e-mail host. Contact your system administrator for this information.
This information is only relevant for sending e-mails.
Example:
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Parameter

Value
mail.test.dk

COM Port

When you install the hardware, the operating system (OS) allocates a port number. Enter the appropriate port number.
Example:
COM7

SIM Code

Enter the SIM code for the GSM modem's SIM card. (This is the pin
code provided the card).
Example:
1234

ModemInit String

This is the standard modem initialization string for your GSM
modem. This information must be provided by your telecommunication provider.
Example:
ATE0+CMGF=1 (This is the string for the SIEMENS hardware)

3. Now test the connection to verify that you can send text messages (SMS) using the modem. From the menu bar
select Tools, point to Send and select SMS.
4. Under the dialog Send SMS Message enter the following information:
To: Enter the recipient's phone number.
Message: Enter a short and relevant text message.
5. Press OK to send the SMS and verify that the message is received.
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How To: Display Data via Labels or Tooltips or as Object Data
You can display model data such as the measurement results for flow or pressure in the form of tooltips or labels. This
topic provides guidelines for a few examples.

Tooltips
If you have a theme that involves results that you have configured for layers under the dialog for Object Display these
are by default displayed as tooltips. When you hover the cursor over the affected objects the tooltip automatically shows
up. See the illustration in the following.

Show tooltip values
1. From the menu bar select Configurationand then Layer Data Configurations.
2. Point to the object for which you want to display one or several attribute values as tooltips, for example pipes.
3. Select the appropriate attribute(s) and scroll to the right and select the Display check box for the relevant attribute value, for example Diameter.
The theme now displays the values for the pipe diameter when you hover the cursor over pipes.

Settings made under the Layer Data Configuration

If you have selected the check box for Object Data under the View menu and then Show, you will see the
value displayed on each and every object that you have chosen to display. (See the section on Object Data in the
following.) Clear the check box as your model tends to appear rather cluttered and busy.

Sample: Display of diameter in a tooltip
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Labels
Show label values
Rather than displaying attribute values from tooltips, when you hover over objects, you can display the values as labels.
See the following figure for an illustration of this display format.

To define label for measurements
1. Right-click the main menu area and select Layers; and for the active layer right-click and select Options.
2. Select the check box for Measurements and select the button Edit.
3. Under the dialog Show Measurements define the display settings for the required measurement parameters.
For in-depth information on how to define these labels you are referred to the topic How To: Edit Layer Options,
page 248.
4. Under Value select (or clear) the check box for the values you want to display.
5. Under Tag select (or clear) the check box for the parameters you want to display with the name tag (typically the
name tag is name ID under your SCADA system).
6. Right-click the main model area and point to Show and then select Measurements. This is where you can toggle the display of the label.

Object Data
Selected value display
Contrary to the display for tooltips and labels you can deselect the display of attribute values for certain objects or part of
these. Follow these step to deselect the values for part of a pipe section.
1. Zoom in on a particular pipe section and right-click to open the object editor.
2. Under the pipe object select the Show folder and clear the check box for Allow data display.
If you select Edit All you can clear the check box for all the objects at once by typing False under the column
marked *.
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3. You can turn the display on and off. From the menu bar select View, then t Show and select Object Data.
If you decide to show all object data, you must be aware that the model looks rather busy and cluttered. You can
use the Zoom function for a closer view of the individual objects.
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How To: Import Or Export Pipe Catalogs
You have the option to export existing pipe catalogs or add new catalogs.

To import or export pipe table catalogs
1. From the main menu select and Editthen Tables to open the List of Tables dialog, select the appropriate pipe
catalog, right-click and select either
Import Table or
Export Table
2. Under the file browser select the appropriate time series file with the extension .tbl.
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How To: Import Or Export Time Series
You have the option to export existing time series or apply time series created in a different model.

To import or export time series
1. From the menu bar select Editand then Time Series to open the List of Time Series dialog, right-click anywhere in the right pane and select either
Import Time Series or
Export Time Series
2. Under the file browser select the appropriate time series file with the extension .ts.
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How To: Reduce Model Size
If your model has grown rather large, it will likely take some time to load the model. There are certain settings you configure to reduce the size of the model. Follow the guidelines in the ensuing table.
Reduce model size

Description

Delete results

l

Right-click the main model area and select Layer Tools
and then Clear Current Results.

Reduce volume of historic

l

From the menu bar select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters, then Modeling, Results and
locate Protected Results History. State the number of
days for the results that you want to save.

results
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How To: Show Multiple Time Series
You can show as many time series on object attributes as required. This topic provides guidelines on how you set up this
view.

To show multiple time series
1. Right-click the main model area and select Times Series and click New.
This brings up the Time Series dialog in a window.
2. Right-click and point to Add Time Series and then point to the target object.
3. Under the Select dialog point to the required time series from the list of defined time series.
4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 for as many time series as you need in your display; these can for example be density,
pressure, and velocity, etc.
5. To save the display, if needed, right-click the Time Series dialog and select Save Time Series to List.
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This list can for example be added to a dashboard. For details see To insert a list of time series, page 310.
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How To: Sort Columns Alphabetically in Generic Object Editor
Under the object editor you can decide to display all objects at the same time. However, for large models it can be an
overwhelming task to get an overview. To make this display of objects easier to digest, you can sort columns and rows
alphabetically in ascending or descending order.

To access the object editor
l

Right-click the main model area and select Edit All.

Column/Row

Description

Column

Right-click the column you want to sort.
To sort in ascending order select Sort A-Z as illustrated in the
ensuing figure; or select Sort Z-A to sort the columns in descending order.
To sort multiple columns use Ctrl and select the relevant columns.

Row

Highlight the row and select Sort A-Z to sort in ascending order as
illustrated in the ensuing figure, or select Sort Z-A to sort the row
in descending order.
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How To: Show Tag Names for Measurements
If you do not have access to the database that contains the tags used for measurements, you can show the tag names
from the application.

To view the tag names for measurements
l

From the object editor right-click the object attribute for which you want to see the measurement tag.
The tag is typically defined under the SCADA system, and you can also see the tag name if you right-click the
attribute and select Show details.

l

From the menu bar select View, then Show and select Measurements.
The ensuing figures illustrate how you can toggle the display of measurement tag names for an object.
If the tags for the measurements do not display you may want to check that you have selected the check box
for Measurements and tags on the active layer. For details see Measurements, page 252.
Default, not displaying the measurement.

Showing the tag name as a label.
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How To: Turn Layers On or Off
You have the option to turn any of your layers on or off for a more simplistic view of your model.
1. A: To turn layers on or off - from a dashboard.
a. Right-click the dashboard area (design mode).
b. Select Add and press Button.
c. Position the button in the appropriate place and left-click the mouse to release the control. Proceed to step
2.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the button properties.
1. B: To turn layers on or off - from the main model area.
a. Right-click the main model area, select Insert Object and then Button.
b. When prompted, point to the target object and proceed to step 2.
This opens the Control Data dialog from where you can configure the button properties.
2. Select Events and Functions and under @LAYERSONOFF select the appropriate layer, for example Consumers.
To delete a layer, point to the layer and press Delete on the keyboard.
3. Exit the design mode and test the feature.
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How To: Understand Color Codes in Generic Object Editor
This table explains the colors that apply to the state of object attributes under the object editor.

To access the object editor
l

Right-click the main model area and select either Edit All or a single object (Edit and then the name of the
object).
Color

Description
These cells are ready for editing.

White
Read-only cell results.
Gray

No editing allowed.
Cells contain measurement results.

Dodger blue

No editing allowed.
Cells contain measurement results.

Light cyan

Editing allowed.
Cells contain calculation results.

Light green

No editing allowed.
Cells contain calculation results.

Dark cyan

Editing allowed.
Cells contain time series.

Light blue

Editing allowed.
Cells contain time series.

Aqua

No editing allowed.
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How To: Use Copy/Paste
This topic provides hints and tips for copying data in Termis and export this data for example to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or only paste it into another cell.

Copy/paste from object editor
This section provides guidelines for the use of copy / paste items between the application and for example a third party
editor such as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Copy an entire table
l

Highlight the upper left corner of the editor and either use Ctrl+C or right-click and select Copy.

l

Use Ctrl+V or right-click and select Paste to release the content to a different editor application.

This function copies the entire table including column headers.

Copy a column
l

Highlight an entire column to also include the table headers. If you only copy part of a column you will not get the
table headers.

l

Use Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V or right-click and select Copy and Paste.

Copy an entire row
l

Highlight an entire row to also include the column headers when you paste the contents for example into a third
party editor.

l

Use Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V or right-click and select Copy and Paste.

Copy a cell
l

Highlight a cell and either use Ctrl+C or right-click and select Copy.

You can paste the content to a third party editor or to selected cells in the dialog or elsewhere in the application.

Copy / paste from Layer Data Configuration dialog
This section provides guidelines for the use of copy / paste items between the application and for example a third party
editor such as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Copy an entire table
l

Highlight the upper left corner of the editor and either use Ctrl+C or right-click and select Copy.

l

Use Ctrl+V or right-click and select Paste to release the content to a different editor application.

This function copies the entire table, however excluding column headers.

Copy an entire row
l

Highlight an entire row and paste the contents for example into a third party editor.

l

Use Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V or right-click and select Copy and Paste.

This function will not copy the column headers.
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Copy a cell
l

Highlight a cell and either use Ctrl+C or right-click and select Copy.

You can paste the content to a third party editor or to selected cells in the dialog or elsewhere in the application.

Copy / paste from Layer dialog
This section provides guidelines for the use of copy/paste within the dialog or to a third party editor

Copy an entire row
l

Highlight and entire row to create a new layer. Rename and reconfigure as appropriate.

l

Use Ctrl+C / Ctrl+V or right-click and select Copy and Paste.

Copy a cell
l

Highlight a cell and either use Ctrl+C or right-click and select Copy.

You can paste the content to a third party editor or to selected cells in the dialog or elsewhere in the application.
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Using Right-Click Menu in Columns
When you edit object from the object editor there are a number of available editing options from the right-click menu.
For details you are referred to the topic How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584. See the section
View right-click menu.
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How To: View 7Flow Log File
You can decide to run a log to capture simulation errors. This topic explains how to create and view the log file.
1. From the main menu select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.
2. Locate the Modeling, Advaned Setup and select the check box for Create Log.
Now run a simulation and view the log results.
3. Locate the log file under the folder where you created your project.
For example: C:\Operations\Models\MyProject\
4. Look for a file name with the following notation: <project name>.log.
The log file likely shows a list of relative error messages that indicate the error increments of the running process (iterations).
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How To: View Active Scenario Up Front
You do not have to open the Layers dialog to tell you which is the active scenario. If you look at the timeline next to the
menu bar, you can see that the active layer is stated in the middle of the timeline. Now hover the cursor over the scenario name to see the time stamp.
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How To: Zoom In/Out to Select Objects by Polygon
Do you sometimes find yourself at a dead-end street when you zoom in to start a polygon to select objects in a particular
area of the network? Or do you sometimes need to zoom in to find a pipe object that you need to extend to a new node
object point? Zooming in is no problem, but how do you zoom out to see more of the model?

When you look at the model in Extent mode, the pump object is hidden behind the icon for a Pressure Control Zone.
This topic explains how you can zoom in to start a polygon to select objects in a particular section of the network. However, you can use the guidelines whenever you need to zoom in and out without leaving the current mode, be it insert,
select, or something totally different.
Follow these guidelines to select objects that are placed in a section near a pump object.
1. Start by zooming in to the point where you can start the polygon.
2. Right-click the main model area and point to Select by Polygon.
3. Start the polygon.

4. When you cannot get any further, move the mouse to a point far away from where you are currently drawing
the polygon.
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5. Scroll the mouse wheel to zoom out.
Make sure not to click the mouse.
6. Move the mouse pointer to a new point and zoom out.

You can now start to see more of the network.
7. Repeat step 6 till you see the entire section that you want to include in the polygon.
8. To finalize the polygon you will have to zoom in one last time.
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9. Then double-click the polygon and watch how you have now selected all the objects in the network for the secondary node in the heat exchanger.
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Appendix Section
This section encompasses a set of documents that serve as reference material only.
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Object list
This section provides descriptions of the default object attributes.
About Node Objects
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About Node Objects
A node object connects one or more pipes in your model. This topic explains the supported system node attributes and
associated bypasses, if any.
You may also want to see the description of the default attributes that are provided with the product. For details
see Default Node Attributes, page 866.
A node object can assume the ensuing characteristics.
l

Represent several consumers.

l

Be a simple node without consumption.

l

Be a source.

l

Be configured to allow water from the supply side to mix with the water in the return side. For details see the section Bypass component.

Additional model objects can be added to nodes later in the configuration process.
In the model, node objects are defined by an ID, a position (X, Y, and Z coordinates), information about energy demand,
and pressure, if defined.

To view the object attributes for nodes
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Nodes folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

ENOD

The projected power consumption.

QNOD

The projected flow.

TRNOD

The initial temperature after the consumers and before the return pipe.

DTNOD

The initial temperature difference over the consumers.

BFYPID

The unique ID for the bypass.

BYPT

The minimum supply temperature set point at the location of the bypass.
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System Attribute
Code

Description

BYPDIM

The internal diameter for the bypass.

BYPQMAX

The maximum allowed bypass flow.

BYPDB

The value for the deadband area. This is the area of the temperature range in
the bypass where there is no action.

PSTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed pressure at the supply side.

PSTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed pressure at the supply
side.

PRTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed pressure at the return side.

PRTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed pressure at the return
side.

TSTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed supply temperature.

DPTOMIN

Temperature optimization. Minimum allowed pressure change.

QSOUT

Outtake flow at the supply side of the consumer.

QROUT

Outtake flow at the return side of the consumer.

CCTL

The conditional control. For details see About Conditional Controls, page 201.

Bypass component
A bypass is a node component that allows water from the supply side to mix with the water in the return side. The effect
of the bypass is a certain minimum flow during low load periods leading to a certain minimum supply temperature in the
network.

The bypass can be thermally controlled, if so required. Any other bypasses are controlled using a formula. See the section Non-thermally controlled bypasses in the ensuing for details.

Thermally controlled bypasses
When you apply thermally controlled bypass, you will need to specify a minimum supply temperature, TSmin, at the
location of the bypass. Termis then calculates the bypass flow to maintaining TSmin within a user defined deadband
range. If the supply water temperature is higher than TSmin including deadband then the bypass is closed.
The calculated bypass flow can be overruled by a maximum flow limit defined by the user. In this case the TSmin will
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only be achieved if the setup encompasses other bypasses to increase the bypass flow.
The thermally controlled bypass is easy to handle if only one instance is defined. However, several thermal bypasses in
the same area influence each other and may create convergence problems. The reason for this is that several steadystate solutions with differently distributed bypass flows can observe the defined boundary conditions in the model. The
consequence can be a poor convergence.
You are recommended to reduce the number of thermal bypasses in the model to reach the most suitable supply temperature in the far end of the network that will yield the best performance possible.

Non-thermally controlled bypasses
For any bypass components that are not thermally controlled, the flow through the bypass is calculated using the following formula:
.
 .

Q = π . D 2 2 ∆P ρ ½
4
3.8



where
Q

Massflow through the bypass (kg/s).

D

Internal diameter of the bypass (m).

ΔP

Pressure loss across the bypass (N/m2).

p

Density of fluid (kg/m3).
You are also recommended to study the description for the use of bypasses in regards to temperature optimization.

Consumption
Consumption is a node component that represents the aggregated number of consumers. See the figure for an overview of the consumption.

The following formula controls the consumption in Termis.
PWR = Q ∙ [T -T ] ∙ C
S

R

V

where
PWR

Power consumption.
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Q

Massflow consumption.

T

Supply side temperature.

T

Return side temperature.

S

R

C

Cooling: (ΔT = T - T )
S

R

Heat capacity (at constant volume) of

V

the fluid.
Either the power consumption (PWR) or the massflow consumption (Q) must be present. In Termis there are several
ways to define the consumption based on consumer information from the attached nodes.
Furthermore, either the return temperature (T ) or the cooling (ΔT = T - T ) must be configured.
R

S

R

Update consumption
Rather than controlling the update of the consumption from the node, this process can be automated using the function Update Consumer Affiliation.

To access Update Consumer Affiliation
l

From the Model menu point to Update Consumer Affiliations.
For details see the topic How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
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About Plant Objects
A plant is a point object that defines a production unit in the network and it connects the return side and the supply
side. The plant supplies energy to the network.
l

Heating plants operate by heating the supply water and returning water at a colder temperature on the return
side.

l

Cooling systems operate with low supply temperatures and slightly higher return temperatures (for example
7ºC/45ºF and 15ºC/60ºF.

The heat source can be any device and the details are not modeled by Termis. There must be at least one plant in the
system.
The plant can moreover be equipped with the following objects:
l

Pumps that can be configured to control either the supply pressure, the return pressure, or the pressure difference in a given node. For details see About Pump Objects, page 667.

l

Accumulator that can be configured for easy identification. For details see About Accumulator Objects, page 842.

The following formula controls the plant in Termis
PWR = Q ∙ [T -T ] ∙ C
S

R

V

where
PWR

Lost power supplied by the plant.

Q

Massflow through the plant.

T

Supply side temperature of the plant.

S

Must always be configured.
T

R

C

V

Return side temperature of the plant.
Heat capacity (at constant volume) of the fluid.

One of the factors, PWR, Q, T , or C must also be present.
R

V
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Static pressure device
The plant can be equipped with a static pressure device to maintain the local pressure. The static pressure device can be
placed either on the supply side or on the return side, or between two sets of plant pumps between the supply side and
the return side. If the device is placed between two sets of pumps the pressure is calculated based on the following
formula:

P P= P R +(P S − P R). x
100
where
P

The static pressure.

P

The return side pressure.

P

The supply side pressure.

x

User-defined percentage for the pressure difference between the supply side

P
R
S

and the return side (0-100%).

Temperature optimization on plants
If you want to include a plant in the simulation process for temperature optimization you must
ensure that you have defined the parameters listed in the following, else the simulation process disregards the plant for temperature optimization.
l

FlowSupMinTO

l

FlowSupMaxTO

l

PressureSupMaxTO

l

PressureRetMinTO

l

TemperatureSupMinTO

l

TemperatureSupMaxTO

l

TemperatureMaxChangeTO

To view the system attributes for plants
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Plants folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
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System Attribute
Code

Description

ENOD

The projected energy production.

QNOD

The projected massflow production.

TSNOD

The initial supply temperature off the plant.

STATP

The static pressure.

STATPS

The pressure in the supply side pressure control tank.

STATPR

The pressure in the return side pressure control tank.

PSCTRL

The control node supply pressure for the pump pressure control.

PRCTRL

The control node return pressure for the pump pressure control.

DPCTRL

The pressure control change.

MINDPCTRL

The minimum allowed pressure change.

NODID

The unique name of the node where the plant is positioned.

QSTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed time through
the plant.

QSTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed time through
the plant.

PSTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed pressure at the
plant.

PRTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed pressure at the
plant.

TSTOMIN

Temperature optimization. The minimum allowed temperature at
the plant.

TSTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed temperature at
the plant.

TDTOMAX

Temperature optimization. The maximum allowed supply temperature rate of change at the plant.

QADAP

The measured flow.

TRADAP

The measured temperature at the return side.
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About Pipe Objects
A pipe object hosts information about the physical properties, topology, etc., in the upstream node and the downstream
node.
A pipe object represents both the supply side and the return side.
If there is no length defined for the pipe object, the length will then be calculated based on the coordinates (x,y) for the
node object and the pipe bends.
l

Downstream temperature

l

Twin pipe configuration

System attributes in pipe objects
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

To view the object attributes for pipes
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Pipes folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.

Explain system object attributes
The attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements
using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

TAMBI

The temperature of the surrounding environment.

LENGSUP

The length of the supply pipe object.

LENGRET

The length of the return pipe object.

DIAMSUP

The internal diameter for the supply pipe.

DIAMRET

The internal diameter for the return pipe.

ROUGSUP

The pipe wall roughness for the supply pipe.

ROUGRET

The pipe wall roughness for the return pipe.

LOSSSUP

The single loss coefficient in the supply pipe to make up for bends, valves, etc.
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System Attribute
Code

Description

LOSSRET

The single loss coefficient in the return pipe to make up for bends, valves, etc.

HCFSUP

The heat transfer coefficient in the supply pipe.

HCFRET

The heat transfer coefficient in the return pipe.

HCFTWP

The heat transfer coefficient for a network with twin pipes.
You will need to configure this attribute manually as explained in the section
Configure twin pipe heat coefficient parameters.

CLOSESUP

The existing status of the supply pipe set to either True or False. By default set
to False.

CLOSERET

The existing status of the return pipe set to either True or False. By default set
to False.

QAS

The measured flow (or a value) to be used for the flow adaptation in the
supply side.

TRAU

The measured temperature for the temperature adaptation in the upstream
pipe end.

TRAD

The measured temperature for the temperature adaptation in the downstream pipe end.
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Pressure change in pipe objects
The total pressure change (ΔP) in a pipe is the sum of the pressure loss due to friction, the pressure loss due to gravity,
and the local pressure loss.
ΔP is calculated from the following expressions:

A: Using the Colebrook and White friction:
∆P = −ρ

2. ∮
D

V VL + g(Z D−Z U)ρ − 1 ζ .ρ V V
2

B: Using the Hazen-Williams friction:
∆P = −.10.67.D−4.87.C −1.852.Q1.852.L.ρ.g + g

1

(Z D−Z U)ρ − 2 ζ .ρ.V.V

where:
ΔP

is the pressure change.

ρ

is the mean density of the fluid in the pipe.

L

is the pipe length.

∮

is the friction factor.

D

is inside pipe diameter.

C

is the roughness coefficient used in Hazen-Williams equation

V

is the bulk velocity.

G

is the acceleration due to gravity.

Q

is the flow rate or discharge.

ZD

is the downstream elevation.

ZU

is the upstream elevation.

ζ

is the local pressure loss coefficient.

The friction factor is calculated from the Colebrook and White’s formula:

where:

k

is the pipe wall roughness. For new (smooth) pipes the initial
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value for roughness is defined as 0.05 mm.
Re

is the Reynolds number(r×D×V/ ν ).

ν

is the dynamic viscosity.

D

is the internal diameter of the pipe.

For small Reynolds numbers (< 2300), the friction factor is calculated from:

Downstream temperature in pipe objects
Other than to calculate the flow and pressure, you also calculate the downstream temperature in your model.
Use the following expression to calculate the downstream temperature for the pipe object:

T =M / K+(T -M / K) exp (-K . L / V)
d

u

where

T

Downstream fluid temperature (K).

T
u

Upstream fluid temperature (K).

L

Pipe length (m).

d

M

1 .[1 − ρC ]. V ∂P + ρ 2f V V 2+C . Ta 
τ
h A 
ρC p 
∂x
D

K

1 . C h 
ρC p  A 



T

a

C

h

Ambient temperature (K).
Overall heat transfer coefficient governing the radial heat transport from the fluid to the environment (w/m/K)

C
p

Heat capacity at constant pressure of the fluid. For liquid water:
(C = 4190 J/kg/K).
p

C

T

Heat capacity at constant temperature of the fluid (defined as
0.0).

A

Cross sectional area of pipe (m2).

V

Velocity (m/s).

∂P
∂x

Pressure gradient (N/m2/m).
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Twin pipe parameter configuration
Termis supports the calculation of the heat loss from twin pipe installations. The following section explains how twin
pipes are defined in Termis. This is followed by guidelines for configuring the parameter using the object editor.
The following figure shows a schematic view of a twin pipe. With few exceptions, the twin pipes are placed such that the
return pipe is positioned at the top.
twin pipestwin pipestwin pipestwin pipestwin pipestwin pipes

Compared to a conventional pipe, the heat transfer coefficient and ambient temperature will for the supply pipe correspond to what is defined in the following formula:

C h*= C h, s+ C h, twp
T a*=

C h,s . T a + C h, twp . T r
C h,s + C h,twp

where
T

Ambient temperature [K].

T *

Ambient temperature [K], corresponding to conditions for a con-

a
a

ventional pipe.
T

Fluid temperature in the supply pipe [K].

T

Fluid temperature in the return pipe [K].

s
r

C

h,s

Heat transfer coefficient for the part of the supply pipe facing the
ground [W/m/K].

C

h ,r

Heat transfer coefficient for the part of the return pipe facing the
ground [W/m/K].

C

h,twp

Heat transfer coefficient for the twin pipe where supply and return
pipes face each other [W/m/K].

C *
n

Heat transfer coefficient [W/m/K], corresponding to conditions for
a conventional pipe.
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Configure twin pipe heat coefficient parameters
Where the network includes twin pipes you must configure an additional parameter to calculate the heat loss. This is
the heat coefficient for the heat flow between the supply pipe and the return pipe.
The parameter for the twin pipe heat coefficient must be defined under the Layer Data Configuration before you can add a value under the pipe object(s).

To define the twin pipe heat transfer coefficient parameter
l

From the Layer Data Configuration select the pipe object and define the parameter using the directions in the
following table.

Enter twin pipe parameter definitions
Define the following and leave the rest as default.
Column

Description

Name

Enter a name for the parameter.
In this example HeatTransferTwP.

Group

Add the parameter to a relevant group.
In this example Data, Supply.

Type

Select the Local type.

Object Type

Select Double as the object type.

Alias

Enter a meaningful alias for easy identification during the configuration.
In this example Heat Transfer Coeff., Twin Pipe.

Phys Type

Select Heat Transfer Coefficient.

Code

Select HCFTWP.
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To configure the heat transfer coefficient
1. From the main model area locate and right-click the appropriate pipe (Edit <Pipe ID>.).
2. Ensure that the temperature for the return and supply pipe as well as for the ambient temperature are defined
correctly.
3. Under the generic object editor Edit Data select Data, Supply and enter a value for the parameters
l

Heat Transfer Coeff, Supply [W/m/K]; for example 0.3.

l

Heat Transfer Coeff, Twin Pipe [W/m/K]; for example 0.12.

4. Then select Data, Return and enter a value for the parameter
l

Heat Transfer Coeff., Return [W/m/K]; for example 0.3.
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About Accumulator Objects
An accumulator object is a tank in which the hot water and the cold water are separated by a thermocline layer. In
some parts of the world, the accumulator is referred to as Thermal Energy Storage (TES). The hot water layer and the
cold water layer are relatively uniform in temperature, while the temperature in the thermocline represents the transition zone between the two layers. The layers are defined via the setting of temperatures in the accumulator object.

To view the object attributes for accumulators
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Accumulator folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

EPL

The power to be supplied to the network by the plant.
If no value is set for this attribute, you must set a value for the
attribute EACC.

EACC

The power to be supplied to the network by the plant accumulator.
If no value is set for this attribute, you must set a value for the
attribute EPL.

TAMB

Used in connection with the calculation of the heat loss from the tank to the
environment.

THOT

The initial temperature of the hot water in the accumulator tank.

TCOLD

The initial temperature of the cold water in the accumulator tank.

VOLHOT

The initial volume of hot water in the tank.

VOL

The volume of the accumulator tank.

CTANK

The overall heat transfer coefficient for calculating heat loss from the tank to
the environment.
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Accumulator used for production optimization
You can use the accumulator to optimize the production. For details on the parameters that control the accumulator
tank in regards to production scheduling and optimization see the topic How To: Set Up Production Scheduling, page
658.

Accumulator equations

where
Q

Volume flow of hot water into/out of tank. (m3 / sec)

E

Hot water energy flow into/out of tank. (W)

H

H1

T

Temperature of hot water inflow/outflow. (K)

T

Temperature of hot water in tank. (K)

H1
H

E

Energy flow from hot water in tank to the environment. (W)

H

Q

Volume flow of cold water into/out of tank. (m3 / sec)

E

Cold water energy flow into/out of tank. (W)

C

C1

T

Temperature of cold water inflow/outflow. (K)

T

Temperature of cold water in tank. (K)

C1
C

E

Energy flow from cold water in tank to the environment. (W)

C

T

Ambient temperature. (K)

A

Conservation of mass
Q = -Q = Q
H

C

ΔV = -ΔV = Q∙Δt
H

C

Conservation of energy
Hot water part
ΔH = (E
H

H1

- E )∙Δt
H
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where
E

Q∙p∙C ∙T

H1

V

H1

T for Q<0
H

T

Supply temperature of plant for Q > 0 and district heating system.

H1

Return side temperature at node for Q > 0 and cooling system.
E

C ∙V /V∙(T -T )

H

H

ΔH

H

H

A

p∙C ∙ΔV ∙T +p∙C ∙V ∙ΔT

H

V

V

H

H

V

H

H

Total (effective) volume of tank. V +V (m3)
H

C

C

Heat capacity of the water. (Joule/kg/K)

C

H

Overall heat transfer coefficient of the tank. (W/K)

T

A

Ambient temperature. (K)

V

When you insert and re-arrange, the following expression is obtained for the change in the hot water temperature over
Δt within the tank:
ΔT = (Q∙(T
H

H1

- T ) / V - C / (ρ∙C ∙ V)(T -T ))Δt
H

H

H

V

H

A

Cold water part
ΔH =(-E
C

-E )Δt

C1

C

where
E

Q∙p∙C ∙T

C1

V

C1

T for Q<0
C

T

Return side temperature for Q > 0 and district heating system.

C1

Plant supply temperature for Q > 0 and cooling system.
E

C ∙V /V∙(T -T )

C

H

ΔH

C

C

A

p∙C ∙ΔV ∙T +p∙C ∙V ∙ΔT

C

V

C

C

V

C

C

When you insert and re-arrange, the following expression is obtained for the change in the cold water temperature over
Δt within the tank:
ΔT =(Q∙(T
C

C1

- T )/V -C /(ρ∙C ∙V)(T - T ))Δt
C

C

H

V

C

A
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About Heater Objects
A heater object is a device supplying energy to the network either via the supply side or the return side in the network.
The heater is handled as a pipe element connecting two nodes. The heat supplied to the network is specified as a constant or time dependent power.

To view the object attributes for heaters
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Heaters folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

ECOSTS

Defines the costs per energy unit on the supply side. As default the value is
set to 0.

NOCOSTS

Defines the NOx cost per energy unit on the supply side. As default the value
is set to 0.

COCOSTS

Defines the COx cost per energy unit on the supply side. As default the value
is set to 0.

ERET

Defines the initial power on the return or supply side.

ESUP
SOCOSTS

Defines the SOx cost per energy unit on the supply side. As default the value
is set to 0.

ECOSTR

Defines the costs per energy unit on the return side. As default the value is
set to 0.

NOCOSTR

Defines the NOx cost per energy unit on the return side. As default the value
is set to 0.

COCOSTR

Defines the COx cost per energy unit on the return side. As default the value
is set to 0.

SOCOSTR

Defines the SOx cost per energy unit on the return side. As default the value
is set to 0.
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The heater changes the temperature of the fluid based on the power supply.

The outlet temperature is calculated based on the following formula:
T =T + PWR/ (Q*C )
0

1

V

where
T

Outlet temperature.

Q

Massflow through heater.

PWR

Power supplied by the heater.

C

Heat capacity (at constant volume) of the fluid.

T

Inlet temperature.

0

V

i

Heater configuration
This section provides information on the settings that control the heater.
1. Right-click the appropriate heater object to open the object editor.

2. Configure the following parameters and save your changes.
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Option

Description

Data, supply
Inlet Power Supply

Enter a value for the supply side.

Data, return
Inlet Power Return

Enter a value for the return side.

Cost, supply
Energy Cost

See the attribute definitions in the preceding for the supply side.

NOx Cost
COx Cost
SOx Cost
Cost, return
NOx Cost

See the attribute definitions in the preceding for the return side.

COx Cost
SOx Cost
Energy, Cost
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About Heat Exchanger Objects
This topic provides in-depth background information on the heat exchanger. For setup information see the topic: How
To: Insert and Configure Heat Exchanger Objects, page 427.
A heat exchanger object is a node component that allows the transfer of energy from one separate network section to
another.
The heat exchanger operates with two sections that are hydraulically disconnected. In the ensuing figure the heat
exchanger is the quadrant in the middle.
l

Primary section: Transmits energy to the secondary side. In this capacity the primary side is considered the
replacement for a consumer.

l

Secondary section: Receives energy from the primary side and in this scenario the secondary side can be considered a replacement for a plant.

The configuration of the heat exchanger must be based on a well-configured model.
The object attributes are defined on the secondary section and read by the primary section.
Though the primary section and the secondary section are hydraulically disconnected there is, however, a certain thermal relation between the two sections. The thermal relation is expressed in the following formula.

View formula
T

P,R

=T

S,R

+ΔT

R

where
T

P,R

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the return side of the
heat exchanger.

T

S,R

Fluid temperature in the secondary section on the return side of
the heat exchanger.

ΔT

R

User defined temperature difference.

Termis monitors the temperature difference between the primary and secondary sections on the supply side of the heat
exchanger and sends a warning if the difference drops below the user-defined limit. This scenario is expressed in a formula.
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View formula
(ΔT =T
S

P,R

-T

P,S

if
ΔT ≤ ΔT
S

Smin

(generates a warning)

where
T

P,R

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the return side of the
heat exchanger.

T

P,S

Fluid temperature in the primary section on the supply side of the
heat exchanger.

ΔT

min

User defined minimum temperature.

To view the object attributes for heat exchanger
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Heat Exchanger folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

ENOD

The actual power definition.
You can define either the flow or power for the heat exchanger.
If you define power, you must set flow to unknown. Use the asterisk (*).

QNOD

The flow definition.
You can define either the flow or power for the heat exchanger.
If you define power, you must set flow to unknown. Use the asterisk (*).

TSNOD

Mandatory.
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System Attribute
Code

Description
The supply temperature on the secondary side.

MINDTS

Defines the minimum temperature difference on the primary side (for the
node. In reality the node acts as the consumer).
The system will issue a warning if the difference drops below
the minimum level.

MINDTR

Defines the difference in temperature for the return temperature on the primary side and the return temperature on the secondary side.

STATPS

Definition for the static pressure on the supply side.

STATPR

Definition for the static pressure on the return side.

STATP

Defines the static pressure for the secondary side. You can only define one
static pressure on the secondary side.

PERCP

Percentage value (0-100%) of the actual pressure change. The value is an
expression for the ratio between the static pressure and the return pressure.

CTRLNOD

Defines the node for which the pressure is controlled by the pumps on the secondary side node.

PSCTRL

The control node supply pressure for the pump pressure control. It is defined
on the secondary side of the heat exchanger.

PRCTRL

The control node return pressure for the pump pressure control. It is defined
on the secondary side of the heat exchanger.

DPCTRL

The pressure control change. It is defined on the secondary side of the heat
exchanger.

MINDPCTRL

The minimum allowed pressure change. It is defined on the secondary side of
the heat exchanger.

PCOST

The pump cost per energy unit.

NOPS

The number of pumps in a group that pumps water from the return side to
the supply side.

QADAP

Defines flow adaption.
The flow adaption is applied to the model as a factor that is multiplied on all
estimated node loads. This ensures that the sum of a metered net flow including metered production and metered load equals the sum of the estimated
node loads.

TRADAP

Defines temperature adaption.
The temperature adaption is implemented as an iteratively calculated abso-
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System Attribute
Code

Description
lute correction of the defined node cooling or the defined return temperature
in nodes with a load defined.

Next
How To: Insert and Configure Heat Exchanger Objects, page 427
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About Shunt Objects
A shunt object is a node component that connects the return side and the supply side in a network. The purpose of the
shunt is to allow water from the return side to mix with the water on the supply side to maintain a predefined supply
temperature (T ) at the location of the shunt.
S

The T is the user-defined attribute, and Termis automatically calculates the necessary return water flow through the
S

shunt to maintain the required supply temperature.
The shunt will close if the supply water temperature is lower than the value specified for the T .
S

A node with an associated shunt cannot have any other object attached.

To view the object attributes for shunts
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Layer Data Configurations.
2. Under the actual layer in the left pane select the Shunts folder.
3. Locate the Code in the right pane.
The following table explains the system attributes (codes) for the object. If you want an overview of the default attributes you are referred to the Appendix section, see Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes.

Explain system object attributes
These attributes are the system default. The attributes can be configured to match your requirements using the object editor.

See also
How To: Create New Objects, page 575
How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page 584
System Attribute
Code

Description

DETS

The required temperature in the supply side.
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About Validation Object
You can use a validation object to signal that an object in a critical location needs particular attention and that a visual
display of the status change is required. It may for example be a need to signal the change in pressure in a particular
pipe.
The validation object, however, does not collect any data and as such there is no rendering of data either.
You can allocate a condition to the validation object and set a color to indicate the change in status. The change in
status can be viewed at a glance on the model. You can position the validation objects anywhere in the main model area
where it makes most sense for you to monitor the target objects. You can move the validation object at any point in
time. Right-click the validation object, select Object Tools and then Move.
The ensuing figure shows a validation object associated with a node object to monitor the status of this object. The validation object is placed close to the target object.

Next
How To: Create a Validation Object, page 608. This topic provides a step by step description of how to create and configure a validation object.
How To: Define Events, page 383. This topic provides a step-by-step procedure for setting up an event.
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Attributes - In Depth Description of Default Attributes
This topic provides a link to a reference list of all the main object attributes that are provided by default with Termis.
In addition to this reference list you should also view the description to 7Flow attribute codes that apply to certain
object attributes. You can find the description under each object type.
In regards to the attributes and how to apply these you are in general recommended to look for guidance in the
documentation provided with Termis.
The purpose of this default attribute list is primarily to assist you when you configure the look and feel of your model
themes using for example the Graduate and Category facilities under the Layers dialog for the columns Edit Obj and Map
Display. However, the modeling process is also made easier with the in-depth description of the default attributes.
Access the reference list for the default Termis attributes from the links in the ensuing table.
Objects

Description

Accumulator

Default Accumulator Attributes, page 855

Flow Control Zone

Default Flow Control Zone Attributes, page 857

Heater

Default Heater Attributes, page 859

Heat Exchanger

Default Heat Exchanger Attributes, page 862

Node

Default Node Attributes, page 866

Pipe

Default Pipe Attributes, page 871

Plant

Default Plant Attributes, page 876

Pressure Control Zone

Default Pressure Control Zone Attributes, page 882

Pump

Default Pump Attributes, page 884

Shunt

Default Shunt Attributes, page 888

Shutoff valves

How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects, page 893

Valve

Default Valve Attributes, page 890
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Default Accumulator Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Accumulator Objects, page 842.

Default Attributes

Description

Ctank

The overall heat transfer coefficient for calculating heat loss from
the tank to the environment.

Eaccu

Result.
The resulting power value in the network coming from the plant
accumulator.

Energy

Result.
The resulting energy volume in accumulator tank.

Eplant

Result.
The resulting power value in the network coming from the plant.

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The function
Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines
the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

hotfrac

Result.
The resulting fraction value for the hot water in the accumulator
tank.

IniEaccu

Defined power to be supplied to the network by the plant accumulator.
You must set a value for either IniEaccu or IniEplant.

IniEplant

Defined power to be supplied to the network by the plant.
You must set a value for either IniEaccu or IniEplant.

IniTamb

Defined ambient temperature for the accumulator tank.
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Default Attributes

Description

IniTcold

Defined temperature of the cold water in the accumulator tank.

IniThot

Defined temperature of the hot water in the accumulator tank.

IniVol

Defined volume of the accumulator tank.

IniVolhot

Defined volume for hot water in the accumulator tank.

OpenClosedStatus

Define the status for open or closed connection

PlantID

Name of the plant that controls the accumulator.

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

Tcold

Result.
The resulting temperature of the cold water in the accumulator
tank.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

Thot

Result.
The resulting temperature of the hot water in the accumulator
tank.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information System
(GIS), the system generates two update status attributes UpdateStatus and UpdateStatusSub.

UpdateStatusSub
System defined attribute.
UseAccOpt

Select the check box to enable accumulator optimization.

Volhot

Result.
The resulting volume of hot water in the tank.

X

Coordinates for the position of the object.

Y
Z
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Default Flow Control Zone Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Flow Control Zones, page 414.

Default Attributes

Description

AdaptionActive

Determine whether to perform adaption on the zone.

DisplayFlag

If set from the Layer Data Configuration, object displays attribute
values on request.

DTMax

Maximum temperature change

DTMin

Minimum temperature change.

Factor

The adaption correction factor for the consumption that can be
subject to regulations.

ID

The unique name. You have the option to rename the zone. When
you rename the zone all the objects in the zone are automatically
updated with the new zone name.

NoConsumers

The total number of consumers in the zone.

Production

The total production in the zone.

QCons

Total flow consumption in zone.

Qest

The total sum of the estimated flow for all the nodes through the
defined flow control zone.

Qna

The total sum of the measured flow, or otherwise non-adaptable
flow, within the zone. The adaptable flow is the total flow after correction using the adaption factor.

Satellite

The satellite zone is part of the main zone and the two zones share
the same attribute name, but the zones are geographically separated.
For details see xx.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

ShowFlag

Use the attribute to toggle the display of the zone on or off.
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Default Attributes

Description

TotCostPlants

Total cost on plants.

TotCostPumps

Total cost on pumps.

TotECons

Total power consumption in zone.

TotHeatLoss

Total heat loss in zone.

TotPipeLength

Total pipe length in zone.

TotQBypass

Total bypass flow in zone.

TrMin

Minimum temperature on the return side.

TsMax

Maximum temperature on the supply side.

TsMax

Maximum temperature on the supply side.

TsMin

Minimum temperature on the supply side.
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Default Heater Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Heater Objects, page 845.
TS to

Default Attributes

Description

COCOSTRet

Defines the COx cost per energy unit on return or

7Flow

supply side.
COCOSTSup
@DTRet
@DTSup
ECostRet

Result.

Temperature changes on return or supply side.
Define the fuel cost per energy unit on return or
supply side.

ECostSup
ERet

Result.

X

ESup

Resulting power value on return or supply side.

X

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The
function Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

Location

Determine whether to add the device to the supply or
return side or both sides.

MeaE

Measurement on power.

NOCostRet

Define the NOx cost per energy unit on return or
supply side.

NOCostSup
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Default Attributes

Description

Node_dws_ID

Result.

Node_ups_ID
OpenClosedStatus

TS to
7Flow

The resulting name for the downstream or upstream
node.
Result.
Define the status for open or closed connection.

@PowerRet

Initial power on return or supply side.

@PowerSup
PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone.

QRet

Result.

QSup

The resulting mass flow on the return or supply side.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

SOCostRet

Define the SOx cost per energy unit on return or
supply side.

SOCostSup
TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

@TRetDws

Result.

@TRetUps

The resulting temperature at upstream or downstream side and for return or supply, respectively.

@TSupDws
@TSupUps
UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information
System (GIS), the system generates two update
status attributes UpdateStatus and Upda-

UpdateStatusSub

teStatusSub.
System defined attribute.
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TS to

Default Attributes

Description

Xdws

Result.

Ydws

The resulting coordinates for the downstream or

7Flow

upstream side.
Zdws
Xdws
Ydws
Zdws
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Default Heat Exchanger Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Heat Exchanger Objects, page 848.

Default Attributes

Description

ControlNode

Name of node that controls the pressure, if this is fixed

DP

Result.
Pressure change defined as the downstream pressure (return)
less the upstream pressure (supply).

DPControl

The initial pressure change.

DPDiff

Result.
Pressure difference defined as the supply pressure minus the
return pressure.

DT

Result.
Temperature change defined as the downstream (return) temperature minus the upstream temperature (supply)

DTDiff

Result.
Temperature difference defined as the supply temperature minus
the return temperature.

dTminR

Minimum temperature difference on the return or supply side
between secondary and primary side.

dTminS
E

Result. This is the calculated effect.
Power.

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The function
Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines
the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

IniE

A boundary condition. If defined.
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Default Attributes

Description
Defined power.
You can only define one of the attributes IniE and IniQ. At least
one plant object must have an undefined IniE or IniQ.

IniQ

Defined flow.
You can only define one of the attributes IniE and IniQ. At least
one plant object must have an undefined IniE or IniQ.

IniTS

The supply temperature from plant.

MeaDP

Measurement on pressure change.

MeaDT

Measurement on temperature change. (Return temperature less
supply temperature)

MeaE

Measurement on power.

MeaNoPu

Measurement for number of active pumps on secondary side.

MeaPR

Measurement for pressure on return or supply side.

MeaPS
MeaQ

Measurement on flow.

MeaSTPR

Measured static pressure on return side or supply side.

MeaSTPS
MeaTR

Measurement on return or supply temperature.

MeaTS
NOCost

Define the NOx cost per energy unit.

NoOfPumpsSup

Number of pumps on the supply side.

OpenClosedStatus

Define the status for open or closed connection where 0 is fully
open and 1 is fully closed.

PControlRet

Define initial pressure on return or supply side.

PControlSup
PercDiffP

Define percentage of the pressure difference.
This attribute relates to the attribute StaticP.

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.

PressureRetMinTO

Minimum pressure on return side as applied for temperature optimization.
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Default Attributes

Description

PressureSupMaxTO

Maximum pressure on supply side as applied for temperature optimization.

PRet

Result.
Define temperature on return or supply side.

PSup
PrimaryNode

ID on secondary heat exchanger that represents the end node on
the primary side.

PumpCost

Define operating cost for the pumping.

PumpTypeSup

Name of pump type on supply side.

Q

Result.
Flow.

QAdap

Define adaption flow on secondary side to coordinate the total
demand node flow and the total net flow supplied in a zone.

Qvol

Result.
Volumetric flow.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

StaticP

Define static pressure, if defined between supply and return. If
used, you must also define the related attribute, PercDiffPe.

StaticPR

Define static pressure on return side.
A boundary condition.

StaticPS

Define static pressure on supply side.

TDws

Result.
Temperature at consumer on return side (before mixing with
other return water).

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

ToMeaE

Attribute for temperature optimization to define the power.

TOMeaQ

Attribute for temperature optimization to define the flow.

TOMeaTR

Attribute for temperature optimization to define the temperature
on return or supply side.

TOMeaTS
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Default Attributes

Description

TRAdap

Value that enable the simulated return temperature at heat
plants to fit metered values.

TRet

Result.

TSup

Temperature on return or supply side.

TUps

Result.
Temperature at consumer on supply side.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information System
(GIS), the system generates two update status attributes UpdateStatus and UpdateStatusSub.

UpdateStatusSub
System defined attribute.
X

Coordinates for the position of the object.

Y
Z
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Default Node Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Node Objects, page 828.
TS to

Default Attributes

Description

Bypass Diameter

The internal diameter for the bypass.

Bypass Max Flow

The maximum allowed bypass flow.

BypassDeadband

The value for the deadband area. This is the area of the

7Flow

temperature range in the bypass where there is no
action.
BypassTemperature

The minimum supply temperature set point at the location of the bypass.

CalcHeatF

Average total energy load used for heating.

CanBeExcluded

If selected, object is excluded from the simplification
process.

ConditionalControl

Used to define how a device is running during simulation. The conditional control system is based on a
stack of single conditions with a top level default condition followed by a number of additional conditions.

DisplayFlag

If set from the Layer Data Configuration, object displays attribute values on request.

DP

Result.
Pressure change defined as the downstream pressure
(return) less the upstream pressure (supply). A boundary condition.

DPDiff

Result.
Pressure difference defined as the supply pressure
minus the return pressure.

DPTOMIN

Minimum allowed pressure change.
Notice that this attribute is also used as default for tem-
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Default Attributes

TS to

Description

7Flow

perature optimization. See the topic About Node
Objects, page 828 for details.
DT

Result.
Temperature change defined as the downstream
(return) temperature minus the upstream temperature (supply).

DTCons

Result.
Temperature change for consumer.

DTDiff

Result.
Temperature difference defined as the supply temperature minus the return temperature.

E

Power.
As input this is a boundary condition. Else it can also
display as a result value.

ExcludeLoadAdaption

In situations where you have a defined flow or power
on a node object you have the option to keep this
value and exclude particular nodes from the adaption
process.

Flow

Initial flow.

X

A boundary condition.
FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The
function Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

HeatFactor

Heating factor. Defines the basic load using the degree
day model.

ID

The unique identification of the object.

MeaDP

Measurement on pressure change.

MeaDT

Measurement on temperature change.

MeaE

Measurement on power.
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TS to

Default Attributes

Description

MeaPR

Measurement for pressure on return or supply side.

7Flow

MeaPS
MeaQ

Measurement on flow.

MeaTR

Measurement on return or supply temperature.

MeaTS
PCtrlLineRet

Pressure control line on the return side. This is part of
the pump optimization process.

PCtrlLineSup

Pressure control line on the supply side. This is part of
the pump optimization process.

Power

Initial power.

X

A boundary condition.
PreferredFlowControlZone

Control the naming of flow control zones during
update. Predefine the zone names prior to merge or
split of flow control zones to add flexibility to the control over the zones.

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.

PressureDiffMinTO

Minimum pressure difference as applied for temperature optimization.

PressureRetMaxTO

Maximum pressure on return side as applied for temperature optimization.

PressureRetMinTO

Minimum pressure on return side as applied for temperature optimization.

PressureSupMaxTO

Maximum pressure on supply side as applied for temperature optimization.

PressureSupMinTO

Minimum pressure on supply side as applied for temperature optimization.

PRTOMAX

The maximum or minimum allowed pressure on
return side.

PRTOMIN

Notice that this attribute is also used as default for temperature optimization. See the topic About Node
Objects, page 828 for details.
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TS to

Default Attributes

Description

PRet

Result.

PSup

The resulting pressure on the return or supply side.

PSTOMAX

The maximum or minimum allowed pressure on

7Flow

supply side.

PSTOMIN

Notice that this attribute is also used as default for temperature optimization. See the topic About Node
Objects, page 828 for details.

PumpOptDPMax

Maximum pressure change for pump optimization on.

PumpOptDPMin

Minimum pressure change for pump optimization.

PumpOptPRMax

Maximum pressure on return or supply side for pump
optimization.

PumpOptPSMax
PumpOptPRMin

Minimum pressure on return on supply side for pump
optimization.

PumpOptPSMin
Q

Flow.

QBypass

Result.
Bypass flow.

Qvol

Result.
Volumetric flow.

ReductionIndex

Index value determines the sequence of removing
objects during simplification. For details see About Simplifications and Scenarios , page 695.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

SecondaryNode

Reference to a node that identifies the secondary side
of the location of the heat exchanger.
The secondary node can be considered a replacement
for a plant with regards to the boundary conditions
(supply temperature, static pressure, and pressure
change control).

Source

Define the sources that supply the object.

TDws

Result.
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Default Attributes

TS to

Description

7Flow

Temperature at consumer on return side (before mixing with other return water).
TemperatureDiff

Initial temperature change.

X

TemperatureRet

Initial temperature on return side.

X

A boundary condition.
TemperatureSupMinTO

Minimum temperature on supply side for temperature
optimization.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

TransportTime

This attribute automatically generates results for the
transport time of water in your network.
For details see How To: View Results for Transport
Time, page 554.

TRet

Result.

TSup

Temperature on return or supply side.

TUps

Result.
Temperature at consumer on supply side.

UpdateConsumption

Control the nodes to be included in the update process
of initial flow. Select check box to include.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information
System (GIS), the system generates two update
status attributes UpdateStatus and Upda-

UpdateStatusSub

teStatusSub.
System defined attribute.

X

The coordinate for the position of objects..

Y
Z

Elevation (cote).
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Default Pipe Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Pipe Objects, page 835.
TS to

Default Attributes

Description

AmbientTemp

The temperature of the surrounding environment.

ArrowFlag

Allow the display of arrows for the direction of the flow

7Flow

in the network.
CanBeExcluded

If selected, object is excluded from the simplification
process.

CanBeMerged

If set, object can be merged during the simplification
process.

ClosedRet

The existing status of the return pipe set to either True
or False. By default set to False.

ClosedSup

The existing status of the supply pipe set to either True
or False. By default set to False.

DiameterRet

The internal diameter for the return pipe. A boundary
condition.

DiameterSup

The internal diameter for the supply pipe. A boundary
condition.

DisplayFlag

If set from the Layer Data Configuration, object displays attribute values on request.

DPcorr

The value for the correction of the pressure drop as calculated by the Calibration module.
For details see How To: Perform Calibration, page 181
(see the Reading Guide section).

DTcorr

The value for the correction of the temperature drop
as calculated by the Calibration module.
For details see How To: Perform Calibration, page 181
(see the Reading Guide section).
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TS to

Default Attributes

Description

FlowAdapS

The measured flow (or a value) to be used for the flow

7Flow

adaptation in the supply side.
FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The
function Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

GradPRet

The pressure gradient on the return side.

GradPSup

The pressure gradient on the supply side.

HeatCoeffRet

The heat transfer coefficient in the return pipe.

HeatCoeffSup

The heat transfer coefficient in the supply pipe.

HeatCoeffTwP

The heat transfer coefficient for a network with twin
pipes.

HeatLossRet

Relative heat loss on the return side.

HeatLossSup

Relative heat loss on the supply side.

ID

The unique identification of the object.

LengthRet

The length of the return pipe object.By default the
value is based on a calculation of coordinates. The
value can be overwritten manually.

LengthSup

The length of the supply pipe object. By default the
value is based on a calculation of coordinates. The
value can be overwritten manually.

MeaQR

Measurement for flow on the return side.

MeaQS

Measurement for flow on the supply side.

MeaTRDws

Measurement for the temperature on the downstream
return side.

MeaTRUps

Measurement for the temperature on the downstream
return side.

Node_dws_ID

Name of the downstream node.

Node_ups_ID

Name of the upstream node.
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TS to

Default Attributes

Description

OpenClosedStatus

Define the status for open or closed connection

PLevRetDws

Pressure level on the downstream return side.

PLevRetUps

Pressure level on the upstream return side.

PLevSupDws

Pressure level on the downstream supply side.

PLevSupUps

Pressure level on the upstream supply side.

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone.

7Flow

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.
PRetDws

Pressure on the downstream return side.

PRetUps

Pressure on the upstream return side.

PSupUps

Pressure on the upstream supply side.

QRetDws

Mass flow in the downstream end return side.

QRetUps

Mass flow in the upstream end return side.

QSupDws

Mass flow in the downstream end supply side.

QSupUps

Mass flow in the upstream end supply side.

QvolRetDws

Volumetric flow in the downstream end return side.

QvolRetUps

Volumetric flow in the upstream end return side.

QvolSupDws

Volumetric flow in the downstream end supply side.

QvolSupUps

Volumetric flow in the upstream end supply side.

ReductionIndex

Index value determines the sequence of removing
objects during simplification. For details see About Simplifications and Scenarios , page 695.

RoughnessRet

The pipe wall roughness for the return pipe.

RoughnessSup

The pipe wall roughness for the supply pipe.

RRetDws

Density on the downstream end return side.

RRetUps

Density on the upstream end return side.

RSupDws

Density on the downstream end supply side.

RSupUps

Density on the upstream end supply side.
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Default Attributes

Description

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

SingleLossRet

The single loss coefficient in the return pipe to make

7Flow

up for bends, valves, etc.
SingleLossSup

The single loss coefficient in the supply pipe to make
up for bends, valves, etc.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

TRAdapDws

The measured temperature for the temperature adap-

X

tation in the downstream pipe end.
TRAdapUps

The measured temperature for the temperature adaptation in the upstream pipe end.

TRetDws

Temperature on downstream end return side.

TRetUps

Temperature on upstream end return side.

TSupDws

Temperature on downstream end supply side.

TSupUps

Temperature on upstream end supply side.

TypeRet

The type of the pipe on the return side in the network.
You may want to peruse the pipe table.

TypeSup

The type of the pipe on the supply side in the network.
You may want to peruse the pipe table.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information
System (GIS), the system generates two update
status attributes UpdateStatus and Upda-

UpdateStatusSub

teStatusSub.
System defined attribute.

VRetDws

Velocity on the downstream end return side.

VRetUps

Velocity on the upstream end return side.

VSupDws

Velocity on the downstream end supply side.

VSupUps

Velocity on the upstream end supply side.
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Default Attributes

Description

Xdws

Coordinate settings for X and Y on upstream and down-

7Flow

stream end, respectively.
Xups
Ydws
Yups
Zdws

Coordinate settings for level (cote) on upstream and
downstream, respectively.

Zups
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Default Plant Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Plant Objects, page 832.

Default Attributes

Description

ActEnergyCostPump

Result.

TS to
7Flow

Displays the pumping costs for a plant.
ActNoOfPumps

Define the actual number of pumps on plant.

COCost

Defines the COx cost per energy unit.

ControlNode

Name of node that controls the pressure, if this is fixed
A boundary condition.

CtrlNode

Actual pressure control node used at the displayed time step.

DefinitionSpeedSup

The pump speed at which the defined pump characteristics apply.

DP

Result.
Pressure change defined as the downstream pressure (return)
minus the upstream pressure (supply).

DPControl

The defined pressure change in the pump control node.
A boundary condition.

DPDiff

Result.
Pressure difference defined as the supply pressure minus the
return pressure.

DT

Result.
Temperature change defined as the downstream (return) temperature minus the upstream temperature (supply)

DTDiff

Result.
Temperature difference defined as the supply temperature minus
the return temperature.
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Default Attributes

Description

E

Calculated power.

ECost

Define the fuel cost per energy unit

EPump

Result.

7Flow

The energy consumption on pumps.
FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The function
Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines
the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

FlowSupMaxTO

Attribute for temperature optimization to define maximum or
minimum flow.

FlowSupMinTO
Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

IniE

Defined power.

X

A boundary condition.
You can only define one of the attributes IniE and IniQ. At least
one plant object must have an undefined IniE or IniQ.
IniQ

Defined flow.

X

A boundary condition.
You can only define one of the attributes IniE and IniQ. At least
one plant object must have an undefined IniE or IniQ.
IniTS

The supply temperature from plant.
A boundary condition.

MeaDP

Measurement on pressure change.

MeaE

Measurement on power.

MeaMaxQ

Measurement on maximum flow.

MeaMaxTS

Measurement on maximum or minimum supply temperature.

MeaMinTS
MeaNoPu

Measurement for the number of active pumps.

MeaPR

Measurement for pressure on return or supply side.

MeaPS
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Default Attributes

Description

MeaQ

Measurement on flow.

MeaSTPR

Measured static pressure on return side or supply side.

7Flow

MeaSTPS
MeaTR

Measurement on return or supply temperature.

MeaTS
NOCost

Define the NOx cost per energy unit.

NoOfPumpsSup

Number of pumps on the supply side.

PControlRet

Define pump control pressure on return or supply side.

PControlSup
PCtrlLineRet

X
Define pressure control line on return or supply side. Pressure control lines form part of the pump optimization process. This means

PCtrlLineSup

that there are different pressure zones, each with a pump that
controls he pressure.

PercDiffP

Define percentage of the pressure difference.
If the static pressure is defined as a fraction of the differential pressure added to the return pressure, then you must define the fraction.
Notice that you can only define one of the following attributes:

PreferredFlowControlZone

l

StaticPS

l

StaticPR

l

StaticP

Control the naming of flow control zones during update. Predefine
the zone names prior to merge or split of flow control zones to add
flexibility to the control over the zones.

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.

PressureRetMinTO

Minimum pressure on return side as applied for temperature optimization.

PressureSupMaxTO

X

Maximum pressure on supply side as applied for temperature optimization.

PRet

Result.

PSup

Define temperature on return or supply side.
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Description

ProdUnits

Result.

TS to
7Flow

The name of active production units. Any potential production
units must be defined under the Production Units Data dialog.
PumpCost

Define operating cost for the pumping.

PumpCurveSup

The curve coefficient for pumps on the supply side.

PumpOptDPStep

Step size for pressure change in pump optimization process.

PumpOptPMax

Define the maximum or minimum allowed pump pressure in
pump optimization process. This is done under the CtrlNode attrib-

PumpOptPMin

ute.

PumpOptUse

Select check box to apply plant object in pump optimization process.

PumpOptVMax

Define the maximum or minimum pump rotation in pump optimization process.

PumpOptVMin

The limits are used to determine whether Termis must enable or
disable a pump in the pump group.

PumpTypeSup

Name of pump type on supply side.

Q

Flow.

QAdap

Define adaption flow to coordinate the total demand node flow

X

and the total net flow supplied in a zone.
Qvol

Result.
Volumetric flow.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

SOCost

Define the SOx cost per energy unit.

StaticP

If the static pressure is defined as a fraction of the differential pres- X
sure added to the return pressure, then you must define the fraction.
Notice that you can only define one of the following attributes:
l

StaticPS

l

StaticPR

l

StaticP

Define the static pressure as a value between actual supply and
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Default Attributes

TS to

Description

7Flow

return pressure. The actual differential pressure and the fraction
PercDiff define the difference between StaticP and return pressure.
A boundary condition.
StaticPR

Define static pressure on return side.

X

If the static pressure is defined as a fraction of the differential pressure added to the return pressure, then you must define the fraction.
Notice that you can only define one of the following attributes:
l

StaticPS

l

StaticPR

l

StaticP

A boundary condition.
StaticPS

Define static pressure on supply side.
If the static pressure is defined as a fraction of the differential pressure added to the return pressure, then you must define the fraction.
Notice that you can only define one of the following attributes:
l

StaticPS

l

StaticPR

l

StaticP

A boundary condition.
TemperatureMaxChangeTO

Attribute forto set the maximum temperature change per time
unit.

TemperatureSupMaxTO

Maximum temperature on supply side for temperature optimization.

TemperatureSupMinTO

Minimum temperature on supply side for temperature optimization.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

ToMeaE

Attribute for temperature optimization to define the power. This
is used to adapt a load forecast to initial production at start of simulation.
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TS to

Description

7Flow

Notice that if you set a value for this attribute, you cannot set a
value for the attributes

TOMeaQ

l

TOMeaQ

l

TOMeaTR

l

TOMeaTS

The values set for the measurement in these attributes determine the calculated actual power. The calculated actual power is
used to adapt a load forecast to initial production at the start of a

TOMeaTR

simulation.
Notice that when you set a value for these attributes you cannot

TOMeaTS

set a value for the attribute
l

TRAdap

TOMeaE.

Return temperature set point for the return temperature adaption.

TRet

Result.

TSup

Temperature on return or supply side.

TUps

Result.
Temperature at consumer on supply side.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information System
(GIS), the system generates two update status attributes UpdateStatus and UpdateStatusSub.

UpdateStatusSub
System defined attribute.
X

Coordinates for the position of the object.

Y
Z
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Default Pressure Control Zone Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
Definition of pressure control zones, page 134.

Default Attributes

Description

Active

Decide whether you want the zone to be included in the pressure
optimization process.

Available

This attribute is read-only and is set by the system when it detects
the zones for the pressure control. It must be a well-defined zone
with one device regulating the zone.

Device

The pressure regulating device in the form of a plant or a valve or a
pump.

DisplayFlag

If set from the Layer Data Configuration, object displays attribute
values on request.

DPActMax

Actual maximum pressure change.

DPActMaxObj

The object with the maximum pressure change.

DPActMean

Actual mean pressure change.

DPActMin

Actual minimum pressure change.

DPActMinObj

The object with the minimum pressure change.

DPMax

Maximum pressure difference.

DPMin

Minimum pressure difference.

ID

The unique name. You have the option to rename the zone. When
you rename the zone all the objects in the zone are automatically
updated with the new zone name.

NoConsumers

The total number of consumers in the zone.

PRActMax

Actual maximum pressure on return side.

PRActMaxObj

The object with the maximum pressure change on the return
side.

PRActMean

Actual mean pressure on the return side.
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Description

PRActMin

Actual minimum pressure on return side.

PRActMinObj

The object with the minimum pressure change on the return side.

PrMax

Maximum pressure on the return side.

PrMin

Minimum pressure on the return side.

Production

The total production in the zone.

PSActMax

Actual maximum pressure on the supply side.

PSActMaxObj

The object with the maximum pressure change on the supply
side.

PSActMean

Actual mean pressure on the supply side.

PSActMin

Actual minimum pressure on the supply side.

PSActMinObj

The object with the minimum pressure change on the supply side.

PsMax

Maximum pressure on the supply side.

PsMin

Minimum pressure on the supply side.

QCons

Total flow consumption in zone.

Satellite

The satellite zone is part of the main zone and the two zones share
the same attribute name, but the zones are geographically separated. For details see How To: Work with Flow Control Zones,
page 417.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

ShowFlag

Use the attribute to toggle the display of the zone on or off.

TotECons

Total power consumption in zone.

TotHeatLoss

Total heat loss in zone.

TotPipeLength

Total pipe length in zone.

TotQBypass

Total bypass flow in zone.
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Default Pump Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Pump Objects, page 667.
TS to

Default Attributes

Description

ActEnergyCostRet

Result.

ActEnergyCostSup

Actual energy cost on the return or supply side.

ActNoOfPumpRet

Result.

ActNoOfPumpSup

Actual number of pumps on the return or supply side.

ActualSpeedRet

Actual pump speed on return or supply side.

7Flow

ActualSpeedSup
ClosedRet

X
Select the check box to indicate that the pipe does not
exist in either supply or return. If checked, the pipe is

ClosedSup

handled as non existing and will thus not be part of the
simulation process.

ConditionalControlRet

You can add a conditional control to either the supply
side or the return side.
Used to define how a device is running during sim-

ConditionalControlSup

ulation. The conditional control system is based on a
stack of single conditions with a top level default condition followed by a number of additional conditions.

ControlNodeRet

Name of node that controls the pressure, if this is fixed
on the return or the supply side.

ControlNodeSup
CtrlNodeRet

Result.
Most often the same as ControlNode set for return or

CtrlNodeSup

X

supply, respectively. However, it can also be the result
of the outcome of applying conditional control.
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Default Attributes

Description

DefintionSpeedRet

The pump speed at which the defined pump char-

7Flow

acteristics apply. The pump speed is defined for supply
DefinitionSpeedSup

and return pump, respectively.

DPControlRet

The initial control pressure change for the return or

X

supply side on the pressure control node. This can be
DPControlSup

done for example as a time series, a measurement, a
formula, or a control.

dPRet

dPSup
EnergyCostRet

Result.
The resulting pressure change on either the return or
supply side.
Cost of power on return or supply side.

EnergyCostSup
ERet

Result.

ESup

Resulting power value on return or supply side.

FlowAdapS

The measured flow (or a value) to be used for the flow
adaptation in the supply side.

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The
function Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

FlowMaxTORet

Attribute fortemperature optimization to define maximum flow on return or supply side.

FlowMaxTOSup
Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

Location

Determine whether to add the device to the supply or
return side or both sides.

MeaDP

Measurement on pressure change.
Notice that the attribute handles the backward compatibility with the legacy product, Termis 2.10.

MeaNoPu

Measurement for the number of active pumps.
Notice that the attribute handles the backward compatibility with the legacy product, Termis 2.10.
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Default Attributes

Description

MeaPR

Measurement for pressure on return or supply side.

MeaPS
MeaStatus

7Flow

Notice that the attribute handles the backward compatibility with the legacy product, Termis 2.10.
Used temporarily in connection with import of legacy
Termis models.

Node_dws_ID

Node_ups_ID
NoOfPumpsRet

NoOfPumpsSup
OpenClosedStatus

Result.
The defined names for the downstream and upstream
node.
Number of pumps on return or supply side.
Notice that if you set the number of pumps to 0 it is
similar to a closed status.
Result.
Define the status for open or closed connection.

PressureChangeRet

Fixed pressure change on the return or supply side.

PressureChangeSup

X

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone.

Pretdws

Result.

Pretups

The resulting pressure on the downstream or
upstream side, and on the return or supply side,

Psupdws

respectively.

Psupups
PumpCurveRet

Pump curve on return or supply side. The attribute
defines the relation between flow and pressure change
as well as flow and pump power at the definition speed.

PumpCurveSup

PumpOptDPSetpRet

Step size for pressure change on return or supply side
in pump optimization process.

PumpOptDPSetpSup
PumpOptPMaxRet

Maximum pressure on return or supply side for pump
optimization observed on the pressure control node.

PumpOptPMaxSup
PumpOptPMinRet

X

Minimum pressure on return or supply side for pump
optimization observed on the pressure control node.

PumpOptPMinSup
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Default Attributes

Description

PumpOptUseRet

Select check box to apply the pump optimization on

7Flow

return or supply side.
PumpOptUseSup
PumpOptVMaxRet

Define the maximum or minimum pump speed on
return or supply side in pump optimization process.

PumpOptVMaxSup
The limits are used for the pump optimization to balPumpOptVMinRet

ance the activation of (more) pumps or to deactivate a

PumpOptVMinSup

pump.

PumpTypeRet

Name of pump type on return or supply side.

PumpTypeSup
QRet

Result.

QSup

The resulting mass flow on the return or supply side.

ResultingSpeedRet

Result.

ResultingSpeedRet

The resulting pump speed on return or supply side.

RetPControlRet

The initial control pressure on the return or supply side

X

in the pressure control node.
SupPControlSup

X

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information
System (GIS), the system generates two update
status attributes UpdateStatus and Upda-

UpdateStatusSub

teStatusSub.
System defined attribute.

Xdws

The coordinates for the downstream or upstream side.

Ydws
Zdws
Xdws
Ydws
Zdws
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Default Shunt Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Shunt Objects, page 852.

Default Attributes

Description

DesiredTSup

Shunt setpoint for the supply temperature of water downstream
of shunt.

DP

Result.
Pressure change defined as the return pressure minus the supply
pressure.

DPDiff

Result.
Pressure difference defined as the supply pressure minus the
return pressure.

DT

Result.
Temperature change defined as the downstream (return) temperature minus the upstream temperature (supply)

DTDiff

Result.
Temperature difference defined as the supply temperature minus
the return temperature.

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The function
Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines
the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.

Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

MeaTS

Measurement on supply temperature.

OpenClosedStatus

Define the status for open or closed connection

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone. Configure the pressure control zone name using the method By Attribute.
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Description

PRet

Result.

PSup

Define temperature on return or supply side.

QShunt

Result.
Shunt flow.

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to objects. When
you apply these options you can make the objects more distinctive
such as for example highlighting object data.

TRet

Result.

TSup

Temperature on return or supply side.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information System
(GIS), the system generates two update status attributes UpdateStatus and UpdateStatusSub.

UpdateStatusSub
System defined attribute.
X

Coordinates for the position of the object.

Y
Z
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Default Valve Attributes
This topic explains the use of the default attributes as provided with the product. Notice that the attributes provided
with the sample model contain additional attributes that are specific to the various task areas.
The right-most column (a check box) indicates whether the default attribute can be used as a time series in 7Flow.
You may also want to see
l

Default object configuration under the Layer Data Configuration dialog.

l

Definition of the system code attributes. See topic:
About Valve Objects, page 670.

Note: As for Shutoff Valves, see How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects, page 893.
TS to

Default Attributes

Description

ActualOpeningSup

The initial opening degree of the valve on either the

7Flow
X

supply or the return side.
ActualOpeningRet
CanBeExcluded

X
If selected, object is excluded from the simplification
process.

ClosedRet

Select the check box to indicate that the pipe does not
exist. None of the values will apply in the simulation

ClosedSup

process.

ConditionalControlRet

You can add a conditional control to either the supply
side or the return side.
Used to define how a device is running during sim-

ConditionalControlSup

ulation. The conditional control system is based on a
stack of single conditions with a top level default condition followed by a number of additional conditions.

ControlNodeRet

Name of node that controls the pressure, if this is fixed
on the return or the supply side.

ControlNodeSup
DPControlRet

Set the pressure change for the return or supply side.

X

This can be done for example as a time series, a measDPControlSup

urement, a formula, or a control.

dPRet

Result.

dPSup
FlowAdapS

The resulting pressure change on either the return or
supply side.
The measured flow (or a value) to be used for the flow
adaptation in the supply side.

FlowControlZone

Defines the flow control zone assigned to object. The
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TS to

Description

7Flow

function Update Flow Control Zone (under the Topology menu) defines the control zone name. Alternatively, it can be defined manually.
Font

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

Location

Determine whether to add the device to the supply or
return side or both sides.

MeaDP

Measurement on pressure change.

MeaOpenR

Measurement that defines the opening degree for an
existing return or supply valve.

MeaOpenS
MeaStatus

Used temporarily in connection with import of legacy
Termis models.

Node_dws_ID

Node_ups_ID
OpenClosedStatus

Result.
The resulting name for the downstream or upstream
node.
Result.
Define the status for open or closed connection.

PressureChangeRet

Fixed pressure change on the return or supply side.

PressureChangeSup

X

PressureControlZone

The ID of the pressure control zone.

Pretdws

Result.

Pretups

The resulting pressure on the downstream or
upstream side, and on the return or supply side,

Psupdws

respectively.

Psupups
PumpOptPMaxRet

X

Maximum pressure on return or supply side for pump
optimization

PumpOptPMaxSup
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Description

QRet

Result.

QSup

The resulting mass flow on the return or supply side.

ResultingOpeningSup

Result. The resulting opening of the valve, such as

7Flow

ResultingOpeningSup 100% (= fully open).
ResultingOpeningRet
RetPControlRet

The initial pressure on the return or supply side.

SupPControlSup

X

ScaleLimitHide

Hide the object if the scale is above the set limit.

ScaleLimitShow

Show the object if the scale is below the set limit.

TextColor

You have the option to add a font or font color to
objects. When you apply these options you can make
the objects more distinctive such as for example highlighting object data.

UpdateStatus

During a model update from Geographic Information
System (GIS), the system generates two update
status attributes UpdateStatus and Upda-

UpdateStatusSub

teStatusSub.
System defined attribute.

ValveCurveRet

The maximum valve coefficient to determine the valve
curve when valve is fully open. on the return or supply
side.

ValveCurveSup

The valve curve definition is a line by the maximum
value at fully open (1) and fully closed (0).

ValveTypeRet

X

The valve type name on the return or supply side.

ValveTypeSup
Xdws

Result.

Ydws

The resulting coordinates for the downstream or
upstream side.

Zdws
Xdws
Ydws
Zdws
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How to: Insert Shutoff Valve Objects
A shutoff valve is an object type that is used to visualize the location of on/off valves.
The shutoff valve is an integral part of either a scenario or a model and it allows the closing or opening of a pipe at a specific location. You can have several shutoff valves on one pipe object. The function Close Connection will search for
on/off valves located at the relevant pipe and close the pipe at the nearest valve.
A shutoff valve is not part of the hydraulic simulation. An open valve is ignored. A closed valve will cause the pipe to be
excluded from a simulation, including optional enclosed pipes and nodes.

To insert a shutoff valve object
1. Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object and then Shutoff Valve.
2. To close the shutoff valve clear the check box for the attribute ValveOpen. By default the attribute is set to open
(check box is selected).

3. Optionally, you can for example add a comment to the object and display it via object data.
You can toggle between regular valves and shutoff valves. For details see How to: Convert (Toggle) Valve, page
674.
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User Level Defined Menu Items
The user can only see the menus and dashboards that match the access credentials for the particular user level.
This topic displays the menu items in Termis that are available depending on the user level. For details on user levels see
the topics
User Management, page 152
How To: Change User Level, page 153

File menu

User Level 0

User Level 1

User Level 2

All menu items

Open

Open

For details see

Save As

Print Preview

File Menu, page 897

Print Preview

Print

Print

(List of recent files)

(List of recent files)

Exit

Exit
Edit menu

All menu items
For details see
Edit Menu, page 898

View menu

All menu items
For details see
View Menu, page 900

Edit All (or rather, view

Edit All (or rather, view

results data in read-only

results data in read-only

mode)

mode)

Find

Find

All menu items with the

Same as for Level 1

following exceptions:
Show - less:
All Objects
Dashboards - less: Create
New Dashboard
Import Dashboard

Topology menu

All menu items
For details see
Topology Menu, page 903

Simulate menu

Scenario

Not applicable

Validate Current Scenario
Update Pressure Control
Zones

All menu items

Simulation

Synchronize

For details see

Synchronize

Synchronize Now

Simulate Menu, page 905

Synchronize Now
Commit Status
Notice the access rights
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User Level 0

User Level 1

User Level 2

from the right-click menu
in regards to synchronization and subsequently committing
status.
Tools menu

All menu items
For details see
Tools Menu, page 906

Consumers(Select Dis-

Not applicable

connected, Consumer Statistics)
Data Manager (Export
Database, DM Data Service, DM Clients, Data Manager Update
Model Export Database
(Export Current Scenario)
Send(SMS, E-Mail, Send
Messages to Consumers)

Configuration menu

All menu items

Set User

For details see

Operator

Configuration Menu, page

Units

Same as for Level 1

910
Help menu

All menu items

All menu items

All menu items

For details see
Help Menu, page 912

Right-click menu access rights for level 1 user
The majority of the level 1 menus from the right-click menu relate to read-only actions. However, as level 1 user you
can close (and open) a connection or an area and subsequently report this to the Master using the command Commit
Status.
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Menu Bar Items
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File Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

New

Create a new project.

Open

Open existing project.

Save

Save the current project, including changes made since the last
time the project was saved.
You cannot save the model when you are executing
the model.

Save As

Save current project to one of the following formats
l

Project file (.7tmn)

l

Old project file (.7tm0)

l

Template file(.7tt)

l

Extended meta file (.emf).

You cannot make a Save As when you are executing
the model.
Import

Import data into the existing project.
For details see How To: Import Data, page 431.

File

Use an existing model file as base for a new model.

Model Manager Project V1.3

Import a Model Manager 1.3 project (.mmp) into the Termis
project.

Database

Import data to create a new layer in the project.

Export
Template File

Export a model as a template file such that you can use this as
base for new models. The file extension is .7tt.

Layer

For details see How To: Export Layer to Geographic Information
System (GIS) Using DXF Format, page 412.

Print Preview

View print output of the current main model area.

Print

Print the current model main view.

[Recent files]

A list of the most recently opened project files.

Exit

Exit the project.
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Edit Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

Undo

Undo (supported) actions. For details see About Undo or Redo, page
156.

Redo

Redo actions that you cancelled. For details see About Undo or Redo,
page 156.

Edit All

Select this to open the generic object editor with display of all the
objects that you have created.
For details see How To: Work with Objects Under Generic Editor, page
584.

Measurements

For details see About Measurements, page 465.

Time Series

Create, edit, or delete time series. For details see About Time Series,
page 761.

Tables

Create, edit, or delete dimensioning settings. For details see About
Pipe Dimensioning, page 643.

Conditions

Create, edit, or delete conditions. Conditions form the basis of controlling pumps, inlet flow, etc. For details see How To: Create and
Define Conditions, page 202.

Event Definitions

Define events by means of text and event levels. This forms the basis
for potential events that are logged in the event log- The log is
updated after each simulation. An event is issued if a defined condition at a specified time is true. For details see About Events, page
381.

Triggers

Triggers enable you to create and control the execution of events.
For details see How To: Define Triggers, page 390.

Timers

You can define timers to be used for conditions, and via these also if
you apply triggers.
For details see How To: Set Up Timers, page 218.

Flow Control Zones

Edit flow control zones for the latest performed cyclic simulation. For
details see About Flow Control Zones, page 414.

Pressure Control Zones

Edit pressure control zones for the latest performed cyclic simulation.
For details see About Flow Control Zones, page 414.

Find

Search for objects in the model. For details see How To: Find Objects,
page 712.

Production Scheduler

Production scheduling enables you to monitor and optimize the pro-
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Menu

Description
duction flow.
This function is only available with a valid license. For details contact
your point of purchase.
For details see About Production Scheduling, page 655.
Define the production units.
Production Units
Data

For details see How To: Set Up Production
Scheduling, page 658.
Define the production time - the intervals

Production Units

for all needed production cycles.

Time Table

For details see How To: Set Up Production
Scheduling, page 658.
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View Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

Show

Under the Show menu you can select one or several display options.
The changes are made on the fly, and you can see the checkmark
next to the option.
All objects

Show all the objects created for the model,
including those set as Hidden.

Arrows

For details see How To: Edit Layer Options,
page 248

Control Lines
Measurements
Boundary Conditions
Graphic Elements

Select this option to choose from a number
of the graphical elements that you previously created. The elements are for example a graphical overview of the pressure in
pipes.

Consumer Affil-

Display the affiliations for the service points

iations

(that is the connection between consumers at the consumer layer and the
model pipes in the current model).
About Consumer Affiliation (Update), page
289

Flow Control Zones

Show or hide the defined flow control zones
for the model.
For details see About Flow Control Zones,
page 414.

Pressure Control

Shoe or hide the defined pressure control

Zones

zones for the model.
This function is only available with a valid
license. For details contact your point of purchase.
For details see Definition of pressure control zones, page 134.

Add Map View

Add a secondary map view of the open model. This view provides you
with the exact same editing features and possibilities as the main
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Menu

Description
view.
For details see How To: Add Map View, page 541.

Events

Display a list of the latest events generated by simulations. The list
includes general information, warnings, and errors, if any.
For details see About Events, page 381.

System Logs

System events should not be confused with the Events concept as
described in the preceding.
A system event is one that is issued by the system for situations
with error conditions. These situations may occur because of a malfunction during the hydraulic simulator and will log information
related to actual conducted system actions such as completed simulations or completed load of results.

Forwards/Backwards

View the model in the next/previous time step.

Hide Dashboards

Hide or show the dashboard area.

Dashboards

Access to predefined dashboards. In addition to the default dashboards provided with the standard application, you can create new or
import existing dashboards.
For details see About Dashboards, page 302.
Create New Dash-

Create a new dashboard to cater to your

board

individual needs and requirements.

Import dashboard

Import a dashboard from another model.
To import a dashboard
l

From the menu bar select View,
then Dashboards, point to Import
Dashboard, locate the appropriate
dashboard and press Open.

You can now import the dashboard into the
model.
If you want to make a dashboard available
in other models, you need to save it to an
external folder. For details see How To: Edit
a Dashboard, page 321.
Report

A report provides you with a printer-friendly version of the object configuration.
By default the Report menu lists the available sample report templates for all objects in the model. The default reports are generated
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Menu

Description
based on individual model objects or the entire network. The reports
capture essential information from your model and renders the data
in either a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or a Crystal Report viewer.
Select a report from the list, such as Nodes, to get a status of the
object with names, data results, etc.
For details see How To: Create, Customize, Update Reports, page
688.
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Topology Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu
Model

Description
Create

Create a new model following the
instruction in the dialog wizard.
Start here: About Model Creation Based
on External Data, page 556.

Import Setup

You have the option to export the current model setup that is the result of
your most recent import of external

Export Setup

data files. This setup can then be reused
(imported) into any other model.

Update from Model Manager

Use existing Model Manager V1.3
projects.

Scenario

New

Use this to either initiate a simplification
process or merely create a new scenario.
For details see
How To: Create a Simplification Scenario, page 701
How To: Create a Scenario, page 706.

Validate Current Scenario

For details see How To: Perform Validation, page 709.

Update from Model Manager

Use existing Model Manager V1.3
projects

Smart Copy

Use this function to perform intelligent copy/paste of selected objects in the model.
For objects with identical coordinates, the result is a dual set of objects with unique
names.

Generate Nodes and

Use this function insert nodes and add level information in one action to a particular

Elevation

section (a path) in the network.
For details see How To: Generate Nodes and Elevation, page 504

Assign Elevation

Use this function for easy import of elevation data.
For details see How To: Assign Elevation Data to Node Objects, page 502

Update Flow Control Zones

Generate flow control zones based on the zone names assigned to each node.
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Menu

Description
By Measurement

For details see How To: Work with Flow Control Zones,
page 417.

By Attribute

Define the ranking of the flow control zones to deter-

Define Flow Control

mine the preferred naming of the flow control zones

Zones Priorities

during update.

Update Pressure Control

Generate pressure control zones based on the configuration of pressure set for

Zones

pumps and valves.
By Pressure

For details see How To: Create, Update, and Configure
Pressure Optimization, page 136.

By Attribute

Define Pressure Control
Zone Priorities

Update Consumer Affiliations

Define the ranking of the pressure control zones to
determine the preferred naming of the control zones
during update.

Use this menu to update the prerequisite values for the consumption in nodes.
For in-depth information on the configuration of consumer affiliations see the topic
How To: Update Consumption Using Consumer Affiliation, page 293.
Optionally, view these topics:
How To: Set a Service Point, page 626
View Menu, page 900
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Simulate Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

Simulation (Stop Simulation)

The Simulation command performs a calculation on the current
scenario or submodel. The Run command menu changes to Stop
Execution during cyclic calculation.

Force Simulation

Force Simulation

Stop Simulation

When you run a simulation in cyclic mode, the interval between

View Simulation Settings

the simulation periods is determined by the configuration of the
cycle and the period.
If for some reason you need a simulation earlier than the scheduled cycle, you can intervene and select Force Simulation.
Stop Simulation
This action is the only method in which to interrupt the calculation. If you attempt to close the application using alternative
commands, you will see an error message.
Consider the implications if you interrupt the
execution.
View Simulation Settings
View the settings for the simulation process; read-only mode and
only during the simulation process.

Synchronize

Select or deselect the synchronize mode for an Operator station
configured in a Master/Operator environment. Synchronization
can only be performed in Operator mode.

Synchronize Now

Force synchronization of data and results between the Operator
station and Master at an Operator station.

Commit Status

Transfer actual status values of model objects (pipe, valve, and
pumps) from the Operator station to the Master.
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Tools Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

Consumers

Manage consumer related features.
Select Disconnected

Show the consumers that have been cut off
from the supply due to maintenance or,
pipe leakage, etc.
For details see
How To: Close Area, page 512
How To: Close a Connection, page 514

Consumer Statistics

Create a list of consumer data.
For details see How To: Create Consumer
Statistics, page 301.

Convert Flow to

Change the consumption so that it is based

Power

on power values rather than on flow values.
For details see How To: Convert Flow to
Power for Consumers, page 524.

Convert Tem-

If you have imported consumer data and

perature Difference

the update of consumers is based on the

to Return Tem-

temperature difference, you have the

perature

option to convert this attribute to that of
the return temperature.
For details see How To: Convert Temperature Difference to Return Temperature, page 526.

Return Tem-

You can observe the impact on node objects

perature Anal-

when you make even a minor change to

ysis/Supply

either the return or supply temperature.

Temperature Analysis

Calibration

For details see How To: Perform Analysis of
Temperature Change, page 542.

Use the calibration tool to calibrate pressure losses and heat losses.
For details see About Calibration, page 179.

Attribute Definition Editor

Edit attributes assigned to a layer by deleting, or by changing type or
name. You cannot make any configuration of the object values from
here. This is done from the generic editor.

Edit References

Use this function to rename or delete references from your model.
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Menu

Description
For details see How To: Use Edit References, page 550.

Convert Objects

When you for example import data from an external database you
have the option to modify the object types to match the incoming
data with your existing data in Termis.
For details see How To: Convert Objects, page 433.

Spatial Attribute Copy

You can match two layers to allow the transfer of attributes from one
layer to the nearest object in another.

Data Manager

The Data Manager is a stand-alone application that enables you, the
system or network administrator, to configure, preprocess, and
administer data from any data source such as supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems
Establish data connection using data services or run Termisusing the
stand-alone Data Manager.
You only see this when you have a setup to
Upgrade Data Man-

run the stand-alone Data Manager.

ager

For details see How To: Upgrade to Integrated Data Manager, page 373

DM Data Service

Access the dialog from where you monitor
and fetch data for further processing.

DM Clients
When you have assigned one or more
instances of Termis to run as DM clients,
the client ID automatically shows up on
the list of clients under the designated
Data Manager instance.
For details see About Inbound and Outbound Communication, page 341

Data Manager
Update

Model Export Database

Enable (or disable) automatic updates from
Data Manager. For details see About Measurements, page 465.

The application comes with a sample database that you can decide to
use as baseline for your export of database. But in general you can
use any database of your preference.
For details see How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page 408.
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Menu

Description
Export the current layer to the preferred
Export Current Sce-

database.

nario

Export the current layer at defined interScheduled Export

Database Tool

Undo List

vals.

View this process result and all previous
export activities.

The list of logged actions that are cancelled. For details see About
Undo or Redo, page 156.

Clear Undo List

Delete all the cancelled actions. You will be prompted before you
delete the list.

Send

Manage the notification system to consumers.
SMS

Short message service (SMS) to allow noti-

(text message)

fications to be sent via mobile phones to
specific user/consumer.
This menu is only accessible when you
have a modem installed.

E-Mail

Send e-mail notification to specific user/consumers.
This menu is only accessible when you
have defined the mail server under Configuration Parameters.

Send Messages To

Only available if you enter Master mode

Operators

under the Configuration menu.
Send message from Master station to Operators. For details see How To: Test a MultiUser Communication Setup , page 491.

Send Messages to

This menu is only accessible when you

Consumers

close a pipe connection or close an area.
For details see How To: Send Notification to
Consumers, page 516.

Annual Definitions

Termis provides a function that enables you to set up and perform
annual cost simulations for your district heating or cooling network.
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Menu

Description
You can see the details on the set up of the annual simulation under
the topic How To: Define Annual Cost Simulation, page 166.
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Configuration Menu
The display of menus depends on your user level.
Menu

Description

Layer Data Configurations

Edit information about layer configuration. For details see How To:
Configure Object Data, page 263.

Configuration Parameters

Configure core setup functionality in the application. For details see
About Configuration Parameters, page 275.

Configuration Parameter Setup

Edit configuration parameters. The configuration options include text
color and font and defining a background color.
For details see How To: Create a New Parameter, page 287.

User Handling

Define the actual users and their user level at the local Operator station.
For details see User Management, page 152.

Set User

Reset the actual user to a different user. The user must be defined on
the Operator station using the sub-menu User Handling. Only a user
with proper rights (level 0) can create new users.
A successfully entered user logon is marked with a green field while
an unsuccessful logon is marked with a red field.
For details see How To: Change User Level, page 153.

Data Connections

It is important to establish a data connection to allow for import or
export of data between Termis and your preferred database. You can
establish a connection to any database of your choice to import or
export data from live systems
For details see How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 394.

Master

Select to run in Master mode to perform these actions:
l

Run the model in real time mode.

l

Define basic setup for communication and Operators.

For details see About Multi-User Environment, page 477.
When you enter Master mode you have access to the following submenus.
Only available in Master mode.
List of Operators

Define the actual Operators and their associated level.
For details see How To: Set Up a Multi-User
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Menu

Description
Environment, page 482.
Only available in Master mode; and the
menu is accessed under Tools>Send.
Send Messages To
Operators

Send message from Master station to Operators. For details see How To: Test a MultiUser Communication Setup , page 491.

Operator

Receive information from the Master PC located within the LAN.
You will receive a log on error message if the Operator
is not properly configured.
For details see About Multi-User Environment, page 477.

DM Client

Select the check box when you want the current Termis master
machine to run as a DM client.
For details see About Inbound and Outbound Communication, page
341.

EWS Web Service

Select the menu item to allow the start or stop of the EWS data service.
For details see the documentation supplied with the data service
applications.

Units

Specify the unit formats to apply to object attributes in the model.
For details see How To: Add Units, page 627.
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Help Menu
Menu

Description

Help Topics

Display the present online Help for the application.

License

Product license information.
To run the Termis application requires a valid installation.
Your model license can either be controlled from a Master station
via a hardware lock, or you have a valid license file that you can
install on your computer. The license specifies among others the
purchased add-on options, the serial number, the range of operators, and viewers.

About...(product)

Software information in regards to version numbers and the development of your application.

View the FAQ section to provide you with hints, tips or solutions to some of the issues you come across when working in the application.
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Logging Topology Information
Termis logs all changes made during the import process of external data. The original object that resides in the topology
layer is added a change mark and subsequently sorted by severity for easy identification in Termis.

Log change information
where {0} is a reference to a particular object.
Bit
0

Description
Invalid object ID (blank) found in layer{0}.
Fixed: Object assigned unique ID.

1

Invalid object ID (duplicate) found in layer{0}.
Fixed: Object assigned unique ID.

8

Pipe duplicate.
Fixed: Removed {0}

9

Pipe covered.
Fixed: Removed {0}

15

{0} is not close to any pipe.
Fixed: Removed {0}.

17

{0} overlap: ID1 {1}, ID2 {2}.
Fixed: Removed {3}.
{0} and {1} overlap: ID1 {2}, ID2 {3}.
Fixed: Removed: {4}

18

{0} location in junction ambiguous.
Fixed: Attached {0} to one pipe.

7

Pipes overlap.
Information only.

19

Pipes have parallel sessions.
Information only.

5

Internal overlapping sections.
Fixed:Removed internal overlap.

11

Pipe intersects itself.
Information only.

13

No connection to any other pipe.
Information only.

6

Loop pipe.
Fixed: Pipe split into two sections. Each pipe part assigned unique ID.

3

Multi-part pipe.
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Bit

Description
Fixed: Each part split into individual pipes. Each pipe part assigned unique ID.

2

Pipe length is 0.
Fixed: Pipe removed.

10

Very short pipe. Length: {0}.
Information only.

4

Duplicate points in pipe.
Fixed: Points removed.

12

Cross pipes.
Information only.

14

Pipe gap in both ends of pipe.
Pipe gap in start of page.
Pipe gap in end of pipe.
Information only.
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About Database Structure
This topic provides information on the database structure for the sample database named 7TResBase.mdb.
The database structure is added to provide background information for the activities to perform in regards to the export
of data to a preferred database. The application provides the sample database (7TResBase.mdb) that you can decide to
use as baseline for your export of database or you can use any database of your preference.
The database structure must be exactly as illustrated in the ensuing figure. You can, however, add
tables as required.
For details see How To: Export Data to Preferred Database, page 408 and How To: Establish a Data Connection, page
394.
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About Object Attributes and Their Status on Update of Model
This topic provides an overview of object attributes and how they behave when you update your model based on Geographic Information System (GIS)data.
Notation
Icon

Attribute Change Status
GIS data wins.
GIS properties overwrite values in Termis. If property is changed
in Termis, this value is overwritten.
GIS data loses.
GIS properties are only used in Termis at initial import. Changes in
GIS are ignored.
GIS data changes.
GIS properties overwrite values in Termis only if values actually
change in GIS, compared to first import or latest maintenance. If a
property value is not changed in GIS, the current property value
remains as is in Termis.

Termis object attribute changes
Object Attribute

Nodes

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
Type
HeatFactor
TemperatureRet
TemperatureDiff
Bypass Temperature
Bypass Diameter
Bypass Max Flow
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Object Attribute

Nodes

Bypass Deadband
PressureSupMinTO
PressureSupMaxTO
PressureRetMinTO
PressureRetMaxTO
TemperatureSupMinTO
Power
Flow
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Object Attribute

Pipes

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
TypeSup
TypeRet
DiameterSup
DiameterRet
LengthSup
LengthRet
ClosedSup
ClosedRet
RougnessSup
RoughnessRet
HeatCoeffSup
HeatCoeffRet
SingleLosssup
SingleLossRet
AmbientTemp
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Object Attribute

Plants

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
StaticPS
StaticPR
StaticP
PercDiffP
IniE
IniQ
IniTS
ControlNode
PControlSup
PControlRet
DPControl
MinDPControl
FlowSupMinTO
FlowSupMaxTo
PressureSupMaxTO
PressureRetMinTO
TemperatureSupMinTO
TemperatureRetMaxTO
DefinitionSpeedSup
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Object Attribute

Plants

PumpCurveSup
NoOfPumpSup
PumpTypeSup
PumpCost
ECost
NOCost
COCost
SOCost
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Object Attribute

Valves

Pumps

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
Location
ClosedSup
ClosedRet
ValveTypeSup
ValveTypeRet
PumpTypeSup
PumpTypeRet
ValveCurveSup
ValveCurveRet
PumpCurveSup
PumpCurveRet
ActualOpeningSup
ActualOpeningRet
ActualSpeedSup
ActualSpeedRet
PressureChangeSup
PressureChangeRet
ControlNodeSup
ControlNodeRet
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Object Attribute

Valves

Pumps

SupPcontrolSup
SupPControlRet
RetPcontrolSup
RetPControlRet
DPControlSup
DPControlRet
DefinitionSpeedSup
DefinitionSpeedRet
NoOfPumpsSup
NoOfPumpsRet
EnergyCostSup
EnergyCostRet
FlowMaxTOSup
FlowMaxTORet
PDirRet
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Object Attribute

Shunts

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
DesiredTSup
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Object Attribute

Heater

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
Location
ClosedSup
ClosedRet
ECostSup
ECostRet
NOCostSup
NOCostRet
COCostSup
COCostRet
SOCostSup
SOCostRet
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Object Attribute

Heat Exchanger

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
PrimaryNode
StaticPS
StaticPR
StaticP
IniE
IniQ
IniTS
ControlNode
PControlSup
PControlRet
DPControl
MinDPControl
dTminS
DTminR
NoOfPumpSup
PumpCost
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Object Attribute

Accumulator

Shape
Comment
FlowControlZone
Z
PlantID
IniThot
IniTcold
IniVolhot
Ctank
IniTamb
IniVol
IniEplant
IniEaccu
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Snapping Tolerances
This appendix provides examples of perfect and normal snapping tolerances.

Baseline tolerances
l

The baseline tolerance for Snap Perfect is 0.005m and for Snap Normal it is 0.5m as illustrated in this figure.
Snap Perfect

Snap Normal

O

O

Color legend for snapping
No snap

_____

Snap

_____

Snap

_____

Examples
The dotted line marks the line between the outset and the snapping results.
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Example A
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Example B

Example C
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Example D

Example E
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Fallback Procedure
If the normal simulation process fails, the fallback procedure ensures that you can return user defined values to Data
Manager.
This topic explains the procedure to set up the fallback option and provides the codes to apply to the fallback attributes.

Before
You must have established a connection to a database to export values to the Data Manager. For details see How To:
Establish a Data Connection, page 394.

To apply fallback to your model
1. Under the Layer Data Configuration dialog, create the necessary attributes for the fallback. Make sure to associate the correct codes.
For details see the section Fallback codes.
You can add a value to the attribute or you can define parameters under the column Additional to later add
either a time series or a formula under the generic object editor.
For easy identification of these special attributes you can for example create a category named Fallback.
2. Create a digital object that points to the attribute for which you want to export the value in case of a fallback process.
Make sure to select the check box for Export and enter a tag under DM Tag to send the value to the Data Manager database.
See the figure in the ensuing under the section Fallback results.
3. Locate the fallback attribute under the generic object editor and configure it as appropriate as explained under
step 1.
4. Run a simulation. From the menu bar select Simulate and select Simulation. You must run a cyclic simulation.
5. From the menu bar select View and point to System Log to see if the result of the simulation. If the process
failed see the next step.
6. Review the results in the database that you have connected to your model.
For details see the section Fallback results.

Fallback codes
Assign these codes to enable the fallback process. In the event that the simulation fails, the fallback attribute substitutes the original attribute.

Plant object
Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBTSUP

TSup

FBPSUP

PSup
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Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBPRET

PRet

FBDPDIFF

DPDiff

FBE

E

FBQ

Q

Node object
Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBTSUP

TSup

FBPSUP

PSup

FBPRET

PRet

FBDPDIFF

DPDiff

FBE

E

FBQ

Q

Pump object
Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBACTNOOFPUMPSUP

ActNoOfPumpSup

FBACTNOOFPUMPRET

ActNoOfPumpRet

Heat Exchanger object
Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBTSUP

TSup

FBPSUP

PSup

FBPRET

PRet

FBDPDIFF

DPDiff

FBE

E

FBQ

Q

Shunt object
Fallback Code

Substitutes Default Attribute

FBTSUP

TSup

FBPSUP

PSup

FBPRET

PRet

FBDPDIFF

DPDiff

Fallback results
When you have run a cyclic simulation and the process for some reason fails, you can validate the fallback results in the
database that you have associated to the model. So if you for example for the digital object have defined the temperature to be set to a fallback process, and selected the check box to export data to database (figure A), the fallback
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results appear in the database (figure B).
Figure A

Figure B
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